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This dissertation explores what I term the invention of the graphic novel, or more specifically, 
the process by which stories told in comics (or graphic narratives) form became longer, more 
complex, concerned with deeper themes and symbolism, and formally more coherent, 
ultimately requiring a new publication format, which came to be known as the graphic novel. 
This format was invented in fits and starts throughout the twentieth century, and I argue 
throughout this dissertation that only by examining the nuances of the publishing history of 
twentieth-century comics can we fully understand the process by which the graphic novel 
emerged. 
In particular, I show that previous studies of the history of comics tend to focus on one 
of two broad genealogies: 1) corporate, commercially-oriented, typically superhero-focused 
comic books, produced by teams of artists; 2) individually-produced, counter-cultural, 
typically autobiographical underground comix and their subsequent progeny. In this 
dissertation, I bring these two genealogies together, demonstrating that we can only truly 
understand the evolution of comics toward the graphic novel format by considering the 
movement of artists between these two camps and the works that they produced along the 
way. Ultimately, I show that comics became graphic novels by invoking notions of visual 
parataxis, holistic forms, and Modernist unity, which allowed for book-length comics that 
were much more than just collections of comic-book pages, but instead were a new 
publishing form. 
My dissertation traces a series of moments in the history of the graphic novel. In my 
introduction, I take up the current field of comic studies and establish the terms by which we 
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distinguish the modern graphic novel from other book-length comics. In my first chapter, I 
examine the cross-pollination of Modernism and comics, arguing that they share an 
emphasis on unifying disparate elements, with an emphasis on the problem of visual or 
graphic narrative. In my second and third chapters, I take up the rise of the first comic-book 
auteur, Jack Kirby, who helped shape the early comic-book industry and show how Gil Kane 
and Richard Corben took his model to create the first graphic novel to imagine itself as such 
in 1976. In chapters four and five, I examine the works of Art Spiegelman, Frank Miller, and 
Alan Moore, who all, in 1986-87, published works that established the graphic novel in the 
public consciousness as a viable sales format. Finally, in chapter six and my coda, I take up 
the works of Alison Bechdel, Chris Ware, and an argument by Eddie Campbell that allow us 
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A Note on Figures 
Figures throughout this dissertation have been omitted to respect their copyright status. 
Placeholders have been included, in order to retain both formatting choices throughout and 
citation information for reference.  
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Introduction: The Invention of the Graphic Novel 
To distill so specific a form from that chaos of 
improbability, like turning air to gold… that is the 
crowning unlikelihood.1 
—Dr. Manhattan, Watchmen (1986) 
 
The modern graphic novel as a standardized publication format is a fairly recent 
development, existing since the 1970s within the comic-book community, since the mid-
1980s in the public consciousness, and since the mid-1990s on bookstore shelves. By the 
beginning of the twenty-first century, graphic novels are being reviewed alongside prose 
novels in major book reviews, their sales included on bestseller lists, and their production 
values on the rise, with coffee-table books, prestige editions, and luxury versions not 
uncommon. And though the graphic novel has obviously become codified as a format and 
the stigma of its origins from the (incorrectly) maligned world of the comic book lessened, 
there is still hemming and hawing about what constitutes a graphic novel, how they came to 
be, which was the first, and perhaps most tendentiously, how to establish their relationship 
to the more firmly-established aesthetic traditions of the prose novel, the visual arts, the 
illustrated text, and previous graphic narratives. 
To be clear, the term graphic novel is primarily a publishing and marketing term, originally 
referring to a specific format: a cloth-bound codex comprised of comics pages, usually 
containing a single narrative. The name for this format was gradually introduced throughout 
the 1960s and 1970s, until it became the de facto standard in the 1980s. As Paul Gravett 
usefully summarizes: 
                                              
1  Alan Moore and Dave Gibbons, Watchmen #9 (May 1987), 27. 
2 
in several ways [the term] graphic novel is a misnomer, but, unlike other words 
invented in the past in an effort to overcome the stigmas of humor and childishness 
of the word “comics,” like Charles Biro’s “Illustories,” Bill Gaines’ “Picto-Fiction,” 
or even Will Eisner’s “Sequential Art,” this term has caught on and entered the 
language and dictionaries, for all its inaccuracies. It has been around since 1964, when 
American comics critic and magazine publisher Richard Kyle coined it. Kyle was 
among the first to import and champion European comics, especially French bandes 
dessinées in color hardback albums, and thick Japanese paperbacks of manga. […] Here 
he had evidence of […] the medium’s potential being realized abroad. Kyle came up 
with “graphic story,” and from that the “graphic novel,” to galvanize American 
creators and readers to aspire to similar ambition and sophistication.2 
  
Kyle had put these terms forward in his “Wonderworld” column in the multi-authored 
fanzine CAPA-alpha (K-α), to “describe the artistically serious ‘comic book strip’”3: 
Today, there are signs the “comic book” is, finally and permanently, about to burst 
out of its lonely isolation as a trivial form of sub-literature for retarded children like 
ourselves and take its place in the literary spectrum, between the extremes of the 
wholly symbolic and the wholly real. […] I cannot help but feel that “comic book” 
and “comic book strips” are not only inappropriate and antiquated terms with which 
to describe these genuinely creative efforts and those of the even more fully realized 
productions which are bound to come, but are also terms which may easily prevent 
the early acceptance of the medium by the literary world. […] And so, in future issues 
of Wonderworld, when you find me using the terms “graphic story” and “graphic 
novel” […] you’ll know what I mean.4 
 
Forecasting works that would expand both the formal and publication boundaries of the 
medium, Kyle both names a form and sets out some specific criteria for its growth: 
“genuinely creative efforts” and “fully realized productions,” which are “artistically serious,” 
and that can “take [their] place in the literary spectrum.” 
While vague as prescriptions, these terms would be loosely invoked as categories to be 
satisfied by the long-form comics that would soon emerge. For example, Roger Sabin in his 
                                              
2  Paul Gravett, Graphic Novels: Everything You Need to Know (New York: Collins Design, 2005), 8. 
3  Richard Kyle, “Richard Kyle’s Wonderworld,” CAPA-alpha (Κ-α) #2 (November 1964): 4. 
4  Kyle, 4. 
3 
overview of the history and aesthetic variations of comics, defines graphic novels as “lengthy 
comics in book form with a thematic unity” and goes on to clarify that these works “opened 
up fresh storytelling possibilities,” as “there was more scope for building up tension, 
generating atmosphere and so on.”5 Sabin, as most critics do, identifies the important role 
that thematic unity plays, which Kyle had originally only intimated. Sabin also offers a 
second explanation for the rise of the graphic novel, that “the visuals could often be superior 
to the usual comics, because the status of the work was supposedly higher.”6 This second 
component—production value and the status it accrued—plays an important role in the 
history of the graphic novel. Part of the new format’s appeal was its position as superior to 
comic books printed on newspaper and bound together by staples. And, as I show 
throughout this dissertation, this superiority was asserted by marketers and came to underpin 
the notion of the graphic novel as an unquestioned category, beginning within the comic-
book community and later expanding to a more general readership. 
So, for example, by the mid-1980s, otherwise forgettable works like The World of Ginger 
Fox, written by Mike Baron with pencils by Mitch O’Connell, would be pitched as “The 
graphic novel of the eighties!” in comics-industry publications like Amazing Heroes, trading 
not just on the cache of the term “graphic novel,” but also positioning Ginger Fox as one of 
many works competing for sales in an already established category (Figure 0.1). 
  
 
                                              
5  Roger Sabin, Comics, Comix & Graphic Novels: A History of Comic Art (London: Phaidon, 1996), 165. 
6  Ibid., 165. 
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Figure 0.1: Advertisement for The World of Ginger Fox, 
Amazing Heroes #102 (1 September 1986), 12. 
Unfortunately for Ginger Fox, it was not the graphic novel of the 1980s; within a year of its 
release, Art Spiegelman’s Maus, Frank Miller’s Batman: The Dark Knight Returns, and Alan 
Moore and Dave Gibbons’ Watchmen would all be published, solidifying the term “graphic 
novel” in the public consciousness and establishing what Douglas Wolk calls comics’ annus 
5 
mirabilus.7 But the marketing of works like Ginger Fox is revealing in that it relies on the 
term “graphic novel” as a stable publication category, presumably populated by works that 
fulfill Richard Kyle’s vision for the future of comics. And within a couple of decades of 
comics’ annus mirabilus, graphic novels had become an established sales category, fixed 
enough in the public consciousness to be the butt of mild literati humor in The New Yorker 
(Figure 0.2). 
 
Figure 0.2: Bruce Erik Kaplan, cartoon in The New 
Yorker, 13 December 2004. 
The question of this dissertation, then, is how did this come to be? Specifically, I will be 
interested in the works and creators that participated in the process of evolving comic books 
into what we now think of as graphic novels, with an emphasis on establishing a genealogy 
of works and aesthetic innovations that came to fulfill Richard Kyle’s expectations for the 
future of comics. Though previous authors have established some of the shifts in cultural 
and readerly expectations that conditioned this evolution, I will focus on establishing this 
genealogy via the comics themselves, with an eye on the connections between works and 
                                              
7  Douglas Wolk, Reading Comics: How Graphic Novels Work and What They Mean (Cambridge, MA: Da 
Capo Press, 2007), 8. 
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avoiding the sometimes all-too easy conventions that have established themselves in the field 
of comics studies.8  
The Field of Comics Studies 
To be clear at the outset of this dissertation, the term graphic novel, while defining a 
publishing format by which to distribute works in the medium of comics (regardless of 
genre), also came to bound a series of expectations about the “medium’s potential” in the 
eyes of both the creators and readers of comics. As I will show throughout, those 
expectations play on long-standing distinctions between high- and low-brow art, which 
themselves are attached to generic and formal valuations; in the world of comics criticism, 
this has led to a (mostly false) split between, on the one hand, alternative/underground 
comix that evolved into graphic novels rooted in autobiography and memoir and, on the 
other, their supposed opposite, corporately-produced superhero (and other straight-
forwardly generic) comics.9 But the actual invention of the graphic novel cannot be rendered 
in such simple terms—this dissertation seeks to tease out the nuances of why this is so. 
Some common questions persist: If the graphic novel grew out of the world of superhero 
comic books, which in turn emerged from the confluence of pulp novels and comic strips, 
how can it have any cultural legitimacy? If it emerged from the world of avant-garde art, 
underground comix, and anti-establishment literature, is the graphic novel simply a co-opting 
                                              
8  For an overview of these changing readerships, see Matthew J. Pustz, Comic Book Culture: Fanboys 
and True Believers (Jackson: University Press of Mississippi, 1999); Bradford W. Wright, Comic Book 
Nation: The Transformation of Youth Culture in America (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University 
Press, 2001); Sean Kleefield, Comic Book Fanthropology (Hamilton, OH: Eight Twenty Press, 2011). 
9  For a thoughtful examination of the fraught relationship between “low” comics and “high” art, 
see Bart Beaty, Comics Versus Art: Comics in the Art World (University of Toronto Press, 2012). 
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of independent artists and their art by the very culture industry against which they struggle? 
If the graphic novel is a format, is it also a genre, a form, a medium? What are its bounds? 
Must it be composed only of sequential art? Words and images? How do we deal with 
graphic novels composed by multiple creators? Why did Maus, Watchmen, and Dark Knight 
Returns appear at nearly same moment, from the mid-1986 to the mid-1987, and how do we 
reconcile these seemingly disparate “graphic novels”? And on and on and on. 
This litany of questions percolates across previous works that have sought to trace the 
evolution of the graphic novel, define its bounds, and explain its typical characteristics.10 
Some of the answers that have emerged have been satisfying; most have not. The confusion 
about where to even begin is inherent in the graphic novel itself—the format is a hybrid of 
pre-existing formats, and the history of the graphic novel is intimately tethered to the history 
of the comic book, which is itself a format adaptable to nearly any genre, with a variety of 
cultural markers, story types, and creators. This has been further compounded by histories of 
the graphic novel which draw on only one of the two major comic-book traditions: 
mainstream, corporately-produced comic books11 and counter-cultural, independently-
                                              
10 For general, popular overviews of the range of graphic narratives that fall under the banner of 
“graphic novel,” see D. Aviva Rothschild, Graphic Novels: A Bibliographic Guide to Book-Length Comics 
(Westport, CT: Libraries Unlimited, 1995); Danny Fingeroth, The Rough Guide to Graphic Novels 
(New York: Rough Guides, 2008); Gene Kannenberg, Jr., 500 Essential Graphic Novels: The Ultimate 
Guide (New York: Collins Design, 2008). 
11 Gerard Jones and Will Jacobs, The Comic Book Heroes: The First History of Modern Comic Books from the 
Silver Age to the Present (Rocklin, CA: Prima Publishing, 1997); Jean-Paul Gabilliet, Of Comics and 
Men: A Cultural History of American Comic Books [2005], trans. Bart Beaty and Nick Nguyen 
(Jackson: University Press of Mississippi, 2010); Paul Lopes, Demanding Respect: The Evolution of the 
American Comic Book (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 2009). 
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produced underground comix.12 The modern graphic novel, however, emerged from both of 
these traditions, an offshoot of their long and mutually-defining relationship.13 Competing 
strands of high- and low-brow graphic narrative have pushed against each other for most of 
the twentieth century, and only by tracing the nuances of these two (not always distinct) 
traditions will we come to some sense about how the graphic novel came to its present form. 
In particular, most histories of comics that treat the graphic novel do little to address the 
(sometimes quite complex) intersections of artistic, publishing, and consumer demands, 
typically favoring instead the aesthetics of individual artists or particular recurring comic-
book characters. In this dissertation, I aim to change that tendency, not only by 
contextualizing the works I take up as the products of their formal, aesthetic, and publishing 
contexts, but also by taking each major moment in the genealogy of the graphic novel 
seriously, considering the formal and aesthetic innovations at play in each work, even when 
those works lack the depth that we typically associate with the “literary” novel. I also aim to 
establish connections between various moments in the genealogy of the graphic novel that 
will help us see its deep roots in the history of graphic narrative more broadly. Indeed, as is 
now becoming clear within the field of comics studies, the graphic novel of the late-
twentieth century did not arise ex nihilo, but in fact represents a second birth of the format, 
                                              
12 Mark James Estren, A History of Underground Comics (San Francisco: Straight Arrow Books, 1974); 
Patrick Rosenkranz, Rebel Visions: The Underground Comix Revolution, 1963-1975 (Seattle: 
Fantagraphics Books, 2002); Dez Skinn, Comix: The Underground Revolution (New York: Thunder’s 
Mouth Press, 2004); Charles Hatfield, Alternative Comics: An Emerging Literature (Jackson: University 
Press of Mississippi, 2005). 
13 For overall histories, see Roger Sabin, Comics, Comix & Graphic Novels (1996); Stephen Weiner, 
Faster Than a Speeding Bullet: The Rise of the Graphic Novel (New York: Nantier, Beall, Minoustchine, 
2003); Gravett, Graphic Novels (2005). 
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reiterating many of the developments of mid-nineteenth-century graphic narrative.14 Though 
beyond the scope of this dissertation, there is a minor but important European tradition 
beginning in at least the fifteenth century and running into the nineteenth that includes a 
range of developments in graphic narrative, from woodcuts and political portraiture15, to the 
moral prints of William Hogarth16, into the mid nineteenth-century development of the 
modern comic strip in book form by Rodolphe Töpffer17, to the narrative political cartoons 
                                              
14 This double emergence of the graphic novel as a graphic narrative format parallels André 
Gaudreault and Phlippe Marion’s model of media emergence in “A Medium is Always Born 
Twice…” Early Popular Visual Culture 3.1 (May 2005): 3-15: “a new medium finds its place, its 
identity and its acceptance by going through three stages – appearance, emergence, and 
constitution – that mark what we have called its two births. We might call the first birth a 
medium’s integrating birth and the second birth its distinguishing birth” (12). 
15 Though my dissertation will primarily treat comics and graphic novels of the twentieth century, 
there is a long and storied history of printed graphic narratives that stretches from the era of 
Gutenberg to the nineteenth century; see David Kunzle, The History of the Comic Strip, Volume One: 
The Early Comic Strip: Picture Stories and Narrative Strips in the European Broadsheet, c. 1450-1826 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1973). For the range of nineteenth-century developments 
in comics, see David Kunzle, The History of the Comic Strip, Volume Two: The Nineteenth Century 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1990); Pascal Lefèvre and Charles Dierick, eds., Forging a 
New Medium: The Comic Strip in the Nineteenth Century (Brussels: VUB University Press, 1998). 
16 The most notable precursors to the development of comics are the painting and print sequences 
of William Hogarth—most notably A Harlot’s Progress (1731), A Rake’s Progress (1735), Marriage à-
la-mode (1743-45), and Industry and Idleness (1747)—which depicted the moral progress (and usually 
moral failings) of a set of protagonists over a sequence of images. On Hogarth’s relationship to 
the formal logic of comics, see Joyce Goggin, “Of Gutters and Guttersnipes: Hogarth’s Legacy,” 
The Rise and Reason of Comics and Graphic Literature, eds. Joyce Goggin and Dan Hassler-Forest 
(Jefferson, NC: McFarland, 2010), 6-23. Ronald Paulson has even argued that Hogarth’s 
sequences heavily influenced the form and themes of the novels of Samuel Richardson, Henry 
Fielding, and John Cleland, “The Harlot’s Progress and the Origins of the Novel,” Hogarth in 
Context: Ten Essays and a Bibliography, ed. Joachim Möller (Marburg: Jonas Verlag, 1996), 36-47. 
17 See David Kunzle, Father of the Comics Strip: Rodolphe Töpffer (Jackson: The University Press of 
Mississippi, 2007). 
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of mid-century Paris published by Charles Philipon18, which led to Gustave Doré’s graphic 
novel avant la lettre, The Rare and Extraordinary History of Holy Russia (1854).19  
These precursor graphic narratives each, in its own way, helped establish conventions 
that would reappear in the twentieth century, but that could only reemerge after the 
establishment of a comic-strip industry in the 1890s to 1930s, and the subsequent comic-
book publishing industry beginning in the 1930s. Though I will detail some aspects of these 
publishing developments throughout the dissertation to follow, I want to now turn to two 
works by mid-century comics auteurs that should help clarify the shift that we refer to when 
invoke the term graphic novel, Harvey Kurtzman’s Jungle Book (1959) and Will Eisner’s A 
Contract with God (1978). 
Harvey Kurtzman’s Jungle Book & Will Eisner’s A Contract with God 
Published nearly twenty years apart, Harvey Kurtzman’s Harvey Kurtzman’s Jungle Book 
(1959) and Will Eisner’s A Contract with God and Other Tenement Stories (1978) reveal how 
contingent the definition of the term graphic novel is, depending on the context of a work’s 
production and reception. The two works are formally similar: each is a book-length work of 
                                              
18 For an overview of Philipon’s publishing context, see David S. Kerr, Caricature and French Political 
Culture, 1830-1848: Charles Philipon and the Illustrated Press (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 2000). 
19 For an overview of Holy Russia, see David Kunzle, “Gustave Doré’s History of Holy Russia: Anti-
Russian Propaganda from the Crimean War to the Cold War,” Russian Review 42.3 (July 1983): 
271-299. I am not the first to point to Holy Russia’s status as graphic novel; see, for example, Bill 
Kartalopoulos, “Gustave Doré’s ‘Holy Russia’” Indy Magazine (Summer 2004), who calls the work 
“a major antecedent to the modern graphic novel” 
http://www.indyworld.com/indy/summer_2004/kartalopoulos_dore/index.html, and Patricia 
Mainardi, “The Invention of Comics,” Nineteenth-Century Art Worldwide 6.1 (Spring 2007), who 
identifies it as “the longest graphic novel of the nineteenth century” http://www.19thc-
artworldwide.org/index.php/spring07/145-the-invention-of-comics. 
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original comics that contains four loosely-connected stories, of similar length, with each 
story ranging from about thirty to fifty pages. Both books feature the name of their 
respective creators on their covers (Figures 0.3 and 0.4), and both creators were established 
fixtures in the world of comics at the times of their publication. So what makes, as I assert, 
the former just a book that happens to have comics in it and the latter a graphic novel? 
      
Figures 0.3 (left) and 0.4 (right): Harvey Kurtzman’s Jungle Book (1959), cover; A Contract with 
God (1978), cover. 
D. Aviva Rothschild’s comparison between these works in her bibliographic overview of 
graphic novels might help us clarify. Though she calls Jungle Book a “legend” and 
recommends the work, she summarizes its production and reception thus: “Created in an 
unusual atmosphere of artistic freedom, originally printed on ‘bad paper, [with] printing … 
two cuts below the pulps’ in 1959 the book ended up on the shelves of virtually every 
12 
budding comics profession of the last two generations.”20 On the other hand, Rothschild 
credits Contract as “groundbreaking” and notes the simple fact that it was “the book in which 
Eisner introduced, for better or worse, the term graphic novel, and unlike others struggling to 
define the new genre, he had the reputation to make it stick. This gives the book as good a 
claim to being the first graphic novel as any. (Technically it isn’t the first […]). The stories 
are realistic and touching, as well as sad. Eisner captures the people and their times 
expertly.”21 Rothschild highlights some key distinctions—the reputation of the artist, in 
combination with the production values and marketing—that played a key factor in 
establishing Contract’s status as the “first graphic novel,” however inaccurate. 
It was once commonly accepted that Will Eisner’s A Contract With God (1978) was 
basically the first graphic novel, a “fact” trumpeted by DC Comics and later W.W. Norton in 
their subsequent reprinted editions of the novel (Figures 0.5 and 0.6).22 DC’s editions of 
Eisner’s novels also tend to quote from a 1995 Forward review of one of his later novels, 
Dropsie Avenue (1995): “Not only is Mr. Eisner regarded as a master sequential artist – his 
Spirit comic strip is considered a classic of the genre – but his graphic novels have made him 
the Eisenstein of his medium – his A Contract With God invented that genre with its 
publication in 1978. He is a graceful and consummate artist whose works offer more insight 
                                              
20 Rothschild, 66; Rothschild quotes from Kurtzman. Reprint editions also feature an introduction 
by Art Spiegelman, also available in Comics, Essays, Graphics & Scraps: From Maus to Now to MAUS 
to Now (New York: Raw Books & Graphics, 1999), 91-92. 
21 Rothschild, 97. 
22 Many comics critics reiterate this partial truth. Stephen Weiner refers to it as the “first modern 
‘graphic novel’” in Faster Than a Speeding Bullet (2003), 17; Paul Lopes calls it “one of the first 
literary graphic novels in North America” in Demanding Respect (2009), 179. 
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into the human condition than any novel I have read in the last few years.”23 Thus, Eisner’s 
reputation and contributions to the medium of comics are solidified in the codification of 
Contract as the groundbreaking “first” graphic novel. The only problem, of course, is that this 
isn’t true. 
     
Figures 0.5 (left) and 0.6 (right): A Contract With God, DC Comics reprint (2000), rear cover; Norton 
reprint (2006), rear cover. 
Though Contract uses the term “a graphic novel” on its cover, it was not the first to do 
so, nor was its form—four previously-unpublished, thematically-linked stories told in 
comics—unique. Twenty year previously, Harvey Kurtzman, mostly known for his work 
with EC Comics in the 1950s and for founding the influential MAD Magazine, had put out a 
                                              
23 Joel Lewis, “A Bronx Tale: Will Eisner’s ‘Dropsie Avenue’,” Forward (5 May 1995): 11. 
14 
book of similar size and scope, Harvey Kurtzman’s Jungle Book.24 These two artists share a 
similar position within the world of comics, as they both had worked within the corporate 
studio system and then branched out, creating some of the first personally-expressive 
comics. Comics historian Robert C. Harvey evaluates Kurtzman and Eisner in similar terms: 
“Their preoccupation was less with drawing and more with story, with content: their 
drawings were composed to serve the concerns of the narrative. And their work was also 
highly individualistic; it was therefore unsuited to anything so homogenized as a ‘house 
style.’”25 So, we have two similar works from two similar artists. Why did one break through 
as a graphic novel and the other languish in obscurity, only known within the world of 
comics professionals? 
To put it succinctly—tone, depth, production, and promotion. Jungle Book presents a 
series of farces, each lampooning a conventional genre: the jazz-soaked, noir detective story 
in the manner of the television show Peter Gunn; a satire of the publishing world, whose title 
“The Organization Man in the Grey Flannel Executive Suite” invokes the 1950s bestselling 
books of the same names; a play on the television program Gunsmoke, with its combination 
of the Western and psychological depth; and a story of the comic grotesqueries of the South 
as found in the works of William Faulkner or Tennessee Williams. Kurtzman retains his 
                                              
24 For an overview of Kurtzman’s career and works, see Denis Kitchen and Paul Buhle, The Art of 
Harvey Kurtzman: The Mad Genius of Comics (New York: Abrams Comicarts, 2009) and interviews 
that span his career, collected in The Comics Journal Library, vol. 7: Harvey Kurtzman (Seattle: 
Fantagraphics Books, 2006). Jungle Book was not Kurtzman’s first attempt to pitch a graphic novel; 
he had put forward the idea of an adaptation of Charles Dickens’ A Christmas Carol in 1954, but 
the project had not been picked up. The extant pages of that project are available in The Art of 
Harvey Kurtzman, 136-145. 
25 Robert C. Harvey, The Art of the Comic Book: An Aesthetic History (Jackson: University Press of 
Mississippi, 1996), 145. 
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trademarked, distorted style, and while these are sly stories on the whole, even the best of 
them, “The Organization Man,” is mostly full of minor gags, such as the opening scene 
when the world of publishing is revealed to be nothing more than the consumption and 
discussion of coffee (Figure 0.7).  
 
Figure 0.7: Kurtzman, Harvey Kurtzman’s Jungle Book (1959), 40-41. 
Though each story succinctly parodies its given genre(s), Jungle Book is notable more for 
its art and for allowing Kurtzman a vehicle for his individual parodic expression, without any 
restrictions imposed by outside editorial control. Its publisher, Ballantine, had published 
Jungle Book following on the success of five previous collections of MAD stories, edited by 
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E.L. Doctorow, but as Kurtzman would later recall, the production of the book itself was 
part of the problem: 
The package itself was rinky-dink. It was small and printed on bad paper, and the 
printing itself was two cuts under the pulps. On top of that, I did the art on sheets of 
blue-lined paper. It was an experiment. The printer assured me that the lines wouldn’t 
show up, but of course they did. Still do. The gray wash reinforced the blue, and so 
the thing is noticeable. It was a case of experimenting with a form before all the bugs 
were out.26 
 
As a cheaply-produced, mass-market paperback, Jungle Book was most likely damaged by the 
lack of cultural cache attached to the paperback format in the late 1950s.27 The front and 
rear covers (Figure 0.3 and Figure 0.8, below) were somewhat garish, and though they 
promoted the work as “an original publication—not a reprint,” the layout and phrasing seem 
to undercut any thematic unity to the work, other than an appeal to a modern “jungle” in 
which all of these stories take place. The title page similarly does the work little service, jokily 
identifying Jungle Book’s full title as: 
Harvey Kurtzman’s Jungle Book, or, Up From the Apes! (and right back down) In 
Which Are Described in Words and Pictures Businessmen, Private Eyes, Cowboys, 
and Other Heroes, All Exhibiting The Progress of Man, From the Darkness of the 
Cave into the Light of Civilization by means of Television, Wide Screen Movies, the 
Stone Axe, and other useful arts. 
 
These undercutting measures, in combination with the format itself, seem to have relegated 
the work to a minor place in the history of the graphic novel, or, as Kurtzman put it, “a case 
of experimenting with a form before all the bugs were out.”  
                                              
26 Kurtzman, quoted in The Art of Harvey Kurtzman, 151. 
27 Denis Kitchen and Paul Buhle, in The Art of Harvey Kurtzman, note: “Virtually every author as well 
as every publisher, wanted to do well in paperback, but every author and every published wanted 
to make a mark in hardcover first, because that’s how the prestige reviews were solicited, and 
that’s where the great bulk of the company profits as well as author/artist royalties came from. 
Jungle Book suffered accordingly” (150-151). 
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Figure 0.8: Harvey Kurtzman’s Jungle Book (1959), rear cover. 
Eisner’s A Contract with God is a different kind of work all together, with a firmly 
established place in the graphic-novel canon and field of comics studies.28 In contrast to 
Jungle Book, Contract is a self-serious, thematically-dense work that signals its depth at every 
turn. Though Eisner had made a name for himself in the 1930s and 1940s via the studio 
system, and with his popular character, the Spirit, his career took a series of turns 
throughout the 1950s that included a turn to more reflective, serious stories and experiments 
with genre and form (including things like instructional comics for military servicemen) 
                                              
28 For an example of recent critical attention, see Derek Parker Royal, “Sequential Sketches of 
Ethnic Identity: Will Eisner’s A Contract with God as Graphic Cycle,” College Literature 38.3 
(Summer 2011): 150-167; for a sense of Contract’s impact, see Laurence Roth, “Drawing Contracts: 
Will Eisner’s Legacy,” The Jewish Quarterly Review 97.3 (Summer 2007): 463-484. 
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before leaving comics altogether.29 When he returned to comics in the 1970s, the works were 
of a much different quality and tone. Compared to his earlier work, the four stories of 
Contract all exhibit a more serious tone and execution: the titular story features a man whose 
daughter dies, causing him to claim that God has broken their “contract”; next is a sad tale 
of an erstwhile street singer on the cusp of salvation who loses his chance to escape due to 
his own loutish drunkenness; there is the tragedy of a misunderstood building 
superintendent who is framed as a child molester and kills himself; and finally, the book 
concludes with a story of escape, in which the city-dwellers leave for the country, some to 
find summer love, and others to become trapped by their own problems. 
The title story, “A Contract with God,” gives perhaps the clearest sense of the difference 
between Eisner’s work and Kurtzman’s. In the opening scenes, the protagonist, Frimme 
Hersch, trudges home through the pounding rain, returning from his daughter’s funeral. He 
arrives home and we learn that in his youth, he had formed what he considered an ironclad 
contract with God. When informed of his beloved daughter’s death, he calls out to God, 
declaring that God has violated the “contract” he had set in stone in his youth (Figure 0.9). 
The scenes are rendered in an expressive style, with an emphasis on telegraphing Hersch’s 
anguish, leaving backgrounds and details mostly obliterated in hash-marks or basic forms. 
Though not every moment in Contract is as serious, the comparison with Jungle Book’s tone 
and depth is obvious: here we have a work that invokes the intersection of individual 
religious commitment and external reality, told in Eisner’s exaggerated, expressive style. 
                                              
29 For a brief overview of Eisner’s works and styles, see Douglas Wolk, Reading Comics, 166-173. The 
best biography of Eisner is Michael Schumacher’s Will Eisner: A Dreamer’s Life in Comics (New 
York: Bloomsbury, 2010); also see Bob Andelman, Will Eisner: A Spirited Life (Milwaukie, OR: M 
Press, 2005). 
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Figure 0.9: Eisner, A Contract with God, 22-25 (W.W. Norton pagination). 
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The stories in Contract combine some of Eisner’s own biography (the death of his 
daughter) with broader social observation drawn from his own tenement upbringing and life 
in the city to create stories that draw on a form of tragic social realism.30 Eisner’s work in the 
1970s had been influenced by the late-1960s and early-1970s underground comix movement 
and he had met Art Spiegelman and influential publisher Denis Kitchen at a comic-book 
convention in New York City in 1971: 
The environment inspired Eisner: here were young cartoonists using the comics 
medium in the ways that he’d always hoped it could be used, as a vehicle for personal 
and political statements rather than as a medium restricted to regurgitated genre 
stories. Eisner characterized the underground comix movement as being equivalent 
to “the French underground” during World War II, liberating comics from the bonds 
that had kept it from achieving its full potential as an art.31 
 
While the comparison to the French underground may be a bit hyperbolic, the liberatory 
possibilities of the underground comix movement cannot be understated. Eisner, steeped in 
the history of comics and their precursors, was also overtly drawing on a tradition of earlier 
graphic narratives, including the 1920s and 30s tradition of silent woodcut novels, as 
inspiration: “In 1978, encouraged by the work of the experimental graphic artists Otto 
Nückel, Franz Masareel and Lynd Ward, who in the 1930s published serious novels told in 
art without text, I attempted a major work in a similar form.”32 These influences mark 
                                              
30 Susanne Klingenstein, “The Long Roots of Will Eisner’s Quarrel with God,” Studies in American 
Jewish Literature 26 (2007): 81-88; on the development of A Contract with God, see Stephen Weiner, 
“Pioneer and Storyteller: The Graphic Novels of Will Eisner,” The Will Eisner Companion: The 
Pioneering Spirit of the Father of the Graphic Novel (New York: DC Comics, 2004), 107-168, specifically 
107. 
31 Weiner, 18-19. Eisner discusses this period in Comic Book Rebels: Conversations with the Creators of the 
New Comics, eds. Stanley Wiater and Stephen R. Bissette, (New York: Donald I. Fine, 1993), 269-
281. 
32 Will Eisner, The Contract With God Trilogy: Life on Dropsie Avenue (New York: W.W. Norton, 2006), 
xiii-xiv. Eisner would refer to works such as these as “the totally graphic story” in his overview of 
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Contract as the product of a series of high-brow aesthetic traditions, traditions to which Jungle 
Book makes no appeals. 
Further, A Contract with God was also directly promoted in Eisner’s own then-ongoing 
comic book, The Spirit Magazine, published by Denis Kitchen, which reprinted older Spirit 
stories alongside new material. For example, a full-page advertisement (Figure 0.10) in The 
Spirit Magazine #18 (May 1978) presents a letter from Eisner to Norman Goldfind [sic], 
president of Baronet Books, describing Contract as the culmination of years of work and 
consideration: “I’ve yielded to the nagging thought that there is much more to be said in the 
comic book medium than I have done so far. It is an experiment to see whether themes 
other than cops and robbers can be successfully dealt with in this art form.”33  
Eisner’s letter then goes on to describe the stories within and vouch for their realism: “I 
have selected a quartet of stories which, for want of a better description, are ‘eyewitness 
fiction.’ That is to say, they are compounded of events and people I have known first 
hand.”34 Having set standards for the genre(s) to be invoked and the accuracy of these 
stories, the advertisement concludes with an editorial statement from Denis Kitchen: “I’m 
sure that readers who enjoy this magazine will want to know about Eisner’s brilliant new 
comic novel, which I’ve had the privilege of previewing portions of. Norman Goldfine 
informs me that his company will issue a limited cloth bound edition of 1000 copies prior to  
  
                                                                                                                                                  
the methods of comics, Graphic Storytelling (Tamarac, FL: Poorhouse Press, 1996), 138-146. On 
this connection, see David A. Beronä, “Breaking Taboos: Sexuality in the Work of Will Eisner and 
the Early Wordless Novels,” International Journal of Comic Art 1.1 (Spring-Summer 1999): 90-103 
33 The Spirit Magazine #18 (May 1978), 2. 
34 Ibid., 2. 
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Figure 0.10: Advertisement in The Spirit Magazine #18 (May 1978), 2. 
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publication of the regular paperback edition. Each of these cloth bound books will be signed 
and numbered by the author.”35 This advertisement thus sets expectations for genre, form, 
and format, the last of which is clearly delineated from cheap, mass-produced comics. 
Contract was promoted as anything but a standard newsprint comic book or pulpy mass-
market paperback, like Kurtzman’s Jungle Book. 
Subsequent issues of The Spirit Magazine continued to advertise for Contract. In the next 
issue, #19 (November 1978), a two-page, unsigned, prose-heavy piece introduces Contract in 
“a special preview of the just-released comix novel…” by noting that “now that comics have 
achieved respectability as a medium of expression Eisner has felt encouraged to resume his 
experiments in graphic storytelling.”36 The piece goes on to stress that “the concern with 
‘realism’ has not resulted in a collection of inanities or mundane slice-of-life pieces. Eisner is 
concerned with ‘meaningful themes’ and he communicates them with dramatic events -- a 
suicide, a rape, a death.”37 Further, we are reminded that “the personal subject matter, 
freedom from deadline and format pressures, and the absence of outside editorial 
interference are conditions usually associated with ‘underground comix.’”38 These markers 
establish Contract’s bona fides and distance it from hastily-produced corporate comics. The 
two-page advertisement concludes with another series of markers that signal Contract’s 
publication quality and “uniqueness”: “A Contract with God is available in a deluxe, limited, 
signed, hardcover edition and as a trade paperback. It is tastefully packaged and has a 
                                              
35 Ibid., 2 
36 The Spirit Magazine #19 (November 1978), 2. 
37 Ibid., 2. 
38 Ibid., 2-3. 
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handsome cover with gold lettering. The publishers have acknowledged the uniqueness of 
this work by having it printed entirely in deep umber on a thick buff-colored stock. The 192 
page graphic novel costs $10 clothbound and $4.95 paperbound.”39 This framing helps 
explain the radical difference between Kurtzman’s Jungle Book and Eisner’s A Contract with 
God—the former, a mass-market paperback with satirical stories could not be positioned as a 
graphic novel in the way that the latter, a clothbound book printed in deep umber on thick 
buff-colored stock, could. 
Kurtzman and Eisner were both self-aware and eager to develop comics into long-form 
works. But Eisner’s work emerged and was promoted in a very different landscape than 
Kurtzman’s. It will be the work of this dissertation to clarify that set of changes in the 
comics landscape, changes that made the graphic novel a real possibility. In his preface to A 
Contract with God, Eisner highlighted the deep connection between the medium of comics 
and the possibility of long-form storytelling in the medium: “I was really only working 
around one core concept—that the medium, the arrangement of words and pictures in a 
sequence—was an art form in itself. Unique, with a structure and gestalt all its own, this 
medium could deal with meaningful themes.”40 I argue that this focus on altering structures 
for a gestalt apprehension of the whole work will be key to understanding the idea of the 
graphic novel, regardless of its actual format. Eisner clarifies that thinking of the work as a 
whole caused him to alter the shape of each page:  
                                              
39 Ibid., 3. 
40 Will Eisner, original 1978 preface to A Contract with God, reprinted in A Contract with God and Other 
Tenement Stories (New York: DC Comics, 2000), unpaginated. 
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The normal frames (or panels) associated with sequential (comic book) art are 
allowed to take on their integrity. For example, in many cases an entire page is set out 
as a panel. The text and the balloons are interlocked with the art. I see all these as 
threads of a single fabric and exploit them as a language. If I have been successful at 
this, there will be no interruption in the flow of narrative because the picture and the 
text are so totally dependent on each other as to be inseparable for even a moment.41 
 
This interrelation between moment-to-moment storytelling in comics and a consideration of 
the overall shape of the work will persist throughout the genealogy I will trace in this 
dissertation. 
The Invention of the Graphic Novel 
My dissertation generally takes the shape of a genealogy of works and creators, with each 
chapter crafted around a particularly significant moment or collection of works. I have 
primarily operated by looking at significant works in the evolution of comics into what we 
now think of as the graphic novel, and then considering the relevant set of precursors and 
parallel works in play. I am reminded of Jorge Luis Borges’ prescription in “Kafka and His 
Precursors”: “The word ‘precursor’ is indispensable to the vocabulary of criticism, but one 
must try to purify it from any connotation of polemic or rivalry. The fact is that each writer 
creates his precursors. His work modifies our conception of the past, as it will modify the 
future.”42 This seems to model the sometimes tricky interplay of works when we take up the 
products of popular culture—the set of connections stretches rhizomatically across many 
works, producing precursors as we search, sometimes seemingly without end. 
                                              
41 Ibid., unpaginated. 
42 Jorge Luis Borges, “Kafka and His Precursors” [1951], Selected Non-Fictions, ed. and trans. Eliot 
Weinberger (New York: Penguin Books, 1999), 363-365, 365. 
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I will take up two linked genealogies: the world of corporate comics, which began in 
earnest in the United States in the 1930s, and the world of underground and alternative 
comix, which began in the 1960s, pushing against the constraints of corporate publishing 
and drawing inspiration from a wide range of aesthetic traditions. My dissertation carefully 
traces the evolution of these two linked genealogies, focusing on the aesthetic, narrative, and 
formal developments necessary for the invention of the graphic novel that emerged from 
within these systems of comics: the emergence of the autonomous comics artist as an auteur, 
the shift from fragmented, serialized publication to long-form graphic narratives, and the 
development of narrative self-awareness and referentiality (i.e., comics about other comics’ 
narratives, production, and historical relevance). These developments occurred in fits and 
starts, along with a wide array of experimentation with various formats, from roughly the 
mid-1930s through the 1980s. By the mid-1980s, the graphic novel had become codified as a 
standard format (something the bound versions of Maus, Dark Knight Returns, and Watchmen, 
all from 1986-87, share): book-length graphic narratives, in which a single narrative occupies 
the majority of the book, with the creator or creators advertised prominently.43 Thus, my 
dissertation sets out to understand how this format became what it is, why the term “graphic 
novel” was essential for that formation, and what the codification of the graphic novel has 
meant for graphic narrative storytelling. 
My argument works in two, sometimes competing, modes. First, I try to balance the two 
aesthetic histories at play. On the one hand, there is a more or less coherent history of 
                                              
43 The graphic novel is a format, and its medium is graphic narrative (storytelling done primarily in 
static, printed images) or comics more specifically, with (to my mind) no boundaries on genre, 
form, themes, or symbolic depth. That format, however, does strongly condition the narrative and 
aesthetic boundaries of the kinds of stories it contains. 
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mainstream comic book publication, begun in the 1930s, typically appealing to low- and 
sometimes middle-brow tastes, and dominated by a few constants: a limited range of 
titillating genres (especially superheroes), assembly-line production, corporate ownership, 
and so on. On the other hand, a more disjointed series of independent, aesthetically-diverse 
graphic narratives that push against the corporate status quo; these are most readily identified 
as underground comix in the 1960s and 1970s, but vary widely before and after, held 
together perhaps only by the notion of individual artistic control. These two aesthetic 
histories—low versus high, corporate versus authentic, systematic and continuous versus 
scattered and fragmented—are mutually defining fictions, reinforcing the boundaries of one 
another through the middle decades of the twentieth century. And in doing so, they 
eventually laid the groundwork for the publishing object known as the graphic novel. 
Second, my argument proceeds by taking the graphic novel (in its multiple incarnations) as 
the fulfillment of previous graphic narrative formations—some coherent, some less so. I 
occasionally take up a “figure-fulfillment model” of historical formation, elaborated by 
Hayden White: “a way of construing historical processes as a development in which an entity 
coming later in the order of time simultaneously exalts an entity preceding it as its own 
precursor and derogates it as an imperfect of partial or incomplete protomorph of the later 
and more fully actualized type to which both, though differentially, belong.”44 This is a 
                                              
44 Hayden White, “Cosmos, Chaos, and Sequence in Historiological Representation,” unpublished 
paper, 1998, 1-18, 13, quoted in Amy J. Elias, Sublime Desire: History and Post-1960s Fiction 
(Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 2001), 144. White elaborates “structures of 
figuration,” which establish models of historical figuration and subsequent fulfillment that connect 
seemingly disparate ideological constructions not by immediate succession, but by recasting 
precursors of later fulfillments as necessary figures; see Figural Realism: Studies in the Mimesis Effect 
(Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1999), 99. 
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retrodictive method of analysis, by which the graphic novel acts as a lens through which 
precursor elements and formations can be identified, and it comes with obvious problems of 
creating a false, or at least too pat, teleology. It seems, however, that this is a necessary evil, 
as the notion of the graphic novel in fact does reshape our conception of graphic narratives 
that appeared along on the way, and we must find a way to select a genealogy from the 
history of comics with the knowledge that the graphic novel will appear, changing the 
landscape of comics forever. 
To begin, my first chapter considers the mutual influence of Modernism on comics and 
vice versa. Though usually held apart by an often unchallenged rhetoric that sets “high” art 
in opposition to “low” commerce, Modernism and comics were at times intertwined, helping 
to define one another at their points of intersection.45 Specifically, I examine the influence of 
comic strips on Pablo Picasso (as recorded by Gertrude Stein) and Picasso’s subsequent 
influence on comics, then take up the minor but important tradition of silent woodcut 
novels of the 1920s and 1930s that heavily borrowed from German Expressionism, finally 
moving to Dylan Horrocks’ graphic novel, Hicksville (1996), which imagines a speculative 
history built on the intersection of Modernism and comics. I suggest that the tensions 
inherent in these intersections—both real and imagined—reveal the underlying aesthetic 
logic that comics drew from Modernism. Specifically, I identify this aesthetic logic as visual 
parataxis (closely related to Walter Benjamin’s notion of the dialectical image and Ezra Pound’s 
                                              
45 On the problematic emergence of this dichotomy, see Lawrence W. Levine, Highbrow/Lowbrow: 
The Emergence of Cultural Hierarchy in America (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1990). For 
a good introduction to the high/low debate as it pertains to Modern art, see Kirk Varnedoe and 
Adam Gopnik, High and Low: Modern Art and Popular Culture (New York: The Museum of Modern 
Art, 1990), 15-21. 
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practice of poetic parataxis) that emphasizes the simultaneous juxtaposition of images and 
apprehension of those images as part of a larger system that comics would ultimately, over 
the next decades, extend and deepen to eventually produce graphic novels that fulfill 
Modernism’s tendency toward unified, holistic, symbolically-cohesive aesthetics as a form of 
Modernist unity. 
My second and third chapters make the case for the often under-examined role of 
corporately-produced comics in the genealogy of the graphic novel. In Chapter Two, I 
examine the career of Jack Kirby, the “King” of comics. Creator or co-creator of memorable 
characters such as Captain America, the Fantastic Four, and the X-Men, Kirby was one of 
the most prolific corporate comics artists of the twentieth century, and, I argue, established a 
model of comic-book auteur, or self-possessed brand, that would allow both himself and 
subsequent artists a degree of control over their own works. Kirby, who had helped define 
(and then redefine) models for the standard superhero and romance comics with Joe Simon 
in the 1940s and 1950s, then went on to reshape the entire industry of comics with Stan Lee 
in the 1960s, and finally on his own in the 1970s. As I show, Kirby contributed to a number 
of developments—on the character, narrative, and production levels—that were 
fundamentally intertwined, contributing to larger, more involved superhero narratives. As 
these narratives expanded and their themes deepened, new forms of stories emerged, and the 
intertextual relationship between individual narratives in the growing corporate narratology 
changed, now often controlled by a comic-book auteur with an epic narrative vision. 
Chapter Three takes up the somewhat neglected works of corporate artist Gil Kane and 
underground artist Richard Corben. I argue that Kane, through a series of works including 
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his work on corporate comics, strove throughout the late 1960s and early 1970s to publish 
stand-alone comics—including a black-and-white magazine His Name is…Savage! (1968) and 
a mass-market paperback comic Blackmark (1971)—in a range of formats close to what we 
now consider the graphic novel. Operating in parallel, Corben had created a number of 
underground works, published in anthologies and magazines like Heavy Metal, and developed 
a unique airbrushed aesthetic style. Kane and Corben came together in 1976, with the 
publication of Bloodstar, which I argue was the first work to truly think of itself as a graphic 
novel, bringing together both Kane’s corporate aesthetics and publication expertise and 
Corben’s status as an underground auteur. As I show, Bloodstar attempted to move beyond 
its precursors in both scope and format, setting the standard for the graphic novel as a 
stand-alone, original work, published in hardcover, while still drawing on a rich formal and 
aesthetic genealogy. 
My fourth and fifth chapters tackle comics’ annus mirabilis, the year or so of publishing 
from the middle of 1986 to the middle of 1987, during which the graphic novel as a codified 
publishing format was established as a viable sales standard. First, in Chapter Four, I take up 
the works of Art Spiegelman from 1972 to 1991, ranging from his early experimental comics 
to his editorial work on the comix anthologies Arcade and Raw, finally moving to his two-
volume masterwork, Maus (serialized in Raw, published in book forms in 1986 and 1991). I 
show that, counter to much of the criticism on Maus, we can best understand the work only 
in relation to Spiegelman’s early formal experiments and editorial efforts, as it draws on their 
formal and narrative play, while also employing a self-aware metanarrative presence in the 
form of the artist Art Spiegelman. By inserting himself as artist into the narrative, 
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Spiegelman is able to exert a particular form of authorial control, implementing strategies 
that unify and constrain its material, ultimately (and ironically) making Maus a commodifiable 
object that can be readily sold on bookstore shelves and marketed under the name of the 
artist, hallmarks of the now-codified graphic novel. 
In Chapter Five, I take up the other two major graphic novels that were published in the 
1986-87 period, Frank Miller’s Batman: The Dark Knight Returns and Alan Moore and Dave 
Gibbons’ Watchmen. Emerging from the world of corporate superhero comics, both Dark 
Knight Returns and Watchmen draw on earlier formal and format experiments (such as those in 
Chapter Three), while simultaneously engaging with and dismissing the long, ongoing legacy 
of their superhero forbearers. By both referencing and transcending earlier superhero stories, 
these two works act as what Geoff Klock calls revisionary superhero narratives, circumscribing 
their narratives by revising and displacing previous versions of their characters, allowing each 
work to remain a self-contained whole.46 Specifically, I suggest that by invoking notions of 
the Nietzschean Übermensch, Miller in Dark Knight Returns and Moore in Miracleman and 
Watchmen are able to place a new logic at the core of their superhero narratives, one which 
allows both their narratives and characters to stand apart from traditional monthly superhero 
comics. 
Chapter Six examines the role of the individual in two graphic narratives that fully realize 
the potential of the graphic novel after its 1970s-80s codification, Alison Bechdel’s Fun 
Home: A Family Tragicomic (2006) and Chris Ware’s Jimmy Corrigan: The Smartest Kid on Earth 
(2000). Though the two works differ generically—the former is a familial memoir, the latter 
                                              
46 Geoff Klock, How to Read Superhero Comics and Why (New York: Continuum, 2002), 3. 
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an intergenerational novel—I argue that these works draw on their graphic-narrative 
precursors to deploy their respective narratives with a degree of holistic symbolism, formal 
coherence, and thematic depth that would not have been possible in comics before the 
codification of the graphic novel. Fun Home and Jimmy Corrigan share similar narrative 
structures, placing at their cores the tension between their protagonists’ personal narrative(s) 
and a larger counter-narrative frame. As I show, both works mediate between these frames 
by deploying a series of affective associations—borrowing from Marcel Proust, Bechdel 
refers to these as a “network of traversals”—that they put on display formally and 
symbolically. In doing so, they engage in what Thierry Groensteen, in The System of Comics, 
identifies as braiding (tressage), the simultaneous deployment of synchronic and diachronic 
visual symbols to enhance the formal interconnectedness of the graphic narrative at hand, 
and ultimately serve to demonstrate the fulfillment of the long genealogy of works that made 
possible the full evolution of the graphic novel.47  
Finally, I conclude with a brief coda that considers Eddie Campbell’s “Graphic Novel 
Manifesto,” in which he claims that the term graphic novel “signifies a movement rather than a 
form” and issues a call to his fellow comics artists to distance themselves from conventional 
(and commercial) comic-book culture.48 I examine Campbell’s claims and his attempts to 
                                              
47 Thierry Groensteen, The System of Comics [1999], trans. Bart Beaty and Nick Nguyen (Jackson: 
University Press of Mississippi, 2007); Groensteen’s system is summarized well (in relation to Fun 
Home) in Adrielle Mitchell, “Spectral Memory, Sexuality and Inversion: An Arthrological Study of 
Alison Bechdel’s Fun Home: A Family Tragicomic,” ImageTexT: Interdisciplinary Comics Studies 4.3 
(2009) http://www.english.ufl.edu/imagetext/archives/v4_3/mitchell/. 
48 The “revised” version of this manifesto is the most complete, and is available as a sidebar that 




rethink the conflicted term “graphic novel,” arguing that his redefinition makes sense 
amongst a community of like-minded contemporary comics artists. However, his claims can 
only do so by dismissing an allegiance to the rich history and genealogy of works that led to 
the codification of graphic novel. Ultimately, then, I claim that only by fully embracing the 
complexity of the graphic narratives, creators, and aesthetics that this dissertation traces can 
we fully come to understand the developments that led to and importance of the invention of 
the graphic novel.  
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Chapter 1: From Comics to Modernism and Back 
As they started out the door, Gertrude handed 
Picasso a bundle of newspapers. It was the 
comics section from one of the American Sunday 
papers: the painter was an avid follower of The 
Katzenjammer Kids and of Little Jimmy. Picasso 
beamed and thanked her.49 
—James R. Mellow, Charmed Circle (1974) 
 
This chapter considers the mutual influence of comics on Modernism and Modernism 
on comics. As I noted in my introduction, Modernist art tends to be held at a distance from 
“low” commercial culture, in order to bolster its status as “high” art. This discourse is of 
course not new, with a long history of cultural valuation and distinction, which only in the 
last few decades has come under major scrutiny, following the rise of the Birmingham 
School of Cultural Studies in the 1960s and 1970s, and after somewhat controversial art 
exhibitions, such as the 1990 High and Low exhibition at the Museum of Modern Art, curated 
by Kirk Varnedoe and Adam Gopnik.50 As is now becoming clear, Modernism and 
commercial culture were at times intertwined, and, as I will show in this chapter, graphic 
narratives—especially the newspaper comic strip and woodcut novel—played a particularly 
important role in that interplay. 
                                              
49 James R. Mellow, Charmed Circle: Gertrude Stein and Company (New York: Avon Books, 1974), 139. 
This passage paraphrases Stein’s version of these events in The Autobiography of Alice B. Toklas 
(1933), which will be addressed below. The Katzenjammer Kids and Little Jimmy both appeared in 
William Randolph Hearst’s New York Journal, the former debuting 12 December 1897, the latter 14 
February 1904. 
50 On the problematic emergence of this dichotomy, see Levine, Highbrow/Lowbrow. The aims of the 
High and Low exhibition are clearly established in the robust exhibition catalog, High and Low: 
Modern Art and Popular Culture and a companion edited collection, Modern Art and Popular Culture: 
Readings in High & Low (New York: Abrams, 1990). 
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In what follows, I will examine the influence of comic strips on Modernism by taking up 
Pablo Picasso’s interest in them (as recorded by Gertrude Stein) during the period in which 
he began to turn to Cubism proper, including the completion of his Portrait of Gertrude Stein 
(1906). I then turn to a somewhat fictionalized account of Picasso and the Stein circle as 
found in Nick Bertozzi’s graphic novel, The Salon (2007), which allows us to reread Picasso’s 
interest in comics. Next, I take up the influence of Picasso and Modernism on subsequent 
comics, particularly the experimental 1970s comics of Art Spiegelman, and then move to the 
minor but important tradition of silent woodcut novels of the 1920s and 1930s that heavily 
borrow from the Modernist offshoot German Expressionism, establishing a kind of graphic 
novel tradition before the term had been developed. Finally, I move to Dylan Horrocks’ 
graphic novel, Hicksville (1996), which imagines a speculative history built on the intersection 
of Modernism and comics. By reading through these intersections—both real and 
imagined—I expose the underlying aesthetic logic that comics drew from Modernism. This 
aesthetic logic, visual parataxis, which is closely related to Walter Benjamin’s notion of the 
dialectical image and Ezra Pound’s “ideogrammic” method of poetic parataxis, emphasizes 
both the simultaneous juxtaposition of images and the apprehension of those images as part 
of a larger system, and is further tied to Modernism’s tendency toward unified, holistic, 
symbolically-cohesive aesthetics, which I identify as a tendency toward Modernist unity.51 
                                              
51 I will invoke a rather loose notion of Modernism, focused mostly on the visual arts, but with the 
clear precept that Modernism can be broadly construed as an aesthetic movement focused on the 
display of fragmentary elements within symbolically holistic works. I contend that this aesthetic 
links together the sometimes disparate prose works of the likes of James Joyce, Virginia Woolf, 
and William Faulker, the poetic works of Gertrude Stein, T.S. Eliot, and Ezra Pound, and the 
paintings of Pablo Picasso, Georges Braque, and Henri Matisse.  
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I will begin with comic strips, which were comics’ primary publishing form before the 
comic book developed in the United States in the 1930s. Though the history of the comic 
strip is rich in and of itself, briefly put, the first comic strips, beginning with The Yellow Kid in 
1895, were extensions of political cartooning, with an emphasis on stereotyped caricatures 
and slogans over storytelling.52 Comic strips quickly proliferated, as Joseph Pulitzer’s New 
York World and William Randolph Hearst’s New York Journal competed for readers and sales 
by increasing the number of color illustrated pages in their respective papers, often devoted 
to comics and sensational cartoons (and giving rise to the term “Yellow Journalism,” derived 
from The Yellow Kid). By the early 1900s, modern comic strips had developed, with 
sequenced panels, consistent speech bubbles, and ongoing characters and storylines.53 And 
by the 1910s, strips like George Herriman’s Krazy Kat (first published 13 October 1913) were 
taking full advantage of the possibilities of the form, exploring the interrelation of 
storytelling and structure made possible by the comic strip.54 
                                              
52 For overviews of the complex evolution of the comic strip, see Coulton Waugh, The Comics [1947] 
(Jackson: University Press of Mississippi, 1991); Jerry Robinson, The Comics: An Illustrated History of 
Comic Strip Art (New York: Berkley Windhover, 1974); Ron Goulart, The Funnies: 100 Years of 
American Comic Strips (Holbrook, MA: Adams Media, 1995); Robert C. Harvey, Children of the Yellow 
Kid: The Evolution of the American Comic Strip (Seattle: Frye Art Museum, 1998); Brian Walker, The 
Comics: Before 1945 (New York: Harry N. Abrams, 2004). For a collection of representative types 
and styles of comic strips, see The Smithsonian Collection of Newspaper Comics, eds. Bill Blackbeard and 
Martin Williams (Washington, DC: Smithsonian Institution Press, 1977). 
53 As I note in my introduction, the evolution of these strips marks a second emergence of this form 
of graphic narrative storytelling, essentially replicating the nineteenth-century invention of comics 
by figures such as Rodolphe Töpffer, Charles Philipon, and Gustave Doré. 
54 For an overview of Herriman’s Krazy Kat, see Patrick McDonnell, Karen O’Connell, and Georgia 
Riley de Havenon, eds., Krazy Kat: The Comic Art of George Herriman (New York: Harry N. Abrams, 
2004); Richard Marschall, America’s Great Comics-Strip Artists: From the Yellow Kid to Peanuts (New 
York: Stewart, Tabori & Chang, 1997), 97-119; Robert C. Harvey, The Art of the Funnies: An 
Aesthetic History (Jackson: University Press of Mississippi, 1994), 171-185. 
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Comics and Modernism 
As the comic strip rose in prominence, it did not escape the notice of small pockets of 
the artistic and critical intelligentsia, who especially focused on Krazy Kat. Gilbert Seldes in 
The Seven Lively Arts (1924), likened Krazy Kat to Don Quixote and the strip’s creator, George 
Herriman, to Dickens, writing that the strip was “the most amusing and fantastic and 
satisfactory work of art produced in America today.”55 After exploring the strange world of 
the love-triangle between the starring mouse, cat, and dog, Seldes concluded that Krazy Kat 
“is rich with something we have too little of—fantasy. It is wise with pitying irony; it has 
delicacy, sensitiveness, and an unearthly beauty. The strange, unnerving, distorted trees, the 
language inhuman, un-animal, the events so logical, so wild, are all magic carpets and faery 
foam—all charged with unreality. Through them wanders Krazy, the most foolish of 
creatures, a gentle monster of our new mythology.”56 Why was a critic like Seldes able to 
praise a mere comic strip in such effusive terms? To give a sense of how Krazy Kat was able 
to integrate a degree of formal self-reflexivity and thematic depth, and thus earn the interest 
of cultural critics of the day, we should turn to an example from 16 April 1922 (Figure 
1.1).57 
                                              
55 Gilbert Seldes, “The Krazy Kat That Walks by Himself,” The Seven Lively Arts [1924], reprinted in 
Arguing Comics: Literary Masters on a Popular Medium, eds. Jeet Heer and Ken Worcester (Jackson: 
University Press of Mississippi, 2004), 22-29, 22. On Seldes’ role in changing the nature of 
American cultural criticism, see Michael Kammen, The Lively Arts: Gilbert Seldes and The 
Transformation of Culture Criticism in the United States (Oxford University Press, 1996). 
56 Seldes, 29. 
57 On these innovations and the relationship of Krazy Kat to Dadaism, see M. Thomas Inge, “Krazy 




Figure 1.1: Herriman, Krazy Kat, 16 April 1922. 
 
The strip, occupying four full tiers of comics—space often reserved for four single-tier 
strips—presents a meta-fictional situation in which Krazy Kat reads a newspaper comics 
section featuring a comic strip entitled Krazy Kat. He calls over Ignatz Mouse, and begins to 
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read him that strip’s story, which happens to be the same story we are reading. As he 
narrates from the newspaper, the story continues, until Offissa Pupp leads Ignatz away, the 
paper is removed, and Krazy is left alone again. 
Beyond its size, note that the form here breaks with some typical comics conventions, 
discarding panel borders (save for two) and backgrounds. The two panels that are bordered 
(panels six and twelve) highlight the existential dilemma raised by this strip. In panel six, 
Krazy Kat remarks “But ‘Ignatz’ dahlink [darling]!! Here I are here, and here you is here 
too—” to which Ignatz, annoyed, responds “Of course.” What could be an agonizing 
plight—Krazy recognizing that he is, in fact, but a comic-strip character—is undercut and 
displaced, in the manner of say, the more humorous side of Samuel Beckett. In the next 
panel, Krazy asks “But, if I are here, and you is here, how come I are in the paper, and you 
also—ansa [answer] me that,” to which Ignatz again rebuffs “because, fool, how could it be 
aught were it not thus—you answer that.”58 While intriguing epistemological questions, these 
are put aside as Krazy continues to read, explaining the narrative’s plot until the penultimate 
panel (panel twelve), when his newspaper is snatched away. As is typical of many Krazy Kat 
strips, what exists as a formal constraint of the comic-strip form, that it must be contained 
on a single page or less, is transformed into a thematic element, conditioning Krazy’s plight 
and re-emphasizing the circumscribed plot, leaving Krazy alone in the desert, repeating his 
opening line: “Well, here I are, all alone, with nobody around but myself.” 
                                              
58 The language and logic of Krazy Kat strips involves a complicated argot; for some clarification, see 
Ralph Pomeroy, “Modern Poetry and a Kat Called Krazy,” Today’s Speech 7.3 (September 1959): 
14-15; Albert Goldbarth, “‘Imp Your, Dahlink?’,” The Kenyon Review 12.2 (Spring 1990): 11-14; 
Edward A. Shannon, “‘That we may mis-unda-stend each udda’: The Rhetoric of Krazy Kat,” 
Journal of Popular Culture 29.2 (Fall 1995): 209-222. 
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Comic strips such as these opened the possibility of narrative and thematic play on the 
comics page itself, sometimes producing a depth and emphasis typically reserved for the 
work of prose or poetry. And as comic strips became more thematically and formally 
complex, so too were comic-strip descriptors being applied (without derision) to prose 
novels. For example, Anita Loos’ Gentlemen Prefer Blondes (1925) carried the subtitle “The 
Illuminating Diary of a Professional Lady” and was described as “intimately illustrated” by 
magazine cartoonist Ralph Barton, stressing the visual element of its storytelling. Nathaneal 
West described his novel, Miss Lonelyhearts (1933), as “a novel in the form of the comic 
strip.”59 The comic strip was at least at the doors of the literary world, but the intersections 
were mostly on the surface, associating a few properties of the prose novel with comics or 
vice versa. I suggest that these connections in fact run much deeper, and that by turning to 
the core of Modernism—at least as practiced by the likes of Gertrude Stein and Pablo 
Picasso—we can find a more fundamental intersection of comics and High Modernist art. 
Comics, Gertrude Stein, and Pablo Picasso 
In The Autobiography of Alice B. Toklas (1933), Gertrude Stein stresses Pablo Picasso’s love 
of the comic strip The Katzenjammer Kids, created by Rudolph Dirks.60 This connection, 
                                              
59 See Thomas Strychacz, “Miss Lonelyhearts: Nathanael West’s Comic-Strip Novel,” Modernism, Mass 
Culture, and Professionalism (Cambridge University Press, 1993), 162-184; Nancy W. Hand, “A 
Novel in the Form of a Comic Strip: Nathanael West’s Miss Lonelyhearts,” Serif 5.2 (1968): 14-21. 
60 The Katzenjammer Kids was created by German immigrant Rudolph Dirks and debuted 12 
December 1897 in the American Humorist, the Sunday supplement to Hearst’s New York Journal, 
and was directly inspired by Max und Moritz (1865), a popular German illustrated story by Wilhelm 
Busch. Though Dirks left the Hearst empire in 1914—creating a strip titled Hans und Fritz, later 
renamed The Captain and the Kids, which borrowed his Katzenjammer characters—the strip was quite 
influential. For a brief overview of Dirks, including his conflict with Hearst, see Walker, The 
Comics: Before 1945, 36-41. 
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between a fairly conventional comic strip published in Hearst’s New York Journal, notable for 
being the first strip to systematically use speech bubbles, and one of the exemplars of 
Modernism should not be overlooked.61 The Katzenjammer Kids, now the longest-running 
comic strip in history, appears fairly conventionally, with regular panel layouts, and short-
form comedic plots. Its Sunday editions typically occupied a full page and were on the front 
page of the Sunday comics supplement of the Hearst papers (Figure 1.2).62 The Katzenjammer 
Kids was quite popular, inspiring a stage play and animated cartoons, and was widely available 
in the Hearst papers, including its foreign editions. As we can see in Figure 1.2, the art relies 
on straightforward caricature and both ethnic humor and misbehaving children for its 
comedy. 
Stein relates (through the voice of her partner Alice B. Toklas) the period in the middle 
of the 1900s during which she met regularly with Picasso and his mistress Fernande Olivier, 
often bringing him newspaper comics sections: “Oh I forgot to give you these, said 
Gertrude Stein handing Picasso a package of newspapers, they will console you. He opened 
them up, they were the Sunday supplement of american papers, they were the Katzenjammer 
kids. Oh oui, Oh oui, he said, his face full of face full of satisfaction, merci thanks Gertrude,  
                                              
61 For an example of the intersection of a Modernist artist and the world of comics in an American 
context, see Inge, “Faulkner Reads the Funny Papers,” Comics as Culture, 79-99. 
62 For a brief overview of the innovations of The Katzenjammer Kids, see Arthur Asa Berger, The Comic-
Stripped American (Baltimore: Penguin Books, 1973), 35-46. 
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Figure 1.2: Dirks, The Katzenjammer Kids in The San Francisco Examiner, 6 September 1903. 
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and we left.”63 And, on a later occasion: 
Fernande asked Miss Stein if she had any of the comic supplements of the american 
papers left. Gertrude Stein replied that she had just left them with Picasso. Fernande 
roused like a lioness defending her cubs. That is a brutality that I will never forgive 
him, she said. I met him on the street, he had a comic supplement in his hand, I 
asked him to give it to me to help me to distract myself and he brutally refused. It 
was a piece of cruelty that I will never forgive. I ask you, Gertrude, to give to me 
myself the next copies you have of the comic supplement. Gertrude Stein said, why 
certainly with pleasure. As we went out she said to me, it is to be hoped that they will 
be together again before the next comic supplements of the Katzenjammer kids come 
out because if I do not give them to Pablo he will be all upset and if I do Fernande 
will make an awful fuss.64 
 
Interspersed with these observations of the painter’s escapist interest in The Katzenjammer 
Kids is a record of how Picasso created his portrait of Stein, which he began in 1905 and 
completed in 1906 (Figure 1.3). 
Stein, again in the voice of Toklas, explains that the original impetus for the portrait has 
since been forgotten: “It was only a very short time after this that Picasso began the portrait 
of Gertrude Stein, now so widely known, but just how that came about is a little vague in 
everybody’s mind. I have heard Picasso and Gertrude Stein talk about it often and they 
neither of them can remember. [… neither] of them know how it came about.”65 And, 
following eighty or ninety sittings, Picasso finished the painting while Stein was out of Paris: 
“All of the sudden one day Picasso painted out the whole head. I can’t see you any longer 
 
                                              
63 Gertrude Stein, The Autobiography of Alice B. Toklas (New York: Harcourt, Brace and Company, 
1933), 28. It should be noted that Stein’s biographical and autobiographical details in works like 
The Autobiography and Picasso (1938) are themselves aestheticized; see, for example, Jamie Hilder, 
“‘After all one must know more than one sees and one does not see a cube in its entirety’: 
Gertrude Stein and Picasso and Cubism,” Critical Survey 17.3 (2005): 66-84. 
64 Stein, The Autobiography of Alice B. Toklas, 31. 
65 Ibid., 55. 
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Figure 1.3: Picasso, Portrait of Gertrude Stein (1906), oil on canvas.  
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when I look, he said irritably. And so the picture was left like that.”66 Finally, when Stein 
returned, Picasso revealed the completed portrait to her: “She came back to a Paris fairly full 
of excitement. In the first place she came back to her finished portrait. […] And when she 
saw it he and she were content. It is very strange but neither can remember at all what the 
head looked like when he painted it out.”67 Picasso, of course, had covered the previous 
version of Stein’s face with the intentionally-distorted one that appears in the completed 
Portrait of Gertrude Stein (1906).68 
The standard reading of Picasso’s choice to complete Stein’s portrait with a mask-like 
visage is that “Picasso found a ‘native resolution’ to Stein’s portrait in the rediscovery of 
Iberian sculptures from the sixth and fifth centuries BC,” which were excavated in 
                                              
66 Ibid., 64-65. 
67 Ibid., 70. When it was noted that Stein does not quite resemble her portrait, Picasso replied, “she 
will” (14). On Stein’s imagistic use of language, which is tied to visual artists, such as Filippo 
Marinetti, see Marjorie Perloff, “‘Grammar in Use’: Wittegenstein / Gertrude Stein / Marinetti,” 
South Central Review 13.2/3 (Autumn 1996): 35-62. 
68 Stein truncates this narrative in Picasso [1938] (New York: Dover Publications, 1984), placing the 
emphasis on Picasso’s ability to express the new “reality” of the twentieth century: 
In 1906 Picasso worked on my portrait during the whole winter, he commenced to paint figures 
in colors that were almost monotone, still a little rose but mostly an earth color, the lines of the 
bodies harder, with a great deal of force there was the beginning of his own vision. It was like 
the blue period but much more felt and less colored and less sentimental. His art commenced to 
be much purer. So he renewed his vision which was of things seen as he saw them. One must 
never forget that the reality of the twentieth century is not the reality of the nineteenth century, 
not at all and Picasso was the only one in painting who felt it, the only one. More and more the 
struggle to express it intensified. Matisse and all the others saw the twentieth century with their 
eyes but they saw the reality of the nineteenth century, Picasso was the only one in painting who 
saw the twentieth century with his eyes and saw its reality and consequently his struggle was 
terrifying, terrifying for himself and for the others, because he had nothing to help him, the past 
did not help him, nor the present, he had to do it all alone and, as in spite of much strength he is 
often very weak, he consoled himself and allowed himself to be almost seduced by other things 
which led him more or less astray (21-22). 
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Andalusia, put on display in the Louvre, and that Picasso saw in 1905 or 1906.69 In this 
reading, Picasso was able to sidestep any questions of fidelity of representation by 
substituting an intentionally non-mimetic element. Picasso’s portrait of Stein is thus one in a 
number of steps on the path toward Cubism, including Les Demoiselles d’Avignon (1907), 
which allowed Picasso and his successors to shift away from an emphasis on mimetic realism 
in favor of newer, bolder forms of representation.70 
Nick Bertozzi’s The Salon 
There is, however, another way of reading Picasso’s decision to change the face of Stein’s 
portrait. A pivotal scene in Nick Bertozzi’s graphic novel, The Salon (2007) depicts Picasso’s 
completion of the Stein portrait. The novel, which centers on Gertrude and Leo Stein’s 
salon, features most of the major figures of the mid-1900s Paris art scene, including the 
Steins, Picasso, Georges Braque, Apollinaire, et al. The novel’s plot features a fictionalized 
history of many of the meetings between and works of these artists and collectors, disrupted 
and delayed by a series of murders committed by one of Paul Gauguin’s Tahitian subjects, 
who has emerged from one of his paintings (in this world a blue form of absinthe allows its 
drinker to enter directly into the fantasy world of paintings). Picasso is of course one of the 
stars of this world, portrayed as a petulant genius, often working unclothed and flying into 
fits of rage or passionate approval. 
                                              
69 Karin Cope, “Painting After Gertrude Stein,” Diacritics 24.2/3 (Summer/Autumn 1994): 190-203, 
192. 
70 On Stein’s descriptions of Picasso’s development, see L.T. Fitz, “Gertrude Stein and Picasso: The 
Language of Surfaces,” American Literature 45.2 (May 1973): 228-237. 
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Picasso is first introduced when the novel’s protagonist, Braque, is asked to visit him in 
his studio; Braque quickly becomes the go-between for various members of Paris’ aesthetic 
circle, everyone on edge due to the murder of their fellow collectors and artists. By the 
middle of the novel’s plot, Picasso is working on Stein’s portrait and ranging about for 
alternative artistic methods and solutions, including comic strips. In the middle of all of this, 
Stein has her maid, Helene, deliver newspaper comics pages to Picasso and Braque, to which 
Picasso replies, “Ahh, Helene, thank you! I would be in misery without The Katzenjammer 
Kids! You are the shepherd of my group of sheep.”71 Thus, The Salon glances off Stein’s 
descriptions in The Autobiography of Alice B. Toklas; though they differ in focus, the attention 
to Picasso’s fondness for comics comes through. The Katzenjammer Kids strip reappears a few 
pages later during the pivotal scene in which Picasso completes Stein’s portrait (Figure 1.4). 
As Picasso reads his comics after awakening, Braque asks “How can you read that 
crap?”72 Picasso’s mistress (presumably Fernande) replies “Crap? Hold your tongue before I 
tear it out!”73 To which Picasso explains why he cares about the comic strip: “You miss the 
simple of it! Look at the outline of figure: perfect art. Easy to see… Read fast… Not try to 
be thing of beauty. Is thing of beauty.”74 As Braque and Picasso’s mistress debate, Picasso 
rushes down the hall exclaiming, “¡Hostia! Dot for eyes! ¡Que simplicidad! ¡La solución es los 
Katzenjammer!” and immediately begins completing the face of Stein’s portrait.75 
                                              
71 Nick Bertozzi, The Salon (New York: St. Martin’s Press, 2007), 66. 
72 Ibid., 75. 
73 Ibid., 76. 
74 Ibid., 76. 




Figure 1.4: Bertozzi, The Salon (2007), 75-76.  
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Braque is appalled, “But he’s just stealing from that comic strip!” to which Picasso’s mistress 
dismissively replies “Finish your eggs. They grow cold.”76 
 Here, The Katzenjammer Kids serves not just as an indirect influence, but supplies a direct 
solution, allowing Picasso to finish the problematic visage of Stein’s portrait, offering him a 
stylized, caricatural mode of representation, which the novel suggests became the backbone 
of Cubism. Though Bertozzi takes artistic license, collapsing passages from Stein’s account 
into direct artistic borrowing, The Salon suggests not just a temporal collision between 
Modernism and comics, but a deep cross-pollination between the arts. In this history, the 
dates are a bit different: Picasso has apparently finished Les Demoiselles d’Avignon and the 
cover date of the New York American and Journal is 31 August 1907, though Picasso had 
actually finished Stein’s portrait in the Spring of 1906.77 However, the key here is the 
immediate connection that Picasso draws between the aesthetics of the comic-strip world 
and his own. Bertozzi is not alone in asserting this connection. Writing in anticipation of the 
Matisse/Picasso exhibit at the Tate Modern in London in 2002, Jonathan Jones speculates 
that “as much as anything perhaps it was the distorted vibrant, grotesque, fantastically 
modern graphic world of American newspaper comics that helped Picasso break out of 
every convention of continuity in art, that helped him paint a portrait that is a cartoon, but 
with gravitas.”78 Though these two aesthetic traditions have been held apart by self-
                                              
76 Ibid., 76. 
77 Modernism is progressing a bit differently in The Salon as artists are killed and various members of 
the Stein circle are in hiding. 
78 Jonathan Jones, “Comic Strips and Cubism,” The Guardian, 13 April 2002, 
http://www.guardian.co.uk/books/2002/apr/13/books.guardianreview1. 
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conscious distancing, Bertozzi’s The Salon and Jones’s review argue that in fact they are closer 
than they might first appear. 
Later, toward the close of the novel, another critic addresses Braque at the circus: “I’d be 
careful with your assertion Braque… Everyone has their own version of the truth. In fact, I 
think Picasso’s achieved a balance that your work is lacking.”79 Braque, astonished, replies: 
“For God’s sake! The Man finds inspiration in the funny pages. How can that convey the 
world as it really is?”80 To which Picasso jokingly replies: “Aha! Funny pages! Jou mens see 
the last week of the Krazy Kat? I laughs still now.”81 From The Katzenjammer Kids to Krazy 
Kat, the novel’s version of Picasso is willing to take artistic inspiration where he can, willing 
to accept fluidity between the arts for which Braque is unprepared. This fluidity of 
inspiration will prove to be a key to understanding comics’ later borrowing from Modernism, 
to which we will now turn. 
Modernism and Comics 
Comics artists have liberally borrowed from Modernism throughout the twentieth 
century, including works that take place in the period, such as Bertozzi’s The Salon and 
Jason’s The Left Bank Gang (2006), which features Earnest Hemingway, F. Scott Fitzgerald, 
James Joyce, Ezra Pound, and others as bank robbers in 1920s Paris. In that work, comics 
have become the dominant art form, so that each of these authors are graphic novelists who 
openly discuss comics, critical of the graphic novels that William Faulkner and Fyodor 
                                              
79 Bertozzi, The Salon, 122. 
80 Ibid., 122. 
81 Ibid., 122. 
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Dostoyevsky have published.82 More frequent, however, are invocations of Modernist 
aesthetics and formal devices, along with Modern artists as totemic figures that dominate the 
landscape of twentieth-century art. For example, Modernist experimentation and aesthetics 
loom large over the early works of Art Spiegelman. 
Art Spiegelman’s “Ace Hole: Midget Detective” 
Art Spiegelman’s eight-page experimental comic “Ace Hole: Midget Detective” was first 
published in Short Order Comix #2 (1974) and later reprinted in his collection, Breakdowns 
(1977).83 The comic is a pastiche of detective noir devices, pop culture iconography, and 
storytelling conceits, which follows its titular detective as he tries to track down a series of 
fake Picasso paintings. Ace is put onto the trail of the forger Al Floogleman (a stand-in for 
Art Spiegelman), who is dispatched by the second page (Figure 1.5). Following the clues 
(the first helpfully labeled “plot device”), Ace is led to an address at which he is assaulted, 
knocked into a dreamscape literally drawn from Winsor McKay’s Little Nemo in Slumberland (3 
July 1910, Figure 1.6).84 He had been ambushed by a dame he’d seen earlier, Greta, drawn 
as one of Picasso’s figures (as in Les Demoiselles d’Avignon) and her man, Laurence Potato-
Head drawn as Mr. Potato-Head (Figure 1.5, panel 10). After some more sleuthing, Ace 
comes to a violent confrontation with Laurence, killing him, and learns that Greta (a typical  
                                              
82 I will address a similar conceit in Dylan Horrocks’ Hicksville (1998) below. 
83 “Ace Hole” was also reprinted in Marvel’s Comix Book #1 (October 1974); I address Spiegelman’s 
1970s experimental work at much greater length in Chapter Four. 
84 For more on the influential McKay and Little Nemo, which debuted 15 October 1905 in the New 
York Herald then later transitioned to Hearst’s New York American in 1914, see Robert C. Harvey, 
The Art of the Funnies, 21-34, Marschall, 75-95, and Inge, “Fantasy and Reality in Winsor McKay’s 
Little Nemo,” Comics as Culture, 29-39. 
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Figure 1.5: Spiegelman, “Ace Hole: Midget Detective,” Short Order Comix #2 (1974), 2. 
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Figure 1.6: McKay, Little Nemo in Sluberland, 3 July 1910.  
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femme fatale) had set all of them up to get her hands on Laurence’s money. At the end of the 
story, Ace mounts his noble steed (a small dog) and attempts to ride off into the sunset, only 
to be ousted by the dog’s owner, forcing him to walk alone down the street, muttering to 
himself. 
While the story here is fairly straightforward, its presentation is anything but. “Ace Hole” 
is full of visual and verbal allusions, each of which points to a complex set of referents being 
established throughout.85 So, for example, when Ace is knocked out, not only does he 
become Little Nemo, falling through Slumberland (Figures 1.5 and 1.6), but he also enters a 
dreamscape overrun by Picasso and Spiegelman (Figures 1.7 and 1.8), combining comic-
strip and high Modernist aesthetics. At the top of this, the third page, Picasso runs over a 
Surrealist landscape (a pillow morphs into a woman’s breasts), spouting aesthetic axioms: 
“Only pure line escapes imitation,” “No, painting is not made to decorate apartments…” 
“…it’s an offensive and defensive weapon against the enemy!” “The truth is a lie!” “It is not 
necessary to paint a man with a gun. An apple can be just as revolutionary!” As Ace awakens, 
Al Floogleman appears on the television, from which he emerges to wail. Inset in the page’s 
third and fourth tiers, the Ghost of Picasso (drawn in a woodcut style) intones: “You have to 
have an idea of what you are going to do. But it should be a vague idea.”86 
                                              
85 For more on how Spiegelman primes readers to recognize these allusions, see Thomas J. Roberts, 
“Popular Fiction in the Old Dispensation and the New,” LIT: Literature Interpretation Theory 4.3 
(1993): 245-259. Roberts notes that if these elements were presented in a poem, we would be put 
in mind of poetic conceits, in the manner of John Donne or T.S. Eliot, in which an author (quoting 
Alex Preminger from the Princeton Encyclopedia of Poetry and Poetics) “compares elements which seen 
to have nothing in common, or juxtaposes images which establish a marked discord in mood” 
(253).  
86 Art Spiegelman, “Ace Hole: Midget Detective,” Short Order Comix #2 (1974), 3. 
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Figure 1.7: Spiegelman, “Ace Hole, Midget Detective,” Short Order Comix #2 (1974), 3.  
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Figure 1.8: Spiegelman, “Ace Hole, Midget Detective,” Short Order Comix #2 (1974), 6.  
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Here we have two aesthetic ideals in competition for Ace Hole’s attention. We learned 
earlier that Floogleman had “been a small-change underground cartoonist,” but “when 
tough porno laws put him out of business […] he stepped up into the forgery racket!”87 So, 
the failed underground comix artist (Floogleman, the stand-in for Spiegelman) is left only to 
wail, figurally displaced inside a television set, on which Picasso lounges, declaring the way 
art should be. More than just a minor inclusion, this tension between high and low artistic 
claims frames the story’s climax, on page six (Figure 1.8). Laurence Potato-Head bursts in 
on Ace Hole and Greta, declaring that “it’s time to cut our little friend to size!...”88 After a 
slow sequence in the page’s second tier, Ace fires and the entire structure of the page 
changes. In the first panel of the third tier, Ace thinks “…I squeezed my trigger!..” over an 
image of Bambi and Thumper from Disney’s Bambi (1942). Next is a complex panel, which 
breaks the regular tiered layout, featuring a drawn version of Picasso’s Guernica (1937, Figure 
1.9), a caption combining a portion of the Comics Code, and Ace Hole again thinks “…and 
squeezed my trigger!…” Finally, at the end of the tier, we return to the diegesis, with a tight 
image of Ace’s face, gun still smoking in the foreground, with “…and squeezed my 
trigger!…” overlaid. 
The centerpiece of the page and scene is the complex Guernica panel. The inclusion of the 
relevant portion of the Comics Code, first approved by the Comics Magazine Association of 
America in 1954, suggests multiple form of critique: 
 
                                              
87 Spiegelman, “Ace Hole,” 1. 
88 Ibid., 6. 
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Figure 1.9: Picasso, Guernica (1937), oil on canvas. 
 
6) In every instance good shall triumph over evil and the criminal published for 
his misdeeds. 
7) Scenes of excessive violence shall be prohibited. Scenes of brutal torture, 
excessive and unnecessary knife and gun play, physical agony, gory and 
gruesome crime shall be eliminated. 
Comics Code Authority, Code for Editorial 
Matter, General Standards, Part A. 89 
 
First, it cleverly obscures the moment of comic-book violence (Ace shooting Laurence) by 
substituting another image in its place, thus adhering to the letter of the Code: “scenes of 
excessive violence shall be prohibited.” But of course it does so by inserting a Modernist 
depiction of atrocities, Picasso’s Guernica, which obscures (or transforms) the immediate 
impact of violence by its abstraction. Second, it renders verbal and visual the chief complaint 
at the core of underground comix on the whole: that the restrictive Comics Code (and 
                                              
89 For an overview of the Comics Code’s origins and iterations, see Amy Kiste Nyberg, Seal of 
Approval: The History of the Comics Code (Jackson, University Press of Mississippi, 1998); the 1954 
Comics Code is reprinted on pages 166-169. The Code arose in response to Fredric Wertham’s 
Seduction of the Innocent (1954) and Senate Subcommittee hearings on the role of comics in juvenile 
delinquency (held in April and June 1954); for an excellent overview, see David Hadju, The Ten-
Cent Plague: The Great Comic-Book Scare and How It Changed America (New York: Farrar, Straus and 
Giroux, 2008). The Code was basically defunct by the early 2000s and was abandoned by comics 
publishers in 2011. 
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mainstream comics culture more broadly) allowed for images of Bambi and High Art, 
regardless of their implicit violence, while restricting the range of storytelling and aesthetic 
techniques possible in the medium. Finally, it stages a moment of visual juxtaposition, what I 
will call visual parataxis, as an explicit invocation of Modernist aesthetics. 
Visual Parataxis and Modernist Unity 
This method of juxtaposition calls the presumptive relationship between successive 
comic-book panels into question. The order is quickly restored by the fourth tier, but not 
before a series of what Scott McCloud, in Understanding Comics, would call “non-sequiturs.”90 
McCloud’s term, however, doesn’t quite fit the aesthetic sequence present in “Ace Hole.” I 
argue that though scholars identify the medium of comics as a subset of graphic narrative 
(which it is) and often, following Will Eisner, as “sequential art” (which it also is), that in 
fact, its aesthetic logic relies on visual parataxis.91 Though a subtle distinction, I want to 
emphasize the act of symbolic juxtaposition, often with an implied aesthetic—not necessarily 
narrative—connection. This method of parataxis is often recognized in poetics and prose, 
but is also present in, say, Picasso’s juxtaposition of representational styles in the Portrait of 
Gertrude Stein, and the cinematic method of montage.92 
                                              
90 Scott McCloud, Understanding Comics: The Invisible Art (Northampton, MA: Kitchen Sink Press, 
1993), 74. 
91 Will Eisner championed the term “sequential art” in Comics and Sequential Art (Tamarac, FL: 
Poorhouse Press, 1985), which McCloud elaborated in Understanding Comics as “juxtaposed 
pictorial and other images in deliberate sequence, intended to convey information and/or produce 
an aesthetic response in the viewer” (9). 
92 See, for example, Theodor Adorno, “Parataxis: On Hölderlin’s Late Poetry,” Notes to Literature, 
Volume Two, ed. Rolf Tiedemann, trans. Shierry Weber Nicholsen (New York: Columbia 
University Press, 1992), 109-149. For an example reading of modernist prose parataxis, see David 
Hayman, “James Joyce, Paratactitian,” Contemporary Literature 26.2 (Summer 1985): 155-178. On 
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Certainly not unique to Modernism, the practice of parataxis is, however, key to our 
understanding of Modernist aesthetics, used “to describe the rupture of connective logic in 
modernist poetics evident in the radical juxtapositions of images of lyric sequences. 
Connections are suppressed, not immediately apparent, or even non-existent, to be formed 
in the mind of the reader through an interrogation of the possible correspondence or 
resonances between the disjunctive and the fragmentary.”93 Importantly, this helps us better 
understand both the mechanism of comics and their deep connection to Modernism—both 
invoke the “radical juxtaposition of images” with connections established by the reader or 
viewer according to some convention or framing mechanism. Scott McCloud asserts that 
“comics is closure” in Understanding Comics, in the sense that the reader connects two 
disparate images in a sequence.94 A notion of visual parataxis allows us to see a more full 
sense of what McCloud implies: that this aesthetic logic developed in parallel with 
Modernism and shares a similar set of radical possibilities. 
This form of visual parataxis allows comics to participate in the same aesthetic method 
championed by many Modernist projects—such as Ezra Pound’s poetry (the aspects that he 
referred to as ideogrammic95)—which Walter Benjamin, in The Arcades Project, refers to as 
                                                                                                                                                  
the connection to montage, see Henry Ebel, “Parataxis and Montage,” After Dionysus: An Essay on 
Where We Are Now (Rutherford: Fairleigh Dickinson University Press), 34-51. 
93 Susan Stanford Friedman, “Cultural Parataxis and Transnational Landscapes of Reading,” 
Modernism, Volume 1, eds. Astradur Eysteinsson and Vivian Liska (Amsterdam: John Benjamins 
Publishing Company, 2007), 35-52, 37. 
94 McCloud, 67. For a similar reading of these processes in poetry, see Barbara Hernstein Smith, 
“Thematic Structure and Closure,” Poetic Closure: A Study of How Poems End (Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 1968), 96-150. 
95 See, for example, Ben D. Kimpel and T.C. Duncan Eaves, “Pound’s ‘Ideogrammic Method’ as 
Illustrated in Canto XCIX,” American Literature 51.2 (May 1979): 205-237; Zhaoming Qian, “Ezra 
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dialectical images, composed of separate, distinct parts that encode coherent ideas, but which 
can only be fully understood in a gestalt apprehension of the whole (both the individual 
parts and their relationship to one another). Benjamin worked in this mode in the Arcades 
Project and in many of his notes.96 Proposed as a historical method, Benjamin’s dialectical 
images attempt to circumvent the beguiling linearity of narrative, dialectically challenging by 
juxtaposition, requiring the reader or viewer to hold all of the elements under consideration 
in a single (necessarily partial) gestalt apprehension.97 Though there is much to be said about 
the varying implications of the dialectical image as an organizing principle, for our purposes, 
it serves to clarify the second element of visual parataxis.98 By employing this paratactic 
method, comics establish a reading method by which readers make meaning, by a process of 
                                                                                                                                                  
Pound’s Encounter with Wang Wei: Toward the ‘Ideogrammic Method’ of The Cantos,” Twentieth 
Century Literature 39.3 (Autumn 1993): 266-282; Girolamo Mancuso, “The Ideogrammic Method 
in The Cantos,” trans. Peter Makin, Ezra Pound’s Cantos: A Casebook, ed. Peter Makin (Oxford 
University Press, 2006), 65-80. 
96 For an example of these notes, see Walter Benjamin’s Archive: Images, Texts, Signs, trans. Esther 
Leslie, eds. Ursula Marx, Gudrun Schwarz, Michael Schwarz, and Erdmut Wizisla (London: 
Verso, 2007). 
97 This is Benjamin’s method in The Arcades Project, which is arranged as a series of fragments, and 
particularly in Convolute N, in which he most fully treats the notion of the dialectical image. This 
model, which was a point of contention between Benjamin and Adorno, is treated at length by 
Susan Buck-Morss in The Origin of Negative Dialectics: Theodor W. Adorno, Walter Benjamin, and the 
Frankfurt Institute (New York: The Free Press, 1977), 107, 143, 176 and in The Dialectics of Seeing: 
Walter Benjamin and the Arcades Project (Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press, 1989), 210-215, 218-251.  
98 For a sense of the method as a whole, see Michael W. Jennings, Dialectical Images: Walter Benjamin’s 
Theory of Literary Criticism (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1987). For some of the range of 
approaches, see Anthony Auerbach, “Imagine No Metaphors: The Dialectical Image of Walter 
Benjamin,” Image & Narrative 18 (September 2007), 
http://www.imageandnarrative.be/inarchive/thinking_pictures/auerbach.htm; Adam W. 
Chalmers, “The Aporias of Theory: Negotiating the Dialectic Image in Walter Benjamin’s Arcades 
Project,” New Formations 54 (Winter 2004-2005): 44-59; Eli Friedlander, “The Measure of the 
Contingent: Walter Benjamin’s Dialectical Image,” boundary 2 35.3 (2008): 1-26. 
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gestalt apprehension, seeing the whole of a work as held together by a notion of what we 
might think of as Modernist unity. 
I argue that this is the core aesthetic logic of “Ace Hole: Midget Detective.” Not just that 
there is an implicit tension between the aesthetic innovation of underground comix artists, 
like Spiegelman, and their Modernist forebears, like Picasso, but that the former is also built 
from the latter, and only by invoking the aesthetic logic of Modernism, visual parataxis, to 
establish a notion of Modernist unity, can comics fully assert itself. In “Ace Hole,” this is 
made possible by Spiegelman’s careful manipulation of the narrative at hand and the 
symbolic vocabulary in play, so that by the time we reach the narrative’s climax, his 
invocation of Picasso’s brand of Modernism can serve its climactic purpose.99 With notions 
of visual parataxis and Modernist unity in hand, we can clarify some of the underlying logic that 
is shared by both Modernist aesthetics and comics, and that would be necessary for the 
eventual development of the graphic novel. In fact, these aesthetic modes were in practice in 
a subset of graphic narratives being published at same time as high Modernism and the more 
innovative comic strips that we have just seen, graphic novels avant la letter, wordless graphic 
novels of the early twentieth century. 
The Graphic Novel Before the Comic Book 
Just after the birth of Cubism, and running in parallel with the late stages of the evolution 
of the comic strip and birth of the comic book in the late 1920s and early 1930s, another 
form of graphic narrative emerged: the wordless or silent novel. The wordless novel tradition 
                                              
99 It is worth noting that in Spiegelman’s re-drawing of Guernica, Ace Hole peers out from a window 
on the upper right, an underground comix protagonist directly inserted into the masterpiece. 
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is only recently being reconsidered in light of the codification of the graphic novel. In 
particular David A. Beronä and Peter Kuper’s Wordless Books (2008) and George A. Walker’s 
Graphic Witness (2007) have established a coherent genealogy of these graphic novels that 
were published before comic books.100 These works were typically composed of a series of 
illustrated pages with a single image per page, printed from woodcuts, leadcuts, or even cut 
linoleum. Previously overlooked, the influence of these novels is now being re-incorporated 
into the history of comics, and stands as a mid-point between High Modernism, and 
particularly German Expressionism, and the comics of the 1920s and 1930s. 
To get a sense of the role these works played, we can look to Jason Lutes’ ongoing 
comic-book series Berlin, begun in 1996, which traces the decline of the Weimar Republic via 
daily life in Berlin from 1928 to 1933.101 A number of storylines in Berlin concern the role of 
art and artistic perspectives on the events of the late 1920s. In particular, the second issue 
opens with a figure-drawing class and art students attempting to satisfy the stringent 
requirements of their instructor to sketch a nude model realistically. The instructor, a harsh 
critic, begins berating the students even before they finish their sketches: “Look at this, 
Blunck [one of the students]! This torso has no mass, no weight to it! There more to drawing 
                                              
100 David A. Beronä and Peter Kuper’s Wordless Books: The Original Graphic Novels (New York: 
Abrams, 2008) and George A. Walker, ed., Graphic Witness: Four Wordless Graphic Novels by Frans 
Masereel, Lynd Ward, Giacomo Patri and Laurence Hyde (Buffalo, NY: Firefly Books, 2007). These 
build on the seminal article by Martin S. Cohen, “The Novel in Woodcuts: A Handbook,” Journal 
of Modern Literature 6.1 (April 1977): 171-195. 
101 Planned to run to twenty-four issues published by Black Eye Productions, Berlin is currently 
collected in two bound volumes: Berlin, Book One: City of Stones (Montreal: Drawn & Quarterly, 
2000), which contains the first eight issues and Berlin, Book Two: City of Smoke (Montreal: Drawn & 
Quarterly, 2008), containing issues nine to sixteen. 
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that lines, boy! You’ve got to get at the thing!”102 He continues his critique by dismissing all 
of their efforts (Figure 1.10): “All right, children, that’s it for the pose! Everyone put your 
easels in a circle and turn them inward! […] Now, children… let’s have a look at what 
masterpieces you’ve wrought!”103 Declaring them all “shit,” one after another, he continues: 
“No sense of coherent anatomy—an altogether plebian grasp of line wright and gesture… 
Once again, I face the ‘artistically inclined’ youth of today as Sisyphus faced his boulder. I 
only wish the admissions board would enumerate for me exactly what it is for which I am 
being punished!”104 
Retreating to the roof for lunch, the students begin discussing artistic inspiration, 
objectivity, and emotion. One of them, Max, declares: “The Expressionists had it all wrong! 
Emotion clouds our view of the word as it really is! That is what we must document!” He is 
immediately challenged by a bespectacled student, Erich: “And what you’re exhibiting 
currently, Max—Is this objectivity or emotion?”105 To prove his point, Erich reaches into 
the overcoat of a third student, Richard, producing a copy of Franz Masereel’s Mein 
Studenbuch, waving it about (Figure 1.11). Erich expounds “He’s never without it, children! 
Franz Masereel’s Passionate Journey. A novel without words, told entirely in—dare I say it— 
                                              
102 Berlin #2 (July 1996), 2; reprinted as Berlin: City of Stones, 32. 
103 Ibid., 3. 
104 Ibid., 3. 
105 Ibid., 6. 
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Figure 1.10: Lutes, Berlin #2 (July 1996), 3; reprinted as Berlin: City of Stones, 33. 
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Figure 1.11: Lutes, Berlin #2 (July 1996), 7; reprinted as Berlin: City of Stones, 37.  
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Expressionist pictures. A traitor in our midst! And what nature of crime is revealed by the 
crack in its spine?” What base emotion keeps the cool veil of objectivity from dear Richard’s 
naïve eyes?”106 Opening the book, Erich finds a central scene of the novel’s protagonist on 
his first evening with his lover; the implication being that as the scene arouses the passions, 
it troubles the “objectivity” of art that the students have been learning. 
This moment from Berlin does more than just highlight the importance of Frans 
Masereel’s woodcut novel, originally titled Mon livre d’heures (1919), Mein Studenbuch (1920) in 
German, My Book of Hours (1922, and later re-titled Passionate Journey) in English. The German 
edition sold 100,000 copies throughout Europe in the 1920s, and the 1926 edition featured 
an introduction by Thomas Mann.107 Mann stressed the universal appeal of a novel told 
without words: 
You may, for example, be a worker, a taxi-driver, or a young telephone-operator 
without any gift for languages, and yet be intellectually curious enough, close enough 
to the spirit of democracy, to know Frans Masereel... […] We are dealing here with a 
creative work of such simplicity that you do not even have to know how to read or 
write to see it: it is a novel in pictures, a kind of movie which, except for two 
introductory quotations [from Walt Whitman and Romain Rolland], needs no other 
words, captions, or sub-titles to explain it.108 
Mann describes the woodcut novel as the meeting of pictorial art and cinema: “it involves a 
meeting and fusing of two arts—the infusion of the aristocratic spirit of art into the 
democratic spirit of cinema. What has hitherto been purely a pleasure of the senses is here 
                                              
106 Ibid., 7. 
107 Perry Willett, “The Cutting Edge of German Expressionism: The Woodcut Novel of Frans 
Masereel and its Influences,” A Companion to the Literature of German Expressionism, ed. Neil H. 
Donahue (Rochester, NY: Camden House, 2005), 111-134, 112. 
108 Thomas Mann, “Introduction to Frans Masereel, Passionate Journey: A Novel Told in 165 Woodcuts,” 
trans. Joseph M. Bernstein, Arguing Comics, 13-21, 13. Also, see Lasse B. Antonsen, “Frans 
Masereel: Passionate Journey,” Harvard Review 27 (2004): 154-155. 
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intellectualized and spiritualized. […] The pious ‘block-book’ of olden days has here 
developed into a stimulating and entertaining movie. [… Masereel] calls his book ‘Romans 
en images’—novels in pictures. Is that not an accurate description of motion pictures?”109 
Mann thus paints the wordless novel as simultaneously democratic and aristocratic, 
stimulating and intellectual, equal parts book and film. And this is precisely what troubles the 
art students in Berlin: as a cousin of German Expressionism, Masereel’s Passionate Journey is a 
hybrid graphic narrative form, the most successful of the woodcut novels, but by 
participating in too many aesthetic discourses, hard to pin down. Lutes goes one step further 
in Berlin. Not only does he present Passionate Journey as a disruptive work for the German art 
students, but graphically positions the central moment of the novel, in which the artist 
protagonist consummates his relationship with the woman he loves (Figure 1.12), as comic-
book panels themselves. Compare the graphic narrative of Masereel’s original, two stark 
woodcuts in obvious succession: the protagonist carries his lover through the woods and, 
once back in his studio, she disrobes. Lutes reconfigures these pages in Figure 1.11 as 
equivalent to the comic-book panels that proceed and follow them. The rigid plan of the 
page—three tiers of four panels each—creates a regular schema for the page. The upper-
right and lower-left panels exhibit a nice diagonal symmetry. But the inclusion of Masereel’s 
pages situates them visually as comic-book panels, incorporating them into the diegetic 
narrative as directly parallel to the narrative that surrounds them. 
 
 
                                              
109 Mann, “Introduction,” 16. 
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Figure 1.12: Masereel, Passionate Journey (1919), 84-85. 
Building on the standard of woodcut novels set by Masereel with his first work 25 Images 
de la Passion d’un Homme (1918) and Passionate Journey (1919), the trend of woodcut, wood 
engraved, and linocut novels quickly spread. The most notable American artist to create 
wordless novels was Lynd Ward, who is now easily recognizable as a precursor of later 
graphic novelists. As Art Spiegelman puts it: “It seems natural now to think of Lynd Ward as 
one of America’s most distinguished and accomplished graphic novelists. He is, in fact, one 
of only a small handful of artists anywhere who ever made a ‘graphic novel’ until the day 
before yesterday.”110 Ward began as a book illustrator, but between 1929 and 1937 
                                              
110 In his introduction to the recent two-volume Library of America edition that collects Ward’s six 
novels, Spiegelman provides a nice overview of Ward’s career and impact on later artists in 
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completed six wood-engraved novels: Gods’ Man (1929), Madman’s Drum (1930), Wild 
Pilgrimage (1932), Prelude to a Million Years (1933), Song Without Words (1936), and Vertigo 
(1937). Will Eisner highlights Ward’s importance and influence: “A forerunner of the 
modern graphic novel is found in the work of Lynd Ward. He stands out as perhaps the 
most provocative graphic storyteller in this century.”111 These works, each a hundred or so 
pages in length, are stark portraits of striving artists and beset protagonists. 
Ward’s first novel, Gods’ Man, is a Faustian story of an artist who signs an evil pact in 
order to succeed in the modern city, which of course ends in disaster.112 An initial review 
was cautiously optimistic: “The genre itself [the woodcut novel] might be made an effective 
one; it might be very effective with different sort of story. We need a few more woodcut 
novels before we decide to throw them out of court as little more than a new toy.”113 
Subsequent reviews of other wordless novels remained ambivalent. Of Otto Nückel’s Destiny 
(a leadcut novel): “It still remains to be seen whether the novel in pictures can be more than 
a diverting experiment.”114 And though Ward had been granted “ascendancy of his German 
predecessor” Masereel by at least one reviewer,115 the wordless novel remained a problematic 
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form for most: “the art of painting, or of the woodcut, by its very static nature, is not a good 
medium for drama, which must march.”116 And, for a sense of comparison, at just the 
moment that the comic book was becoming a standard publishing format in 1933, so too 
was the wordless novel in the United States: “The form of narrative without words has 
become widely enough accepted so that no extended explanation of it is necessary. It has a 
special advantage in vividness, brevity and the dramatic impact that the method allows.”117 
So, the wordless novel as a format had become not only acceptable, but the format had 
conditioned the narrative and aesthetic form, allowing for a harmony between the two.118 
We have now come full circle, having shown some of the influence of comics on 
Modernism, Modernism on comics, and one of the forms that those influences took. David 
A. Beronä writes of the wordless novel: “The early woodcut novels and wordless book of 
the early twentieth century have now found their proper place in history—they are the 
original graphic novels.”119 This is only partially the case. The ambivalence of early reviewers 
reveals that something was missing from the formulation of these graphic narratives, namely 
an aesthetic framework through which they could be read. These works were hard to 
reconcile with other aesthetic traditions, in part because self-conscious separation between 
“high” and “low” left them with no easy home. What they were missing was a world of 
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other serious graphic narratives, as imagined (as I mentioned above) in works like Jason’s The 
Left Bank Gang, a world of graphic novelists in conversation with one another in the era of 
Modernism. Unfortunately, no such world really existed, but it has been imagined, and 
nowhere more substantively than in Dylan Horrocks’ graphic novel, Hicksville. 
Dylan Horrocks’ Hicksville and “The Other History of Comics” 
The title page of the ninth chapter of Dylan Horrocks’ graphic novel Hicksville (1998) 
features a drawing of the cover of another comic—this one fictitious, though based on a real 
work—The Dream and Lie of Franco, by Frederico García Lorca and Pablo Picasso, published 
by Hicksville Press in 1937 (Figure 1.13).120 This version of The Dream and Lie of Franco 
appears to be a hand-bound edition, and features an iconic element from Picasso’s original 
Dream, redrawn in Horrocks’ style. We soon learn that this fictional version is “a 48-page 
comic [Picasso] did with Lorca. Etchings, mostly,” and that Picasso produced a number of 
comics, all stored in Hicksville, New Zealand.121 The keeper of Hicksville’s comics, Kupe, 
tells the novel’s protagonist, Leonard Batts, that Picasso made “15... 16... He did his first as a  
                                              
120 Hicksville was originally serialized in Pickle #1-10 (December 1992-December 1996), first 
published in collected form—with additional pages—by Black Eye Books in 1998, and 
subsequently by Drawn and Quarterly in 2001. Drawn and Quarterly’s most recent edition (2010) 
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this edition. 
121 On the relation of Hicksville to the tradition of comics in New Zealand and Horrocks’ attempts to 
promote comics in response to “the repressive atmosphere of a country all too keen to ignore or 
silence voices from its margins,” see Sam Lister, “Playgrounds, Gardens, Communities, Worlds: 
Dylan Horrocks’ Hicksville,” Journal of New Zealand Literature 25 (2007): 138-163, 139. 
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Figure 1.13: Horrocks, Hicksville (1998), 187. 
present for [George] Herriman. Then there were a couple written by Gertrude Stein, and the 
rest are mostly pornographic books.”122 The real Dream was in fact two prints made from 
etchings produced by Picasso in 1937, with an accompanying poem, depicting Generalísimo 
Francisco Franco as a grotesque figure at war with Spain itself (Figure 1.14).123 These pages, 
each three tiers of three panels, are indeed a form of graphic narrative, following the figure  
                                              
122 Hicksville, 205-206. The phrasing of many of the word balloons in Hicksville is irregular, trailing off 
or leading in with ellipses, which I will retain. 
123 The Dream and Lie of Franco source: Valeriano Bozal, et. al., Picasso: From Caricature to Metamorphosis 
of Style (Aldershot: Lund Humpries, 2003), 167; for similar figures in Picasso’s work of the same 




Figure 1.14: Picasso, The Dream and Lie of Franco (1937); read upper right to lower left.  
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of Franco (featured with a crown on the cover in Figure 1.13 and on horseback in Figure 
1.14). It seems that in the world of Hicksville, things have worked out a bit differently; in the 
world of the novel, the fictional version of The Dream and Lie of Franco is a fully-fledged 
comic book, presumably with all of the formal trappings of such, as produced in 
collaboration with Frederico García Lorca the year after his death. What, precisely, is going 
on here? 
It turns out that Hicksville’s hidden library contains more than just Picasso’s fictional 
comics, but a whole series of fictitious works by comics masters: Harvey Kurtzman’s History 
of War, Wally Wood’s Kingdom of Sorcery, long-form works by Rodolphe Töpffer, Winsor 
McCay, Jack Cole, Jacob Kurtzberg (Jack Kirby), and more. When Batts, a comics journalist, 
asks how this is possible, how there can be so many comics that “nobody’s ever heard of” in 
the tiny town of Hicksville, the curator, Kupe, replies: 
The official history of comics is a history of frustration, of unrealised potential, of 
artists who never got the chance to do that magnum opus, of stories that never got 
told – or else they were bowdlerised by small-minded editors... ...a medium locked 
into a ghetto and ignored by countless people who could have made it sing... Well, 
here it is. The other history of comics, the way it should have been. The masterpieces, 
the great novels, the pure expressions, going back hundreds of years.124 
This “other history of comics, the way it should have been” is equals parts a hypothetical 
aesthetic origin for comics (Picasso, Stein, Lorca) and a speculative history of the comic 
book, from Rodolphe Töpffer, who established the conventions of the modern comic strip 
in the 1830s, through Harvey Kurtzman and Jack Kirby in their primes in the 1950s and 60s. 
Importantly, these works, which sit at the symbolic heart of the narrative, are all inventions. 
Harvey Kurtzman, one of the EC Comics stable of artists, most noted for his war comics 
                                              
124 Hicksville, 206. 
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and as creator of Mad magazine, never actually wrote a History of War. Wally Wood, a master 
illustrator and inker certainly never completed a 600-page epic called Kingdom of Sorcery.125 
And though Jack Kirby perhaps came closest, with his Fourth World comics for DC, we are 
led to believe that in the Hicksville library there is apparently something even more grand. 
Much like the library at the heart of Umberto Eco’s The Name of the Rose (1980, trans. 
1983), which contains at its center Aristotle’s lost (and probably fictitious) treatise on 
comedy, Hicksville’s library is built around a legacy of comics that never were. With a core of 
works by both Modernists and “serious” graphic novels from mainstream American comics 
masters, the library at the heart of Hicksville marks the titular town as a space built on 
comics. The back copy of the collected edition reads, in part: “Hicksville is no ordinary small 
town. In Hicksville sheep-farmers and fishermen argue the relative merits of early newspaper 
strips, while in the local bookshop & lending library obscure Mongolian minicomics share 
the shelves with a complete run of Action Comics.” Thus, the novel gives us an imagined 
history of what comics could have been and, as the plot reveals, a history which is idealized 
and more complete than any real, factual history of comics could be. 
The actual plot of Hicksville follows a reporter for Comics World Magazine, Leonard Batts, 
as he travels from the United States to New Zealand while he attempts to trace the back-
story of prominent comics writer and artist Dick Burger, who seems to be intentionally 
obscuring his past.126 Early in the novel, we learn that Burger has become an overnight 
                                              
125 Wood did pursue a serialized illustrated prose narrative, “The World of the Wizard King,” in his 
underground anthology comic, witzend, beginning in issue #4 (1968), and later continuing in the 
slim graphic novels The Wizard King (1978) and The King of the World (1978). 
126 Canadian comics artist Seth’s graphic novel It’s a Good Life, If You Don’t Weaken, initially serialized 
in his series Palooka-ville in issues #4-9 (December 1993-June 1996), features some similarities with 
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success in the United States with his Captain Tomorrow and Lady Night comics (published by 
Eternal Comics), which has led to a series of awards, a feature film, etc. In an early section of 
the book, Batts describes Burger as “widely seen as the most influential comic book creator 
of [his] generation. [His] Captain Tomorrow series and various graphic novels have sold in the 
millions and been translated into seven languages, earning [him] the epithet ‘the successor to 
Stan Lee and Jack Kirby.’”127 By the middle of the novel, Batts has begun to suspect that 
Burger, a Hicksville native, has done something to deeply offend the town, and that this 
transgression led directly to his success. 
Batts’ suspicions are confirmed at the novel’s climax in a long conversation with Kupe in 
the combination lighthouse/library. When Batts presses about Burger’s success, Kupe replies 
“comics are a business. People screwing other people over. Y’know, the Italians have a 
saying: ‘behind every great fortune there is a great crime.’” Batts asks, “What about Dick 
Burger? What was his crime?” Kupe replies at length: 
... Okay, there’s this guy... […] one day he finds something and it gives him an 
incredible power, almost like a god. [...] one day when his worst enemy, whose evil 
schemes he’s forever foiling, manages to steal his power. [The] hero is back to being 
an ordinary guy again. He knows what his enemy might do, but he’s powerless to 
stop him. Still, he’s a reasonable sort of guy, so he figures he has to try. He goes back 
to the tiny junk shop where – twenty years earlier – a dusty old artefact had given him 
the power of a god. After following a long and convoluted trail, he manages to find 
the artefact – but to no avail. This time it seems to carry no power.128 
                                                                                                                                                  
Hicksville, with Seth attempting to track down a (fictional) cartoonist named Kalo, who had once 
contributed cartoons to The New Yorker, but had since seemingly vanished in a small Canadian 
town. 
127 Hicksville, 57. 
128 Ibid., 202-203. 
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Kupe reveals two stories to Batts: the first is the plot from Captain Tomorrow: Rebirth, 
written by Mort Molson in 1973, which was stolen by Dick Burger and modified into the 
graphic novel that brought him to fame; the second is the story of Molson being robbed by 
Burger, Molson having found “a dusty old artefact” in the “junk shop” (of comics) that gave 
him “the power of a god,” which when stolen, leaves him powerless. The stories together are 
told as quasi-myths, both parts of an eternal (the same as the name of the publisher of 
Burger’s Captain Tomorrow) struggle between the “hero” and the “enemy.” In Kupe’s 
abstraction, the stories within comics and the stories of their creators are one and the same, 
at least when told in Hicksville’s library, within the history of comics. From Kupe’s frame, 
one must abstract and historicize to see the true pattern of comics. 
In fact, the main narrative of Hicksville opens with just such an abstraction: a scene from 
the Dick Burger version of Captain Tomorrow: Rebirth (Figure 1.15), which shows a placid 
Earth (“From up here, all you can see is motion... The sea and the clouds – churning billows 
and flecks of gold rolling shadows of violet and grey... Nothing is solid, nothing fixed... 
Everything’s made of shifting vapors... Constantly dying and being reborn...”) and a cosmic 
duel between Captain Tomorrow and his arch-nemesis, The Nullifier (“On the other hand, 
some things just never seem to change...”).129 A few pages later, the conflict continues: 
Captain Tomorrow: How much longer are you going to keep this up, Nullifier? 
We’ve been paying reruns of this old schtick [sic] for longer than I can remember. 
And we both know how it ends... ...same every time! 
Nullifier: Oh, you’re powerful now, captain tomorrow... But one day, I’ll find the 
secret to your power... ...And when that day comes... 130 
                                              
129 Ibid., 8-9. 
130 Ibid., 11-12. 
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Figure 1.15: Horrocks, Hicksville (1998), 8-9. 
Hicksville actually contains two versions of this scene (Figures 1.16 and 1.17), the first 
from Burger’s breakthrough comic (cover-dated Winter 1988), the second from Molson’s 
original (1973). The two versions highlight not only the difference in art styles—a late-1980s 
action-oriented layout in which larger, more active panels collide against one another versus 
a more prosaic rectilinear layout with prominent gutters—but also reiterate the central 
problem of the novel: the secret “power” at stake within the Captain Tomorrow comic, the 
Hicksville comics library, and the history of comics in general. 
The novel and its climax render this problem of secret power in terms of appropriation 
and inspiration: the epigraph to chapter nine—a quote from George Herriman, the creator 
of the comic strip Krazy Kat—reads “Inspiration! Who ever heard of a comic artist being  
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Figure 1.16 (left) and 1.17 (right): Horrocks, Hicksville (1998), 14; 208. 
inspired?”131 The epigraph casts the problem in mocking terms, which stand in ironic 
contrast to the theft at the heart of the novel’s plot. Burger’s theft of Molson’s Captain 
Tomorrow comic marks the prime danger to Hicksville’s library: unfair appropriation that 
would simultaneously steal from the heart of the “other history of comics,” while erasing the 
                                              
131 Ibid., 187. The quote is originally from a two-part article by La Touche Hancock, “American 
Caricature and Comic Art” in The Bookman 16.2 (October 1902): 120-131; 16.3 (November 1902): 
263-274. In the article, Herriman is quoted more fully (to a different end): 
Inspiration! Who ever heard of a comic artist being inspired? Take him out into a field where 
the green grasses, swept by caressing zephyrs, bend and nod in rapt delight... [...] What does 
he know of the inspiration to be obtained from blue, azure, turquoise skies with fleecy 
clouds riding on and on... [...] His mind and soul have lost that delicate sense of the poetic 
and artistic, which one would naturally think were indigenous, and he will turn away with a 
sigh, sit down at his desk and continue to worry out idiocies for the edification of an 
inartistic majority! (16.3: 265-267). 
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need for a history of comics grounded in Modernism. The novel poses this theft as a theft 
from the symbolic heart of the novel, where the true aesthetic roots of comics are housed. 
Hicksville, being a utopia, is of course, a symbolic, never fully possible, geographic 
center. As Michel Foucault puts it: “Utopias are sites with no real place. They are sites that 
have a general relation of direct or inverted analogy with the real space of Society […] in any 
case these utopias are fundamentally unreal spaces.”132 And Hicksville is no different—
Hicksville’s problematic relation to its fictional status is put on display in the novel’s series of 
strange, unresolved meta-comic pieces. Hicksville’s five-page opening vignette features Dylan 
Horrocks, the artist, receiving a series of letters from Augustus E., of Hicksville, New 
Zealand that contain pages from a comic featuring Captain James Cook, Hone Heke (his 
Maori guide), and a mysterious mapmaker, during a fictional version of Cook’s attempts to 
map the islands in 1769-1770.133 These pages recur sporadically throughout the novel as 
suggestive counterpoint—in much the same way that panels from “Tales of the Black 
Freighter” recur throughout Alan Moore and Dave Gibbons’ Watchmen (1987)—providing 
us a narrative of Cook’s mapping expedition that juxtaposes a notion of “mapping” as fixing 
the relationship of physical points on the landscape to “navigation” across “earth [that] is 
playing a joke on you.”134 At the end of the novel, which closes with the Cook comic, Hone 
                                              
132 Michel Foucault, “Of Other Spaces,” Diacritics 16.1 (Spring 1986): 22-27, 24. 
133 Hicksville, 2, 4, 20-21, 25, 156, 233-236. Though the Cook expedition was from 1769-1770, an 
entry in Hicksville’s glossary indicates that Hone Heke lived from 1810-1850. 
134 Ibid., 156. 
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Heke tells the mapmaker, that “we need to find a new way of mapping [...] we are entering a 
new world; one in which everything is alive and in motion.”135 
Cook, the mapmaker, and Hone Heke then debate the nature of mapping: “how does 
one map when there are no fixed points of reference,” asks the mapmaker. Hone Heke 
replies “you are a surveyor. Your maps allow the land to be carved into pieces that may be 
owned and sold. They are tools of commerce and law – of alienation.” To which the 
mapmaker rebuts: “Actually, I prefer to be seen as a topographic artist. I translate the land 
into a readable inscription. There are aspects of a landscape that neither painting nor poetry 
can adequately record – the very form of the land itself; the precise relationship between 
places and things... That is where my art resides.”136 After some debate, Hone Heke leads 
Cook and the mapmaker to a lighthouse (a variation on Kupe’s lighthouse), from which they 
can see land. As if to further the notion that different forms of mapping that are necessary to 
understand the geographic space of Hicksville, the land built from comics, the novel features 
a series of maps: a map of the town which adorns both the front and rear endpapers 
complete with a guide to the homes and prominent locations, a reproduction Cook’s map of 
the islands from 1770, as well as a native-produced map of Aotearoa (the Maori term 
originally used for New Zealand’s North Island) from 1793.137 This discourse and 
                                              
135 Ibid., 233. 
136 Ibid., 234. 
137 Ibid., endpapers, 19, 22, respectively. A note in the glossary reads: “The map of Aotearoa/New 
Zealand on page 19 was drawn in 1793 by Tuki Tahua and Ngahuruhuru, two Northland Maori 
abducted and take to Norfolk Island on the request of its governor, who hoped they could train 
the island’s convict labourers to dress flax. Being men, however, the two Maori knew little about 
the women’s task of flax-processing. Tuki and Ngahuruhuru stayed on Norfolk Island for some 
six months, as guests of the governor. Their map was first drawn in chalk on the floor of the 
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presentation of mapping situates the novel’s plot, in which Batts tries to figure out Burger’s 
theft, within a more general (and unfinished) meta-narrative about the problem of the 
history of comics itself, the inadequacy of any one map of that history, and the necessity of 
comics about the history of comics. 
The novel actually closes with a one-page coda (after a final epigraph, again from 
Herriman: “Real or not – fact or unfact – it was a beautiful vision”): titled “Lou and Mort” It 
features a brief exchange between Lou Goldman, creator of Lady Night, and Mort Molson, 
creator of Captain Tomorrow in an artist’s studio “some time in the early ‘fifties...”: 
Lou: “Writing?! What is this – poet’s corner?! What the hell are you writing?!” 
Mort: “A comic book. A big book – like a novel, y’know? Long... about serious 
things... Grown up things...? 
Lou: “A novel?! What is that shit you’re smoking?! Who the hell’s gonna buy a comic 
book novel?!” 
Mort: “No-one, I guess... But one these days I’m gonna do it... I tell ya, Lou – 
somewhere in the world there are people who care about comics as much as we 
do. Waiting for people like me ‘n’ you to take ‘em into places they’ve never been 
even if no-one’s paying...” 
Lou: “Aw shit. Let’s take a dinner break. We’ll be up all night, so we might as well 
kick back and refuel now. So tell me about this crazy story...” 
Mort: “Okay... There’s this guy...”138 
The novel’s close brings us back to Kupe’s meta-narrative about the symbolic center of 
comics, with Molson now not only having written Captain Tomorrow, but seemingly aware of 
the theft of power, all in secret, at the heart of the story of comics. In this final passage, 
graphic novels themselves are the object of discussion, the dream of “serious topics” and 
                                                                                                                                                  
governor’s mansion and then copied onto paper. The governor’s secretary then annotated the 
map based on Tuki Tahua and Ngahuruhuru’s descriptions.” 
138 Ibid., 238. 
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“grown up things...,” phrases drawn from the media reception of the graphic novel’s 
emergence into the mainstream in the 1980s. 
For our purposes, Hicksville introduces a series of interrelated issues within its nested 
layers. At the core is a narrative that runs from literary and aesthetic Modernism to the 
emergence of graphic novels and star comics artists/auteurs into the mainstream in the 
1980s; this plot layers the theft of one major comic as a symbolic theft and an erasure of 
“the way [the history of comics] should have been.” Folded around the book’s narrative is a 
theoretical debate about the nature of how the history of comics should be mapped, how 
one can properly navigate the space (Hicksville) of comics itself. The novel’s narrative opens 
with a real artist (Dylan Horrocks) and closes with fictional ones (Mort Molson and Lou 
Goldman) in a meditation on the possibility and reality of the production of graphic novels, 
and the search for the site of their production and storage. 
In short, Hicksville blends together layers of representation—thematic, formal, visual, 
geographic—with a history of comics and literature that never was, inserting that history as 
an erased stage in the development of twentieth-century narrative itself. But Hicksville also 
helps us see how the graphic novel can think about its own historical development and 
aesthetic logic. Not only do works such as Hicksville employ visual parataxis and Modernist unity 
to strengthen and deepen their narratives, but these works also, as we will see in subsequent 
chapters, encode elements of the “other history” of comics, by which the medium of comics 
matured and evolved via a series of genealogical linkages to a new set of publication formats 
and narrative forms that would allow for the emergence of graphic novels able to reflect on 
and deploy the full history of comics.  
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Chapter 2: Jack Kirby, the “King” of Comics, and the 
Emergence of the Corporate Comic-Book Auteur 
[Kirby] wanted to do what they’re doing now, a 
big novel using the comic book format […] and 
they just weren’t ready for that.139 
—Steve Sherman 
 
Within the mainstream comic-book community, Jack Kirby is (rightly) known as the 
“King” of comics. From the late 1930s through the mid-1980s, Kirby’s work touched nearly 
every corner of mainstream comic-book publishing. The characters Kirby created or co-
created permeate the popular consciousness: Captain America, the Fantastic Four, Iron Man, 
the Hulk, the X-Men, Thor, Daredevil, and on and on. His output was, and probably will 
remain, unparalleled: more than 20,000 pages of comics art and another 700 page layouts, 
almost 1,400 covers, as well as the creation of hundreds of characters and stories over a 
variety of genres, including superhero, romance, fantasy, Western, horror, science fiction, 
and crime.140 Until very recently, he and Stan Lee held the publishing record for the most 
consecutive issues of a comic-book series produced by the same creative team: 102 issues of 
The Fantastic Four from November 1961 to September 1970.141 By the numbers, it is easy to 
understand Kirby’s status. But the question remains: how did Jack Kirby become the 
                                              
139 Quoted in Ronin Ro, Tales to Astonish: Jack Kirby, Stan Lee, and the American Comic Book Revolution 
(New York: Bloomsbury, 2004), 150. 
140 Ray Wyman, Jr., The Art of Jack Kirby (Orange, CA: The Blue Rose Press, 1992), appendix, xxxiv. 
Much of the factual detail of Kirby’s career is drawn from Wyman’s Art of Jack Kirby and Mark 
Evanier, Kirby: King of Comics (New York: Abrams, 2008). A nearly complete list of Kirby’s output 
can be found in Jack Kirby Checklist, Gold Edition (Raleigh, NC: TwoMorrows Publishing, 2008). 
Finally, a full-length monograph, Charles Hatfield’s Hand of Fire: The Comics Art of Jack Kirby 
(Jackson: University Press of Mississippi, 2012), provides the best analytic overview of Kirby’s 
work. 
141 The Lee/Kirby record of 102 issues was surpassed by Brian Michael Bendis and Mark Bagley 
with 111 issues of Ultimate Spider-Man, from October 2000 to September 2007. 
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legendary “King” of comics? (See Figure 2.1 for a Will Eisner appreciation of Kirby as 
“Jack King”.) And, perhaps more importantly, how did his rise in prominence as a comic- 
 
Figure 2.1: Eisner, The Dreamer (1985), 26. 
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book auteur correlate with the shift in the kinds of stories being told in mainstream comics 
that eventually led to the invention of the graphic novel? In short, what was the impact of 
Kirby becoming “King,” the first of the major comic-book auteurs?142 
Broadly, I argue that Jack Kirby’s career stands metonymically for the entirety of the 
mid-century superhero comics industry, and that only by examining some of the intricate 
details of his career can we come to understand the nuances of the struggle between the 
corporate comics auteur and the editorial and commercial forces of twentieth-century 
comics. He began, like hundreds of others, in the New York City shop system of the late 
1930s and, teamed with Joe Simon through the 1940s and ’50s, created Captain America for 
Timely Comics and later established the genre of romance comics. In the middle of his 
career, after a brief stint at National/DC Comics in the late 1950s, Kirby partnered with Stan 
Lee at Marvel Comics through the 1960s, ushering in the “Marvel Age” of comics, in which 
a shared corporate narratology—a narrative network spread out over a number of titles, helmed 
by editorial control, and fully owned by a corporate publisher—first fully emerged.143 As 
Kirby moved back to DC in the 1970s, his return was boldly advertised: “The Great One is 
Coming,” “Kirby is Coming.” At DC, he was given creative control over a series of 
                                              
142 There have been recent attempts to define an auteur theory for comics, derived from the auteur 
theory of film criticism, as developed in the mid-twentieth century by figures such as François 
Truffaut and in Cahiers du Cinéma; for an example of this argument, see Arlen Schumer, “The 
Auteur Theory of Comics,” The Jack Kirby Collector [TJKC] 59 (Summer 2012): 11-26. While 
perhaps a helpful hermeneutic, the auteur theory of comics is mitigated in the corporate world by 
editorial control and the necessary collaboration between artists (which seems a limitation on film 
criticism that employs this method as well). 
143 Timely Comics would eventually become Marvel Comics in the 1960s. DC Comics was actually 
National Periodical Publications until the 1970s, but for decades had primarily used “DC” (short 
for Detective Comics, one of its first successful series). For an overview of Marvel’s shared universe, 
ordered by character and franchise, see Peter Sanderson, Marvel Universe (New York: Harry N. 
Abrams, 1996). 
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narratively-linked titles, now referred to as The Fourth World Saga—an unprecedented amount 
of creative and editorial control for a single artist. Finally, near the end of his career, Kirby 
produced one of the first corporate graphic novels: at Marvel, he and Stan Lee published 
Silver Surfer: The Ultimate Cosmic Experience (1978), a stand-alone, square-bound graphic 
novel.144 
In this chapter, I will take up a few key phases of Jack Kirby’s early and middle career, 
moving from his work with Joe Simon in the 1940s and 50s through the Marvel Age of the 
1960s, ending just as Kirby left Marvel to join DC in 1970.145 Over these eras, I highlight 
three concurrent evolving elements of superhero comics: 1) the delineation of various types 
of superhero and their respective generic requirements146; 2) the expansion of superhero 
stories from a few pages in length to those with ongoing narrative continuity; 3) the rise in 
prominence of the comic book auteur, both as an editorial and creative force and as a site of 
struggle over control of a company’s interlinked publications.147 Kirby was a central figure in 
                                              
144 Additionally, Kirby produced a graphic-novel coda to his Fourth World saga, The Hunger Dogs 
(1985), as part of DC’s Graphic Novel series. 
145 Kirby’s later career, which I can only gesture toward at the end of this chapter, is equally 
fascinating, but I am interested here in the intertwined developments within Kirby’s early and 
mid-career comics and his rising status as auteur, both of which would pave the way for later 
auteurs, as we will see in the rest of this dissertation. For an excellent examination of Kirby’s later 
works, see Hatfield, 172-252. 
146 These classifications by character-type have evolved over the years as well, but the terms human, 
metahuman (formerly human, but with powers, not just intelligence, strength, or technology), and 
cosmic (gods, spiritual entities, eternal beings, etc.) are now fairly established, though are quite 
porous terms. On superhero narratives and their (many) generic requirements, see Peter Coogan, 
Superhero: The Secret Origin of a Genre (Austin: MonkeyBrain Books, 2006) and “The Definition of 
the Superhero,” Super/Heroes: From Hercules to Superman, eds. Wendy Haslem, Angela Ndalianis, 
and Chris Mackie (Washington, DC: New Academia Publishing, 2007), 21-36. 
147 Robert C. Harvey situates Kirby’s place in the evolution of the comic book in The Art of the Comic 
Book, 29-49, 263-273. 
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these fundamentally intertwined developments—on the character (and thus generic), 
narrative, and production levels—which in combination led to larger, more involved 
superhero narratives, often marketed and aesthetically-driven by a controlling comic-book 
auteur. As these narratives expanded and their themes deepened, so too did both the range 
of their publication formats and the intertextual relationship between individual narratives in 
the growing corporate narratology.148 And Kirby was at the heart of it all. 
Captain America and Beyond 
Jack Kirby (born Jacob Kurtzberg) joined Will Eisner and Jerry Iger’s studio in the late 
1930s, working on daily newspaper strips and piece-meal comics art,149 as well as doing fill-in 
animation for Max Fleischer’s cartoon studio, which produced Popeye and Betty Boop 
cartoons in the 1930s (on which Kirby worked), and which would go on to produce the first 
Superman cartoons in the early 1940s.150 There he met and quickly partnered with Joe 
Simon, and the two took up freelance jobs for a time before joining Martin Goodman’s 
Timely Comics (which would later morph into Atlas and then Marvel Comics) in 1940. (For 
a map of the various late-1930s/early-1940s shops and publishers, see Figure 2.2.)  
                                              
148 In this chapter and the next, I will only be able to survey some of the format variations that were 
in use. For a good overview of mainstream and underground comics publishing, including 
examples of a variety of formats, see Roger Sabin, Comics, Comix & Graphic Novels (1996). 
149 For many of these early comic strips, see The Comic Strip Jack Kirby (New York: Pure Imagination 
Publishing, 2006). 
150 Eisner and Kirby discuss the details of his early career (with a focus on production) in a 1982 
interview, published in Will Eisner’s Shop Talk (Milwaukie, OR: Dark Horse Comics, 2001), 193-
223. The best history of the early shop systems is Gerard Jones’ Men of Tomorrow: Geeks, Gangsters 
and the Birth of the Comic Book (New York: Basic Books, 2004). 
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Figure 2.2: Fred Van Lente and Ryan Dunlavey, Comic Book Comics #2      
(July 2008), 2; reprinted in The Comic Book History of Comics (2012), 40. 
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Together, Kirby and Simon produced a fairly standard superhero title, Blue Bolt and then 
created the first superhero to debut in his own stand-alone title, Captain America.151 One of 
the most important comic books of its day, Captain America Comics #1 (March 1941) was 
notable for its cover, on which the book’s titular hero strikes down Adolf Hitler (Figure 
2.4),152 and though Simon and Kirby would only produce the first ten issues of Captain 
America Comics before moving to Timely’s chief rival, National Comics (which would later 
become DC), the title’s and character’s influence would fundamentally alter the world of 
superhero comics.153 
Captain America was essentially a clone of an earlier character, the Shield—a creation of 
Harry Shorten and Irv Novick—who had debuted in MLJ Comics’ Pep Comics #1 (January 
1940; Figure 2.3, compare with Figure 2.4).154 The Shield was a mildly-powered 
patriotically- garbed FBI agent named Joe Higgens, who had vowed to defend the American  
                                              
151 For Joe Simon’s perspective on his early years with Kirby, see Joe Simon and Jim Simon, The 
Comic Book Makers (New York: Crestwood, 1990), particularly 34-59. In general, Simon and Kirby 
shared the artistic production, scripting, penciling, and inking jointly; as time went on, Kirby took 
over most of the art production, with Simon handing scripting and nearly all of the business 
affairs. Further Simon interviews on this period can be found in The Comics Journal 134 (February 
1990): 101-108; TJKC 25 (August 1999): 33-49; Alter Ego, vol. 3 no. 76 (March 2008): 5-52. 
152 This cover—probably the most important in comics—is featured in a fictionalized re-telling in 
Michael Chabon’s The Amazing Adventures of Kavalier & Clay (New York: Picador, 2000), 141-142, 
being drawn by Josef Kavalier and Sammy (Clay) Klayman, direct homages to Joe Simon and Jack 
Kirby, combined with Jerry Siegel and Joe Shuster (who created Superman in 1938). 
153 DC and Marvel both have complicated corporate histories, each involving multiple consolidations 
and acquisitions; DC’s comics are now produced by DC Entertainment (owned by Warner) and 
Marvel’s by Marvel Entertainment (owned by Disney). For good, brief summaries, see Hatfield, 
Hand of Fire, 264-265 n. 1-2. 
154 The patriotic hero was but one of many standard superhero types. For a taxonomy and many 
examples, see Denis Gifford, The International Book of Comics (New York: Crescent Books, 1984), 
114-151. For a selection of comics that helped codify these types, see Greg Sadowski, ed., 
Supermen!: The First Wave of Comic Book Heroes, 1936-41 (Seattle: Fantagraphics Books, 2009). 
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Figure 2.3 (left): Pep Comics #1 (January 1940), cover.    
Figure 2.4 (right): Captain America Comics #1 (March 1941), cover. 
way of life and “shields the U.S. government from all enemies,” after his father was killed by 
a German saboteur in the 1916 Black Tom explosion.155 To protect American interests, 
Higgens hardened his body with chemicals and X-rays and constructed a uniform that was 
“bullet and flame-proof, [giving] him [the] power to perform extraordinary feats of physical 
daring and courage,” decorated with four stars, standing for “truth, justice, patriotism and 
courage.”156 A self-made man, the Shield was carefully distinguished from other defenders of 
                                              
155 The Shield’s full origin appears in Shield-Wizard Comics #1 (Summer 1940); quoted in Ron 
Goulart, The Encyclopedia of American Comics from 1897 to Present (New York: Facts on File, 1990), 
330. See Joe Brancatelli, “The Shield,” The World Encyclopedia of Comics, ed. Maurice Horn (New 
York: Chelsea House Publishers, 1976), 612-613. 
156 Pep Comics #1 (January 1940), 1; see Ron Goulart, Ron Goulart’s Great History of Comic Books 
(Chicago: Contemporary Books, 1986), 187. 
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the American way (especially National Comic’s Superman, who had debuted a year and a 
half earlier): “No importation from another planet, nor accidental freak of nature. He is the 
product of years of painstaking toil, the climax to brilliant scientific research.”157 Thus the 
Shield draws on the pulp tradition of self-made men, especially Doc Savage, who improved 
themselves via conditioning and science (and from which Batman also draws). 
As with many pulp and comic-book heroes, the Shield quickly picked up a small cadre of 
side characters, including a youthful sidekick, Dusty, the Boy Detective in Pep Comics #11 
(January 1941), modeled on Batman’s ward, Robin, the Boy Wonder, introduced a year 
before in Detective Comics #38 (April 1940). The Shield split his time between his costumed-
garbed public role as the awkwardly-phrased “G-Man Extraordinary!” and mild-mannered 
Higgens, an ordinary G-Man in J. Edgar Hoover’s Federal Bureau of Investigation. Hoover 
was the only person who knew the Shield’s civilian identity, thus allowing Higgens to have a 
life separate from his superhero guise (in the manner of Superman/Clark Kent and 
Batman/Bruce Wayne). Thus, the Shield was a model of government-sanctioned, 
homegrown heroism, draped in the flag, dividing his time between civil service and high-
powered fisticuffs.158 
Nearly all of these heroes were fighting a version of World War II, or at least against 
Germans and Japanese foes, many months before the United States officially entered the 
                                              
157 Quoted in Ron Goulart, “The Second Banana Superheroes,” All in Color for a Dime, eds. Dick 
Lupoff and Don Thompson (Iola, WI: Krause Publications, 1970; rev. ed. 1997), 228-239, 232. 
158 As the first of the overtly patriotic superheroes, the Shield’s model was followed by dozens and 
dozens of imitators: e.g., Uncle Sam, created by Will Eisner in National Comics #1 (July 1940), Miss 
America, beginning in Military Comics #1 (August 1941), Wonder Woman in All Star Comics #8 
(December 1941), and Mr. America in Action Comics #54 (November 1942). For many more of 
these characters, see James Steranko, The Steranko History of Comics, Volume One (Reading PA: 
Supergraphics, 1970), 52. 
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war. Timely, for whom Simon and Kirby produced Captain America, had been quick to 
enter World War II, with two of its mainstay characters, the Sub-Mariner and the Human 
Torch fighting Nazi submarines and Axis forces throughout 1940—in Marvel Mystery Comics 
#4 (February 1940) and The Human Torch #2 (Fall 1940), respectively—months before the 
United States began even seriously considering entering the war and more than a year before 
it actually did.159 Timely wasn’t alone in anticipating (or even encouraging) America’s 
involvement in the burgeoning international conflict. For example, Superman appeared in a 
two-page sequence in Look magazine (27 February 1940), titled “How Superman Would End 
the War,” in which Superman scoops up Adolf Hitler and Joeph Stalin and brings them to a 
League of Nations meeting in Geneva where they are immediately pronounced “guilty of 
modern history’s greatest crime – unprovoked aggression against defenseless countries.”160 
In the first comics crossover, two MLJ characters, The Shield and the Wizard “combine[d] 
to smash the most dastardly of plots ever conceived for the destruction of the life, liberty 
and the pursuit of happiness of the United States of America,” which turned out to be a 
“sabotage plot against the U.S. government at Pearl Harbor[!]”161 Comics historian Nicky 
Wright has suggested that “it was as if the publishers were trying to embarrass the American 
                                              
159 Don Thompson, “OK, Axis, Here We Come!” All in Color for a Dime, 111-129. See Les Daniels, 
“Marvel Declares War,” Marvel: Five Fabulous Decades of the World’s Greatest Comics (New York: Harry 
N. Abrams, 1991), 36. Further, see Marvel Chronicle: A Year By Year History (London: DK, 2008) for 
a detailed progression through the company’s evolving shared narrative universe. 
160 Jerry Siegel and Joe Shuster, “How Superman Would End the War,” Look, 27 February 1940. 
This piece is reprinted in Superman in the Forties (New York: DC Comics, 2005), 160-161. 
161 Top-Notch Comics #4 (April 1940), advertisement; Pep Comics #5 (June 1940), 1. In the same vein, 
Will Eisner’s Uncle Sam story in National Comics #18 (December 1941) featured “Oriental” 
warships firing on Pearl Harbor. 
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government into getting off its isolationist horse and viewing the world for what it was.”162 
However, none did so with quite the iconic presence, overt symbolism, and aesthetic 
innovation as Captain America. 
From Patriot to Superpatriot 
It is easy to see from the Shield’s and Captain America’s respective first appearances 
(Figures 2.3 and 2.4, above) that Simon and Kirby created Captain America’s costume by 
appropriating elements from the Shield’s costume and borrowing heavily from the Shield’s 
imagery and presentation.163 Simon’s initial character design for Captain America clearly 
borrows from what had come before, and some of the same elements recur from the 
Shield’s narratives: an explicit sanction from the Roosevelt administration, the direct 
involvement of the director of the FBI, a sidekick named Bucky (instead of the Shield’s 
Dusty), and the direct, constant threat of domestic infiltration from insidious foreign 
forces.164 These are the standard hallmarks of the pulp military hero’s origin. However, 
                                              
162 Nicky Wright, The Classic Era of American Comics (Chicago: Contemporary Books, 2000), 78. For 
more on the intersection of comics and politics in this era, see Bradford W. Wright, Comic Book 
Nation: The Transformation of Youth Culture in America (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University 
Press, 2001), 30-55. For more on American propaganda comics of this period, see Fredrik 
Strömberg, Comic Art Propaganda: A Graphic History (New York: St. Martin’s Green, 2010), 38-43. 
163 The Shield would continue to appear through Pep Comics #65 (January 1948), but was replaced by 
Archie and his high-school gang, from whom the MLJ Comics would derive its new name, Archie 
Comics. The Shield has been re-booted a number of times, including a late 1950s version for 
Archie Comics by none other than Simon and Kirby in the short-lived series The Double Life of 
Private Strong (June-August 1959), which was quickly cancelled after National Comics claimed this 
version of the Shield was too similar to Superman. 
164 Joe Simon’s initial design for Captain America and Simon and Kirby’s re-design of the Shield for 
The Double Life of Private Strong (1959) are available in Simon and Simon, The Comic Book Makers, 
112. 
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Captain America’s origin story, as presented in Captain American Comics (CAC) #1, quickly 
invokes and then surpasses these precursors. 
Captain America’s origin is couched as a response to the immediate perils America faced 
from the growing threat of Hitler and the Nazi regime on one front and Japanese aggression 
on the other. Published 20 December 1940 (cover-dated March 1941), CAC #1 opens with 
Nazi fifth columnists having infiltrated the United States, conducting various acts of 
sabotage: “the resulting wave of sabotage and treason paralyzes the vital defense 
industries!”165 President Roosevelt responds to the crisis at hand, asking “What would you 
suggest gentlemen? A character out of the comic books? Perhaps the Human Torch 
[Timely’s first superhero] in the Army would solve our problem! But seriously, gentlemen—
something is being done!”166 A comic-book hero, even one actively fighting Nazis in another 
of Timely’s publications, won’t solve the crisis; implicitly, America needs a “real” hero. The 
solution is immediately presented as Roosevelt’s audience of Army generals is ushered into 
the world of the American super-soldier program, headed by the FBI and the story’s J. 
Edgar Hoover analogue, J. Arthur Grover (Figure 2.5). 
 
                                              
165 Captain America Comics #1 (March 1941), 2. A little over a week later in a fireside chat, the real 
President Roosevelt would declare that war was looming and that America should be “the great 
arsenal of democracy” (quoted in Evanier, 50). 
166 Captain America Comics #1 (March 1941), 2 
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Figure 2.5: Simon and Kirby, Captain America Comics #1 (March 1941), 2, panels 2-5. 
Here we arrive at the core of Captain America’s origin—the Army reject Steve Rogers, 
who is physically transformed from “a frail young man” into “one of America’s saviors” by a 
vaguely scientific process in a secret government laboratory, under the aegis of Professor 
Reinstein (i.e., Einstein, Figure 2.6).167 In some ways, this origin works as many previous 
pulp heroes’ origins had—say, for example, Philip Wylie’s Gladiator (1930), in which a 
scientist injects his unborn son in utero with a serum that gives the son superhuman 
strength—by bestowing moderate powers on a normal human.168 Taking the logic of the 
Shield’s FBI status (and government sanction) one step further, this version now asserts  
                                              
167 Ibid., 4. 
168 On eugenics and the birth of Captain America, see Jerry Boyd, “Prof. Reinstein, I Presume?” 
TJKC 25 (August 1999): 16-18. 
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Figure 2.6: Simon and Kirby, Captain America Comics #1 (March 1941), 5. 
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Captain America’s origin as from within the state itself, emerging from a secret government 
program which transforms a weak human into “one of America’s saviors.”169 
This overt and over-determined symbolism was not lost on Captain America’s creators. 
Ron Goulart, comics historian, has highlighted the central role of Captain America Comics in 
the evolving landscape of superhero comics: 
Up until the advent of Captain America […], characters who got whole comic books of 
their own had first had a successful tryout elsewhere—Superman in Action Comics, 
Batman in Detective, Captain Marvel in Whiz, etc. Captain America was the exception, 
cooked up for Timely by the recently formed team of Joe Simon and Jack Kirby and 
introduced to the world in Captain America Comics. [Quoting Kirby:] “Captain America 
was created for a time that needed noble figures […] We weren’t at war yet, but 
everyone knew it was coming. That’s why Captain America was born; America 
needed a superpatriot.”170 
As we can see on the cover of Captain America Comics #1 (Figure 2.4, above), Captain 
America is not just a patriot but a superpatriot, a symbolic step beyond his patriotic 
predecessors. Doubly-draped in the flag (both shield and costume), Captain America 
apparently can solve seemingly intractable international political problems with nothing 
more than his fists, his shield, and the American way.171 
These overtly political and nationalist stories were written using conventions and tropes 
from the pulp tradition: hyperbolic villains, short-form narrative, and easy resolutions 
                                              
169 This version of Captain America draws heavily on a notion of zealous nationalism, critiqued by 
Robert Jewett in The Captain America Complex: The Dilemma of Zealous Nationalism (Philadelphia: The 
Westminster Press, 1973), and, with John Shelton Lawrence, in Captain America and the Crusade 
Against Evil: The Dilemma of Zealous Nationalism (Grand Rapids, MI: E.B. Eerdmans, 2003). For a 
range of approaches to Captain America (in his many incarnations), see Robert G. Weiner (ed.), 
Captain America and the Struggle of the Superhero: Critical Essays (Jefferson, NC: McFarland, 2009). 
170 Goulart, Ron Goulart’s Great History of Comic Books, 154. 
171 Many of the early comic book heroes fought local thugs, gangsters, and criminals, whereas 
Captain America was immediately fighting Nazis. His shield would be changed to a round version 
by issue #3 to avoid the prospect of a lawsuit from MLJ Comics. 
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involving the death or capture of the villain, with order quickly restored. The stories in the 
first issue of Captain America Comics featured Captain America’s origin (eight pages), Cap and 
Bucky thwarting fortune-tellers serving as fronts for a Nazi (seven pages), a prose piece in 
which saboteurs attempt to poison an army base (two pages), a long Nazi assassin story, 
featuring with a chess-playing, fang-toothed Nazi (sixteen pages), and the first iteration of 
Cap’s long-running nemesis, the grotesque Nazi, Red Skull (fourteen pages, Figure 2.7).172 
Each of these stories introduces a new villain, who escalates his threats, and then is quickly 
subdued or contained, often with a number of pages of dramatic physical violence. No real 
chronology exists to connect these adventures, and very little governing logic—i.e., are we to 
assume that all of these Nazi agents know one another or act according to a master plan, and 
if not, why not? Narratively self-contained and easily resolved, these replicate the formal 
logic of the stories couched in the pulp tradition.173 
These stories also illustrated the pulp tradition’s lurid aesthetics and hyperbolic, 
grotesque villains. Jim Steranko writes that the “pulp formula was applied with all the 
subtlety of an exploding buzz bomb. Ordinary, run-of-the-mill, punching bag brutes and 
lemon-yellow oriental ancients just weren’t good enough. Villains had to be wizened  
 
                                              
172 As many comics of its day were, Captain America Comics #1 was 64 pages, printed on standard 
newspaper, saddle-stitched, with a glossy cover. The five Captain America stories were followed 
by two backups—a ten-page story featuring a hero named Hurricane and a seven-page piece 
following the adventures of Tuk, Caveboy—along with a one-page advertisement for USA Comics, 
which featured more of Timely’s patriotic heroes: Mr. Liberty, Young Allies, United States Man, 
and The Star. Prose stories were included to fulfill postal regulations so that the comic book could 
be considered a “magazine.” 
173 I will deal more fully with pulp stories in my next chapter; for an overview of the pulp tradition, 
see Ron Goulart, Cheap Thrills: The Amazing! Thrilling! Astonishing! History of Pulp Fiction 
(Neshannock, PA: Hermes Press, 2007). 
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Figure 2.7: Simon and Kirby, Captain America Comics #1 (March 1941), 34. 
grotesqueries with gnarled hands and faces, dripping jowls and foam-flecked fangs.”174 By 
exaggerating the threat both thematically and visually—especially in these early stories 
involving Nazis and the Japanese, where the grotesques are disturbingly lurid—these stories 
heighten the impact of Captain America’s actions. Recall the Red Skull in Figure 2.7 and the 
                                              
174 Steranko, 51. 
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“Oriental giants” who are the main villains in a story in Captain America Comics #2 (April 
1941, Figure 2.8). In each of these instances, Captain America, who looks and acts like the 
ideal soldier, becomes not just a heroic patriot, but a superpatriot who must fight the most 
monstrous versions of real-world threats. Not only does he symbolically solve the 
nationalized threat at the heart of each of these stories, but the physical confrontation is  
 
Figure 2.8: Simon and Kirby, Captain America Comics #2 (April 1941), 4. 
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rendered in the most hyperbolic fashion, juxtaposing grotesque evil forces against a 
superpatriotic human hero. 
As such, these early Captain America comics present him, in Steranko’s words “not an 
embodiment of human characteristics but a pure idea. He was not a man but all men; not a 
being but a cumulative god that symbolized the inner reality of man. He was the American 
truth.”175 By transcending the simple pulp formula and imbuing a central hero with a 
heightened ideological sheen, Simon and Kirby’s work on Captain America Comics re-set the 
standard by which superheroes must operate and the way such stories were told. 
A New Visual Language for Superhero Comics 
As their art exaggerated the threat by employing grotesqueries, Simon and Kirby were 
also at work reinventing the comic-book page. According to Harvey Kurtzman, in his guise 
as a comics historian, “[b]efore Simon and Kirby, the super-hero was, in a sense, realistically 
oriented. Despite the characters’ superhuman powers, they were not drawn in action in ways 
that suggested how extraordinary they were. When Simon and Kirby drew Captain America, 
though, they depicted his super-action through opposing lines that clashed and exploded all 
over the panels. Alongside of Simon and Kirby’s work, everything else was static, pale, 
anemic. Nothing was the same after them.”176 Simon and Kirby broke with what was the 
common-place convention at the time, which was to compose comic book-pages as though 
they were only a site for the display of tiers of comic strips. 
                                              
175 Ibid., 51. 
176 Harvey Kurtzman, From Aargh! To Zap!: Harvey Kurtzman’s Visual History of the Comics (New York: 
Prentice Hall, 1991), 20. For more on the range and evolution of Kirby’s styles, see Arlen 
Schumer, The Silver Age of Comic Book Art (Portland, OR: Collectors Press, 2003), 72-103. 
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Take, for example, two similar pages of patriotic heroes battling their respective stories’ 
villains (Figures 2.9 and 2.10). The first is from Pep Comics #1 (January 1940) and depicts the 
Shield confronting gun- and sword-wielding thugs. The second is from Captain America 
Comics #6 (September 1941), in which Cap and Bucky take on axe- and sword-wielding 
Japanese assailants. Both are arranged as four tiers of panels in which their respective heroes 
 
Figure 2.9: Shorten and Novick, Pep Comics #1 (January 1940), 6. 
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Figure 2.10: Simon and Kirby, Captain America Comics #6 (September 1941), 24. 
battle victoriously against their foes. Both are set in confined interior spaces and the art 
emphasizes the impact of their respective fights by stressing the proximity of the figures, the 
danger of the weapons involved, and the immediacy of their actions (with speed-lines and 
impact detail). But beyond those parallels, the page from Pep Comics appears staid next to 
Simon and Kirby’s Captain America Comics art. Where the former’s layout is rather rigid with 
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equally-spaced gutters and only one character-focused panel (panel 2), the latter is a blur of 
dynamism. Characters’ limbs break the panel borders, which themselves bend and sway with 
the action. In mid-motion, Bucky’s legs even overlap themselves as two successive moments 
run together (in panels 3 and 4). The action here is a jumble, with characters fighting in 
heaps in the third tier (panels 6 and 7), until Cap pushes his way free (panel 8). 
Fellow-artist Gil Kane would later call Simon and Kirby’s layouts expressions of “lyric 
violence,” highlighting the expressive quality of their page compositions.177 Throughout their 
run on Captain America Comics, Simon and Kirby increasingly bringing the conventions of the 
page in line with the (emerging) standards of the superhero genre, with it exaggerated 
dynamism and actions. The body or bodies of the heroes were central to these compositions. 
Jules Feiffer, long-time cartoonist for The Village Voice and author of one of the first major 
works on superhero comics, The Great Comic Book Heroes, puts it this way: 
no one could put quite as much anatomy into a hero as Simon and Kirby. Muscles 
stretched magically, foreshortened shockingly. Legs were never less than four feet 
apart when a punch was thrown. Every panel was a population explosion—casts of 
thousands: all fighting, leaping, falling, crawling. Not any of [Will] Eisner’s brooding 
violence for Simon and Kirby: that was too Liston-like. They peopled their panels 
with Cassius Clays—speed was the thing, rocking, uproarious speed.178 
By emphasizing the underlying logic of the early superhero narratives—that the hyperbolic 
confrontation between heroes and villains must climax in a moment of flying fists and 
                                              
177 Harvey, The Art of the Comic Book, 33. 
178 Jules Feiffer, The Great Comics Book Heroes (New York: Dial Press, 1965), 47. 
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physical triumph—Simon and Kirby reconstructed the comic-book page as the only visual 
and formal site on which these moments could be displayed.179 
Pushing the comic-book page even further, Simon and Kirby conceived of the page as a 
totality, introducing comics’ first full-page panel in Captain America Comics #4 (June 1941) 
and the first two-page spread in Captain America Comics #6 (September 1941). Though not 
particularly dynamic, these pages highlight the swift evolution from the earlier model of the 
comic-book page as a space to repurpose comic-strip art, as it had been just a few years 
previously. On the introduction of this new visual language, Kirby would later recall: “I 
would tip the perspective of a room to make it less static,” so that “I became a camera and 
evolved a storytelling style that came closest to motion pictures.”180 To be clear, this 
innovative story-telling style was in many ways a direct response to the production 
expectations of the era. “The production pressure was overwhelming […] I had to draw 
faster and faster, and the figures began to show it. Arms got longer, legs bent to the action, 
torsos twisted with exaggerated speed. My pace created distortions. I discovered the figures 
had to be extreme to have impact, the kind of impact I saw in my head.”181 The speed of 
production was endemic to the shop system of the time, in which writers, pencilers, 
colorists, letters, and editors all worked as quickly as possible in a piece-meal process, usually 
                                              
179 Comics historian Robert C. Harvey asserts that “Artists aiming for realism would show the 
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with very little credit. Within that system, Simon and Kirby were somewhat exceptional, and 
their work for Timely was some of the first produced by comic-book auteurs.  
Simon and Kirby as the First Comic-Book Auteurs 
Jerry Siegel and Joe Shuster had become industry stars with the introduction of 
Superman in 1938, but they had not secured their rights to the character or royalties for their 
subsequent work with publisher National Comics.182 In the face of industry rumblings about 
Siegel and Shuster’s shoddy deal, Simon had carefully maneuvered to get a unique 
arrangement for himself and Kirby. Gerard Jones writes that 
[Martin] Goodman cut an unprecedented deal for Captain America. He would 
premiere in his own magazine, not buried in an anthology, and Simon and Kirby 
would get 15 percent of the take and salaried positions as Goodman’s comics editor 
and art director. The deal alone instantly made Simon and Kirby big guns in the 
industry. When the first Captain America hit the stands, [it sold] out in days, and when 
the next print run was set at over a million copies, they were stars.183 
This degree of autonomy helps explain why Simon and Kirby were able to experiment as 
they did on the aesthetic and formal level. They had an unrivalled position in the industry, 
including being the first comic-book team to consistently get named credit at the beginning 
of each of their stories (see, for example, Figure 2.7, above). 
On the back of this one title, the comic book industry saw a confirmation of the sales 
that only Superman comics previous seen. Steranko again: “Captain America was an 
                                              
182 This was a fairly standard arrangement in its time, but has become quite contentious over the 
subsequent decades, including dozens of lawsuits by creators and their heirs in attempts to regain 
character rights and royalties, beginning with a 1975 campaign to reinstate some rights to Siegel 
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unprecedented success. The first issue sold out. The super hero business became the comic 
publishers[’] Holy Grail.”184 After the first few issues sold around a million copies a 
month—comparable to Superman’s 1.25 million copies a month in the early 1940s—the 
standard had been set, both in terms of the ideal publication scenario, and for future artists: 
“Suddenly every young artist was drawing action like Jack Kirby.”185 However, this situation, 
in which Simon and Kirby had full artistic control, was short-lived. As Gerard Jones 
recounts, Martin Goodman “screwed Simon and Kirby. He didn’t pay them that 15 percent 
he owed them, and when Simon demanded a reckoning, he lied about how much money 
he’d made. […] Goodman accused Simon of trumping up the whole conflict so he could cut 
a better deal with Jack Liebowitz [at rival company, National, who] told Simon and Kirby 
he’d double their pay, live up to their deals, push them in house ads [in other comics], and let 
them create any series they wanted.”186 So, Simon and Kirby took a deal with National. 
However, in the year or so they spent on Captain America Comics, they had fundamentally 
altered the world of superhero comics publishing, redefining superhero aesthetics, the form 
of the comic-book page, and the role of comic-book creator(s). Simon and Kirby had set the 
stage for much of what came later by unabashedly moving the logic of the pulp superhero 
front and center, unifying narrative, aesthetic, and formal levels within each comic-book 
story, and starting the idea (or ideal) of the comic-book auteur(s) at the heart of the creative 
process. But then the United States fully entered the World War which comics (and the rest 
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of the world) had already been fighting for years. Many of the shop artists enlisted or were 
drafted in the wake of the attack on Pearl Harbor (7 December 1941), which slowed the 
industry. Simon left for basic training in early 1943, while Kirby was drafted in June 1943 
and served stateside until being sent to the European front in August 1944.187  
After the war, Simon and Kirby reconnected and got back to work, producing a series of 
short-lived series for publishers like Harvey, including Stuntman (1946, whose covers imitated 
hard-cover book jackets, Figure 2.11), Boy Explorers (1946), Boys’ Ranch (1950-51), and 
Captain 3-D (1953). They also returned to patriotic superheroes with Fighting American, 
essentially a parody/pastiche of Captain America, for Prize Comics (1954-55) and a revival 
of the Shield in The Double Life of Private Strong for Archie (1959, Figure 2.12).188 Further, 
they explored other genres, including supernatural—Black Magic for Crestwood (1950-54) 
and The Strange World of Your Dreams for Prize (1952-53)—and crime, with Justice Traps the 
Guilty (1947-53) and Headline Comics (1947-49), both for Prize. 
But their most important contribution in this period was the invention of the romance 
comic. Simon and Kirby produced a series or romance comics, beginning with My Date for 
Hillman (1947-48) and then Young Romance (1947-59) and Young Love (1949-56) for Prize.189  
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Figure 2.11 (left): The Stuntman #1 (April 1946), cover. 
Figure 2.12 (right): The Double Life of Private Strong #1 (June 1959), cover. 
These were positioned differently than comics that had come before: the cover of Young 
Romance #1 (September/October 1947) stresses that the series as “designed from the more 
adult readers of comics,” and that these are “real life stories” and “all true love stories” 
(Figure 2.13).190 Romance quickly came to dominate comics sales (as superheroes were on 
the wane after the war), with only a handful of titles in 1948, 125 titles in 1949, and 148 from 
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twenty-six different publishers by 1950.191 Far from an aside, the logic of romance comics 
became pivotal to the development of mainstream superhero comics. Charles Hatfield 
claims that “what Kirby learned from romance comics […] shaped the celebrated superhero 
narratives that followed, with their soap opera-like emphasis on love, loss, and anguish. 
Kirby never abandoned a genre, but rather reworked earlier genre conventions in new forms, 
splicing and adapting. […] Arguably, romance, after the fifties, became part of the basic 
makeup of superheroes, a lasting and important substrate.”192 
Figure 2.13 (left): Young Romance #1 (September/October 1947), cover. 
Figure 2.14 (right): In Love #1 (September 1954), cover. 
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In their last major collaboration, Simon and Kirby attempted to branch out on their own, 
forming Mainline Publications in 1953, with Leader News as its distributor.193 Simon and 
Kirby were coming off their most productive period, having produced 1,158 pages in 1952 
alone, with comics like Young Romance selling a million copies a month, but Simon felt that 
publishers like Crestwood (owner of Prize Comics) were not paying enough in royalties.194 
So, Simon and Kirby essentially formed the first creator-owned publishing line, Mainline. 
Mainline published four titles over its brief career: Bulls-eye (a Western), Foxhole (war stories 
told by veterans), In Love (romance), and Police Trap (crime).195 Each of these offerings 
attempted to distinguish itself from the competition. In Love #1 (September 1954), billed 
itself on its cover, which imitates a hard-cover novel, as a “book length love novel” (Figure 
2.14) and featured a three-chapter story, “The Bride of the Star” which nearly filled the 
entire issue, with only five pages of backups. Foxhole #1 (October 1954) debuted with a fairly 
shocking cover for mainstream comics (with the exception of EC’s horror output), depicting 
a heavily wounded soldier writing home to his mother, with corpses of his comrades in the 
background (Figure 2.15) and promised the reader: “You dig in – you fight! And maybe you 
die! This is war as seen by the guys in the Foxhole.” Mainline, however, would prove to be 
short-lived. One of Simon and Kirby’s previous comics, Justice Traps the Guilty had been 
featured as a key example in an excerpt from Fredric Wertham’s Seduction of the Innocent 
(1954), published in Ladies’ Home Journal in November 1953. And it so happened that many  
                                              
193 For an overview of Mainline, see Robert Lee Beerbohm, “The Mainline Comics Story: An Initial 
Examination,” TJKC 25 (August 1999): 86-95, including a full list of their output on 92. Also, see 
Simon, 151-160. 
194 Beerbohm, 89. 
195 Apparently, a superhero title, Nightfigher, was planned but not produced. 
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Figure 2.15: Foxhole #1 (October 1954), cover. 
of the comics Wertham claimed were contributing to the delinquency of America’s youth 
were the crime and horror comics published by EC Comics, distributed by the Leader News, 
which distributed Mainline.196 
By the time Wertham’s claims sparked a series of hearings in the US Senate in April and 
June 1954 (which featured a terrible defense of the case for comics by EC’s publisher Bill 
Gaines), much of the comics industry had been tarred with the same brush, with the 
                                              
196 For an overview of Wertham’s claims and their consequences, see Hadju, The Ten-Cent Plague and 
Bart Beaty, Fredric Wertham and the Critique of Mass Culture (Jackson: The University Press of 
Mississippi, 2005). Wertham and the Senate Hearings led to the Comics Code Authority, an 
industry regulatory body that oversaw and provided a seal of approval for all mainstream comics 
after 1954; see Nyberg, Seal of Approval. 
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implication that most, if not all, comics were harmful for children. EC Comics nearly folded, 
changing its emphasis to other genres, which drove Leader News out of business, taking 
away Mainline’s distribution channel.197 As Simon later recounted: “Our books weren’t being 
sold. They never even got on the newsstands. Jack and I were pulling our hair out, and 
finally we just couldn’t take it anymore, and we couldn’t afford to keep producing comics 
that never got unwrapped, and we had to pull the plug on the company.”198 So, with that, the 
first truly creator-owned publishing house folded, selling its properties to Charlton Comics 
after four issues of each comic book (and five of Bulls-eye), which continued each title for a 
couple of issues and then cancelled them. Simon left mainstream publishing within a few 
years, moving to commercial advertising and publishing, while Kirby began the second 
transformative period of his comics career, shuttling back and forth between National/DC 
and Timely/Atlas/Marvel. 
From the Human to the Cosmic 
Kirby was now one of the biggest names in the field, but with comic-book sales of all but 
a few genres in decline and new restrictions on content under the Comics Code, he joined 
National Comics in 1956, jumping from project to project, working on things like monster 
and science-fiction stories, often without attribution. His most notable work in this period 
came in National’s Showcase line, which was established to test out characters for potential 
                                              
197 For an overview of EC Comics, see Fred von Bernewitz and Grant Geissman, Tales of Terror!: The 
EC Companion (Seattle, WA: Fantagraphics Books, 2002) and Geissman, Foul Play!: The Art and 
Artists of the Notorious 1950s E.C. Comics! (New York: Harper Design, 2005). 
198 Hadju, 315. 
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ongoing roles in their own titles, and to revive older characters (or at least their names).199 
Showcase was used to re-build DC’s lineup of superheroes, ushering in what is generally 
known as the Silver Age of superhero comics, as only Superman, Batman, Wonder Woman, 
and a handful of others had survived the doldrums of the 1950s.200  
Kirby’s Challengers of the Unknown, however, proved to be one of the more popular 
non-superhero concepts in the title, emerging in Showcase #6 (February 1957) and #7 (April 
1957), reappearing in #11 (December 1957) and #12 (February 1958), and then earning a 
series of its own, Challengers of the Unknown #1-77 (May 1958 to January 1971), of which 
Kirby produced the first eight issues.201 The Challengers was a team of four men—an 
Olympic wrestling champion, a master skin diver, a circus daredevil, and a war hero who is a 
fearless jet pilot—who, having survived impossibly deadly situations, were “living on 
borrowed time,” and sought only the most risky of adventures.202 The Challengers were 
human adventurers (with no special powers), with an emphasis on making “the characters as 
                                              
199 See Jones and Jacobs, The Comic Book Heroes (1997), 2-12 and Les Daniels, DC Comics: A 
Celebration of the World’s Favorite Comics Book Heroes (New York: Billboard Books, 2003), 116-117, 
124-125, 130-131. As I detail more fully in the next chapter, artists like Gil Kane were able to 
redefine previous heroes as science heroes, giving them new looks and backstories: a new Flash in 
Showcase #4 (October 1956), a new Green Lantern in Showcase #22 (October 1959), a new Atom in 
Showcase #34 (October 1961), and so on. 
200 For an extensive study of the comics art of the Silver Age, and Kirby’s role in it, see Daniel 
Herman, Silver Age: The Second Generation of Comic Book Artists (Neshannock, PA: Hermes Press, 
2004), particularly 92-177. 
201 For an overview of the Challengers of the Unknown, see Chris Lambert, “The ‘Marvel’-ous 
Challengers,” TJKC 17 (November 1997): 12-13 and Ken Pedners, “Challenging the Unknown,” 
TJKC 17 (November 1997): 14-16. Also see Phillip Payne and Paul J. Spaeth, “Jack Kirby’s 
Challengers of the Unknown: Establishing Order in an Age of Anxiety,” Comic Books and the Cold War, 
1946-1962: Essays on Graphic Treatment of Communism, the Code and Social Concerns, eds. Chris York 
and Rafiel York (Jefferson, NC: McFarland, 2012), 68-78. 
202 Showcase #6 (February 1957), 1. 
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interesting and amazing as possible without sacrificing their humanity [… meaning that] the 
main characters had interesting traits and did amazing feats because of their humanity.”203 
Further, Kirby’s editor, Jack Schiff, allowed Kirby an unusual amount of creative control, as 
Challengers was “unique among the DC comics of the times […] created, drawn and partly 
written by a single man.”204 Finally, in Showcase and Challengers, Kirby began extending stories 
to span an entire comic-book issue, “a liberty nearly unknown in those days of two-, three-, 
and four-story comic books: he allowed some of his stories to fill the full twenty-four or 
twenty-five pages of the magazine.”205 Though now considered standard practice, Kirby 
brought longer-form comics stories from his work with Simon on romance comics to the 
world of mainstream superhero publishing, unifying the length of the story and the length of 
its publication format, which he would bring to National’s main rival, Timely just after his 
work on Challengers of the Unknown.206 
                                              
203 Wyman, 106. 
204 Jones and Jacobs, 30. 
205 Jones and Jacobs, 31. 
206 At the same time, Jack Schiff, a managing editor at National, also served as a liaison between 
Kirby and a newspaper syndicate, which allowed him (and inker Wally Wood) to launch one of his 
many spec comic strips, Sky Masters of the Space Force. Syndicated newspaper strip came with 
lengthy contractual commitments and royalties, and many of the artists who escaped the shop 
system did so via newspaper syndication. Sky Masters ran from 8 September 1958 to 25 February 
1961, with 774 daily strips and 52 full-color Sunday pages. Though a minor success as a comic 
strip, Sky Masters ended Kirby’s time at National, as he and Schiff disagreed over royalties—
ending up in court—directly contributing to Kirby’s departure from National. Kirby had worked 
on comic strips early in his career, and produced many spec comic strips over the years, hoping to 
secure a syndication contract. For a wide range of such strips, see The Comic Strip Jack Kirby; 
Wyman, 24-31; Evanier, 36-45. On Sky Masters specifically, see Jon B. Cooke, “The Story Behind 
Sky Masters,” TJKC 15 (April 1997): 21-25, 21. These strips are collected in the hard-to-find The 
Collected Sky Masters of the Space Force (New York: Pure Imagination Publishing, 2000). 
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Marvel and the Beginning of “The Marvel Age” 
Timely, owned by Martin Goodman, had operated under a number of other names 
throughout the 1950s, including Atlas (for whom Kirby briefly worked), which “imploded” 
in 1957, reducing its output from seventy-five titles to sixteen.207 Stan Lee (originally Stanley 
Lieber, hired as he was a relative of Goodman’s) had been with the company since 1939, and 
had worked in the office while Simon and Kirby were producing Captain America.208 Lee 
was now editor of Timely and left with a struggling company and only a few artists with 
whom to rebuild and a limited publishing schedule, only allowed to put out eight titles a 
month.209 Lee began replacing the Western, monster, and romance books with a series of 
superhero comics that would later be seen as the birth of the “Marvel Age” of comics, and 
the cornerstone of the burgeoning Marvel Universe.210 Lee oversaw most of the aspects of 
these titles’ production, bringing his aesthetic and narrative sensibilities to their dialogue and 
plotting; the first of these, The Fantastic Four, has come to be seen as foundational for what 
was to come. 
                                              
207 See Jim Vadeboncoeur, “The Great Atlas Implosion,” TJKC 18 (January 1998): 4-7. 
208 Lee’s first work published in comics was a text story, “Captain America Foils the Traitor’s 
Revenge,” in Captain America Comics #3 (May 1941). 
209 Marvel’s evolution under Stan Lee’s control is well-documented; see Ronin Ro’s Tales to Astonish. 
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Released on 8 August 1961, The Fantastic Four #1 (November 1961) merged the model of 
Kirby’s Challengers (four adventurers) with space-race themes (who get their powers after 
taking a rocket into space to beat the Commies) and the more common superhero team 
versus supervillains and/or giant monsters. The first cover (Figure 2.17) features the 
Fantastic Four fighting a giant creature, openly borrowed from the debut of rival publisher 
National’s Justice League of America in The Brave and the Bold #28 (March 1960, Figure 
2.16), published a year and a half earlier.211 Lee would later take the majority of credit for the 
origin of The Fantastic Four, and their dispute over creative primacy would percolate under 
the surface of their collaboration throughout the 1960s.212 According to Kirby (reflecting 
later in his career), his efforts single-handedly saved the company (and Lee): 
they were moving out the furniture, they were taking desks out [… Stan Lee] didn’t 
know what to do, he’s sitting in a chair crying—he was just still out of his 
adolescence [Lee would have been in his late 30s at that point…]. I told him to stop 
crying. I says, ‘Go into Martin and tell him to stop moving the furniture out, and I’ll 
see that the books make money.’ And I came up with a raft of new books and all 
these books began to make money. […] I had to come up with fresh characters that  
 
 
                                              
211 For an extensive treatment of this issue by crime author Walter Mosley, see Maximum FF: A 
Visual Exegesis of Fantastic Four #1 (New York: Marvel Enterprises, 2005). The Fantastic Four’s 
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Figure 2.16 (left): The Brave and the Bold #28 (March 1960), cover. 
Figure 2.17 (right): The Fantastic Four #1 (November 1961), cover. 
nobody had seen before. I came up with The Fantastic Four. I came up with Thor. 
Whatever it took to sell a book I came up with.213 
Though some of this disparity is due to the passage of time (and as we will see, the 
growth of both Stan Lee and Jack Kirby as mutually independent comic-book auteurs), 
much of it also stems from Marvel’s unique production scheme, what came to be known as 
the “Marvel Method.” In the era of the studio system, scripts were usually written to be 
                                              
213 Jack Kirby interview with Gary Groth, The Comics Journal 134 (February 1990): 57-99, 81. Lee 
categorically refutes this version: “I never remember being there when people were moving out 
the furniture. [chuckles] If they ever moved the furniture, they did it during the weekend when 
everybody was home. Jack tended toward hyperbole, just like the time he was quoted as saying 
that he came in and I was crying and I said, ‘Please save the company!’ I’m not a crier and I would 
never have said that I was very happy that Jack was there and I loved working with him, but I 
never cried to him. [laughs]” (Stan Lee: Conversations, 137). 
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illustrated by artists who had little or no input in the overall storytelling. Some storytelling 
teams, such as Siegel and Shuster or Simon and Kirby, worked together and coordinated 
scripting and illustration duties, but these were the exception rather than the rule. And Kirby 
was virtually alone in having scripted and illustrated his own work when at National, with 
Challengers of the Unknown. As Marvel grew, Lee and his artists implemented a free-wheeling 
scripting method that combined editorial, script, and illustration into a fluid process, termed 
the “Marvel Method.” 
 This is the description Lee used in a March 1966 “Bullpen Bulletin” editorial column, in 
which he laid out Marvel’s creative process: “It isn’t generally known, but many of our merry 
Marvel artists are also talented story men in their own right! For example, all Stan has to do 
with the pro’s [sic] like Jack ‘King’ Kirby, dazzling Don Heck, and darlin’ Dick Ayer is given 
them the germ of an idea and they make up all the details as they go along, drawing and 
plotting out the story. Then, our leader simply takes the finished drawings and adds all the 
dialogue and captions!”214 A couple of years later, in 1968, Lee gave this version:: 
[I begin with a] rough plot […] as much as I can write in long-hand on the side of 
one sheet of paper…who the villain will be, what the problem will be and so forth. 
Then I call the artist in, whoever’s going to draw the strip […] and we discuss it. By 
the time we’re through talking for about 20 minutes, we usually have some plot 
going. And we talk it out. Lately, I’ve had Roy Thomas come in, and he sits and 
makes notes while we discuss it. Then he types them up which gives us a written 
synopsis. […] I get a carbon, the artist, gets a carbon…so we don’t have to worry that 
we’ll forget what we’ve said. Then the artist goes home…or wherever he goes…and 
he draws the thing out, brings it back, and I put the copy in after he’s drawn the story 
based on the plot I’ve given him.215 
                                              
214 “Marvel Bullpen Bulletin,” The Fantastic Four #48 (March 1966). 
215 “A Conversation with the Man Behind Marvel Comics: Stan Lee,” Castle of Frankenstein 12 (1968): 
8-11, 60-61, 11, 60.  
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This interplay of editorial, writerly, and artistic levels remained unique to this period at 
Marvel and left little direct evidence of artistic input. Kirby—at least by the middle of his run 
on The Fantastic Four—would make marginal notes on his pencils instructing Lee about 
dialogue and story directions, which Lee would sometimes use, often ignore (for an example, 
see Figure 2.18). The competition between Kirby’s art and Lee’s dialogue is the subject of 
Mike Gartland’s ongoing series, “A Failure to Communicate,” which compares Kirby’s 
original pencils with their story and dialogue notes and Lee’s published dialogue and 
captions (Figure 2.19).216 
This method arose as Lee quickly expanded Marvel’s series of interlocked superhero 
titles, working with Kirby to introduce an astonishing sequences of characters after the 
Fantastic Four, including The Incredible Hulk #1 (May 1962), Thor in Journey Into Mystery #83 
(August 1962), Iron Man in Tales of Suspense #39 (March 1963), The Avengers #1 (September 
1963), Nick Fury in Sgt. Fury and His Howling Commandos #1 (May 1963), The X-Men #1 
(September 1963), and then returning Captain America in The Avengers #4 (March 1964).217 
These titles were interconnected and set in a shared universe, which allowed for crossovers 
in which characters from different titles would meet and for a shared continuity (and internal  
  
                                              
216 Mike Gartland, “A Failure to Communicate,” part one, TJKC 21 (October 1998): 36-39; part two, 
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Figure 2.18: The Fantastic Four #11 (April 1966), 11; pencils with Kirby’s notes.  
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Figure 2.19: Lee and Kirby, The Fantastic Four #11 (April 1966), 11; published version.  
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consistent logic) to arise.218 
To get a sense of this evolving corporate narratology in action, consider Fantastic Four Annual 
#3 (1965). Near the mid-point of Lee and Kirby’s collaboration, they presented the much-
hyped wedding of Fantastic Four members Reed Richards and Sue Storm in Fantastic Four 
Annual #3. Not only does the story feature typical Fantastic Four villains, but it also supplies 
cameos by nearly ever hero in Marvel’s stable. As its cover promises, the issue features “the 
world’s most colossal collection of costume characters, crazily cavorting and capering in 
continual combat!” Once Reed finally makes it to the altar, he and Sue are wed in front of 
the assembled Marvel heroes (Figure 2.20). And in one final twist (also Figure 2.20), two 
figures are turned away from the wedding. As they are ushered out, saying, “But you can’t 
keep us out!” the figures get the last words of the story: “You haven’t heard the last of this! 
We have ways of getting even!” In the story’s final panel, we learn who these two mysterious 
figures are none other than Stan Lee and Jack Kirby: “How about that?? Imagine them 
keepin’ us out, Stan!” “We’ll show ’em, Jack! Let’s get back to the bullpen and start writing 
the next ish [issue]!”219 This meta-fictional moment integrates Lee and Kirby into their own 
pantheon, mixing the creators and creations in a way that only Marvel could.220 
                                              
218 Hatfield treats this burgeoning sense of continuity, which arose in fits and starts, as a “putatively 
continuous history,” in Hand of Fire, 81-96, 83. To be clear, Marvel also published non-superhero 
fare in the early 1960s, including titles like Millie, the Model, Gunsmoke Western, Linda Carter, Student 
Nurse, and The Rawhide Kid. 
219 The Fantastic Four Annual #3 (1965), 23. 
220 This is not the only time such meetings occurred. For example, in The Fantastic Four #10 (January 
1963), Doctor Doom visits the Marvel offices, demanding that they contact Reed Richards for 
him, which they promptly do. 
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Figure 2.20: Lee and Kirby, The Fantastic Four Annual #3 (1965), 23. 
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The Coming of Galactus 
The Fantastic Four was not just the beginning of what would later become known as “The 
Marvel Age,” but also the model on which the company’s other narratives would be 
structured and how its characters would be introduced. After a couple of years, The Fantastic 
Four had established a baseline narrative structure: the Four wrapped up any narrative 
threads from the previous issue, were confronted with a new foe or foes with a 
memorable/alliterative name, quickly beat said foe, and then returned to their home base, 
the Baxter Building, where their limited familial saga would progress. This evolving family 
story was what really separated The Fantastic Four from previous superhero narratives. As 
Bradford W. Wright puts it, “The Fantastic Four’s characterization immediately set the series 
apart from all other superheroes. In a significant departure from superhero conventions, the 
Fantastic Four make no effort to conceal their identities in public, who regard them with 
understandable awe and certain degree of suspicion. The heroes’ idiosyncrasies often impede 
their work as a team. They frequently argue and even fight with each other.”221 As Lee and 
Kirby began working with longer stories spread over multiple issues, this deepening 
characterization helped bridge the plot discontinuities that existed between issues, allowing 
for more complex ongoing plots with a new sense of scale and consequence. 
Lee and Kirby began telling longer-form stories, including a loose, ongoing narrative 
involving Thor that would run for twenty-three issues spread out over two years, beginning 
in Journey into Mystery #103 (April 1964) and concluding in Thor #135 (December 1966).222 In 
                                              
221 Wright, Comic Book Nation, 204. 
222 Journey Into Mystery became Thor with issue #126 (March 1966); see Jacobs and Jones, 120-122. 
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the same period, they introduced the Inhumans, a race of superhumans who had been living 
in hiding on Earth, in The Fantastic Four #45 (December 1965), whose interaction with the 
Fantastic Four would last until #60 (March 1967). Dubbed the “Inhumans saga,” this run 
provided another super-powered group set in counterpoint against the Fantastic Four, with 
its own familial drama. And in the middle of this arc, the defining story of the Marvel Age 
occurred. Beginning in The Fantastic Four #48 (March 1966), the Galactus Trilogy has come 
to be seen as a watershed for the Marvel Universe, both thematically, with its focus on the 
incompatible nature of the human and cosmic scales involved, and aesthetically, with the 
merging of narrative art and storytelling.223 
This three-issue story focuses on the arrival of Galactus, a cosmic deity, and his herald, 
the Silver Surfer. They are introduced gradually throughout issue #48, when mid-way 
through the issue, the narration take a hard turn to a cosmic register: “but life goes on--and, 
somewhere in the deep vastness of outer space, an incredible figure hurtles thru the cosmos-
-!”224 A small figure blazes a trail through the vastness of space, which is crowded with what 
would later be termed Kirby krackle. The next panel’s captions give the figure a name, the 
Silver Surfer, and declares that he zooms “along the starways like a living comet--with the 
freedom and wild abandon of the wind itself!”225 This new character is introduced in 
ominous tones by the perennial Fantastic Four foes, the Skrulls, who observe from a 
distance: “With all our power, my lord--with all our weapons, and our armaments--why do 
                                              
223 Hatfield refers to this “complex using of mimetic, symbolic, and graphic qualities” narrative 
drawing, and attributes nearly all of the visual storytelling in Lee and Kirby’s comics in this period 
to Kirby; Hand of Fire, 38. 
224 The Fantastic Four #48 (March 1966), 7. 
225 Ibid., 8. 
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we so fear the lone Silver Surfer?” The lead Skrull replies, “It is not merely him, you fool!! 
Have you not studies your cosmic history? Wherever he appears, it is certain that Galactus 
cannot be very far behind!”226 These panels visually and verbally render the cosmic as 
distinct from the pedestrian, which will be the pervasive theme that emerges throughout The 
Galactus Trilogy.  
After some plot machinations, The Watcher, another cosmic being, emerges to explain 
the consequences of Galactus’ arrival: 
True! But the danger is too great this time! The Silver Surfer is on the way! He is the 
advance scout for Galactus! Galactus, who drains entire planets of their elements, and 
then leaves then dry, unable to support life! I could not stand by and see this happen 
to Earth! That is why I am trying to conceal your planet from the Silver Surfer! For, 
of all who inhabit the known the known universe, only Galactus has power enough 
to match my own!227 Even as I speak, our flashing for has reached your moon! 
Although Earth is hidden by my machinations, he is certain to grow suspicious of the 
floating space debris! Our moment of crisis is now at hand!228 
By the end of the issue, the concluding pages (Figure 2.21) highlight the disconnect between 
the human and cosmic levels. Page nineteen, supposedly representing Galactus’ ship and his 
“testing devices” is a full-page collage, which Kirby composed by using snippets  
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Figure 2.21: Lee and Kirby, The Fantastic Four #48 (March 1966), 19. 
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Figure 2.21 (cont.): Lee and Kirby, The Fantastic Four #48 (March 1966), 20. 
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from glossy magazines.229 Page twenty features the emergence of Galactus himself. The first 
two panels which occupy about a quarter of the page, visually parallel the issue’s cover, with 
the Thing pointing in awe to something unseen. The page’s final panel, which dominates the 
page, features Galactus himself, a giant humanoid in elaborate costuming, with just the heads 
of our book’s ostensible protagonists lining the bottom panel border. Galactus intones: “My 
journey is ended! This planet shall sustain me until it has been drained of all elemental life! 
So speaks Galactus!” 
The narrative itself concludes with a tease for the next issue “Prepare for wonderment 
without end--marvels without measure--scenes of mind-staggering grandeur, soul-searing 
spectacle! For the greatest adventure thrill of all, you dare not miss it! So speak Stan and 
Jack! ‘Nuff [Enough] said!” We are thus left on a classic comic-book cliffhanger, with the 
impending doom of the Earth and the mysterious Galactus revealed. And the key thematic 
issue of the narrative thus far—that of scale—has become the key visual element. The next 
issue, The Fantastic Four #49 (April 1966), picks up right where the previous one left off. This 
issue plays with questions of scale, beginning with the second page (Figure 2.22), which 
features a dramatic standoff between the Galactus and The Watcher, again with our human-
sized protagonists aligned in the bottom of the frame. It becomes clear that Galactus and 
The Watcher have met before, and that their concerns are beyond those of the tiny 
inhabitants of Earth, superpowered or not. Throughout, humans (and superheroes) are  
                                              
229 This was but one of many attempts by Kirby to integrate collage into his work, including a 
journey through the “fourth dimension” in The Fantastic Four Annual #3 (1965). For a brief 
overview of Kirby’s collages, see Robert L. Bryant, Jr., “Cut & Paste,” TJKC 48 (Spring 2007): 10-
12 and Steven Brower, “Kirby’s Collages in Context,” TJKC 59 (Summer 2012): 45-53, which 
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Figure 2.22: Lee and Kirby, The Fantastic Four #49 (April 1966), 2. 
described using insectile metaphors, which heightens the disparity of scale: “bothersome 
gnats,” “human gnats,” like a “flea,” “how a mosquito must feel,” as “puny space insects.” 
Galactus begins to construct his world-destroying apparatus, which involves the 
manipulation of devices (Kirby tech) into an elemental converter on top of the Baxter 
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Building.230 At the same time, two other plots attempt to bridge the cosmic and human 
levels. On the one hand, the Silver Surfer, having fallen out of the scene in the previous 
issue, falls through a skylight into the apartment of blind sculptress, Alicia Masters 
(coincidentally, the Thing’s girlfriend), where he begins to learn the value of human terms 
like “nobility,” “courage,” “beauty,” and “pity” (see Figure 2.19, above). On the other, The 
Watcher, prohibited from directly interfering, helps the Human Torch enter the cosmos via 
“time space distortion,” on a trip to find a device on Galactus’ bizarre homeworld (Figure 
2.23), which they hope to be able to use to stop him. In the former plot, the Surfer becomes  
 
Figure 2.23: Lee and Kirby, The Fantastic Four #49 (April 1966), 16, panel 3. 
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more human, solidifying his decision to rebel against his master; in the latter, the Torch 
becomes a cosmic force, his flight through the stars paralleling the Surfer’s from the 
previous issue. 
The Galactus Trilogy concludes in the first half of The Fantastic Four #50 (May 1966), 
with a confrontation that highlights the scale disparity that has run throughout. The Silver 
Surfer assaults his former master, in order to save the people of Earth, highlighting both his 
power and motivation: “I too am a creature of a cosmos!! I too can unleash forces which, 
once released, can never again be controlled! […] I should betray myself if I did not fight to 
prevent the annihilation of a people! For here…on this lonely little world…I have found 
what men call…conscience!”231 But his initial attack is not strong enough, as Galactus traps 
him in a “cocoon of ethereal energy,” prompting Sue Storm to reiterate the story’s over-
arching theme: “But…if the Silver Surfer is powerless against him…then, what chance do 
we have?”232 
Here the story enters its most cosmic phase, as Galactus explains his essential nature: 
“You speak of me as though I am a monster! Do not the humans themselves slay the lesser 
beasts for food…for sustenance? Galactus does no less!” Torch returns with the Ultimate 
Nullifier, containing the “proper alien element,” which Reed uses to threaten Galactus. The 
narrative then comes to its climax, presented over two pages (Figure 2.24) that visually 
render the narrative’s insistence on the disparate scales involved—this is a story about the 
Surfer, Galactus, and the Watcher, in which the Fantastic Four are but side players. Galactus,  
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Figure 2.24: Lee and Kirby, The Fantastic Four #50 (May 1966), 9. 
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Figure 2.24 (cont.): Lee and Kirby, The Fantastic Four #50 (May 1966), 10.  
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having grown weary, agrees to leave, in exchange for the Ultimate Nullifier. But, before he 
departs, Galactus deals with his rebellious herald: “So! For the first time…since the dawn of 
memory…my will has been thwarted! But, I bear no malice! Emotion is for lesser beings! 
Yet, there is one thing that must be done…! Since you shall be herald to Galactus no longer, 
I remove your space-time powers! Henceforth, the Silver Surfer shall roam the galaxies no 
more!”233 With that, Galactus strikes down the Surfer, removing his cosmic powers. Thus, 
Galactus is left as the sole active cosmic force, and prepares to leave, “transformed into a 
living raging fury of pure power…as the very atoms in the air seem to crackle in elemental 
disarray..!!” In a three-quarter-page panel (Figure 2.24), Galactus issues a final warning 
amongst a swirl of Kirby krackle: 
The game is ended! The prize has eluded me! And at last I perceive the glint of glory 
within the race of man! Be ever worthy of that glory, humans…be ever mindful of 
your promise of greatness! …For it shall one day lift you beyond the stars…or bury 
you within the ruins of war!! The choice is yours!! Now turn away!! For I shall depart 
via dimensional displacement…harnessing forces beyond the limits of your 
comprehension!234 
Galactus departs as the Four and the Silver Surfer are left (in the remaining panel of page 
ten) in shock: “Get back…all of you! This sight was never meant for human eyes!” And as 
the narrative concludes, the Surfer leaves, with fewer powers, but renewed purpose: “There 
is still so much I do not know about Earth…about mankind…! But now, I shall have the 
rest of my life to learn…for, in finding a conscience…I have lost…the stars! […] I was born 
to soar…to ride the currents of space…not to be confined within a barren structure! 
Though the pathways to the stars are now denied me, my place is still…in the skies 
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above!”235 And with that, the Galactus Trilogy concludes, as the narrative abruptly shifts to a 
new villain and Johnny’s entry into college, with a return of the Inhumans at the end of the 
issue. 
The Problem of Creators and Characters 
The Galactus Trilogy redefined the sense of scale and scope possible in superhero 
comics. As Pierre Comtois puts it:  
if the entire history of comics including FF #1 could be divided into two distinct 
eras, everything that came before and everything that came after, the defining 
moment would have to be Fantastic Four #50 (May 1966). In it, Lee and Kirby (aided 
in no small measure by inker Joe Sinnott) reach their finest hour. Art and script mesh 
perfectly to tell the myth-tinged story of the fall of the Silver Surfer, a sinless angel 
who sacrifices his freedom for millions he doesn’t even know […] and the man-god 
Galactus who, despite the cold isolation that keeps him aloof from mankind, comes 
to realize at last the value of human life.236 
The merging of thematic depth with visual and formal expression, still fairly new in this 
period, was in part made possible by the Marvel “method.” As I outlined above, Marvel’s 
production allowed the artist a good deal of leeway, and in the case of Kirby, sometimes 
nearly complete narrative and artistic control. Just after the publication of the Galactus 
Trilogy, Lee elaborated on his trust in Kirby’s narrative sensibilities:  
Some artists, such as Jack Kirby, need no plot at all. I mean I’ll just say to Jack, ‘Let’s 
let the next villain be Dr. Doom’…or I may not even say that. He may tell me. And 
then he goes home and does it. He’s so good at plots, I’m sure he’s a thousand times 
better than I. He just about makes up the plots for these stories. All I do is a little 
editing…I may tell him that he’s gone too far in one direction or another. Of course, 
occasionally I’ll give him a plot, but we’re practically both the writers on the things.237 
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This leeway allowed Kirby to introduce a variety of characters and concepts into Marvel’s 
mid-1960s titles, including the Negative Zone, the Inhumans, Galactus and the Silver Surfer, 
hidden worlds like Wakanda, and even more abstract entities like Ego, the Living Planet.238 
By both Lee’s and Kirby’s recounting, many of these ideas were Kirby’s alone. Lee, in 
Son of Origins of Marvel (a reprint book of Marvel character’s first appearances), gives this 
version of the first appearance of the Silver Surfer:  
The year is 1966. […] Both Jack and I were wracking our brains for some opponent 
who would be able to offer a still greater challenge than any of those the FF had yet 
encountered. [… the] FF’s next super-foe would be a seemingly omnipotent being 
who could destroy entire planets at will … who could alter and reshape entire worlds 
… who was as superior to Homo sapiens as a man is to an ant. The FF’s next super-
four would be—Galactus! […] After we had discussed the plot […] Jack spent the 
next few weeks drawing the first 20-page installment. When he brought it to me so 
that I could add the dialogue and captions, I was surprised to find a brand-new 
character floating around the artwork—a silver-skinned, smooth-domed, sky-riding 
surfer atop a speedy flying surfboard. When I asked ol’ Jackson who he was, Jack 
replied something to the effect that a supremely powerful gent like Galactus, a 
godlike giant who roamed the galaxies, would surely require the services of a herald 
who could serve him as an advance guard.239  
Kirby later recounted that the “Silver Surfer was an afterthought. When I did Galactus, I 
suddenly realized he was God and I had done something Biblical there. I felt that somehow 
God in connection with—well, I felt, wouldn’t it be great if I could show a kind of fallen 
angel type of thing, which the Silver Surfer is.”240 And apparently he was a surfer because 
Kirby had read about surfing in the news: “The kids in California were beginning to surf. I 
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couldn’t do an ordinary teenager surfing so I drew a surf board with a man from outer space 
on it.”241 
This odd combination—of a human-sized emissary for a potentially world-destroying 
inhuman giant—is openly borrowed from The Day the Earth Stood Still (1951, dir. Robert 
Wise), based on “Farewell to the Master” (1940), by Harry Bates, first published in 
Astounding Science-Fiction, vol. 26 no. 2 (October 1940).242 Both versions of that story feature a 
pair of aliens, one imposing and powerful—a forty-foot tall green robot, Gnut, in “Farewell” 
and a slightly smaller humanoid robot, Gort, in Day—the other more human-like—named 
Klaatu in both versions. They arrive on earth in a mysterious spacecraft, where the more 
human-like envoy engages with representatives of humanity, the fate of Earth hanging on 
how they treat the aliens’ arrival. Every version of this story put an emphasis on scale and 
the unknowable nature of the aliens themselves, especially Gnut/Gort/Galactus. Kirby built 
on this unknowability: “Galactus was God, and I was looking for God. When I first came up 
with Galactus, I was very awed by him. I didn’t know what to do with the character. [… 
He’s] supposed to be awesome, and Galactus is awesome to me. I drew him large and 
awesome. No one ever knew the extent of his powers or anything, and I think symbolically 
that’s our relationship [with God].”243 
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This excerpts Galactus from a conventional human morality244, and as Charles Hatfield 
puts it, comes from the story’s “unprecedented sense of scale: Galactus intends to devour 
the Earth’s energy, not because he is evil or malicious, but because he is a force ‘above good 
or evil,’ to whom the Earth’s inhabitants are simply beneath notice.”245 But it also created a 
problem of characterization for two of the story’s central characters, Galactus and the Silver 
Surfer. As they appear in The Fantastic Four #48-50, neither is initially motivated by more 
than vague notions—one by insatiable hunger, the other by an unexplained allegiance to his 
master. As Lee and Kirby worked to expand and deepen the Marvel universe, they would 
provide origins for both of these characters, and in so doing, Kirby would be pushed out of 
Marvel. 
On the Origins of Characters 
The first of these was the Surfer’s debut in his own title, after a dozen or so scattered 
appearances in other series and one solo appearance in a backup story in The Fantastic Four 
Annual #5 (November 1967). Lee had taken a shine to the character after seeing Kirby’s 
pencils for The Fantastic Four #48, picking up on the Biblical overtones: “Studying the 
illustrations, seeing the way Jack had drawn him, I found a certain nobility in his demeanor, 
an almost spiritual quality in his aspect and his bearing. In determining what his speech 
pattern would be, I began to imagine the way that a space-born apostle would speak. There 
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seemed something biblically pure about our Silver Surfer, something totally selfless and 
magnificently innocent. As you can gather, I was tempted to imbue him with a spirit of 
almost religious purity.”246 Lee had taken on Roy Thomas as an editorial assistant in 1965, 
which freed him to write a bit more and take on new projects, including longer stories and 
larger formats (especially under the Curtis Magazines imprint).247 
So, by 1968, Lee was ready to bring out a Silver Surfer-focused title, but decided on John 
Buscema (a veteran comics artist, who had entered commercial art in the late 1950s), rather 
than Kirby, for the art. As Lee recounted: 
By ’68 we were cheerfully expanding in a million directions at once. It seemed that 
every time we turned around we’d find a new artist or two, some new writers or 
editorial assistants, and of course some new superhero magazines. [… I found] the 
time to write a new Silver Surfer series. The only problem was—where would I find 
the one to draw it? [… Buscema …] wanted to come back, back to Marvel, back 
where the action was. […] And so, a new era opened up for mighty Marvel—or 
perhaps I should say for mighty lucky Marvel—John Buscema had come home again. 
[…] I was so excited about the prospect of a Silver Surfer magazine that I convinced 
the moneybags behind Marvel to make it a bigger book than the average title. And so, 
while most of the other comics were 32 pages and sold for 12¢, we made The Silver 
Surfer a 25-center, and jam packed it with 64 pages of sheer Marvel magic.248 
This first issue, The Silver Surfer #1 (August 1968), was dubbed “an all-new book-length 
Marvel epic!” on its cover and contained am unprecedented thirty-eight page main story, 
“The Origin of the Silver Surfer!” followed by a thirteen-page backup, “The Wonder of the 
Watcher.” 
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“Origin” recaps the Surfer’s previous appearances and current role in the Marvel 
universe, showing his interactions with figures such as the Incredible Hulk and Dr. Doom, 
who had previously stolen his powers in The Fantastic Four #57-61 (December 1966-April 
1967). In despair, the Surfer tries to escape to uninhabited mountains, longing for “the 
wonders of the ever-changing cosmos” which he once had access to, and that he might 
“stand once more upon the land that gave me birth,” which for the first time is revealed to 
be a planet called Zenn-La.249 In a series of flashbacks, a new backstory is added to the 
character: originally named Norrin Radd, he had sacrificed himself, becoming Galactus’ 
herald to save his people from his all-consuming hunger. Norrin falls prostrate at Galactus’ 
feet, and is transformed by Galactus’ power from the humanoid Norrin Radd to the cosmic 
Silver Surfer. These pages emphasize the power of the transformation via the emphatic 
“Reborn!” that dominates page thirty-two and the visual progression that disintegrates 
Norrin, allowing the Silver Surfer to emerge from Galactus’ mighty hand on page thirty-
three (Figure 2.25). To complete the origin, Galactus provides the Surfer with the “perfect 
vehicle,” a flying surfboard, and dubs him by the moniker, “the Silver Surfer.” 
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Figure 2.25: Lee and Buscema, The Silver Surfer #1 (August 1968), 32-33. 
On the narrative’s final two pages, there is a retelling of The Fantastic Four #50, with John 
Buscema’s art borrowing from Kirby’s original telling (compare Figure 2.26 to Figure 2.24, 
above). Again, the Surfer rebels against his master to save humanity, and is struck down, his 
“space-time powers” removed. In this retelling, however, rather than a focus on the exit of 
Galactus, the narrative shifts to the Surfer’s dramatic final speech: “Now here I stand alone 
and forsaken upon this hostile world! I, who have crested the waves of infinity…exiles 
forever upon this lonely sphere… But, time is long and fate is fickle… My destiny still lies 
before me…and where it beckons…there shall soar the Silver Surfer!”250 With that, Lee and  
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Figure 2.26: Lee and Buscema, The Silver Surfer #1 (August 1968), 37. 
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Figure 2.26 (cont.): Lee and Buscema, The Silver Surfer #1 (August 1968), 38. 
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Buscema had fundamentally altered the original conception of the Surfer, imbuing him with 
a fairly traditional Marvel tragedy at his core, and a tragic sense of purpose, forever fated to 
serve the inhuman Galactus, who at this point remains beyond human conception and 
morality. 
Lee and Buscema’s The Silver Surfer would run for seventeen issues before Kirby returned 
for the series’ final issue, #18. The series relied on developing the Surfer’s characterization 
and evolving morality, establishing him as essentially a Christ figure, using phrases like “turn 
the other cheek” and couching physical violence in religious rhetoric: “Forgive me for what I 
am about to do! And grant me the strength so that I may forgive them--”251 As Jean-Paul 
Gabilliet points out, in this series, “the Surfer lives an existence of purely solipsistic 
selflessness in a selfish and egoistic environment form which he cannot escape.”252 Lee was 
quite invested in the title, and brought “his most ambitious prose to the series[, using] the 
Silver Surfer’s existential observations to comment upon the promise and tragedy of human 
civilization, raising consciousness about racism, war, and environmental destruction along 
the way. [… The] series won a loyal following among older readers and became a discussed 
topic on college radio stations.”253 This shift, not just to longer and more expansive stories, 
but also toward more mature and engaged readers, was a hallmark of Marvel stories in the 
late 1960s. 
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More than just invoking the Surfer as a Christ allegory, Lee claimed he was trying to 
depict the Surfer as “a pure innocent who is trying to help people and is being 
misunderstood and persecuted for the very things he is trying to do, which are totally good 
and unselfish,” and that he had taken the writing on himself as he “was always afraid that 
whoever wrote it wouldn’t write him the correct way, because I don’t want him treated too 
much like a normal superhero.”254 Lee also relied on the Surfer’s alien-ness to reflect on 
topics he felt he could not address with more conventional heroes: “It gave me the chance 
to write a lot of things I thought and felt. Because he was from another world coming here, 
and I was able by his reaction to things to show how I felt we would seem to somebody who 
wasn’t used to us, because I always think that somebody from another world coming here 
would probably think we were all insane.”255 But for all of those ambitions, the Surfer was 
converted into a much more understandable character, closer to Marvel’s other conventional 
characters: 
The Surfer was separated from his home planet and true love, he was completely (and 
literally) alienated from the planet on which he was now trapped, and he observed 
human mores and interactions without fully understanding anything about them 
except their often unjust nature. Lee made the Silver Surfer a poet, a street-corner 
Romeo tossing out pained commentary on mankind and his own miserable state. […] 
In traditional humanist fashion, Lee had taken a character with godlike abilities and 
made him noble but tragic.256 
This redefinition of the Surfer’s character didn’t sit well with Kirby, who, having been 
pushed away from the Surfer, established his own origin story, along with Lee, for Galactus 
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in Thor #162 (March 1969) and #168-169 (September-October 1969), creating a deeply 
weird cosmic origin for the ever-hungry deity, but offering no sense of humanistic 
characterization. 
Lee and Kirby also re-told Captain America’s origin in Captain America #109 (January 
1969), albeit with a much darker tone and visual style than in previous appearances, replacing 
the original fictional striking down of Hitler (Figure 2.4, above) with a cover showing 
Captain America emerging (Figure 2.27) from the actual New York Times front page from 
the morning after Pearl Harbor attacks (Figure 2.28). This cover established Captain 
America as a symbolic outgrowth of collective national trauma, and the story itself roots 
Cap’s characterization in the trauma of war itself. 
Figure 2.27 (left): Captain America #109 (January 1969), cover. 
Figure 2.28 (right): The New York Times, 8 December 1941, front page. 
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In the most striking moment of this story, a full-page panel (Figure 2.29), Cap delivers a 
stark monologue: “No matter what I may have been--no matter what I am today--or may 
become tomorrow--my destiny must be shared--by those who had a hand in it! All those 
countless, unnamed scientists--chemists--therapists--all dedicated--all unsung--who 
volunteered their time--their toil--their genius-- --so that Captain America might live!” 
 
Figure 2.29: Lee and Kirby, Captain America #109 (January 109), 8. 
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This prompts Nick Fury to identify Cap’s psychological state as something akin to post-
traumatic stress: “Man! Is he carryin’ a king-size chunk of memories inside’a him! Ya can 
almost see the past comin’ back--wrappin’ itself around ’im--trapping him like it always does-
-never lettin’ ’im go free!” Later in the story, Fury tries to sympathize, “I guess every Joe 
who’s seen combat hadda watch a buddy die--some time or other!” and glibly exit the 
conversation: “Okay, okay! Just so’s ya don’t call me Dear Abby! […] And if I was you, 
mister--I’d go out ’n have me a few laughs!” But the story ends on a morose note, with Cap 
alone in his apartment doorway, thinking to himself: “Maybe that’s my problem! Maybe--
after all these years--I’ve just forgotten how!”257 This origin is almost certainly Kirby’s doing, 
with its emphasis on trauma and the effects of war, issues that he and Simon had tried to 
treat in Frontline a decade earlier and which he briefly touched on when talking about his 
World War II experiences.258  
Kirby was in fact on his way out, throwing caution to the wind in his storytelling over his 
last year and a half at Marvel. Lee had announced that Marvel would move away from long-
form storytelling in Thor #168 (in the middle of Galactus’ origin):  
This is it, gang! An announcement so momentous that it’s taken us months to get up 
the nerve to make it! Starting as soon as possible, we’re abandoning our policy of 
continued stories! Yep, than [sic] means we’ll try to make every Marvel masterwork 
complete in each issue! Our mail has been running 50-50 for and against, and since 
we personally preferred the continued yarns, we kept them going. But, we finally 
decided that the other 50% of Marveldom should have equal rights, and it’s always 
exciting to make a change. It’s gonna make our job much tougher – we’ll have to 
shorten our plots – perhaps tone down on our sub-plots, and tighten our pacing. But 
it’s the least we can do for our rollickin’ readers, and it’ll be fun to see how it works 
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out. A few current tales may take another ish or two to wrap up, and occasionally we 
may HAVE to present a two-parter – but, by and large, we’ve given up our continued 
stories till further notice!259 
This rankled Kirby, who had been invigorated by longer story arcs in The Fantastic Four and 
Journey Into Mystery/Thor. Further, there was behind-the-scenes drama over the origin stories 
of characters like the Silver Surfer. As Gerard Jones and Will Jacobs recount: 
as Kirby was working on the Silver Surfer origin story for an issue of Fantastic Four, 
he learned that Stan Lee was writing the first issue of a Silver Surfer comic book. The 
art would be by John Buscema. The story contained the Surfer’s origin, and it 
contradicted everything Kirby thought about the character. His Surfer had been a 
being of pure energy who had to learn from Earthlings what emotion and 
individuation were all about. Stan’s was a man from another planet who’d made the 
supreme sacrifice in becoming Galactus’s herald. Stan’s was well in keeping with what 
had now become the Marvel formula, a formula Jack had left far behind. It was like a 
hammer to Kirby’s skull. He abandoned his story in progress, feeling that he could 
never use the Surfer again. “I already knew,” he said, “that a concept I contributed to 
was instantly lost to me in a legal sense, but to lose it creatively as well…” It was too 
much. He gave up on creating anything new for Marvel.260 
Kirby kept working, channeling his energy into other character origin stories, as well as on a 
series of projects that would emerge later, after his exit from Marvel. 
Lee, though a champion of The Silver Surfer series, felt the book wasn’t selling enough and 
brought Kirby in to change the direction of the title. Kirby’s sole issue, The Silver Surfer #18 
(September 1970) certainly does so. In it, Kirby recreates the Surfer as a besieged 
protagonist, a stand-in for his own artistic plight. As the issue opens, the Surfer asks aloud, 
“What new and savage madness is this? All around me--on every side--nothing but 
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enemies!”261 Assaulted page after page, the Surfer snaps, and in the final two pages of the 
story, turns into something darker: 
Too long have I displayed restraint! Too long have I refused to flaunt my power! But 
now-- my very soul is aflame with burning rage! In a world of madness--I tried to 
practice reason-- But all I won was hatred--and everlasting strife! So I’ll have done 
with reason--and with love--or mercy! To men they’re only words--to be uttered and 
ignored! Since a fiendish fate has trapped me here…with a hostile race in a nightmare 
world! I’ll forget my heritage--blot out my space-born ethic--- No longer will I resist 
their early madness! No longer mine a lonely voice, pleading peace in a world of 
strife! From this time forth, the Silver Surfer will battle them on their own savage 
terms! Let mankind beware! From this time forth---the Silver Surfer will be the 
deadliest one of all!262 
The final page of this monologue (Figure 2.30) is one of Kirby’s finest, bringing the anguish 
and anger of the Surfer’s plight to a stunning visual composition, drawing on the full-page 
Captain America panel (Figure 2.29, above), which seems to directly indict the reader. It is 
tempting to read the Surfer’s struggle as Kirby’s against Lee’s editorial control, but this 
would not play out any further, as The Silver Surfer #18 would be the series’ last issue and 
basically Kirby’s last book for Marvel in this period. 
Lee hastily cancelled the title, and Kirby had moved to Marvel’s rival DC by the end of 
the year, where he was able to (for a time) have editorial control over his own material. Lee’s 
announcement of the cancellation of The Silver Surfer is telling: 
we want to give you the straight scoop as to why the Silver Surfer is no longer being 
published. In a nutshell, we had to drop it – ’cause it was losing money! But, as you 
may guess, there’s a bit more to the story than that. Actually, the Surfer was one of 
our biggest successes from the standpoint of reader acceptance. Those who bought it 
were fanatical about it. The silvery sky-rider became an almost immediate sensation 
on campuses thruout [sic] the free world. Announcers on FM radio stations began to 
quote from the stories and to read portions of them over the air. The Surfer’s   
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Figure 2.30: Lee and Kirby, The Silver Surfer #18 (September 1970), 20. 
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philosophical musings were actually discussed in pulpits thruout [sic] the nation. 
Truly, we had succeeded in our goal – we had created a comic book for the older 
reader, for the more literate, more perceptive, more cognizant fan. But, in so doing, 
the Surfer’s exploits were too far over the heads of many of our younger readers, and 
for that reason, we lost a great many sales, since no comic magazine can be financially 
successful unless it sells to young and old alike. Finally, we realized there were only 
two choices – drop the magazine, or change the format so that it would be more 
acceptable the younger reader. Rather than compromise our own integrity, or be 
untrue to our own objectives, we have chosen to discontinue the magazine.263 
The tension here is between aesthetic ambition and sales, with Lee’s editorial sensibility, that 
it would be better to have broad rather than niche appeal, winning out. In combination with 
the previous year’s dictum to keep storylines contained to a single issue, this marked a sea 
change at Marvel, in which a stronger editorial hand diminished the input of each story’s 
artists, effectively killing the ethos of the “Marvel method” that had spawned the Marvel 
Age. 
The Role of the Artist 
Lee announced Kirby’s exit in the last issue of their long-running collaboration on The 
Fantastic Four, #102 (September 1970): 
Who says lightning never strikes twice? Remember a few years back when Steve 
Ditko suddenly left the hallowed halls of Marvel to seek his fortunes elsewhere? Well, 
at the time of this writing (early in March), Jack Kirby has unexpectedly announced 
his resignation from our surprised but stalwart little staff. [… However,] your 
barnstormin’ Bullpen is passionately preparing some of the wildest and wackiest 
surprises yet to electrify your eyeballs and stagger your senses! That’s where we’re 
at—under-staffed, under-manned, and under-fed—but as bushy-tailed and 
bewildered as ever!264 
                                              
263 Stan Lee, “Stan Lee’s Soapbox,” Fantastic Four #107 (February 1971). 
264 Stan Lee, “Stan’s Soapbox,” Fantastic Four #102 (September 1970). 
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Lee’s enthusiasm couldn’t quite cover the obvious problems at Marvel, as two of the 
founders of the Marvel Age, Ditko and Kirby, were now out. In their final year of 
collaboration, Lee and Kirby were wrangling over art and dialogue on a number of 
projects.265 
But perhaps the most telling example is the minor supernatural story by Lee and Kirby, 
“The Monster,” from Chamber of Darkness #4 (April 1970).266 The story, as published, is 
slight: a seven-page tale featuring a grotesque man, Andreas Flec, who lives alone, and is 
dubbed “the monster” by his fellow villagers, who pursue him, and, seeing what they believe 
is a captive in his home, break in and kill him. The supposed captive was in fact a clockwork 
mannequin, built by Flec, and the story closes on a final moral, as villager intones: “we were 
the monsters--we were the devils!”267 The story itself draws on the traditional fairy tale Le 
Belle et la Bête, with the emphasis on the misunderstood Beast/Monster, as well as the final-
page revelation structure of the horror comics of EC from the 1950s. 
In its published form, the story’s only visually-interesting page is its splash page, which 
depicts two witches speaking an incantation over their cauldron (shades of Macbeth), set 
against a fiery sky—the horror version of Kirby krackle—and the visage of “the monster” of 
the story to follow. This is actually the only page published as Kirby originally drew it 
                                              
265 For example, The Fantastic Four #102 featured art planned for #103, as the art Kirby submitted 
for #102 was deemed unacceptable (and was later published in altered form in #108). For a 
partial reconstruction of Kirby’s version of this issue, see John Morrow, “Fantastic Four #108: 
Jack’s Way,” TJKC 9 (February 1996): 35-39, which was later published in an inked and colored 
form as Fantastic Four: The Lost Adventure (April 2008). 
266 Chamber of Darkness #4 also contains “The Sword and the Sorcerers,” which I will discuss in my 
next chapter, and which introduces a character much like Conan the Barbarian, signaling that the 
generic commitments of Marvel’s comics were shifting. 
267 “The Monster,” Chamber of Darkness #4 (April 1970), 7. 
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(though with the face of the Monster re-drawn). Behind the scenes, “The Monster” was a 
contentious story, and the published version obscures the most interesting elements of 
Kirby’s original version. According to Mark Evanier, Kirby’s assistant and biographer, “he 
wrote a story that he was in love with” and Kirby claimed his wife Roz thought it “was the 
best story that he had ever done.”268 Marvel editorial asked for a series of changes, “and Jack 
took the eraser and just destroyed this story he loved, and turned it into the version that they 
wanted.”269 While Kirby’s work had been modified in the past, this was an entirely different 
affair: full pages were thrown out, panels were cut, rearranged, and redrawn, and the main 
thematic emphases of the story (and its dark tone) were lessened. Originally, the tale was to 
conclude with the reveal that the witches that open the story are Lee and Kirby themselves 
(Figure 2.31), as at the end of the wedding story in The Fantastic Four Annual #3 (1965, 
Figure 2.20, above). 
But the published version (Figure 2.32) strips the authors away, leaving a smoldering 
cauldron and the final note: “On the hill of witches, the fires are out--and the sisters of fate 
have fled--but what of man’s ancient fears--have they gone as well…?”270 Jon B. Cooke 




                                              
268 Jon B. Cooke, “The Monster of Moraggia,” TJKC 13 (December 1996): 24-28, 24. Cooke 
reproduces Kirby’s original art, from which I will work. 
269 Cooke, “The Monster,” 24. 
270 “The Monster,” Chamber of Darkness #4 (April 1970), 7. 
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Figure 2.31: “The Monster,” The Chamber of Darkness #4 (April 1970), 7; Kirby’s original pencils.  
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Figure 2.32: Lee and Kirby, “The Monster,” 7; published version. 
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[Their] appearance hearkens back to happier days of their visits in the pages of 
Fantastic Four, etc. and shows equal collaborators sharing a story of inspired horror. 
Obliterated from the final version, what remains in the final panel is an empty, 
steaming pot on a barren hill. And, after all, wasn’t that the essence of Jack’s original 
story about a creator, however misshapen, who reveled in his art and simply wanted 
to be left alone, to create things ‘to keep my life from being empty,’ but who tragically 
would not be left in solitude by outside, ignorant forces?271 
The end of “The Monster” is thus a symbolic rejection of the jocular, affectionate Marvel 
Bullpen, a rejection of the creative teaming that had been so productive for a decade. 
Whether or not Kirby’s feelings at these creative slights were justified, they culminated in 
his dramatic departure from Marvel in 1970 to rival DC. As he would later reflect, “I should 
have told Stan to go to hell and found some other way to make a living, but I couldn’t do it. 
I had my family. I had an apartment. I just couldn’t give all that up.”272 At DC, Kirby saw a 
way to unify his creative and editorial ambitions. As he put it in 1971 
I have a lot more leeway. I can think things out, do them my way and know I get 
credit for the things I do. There were times at Marvel when I couldn’t say anything 
because it would be taken from me and put in another context, and it would be 
lost—all my connection with it would be severed. […] I created the Silver Surfer, 
Galactus and an army of other characters, and now my connection with them is lost. 
[…] You get to feel like a ghost. […] You could devote your time to a character, put a 
lot of insight into it, help it evolve and then lose all connection with it.”273 
At DC, Kirby was promised he could keep the connection to his own creations, while 
managing his own series of linked titles, another first for the comics industry. 
                                              
271 Cooke, “The Monster,” 28. 
272 Interview with Groth, 1990, 91. 
273 Interview with Tim Skelly, 14 May 1971, reprinted in Milo George (ed.), The Comics Journal Library, 
Volume One: Jack Kirby (Seattle: Fantagraphics Books, 2002), 15-17, 16. 
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Kirby is Here! 
Kirby’s move to DC in the early 1970s solidified the notion of the comic-book auteur 
and fundamentally altered the range of what would be possible for future corporate artists 
(including figures such as Frank Miller and Alan Moore, which I cover in Chapter Five). 
Dubbed “An Epic for Our Time,” Kirby’s Fourth World books brought together the 
elements that Kirby had been exploring at Marvel—the role of the unknown and 
unknowable, the indifference of cosmic power to the human struggle, and the power of 
ongoing narrative used to build thematic and symbolic depth.274 Kirby returned to DC 
Comics not just as a “get” from the Marvel bullpen, but as a brand unto himself: his books 
were marketed in advance with ads screaming “Kirby is Coming” and “The Great One is 
Coming,” and his five-year contract allowed him full creative control (acting as author, artist, 
and editor) over a linked set of four ongoing comic book series now known as Jack Kirby’s 
Fourth World Saga.275 
The ads were everywhere in DC Comics, increasingly promising not just bold stories, but 
also trading on the name of Kirby himself as a repeated mantra (see Figures 2.33 and 2.34). 
Initially, “Kirby had wanted to branch into new formats, new sizes, and new markets, with 
magazines for adults and a self-contained epic, The New Gods, to be published in three 
rotating series of twenty-four comic books each, then reprinted in book form for sale  
 
                                              
274 Hatfield treats this period at length in Hand of Fire, 172-227. 
275 For an overview, Jones and Jacobs, 156-162, and Brock J. Hanke, “Jack Kirby’s Fourth World: A 
Retrospective,” The Comics Journal 134 (February 1990): 109-112. Kirby also produced other 
material while at DC; for a nearly complete listing of Kirby’s production for DC from 1970 to 
1976, see Jon B. Cooke, “Jack Kirby’s X-Files,” TJKC 17 (November 1997): 48-52. 
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Figure 2.33: The Green Lantern #78 (July 1970), advertisement. 
 
through bookstores.” 276 This was ultimately truncated and reoriented, with the promise of 
later book publication rescinded.277 But the ideas for both story depth and length were in 
                                              
276 Jones and Jacobs, 157. 
277 Only in 2007 would DC finally begin reprinting the Fourth World Saga in a four-volume omnibus 
edition that replicated the series’ initial publication order. 
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place. Kirby would later claim, “I felt there was a time […] that a man had to tell a story in 
which he felt…there was no bullshit. There was absolute truth.”278 
 
Figure 2.34: Aquaman #54 (December 1970), advertisement. 
 
As the Fourth World titles began coming out—beginning with Superman’s Pal, Jimmy Olsen 
#133 (October 1970), where it progressed for a few issues, then to The Forever People #1 
(February 1971), The New Gods #1 (February 1971), and Mister Miracle #1 (March 1971)—it 
became clear that this was a story that balanced both cosmic and human struggles, mixing in 
a number of Kirby’s recurring tropes along the way (Figure 2.35). Though the details are 
beyond our concerns for the time being, Kirby saw this elaborate saga as an explicit melding 
of themes he had developed in his previous work: 
 
                                              
278 Quoted in Jones and Jacobs, 158. 
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Figure 2.35: The House of Secrets #89 (January 1971), advertisement. 
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When I first wrote about Galactus, he was caught in a struggle with his herald, Silver 
Surfer. I wanted to show that no matter how deep a conflict might be, no matter how 
powerful a being might become, there is room for compassion and mercy. It is the 
human thing to do and although Galactus was the farthest thing from being human, 
he made a promise and he kept his word not to destroy the Earth. The Fourth World 
is a legend, a legend about gods fighting gods. It has the same feeling you get from 
any story where there is suffering. I created a mythical place with names like New 
Genesis and Apokolips and set up a feud of human proportions, set on a single act of 
murderous arrogance. […] So this story was to be about a tale that would in many 
ways illustrate the common struggle of the human race. All my stories are about the 
human condition; this one was about the way man strives to conquer and resolve 
conquest. Sure, some people didn’t like it, but it told the story that I thought was 
important.279 
Finally, Kirby had a space for individual expression, and the editorial control to dictate how 
his ideas would be published. Though DC and editor Carmine Infantino did put some limits 
on Kirby’s Fourth World books, this was really the first instance in which a comic-book 
auteur held the reigns over an ongoing mainstream comics project, the culmination of the 
work that Kirby had been publishing for more than thirty years.280 
Before Kirby, no mainstream comics publisher would have allowed this amount of 
autonomy and certainly would not have traded so heavily on the name of a comic-book 
creator (Figure 2.36). There is, of course, more to the story of Kirby’s career, including his 
return to Marvel in 1976, where he was accorded some of the same autonomy and 
promotion, including another series under his own control, The Eternals. He and Lee would 
revisit the saga of the Silver Surfer and Galactus in a non-continuity graphic novel, Silver 
Surfer: The Ultimate Cosmic Experience (1978), published by Simon and Schuster. He would 
even arrive back at DC again in the 1980s, producing toy designs and a concluding chapter 
                                              
279 Quoted in Wyman, The Art of Jack Kirby, 148, 152. 
280 As I will treat in Chapters Three and Four, some of this autonomy was granted due to the growth 
of underground and alternative comix, which were on the rise in the late 1960s. 
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Figure 2.36: DC Super-Giant S-25, advertisement. 
 
to the Fourth World saga in the graphic novel, The Hunger Dogs (1985).281 But the early 1970s 
would be Kirby’s peak, when the innovations he brought to comics—the evolution of 
character types, the lengthening of stories, the depth and mixture of characters, and 
exploration of themes, and finally the unification of storytelling with the storyteller, with his 
editorial and creator control over the Fourth World—finally came to a head. Everything in 
commercial comics publication changed because of Kirby, and we will see his influence in all 
of the comics and graphic novels that we take up in the following chapters. 
  
  
                                              
281 Kirby’s non-comics art was even featured in a book of fantasy art, along with fellow comics artist 
James Steranko in Sorcerers: A Collection of Fantasy Art, eds. Bruce Jones and Armand Eisen (Kansas 
City, MO: Ariel Books, 1978). 
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Chapter 3: Between Corporate and Underground: 
Gil Kane, Richard Corben, and the Birth of the Graphic Novel 
Now that we’re moving into a glossier kind of 
production, I think we should approach the 
material the way slick magazines use their space. I 
would prefer to get away from the straight, rigid 
breakdown. […] I feel that I’m imprisoned by 
that rectangular shape, and I feel that would 
much prefer book and magazine design.282 
—Gil Kane, 1980 
 
This chapter examines the intersection of corporate and underground aesthetics, through 
the works of Gil Kane and Richard Corben, respectively, the artists who produced what I 
will argue was the first fully-fledged modern graphic novel: Bloodstar (1976). Mostly forgotten 
today, Bloodstar was the first long-form work of original comics to describe itself as a graphic 
novel on both its dust jacket and in the prefatory material to the story itself, and the first 
work to truly think of itself as a graphic novel.283 The novel adapts a Robert E. Howard 
short story, “The Valley of the Worm” (1934), about a tribe of barbarian warriors and their 
champion, Niord, who must confront tribal infighting, betrayal, a giant serpent, and finally 
destroy a nearly indescribable horror to save his people.284 Bloodstar retains the original 
                                              
282 Will Eisner’s Shop Talk, 185. 
283 George Metzger’s Beyond Time and Again was also published in 1976, and was subtitled “a Graphic 
Novel by George Metzger,” but was a brief collection of previously serialized material; the 
copyright page notes “portions of this book have appeared in the underground press publications 
Mobius Strip, San Jose Red Eye, and Los Angeles Staff, and are copyright 1967, 1969, 1970, 1971, 
1972 by George Metzger.” Concurrently, Byron Preiss collaborated with comics artists on four 
visual novels, in a series he called Fiction Illustrated, published in 1976 and 1977: vol. 1, with Tom 
Sutton, Schlomo Raven: Public Detective; vol. 2, with Stephen Fabian, Starfawn; vol. 3, with James 
Steranko, Chandler: Red Tide; vol. 4, with Ralph Reese, Son of Sherlock Holmes: The Woman in Red. 
284 Bloodstar also adapts H.G. Wells’ “The Star” (1897), about a rogue star that passes Earth, 
destroying nearly all civilized life, as its prologue, setting its barbarian saga in a post-apocalyptic 
wasteland. 
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story’s plot, which is pure pulp, with an emphasis on dominant masculine heroism and the 
hero’s noble death, and replaces Niord with Bloodstar, a barbarian hero in the same vein. 
However, as a graphic novel, Bloodstar also transforms this pulp story by drawing on the twin 
traditions of corporate and underground comics. This chapter reads Bloodstar as the 
fulfillment of a series of precursors published throughout the 1960s and early 1970s and as 
the unlikely pairing of two comics artists: Gil Kane, the corporate artist whose name had 
been made in the shop system of the 1940s, and who reemerged during the 1960s Silver Age 
of superhero comics, and Richard Corben, the emerging underground comix artist and dark 
fantasy illustrator, whose career began in the late 1960s. And, as I suggest throughout, we 
can only understand the innovations of Bloodstar by fully tracing the nuances of these 
precursors and their commitments, as the graphic novel format itself, with its reliance on 
formal closure, tends to erase or elide what came before. 
Richard Corben’s Bloodstar (Figure 3.1) was published in a deluxe hardcover edition of 
5,000 copies by Morning Star Press, veteran comic-book artist Gil Kane’s publishing house. 
Kane had previously published two graphic-novel precursors outside the corporate system: 
His Name is…Savage! (1968), a magazine-format thriller about an secret agent named Savage, 
and Blackmark (1971), a mass-market paperback science-fiction meets sword-and-sorcery 
yarn, the first of a planned eight-book series.285 Both Savage and Blackmark were 
unconventionally presented: illustrated in heavy black and white (with grayscale zip-a-tone 
                                              
285 I have drawn information on Kane’s career from Daniel Herman, “Gil Kane: Full Circle,” Gil 
Kane and Ron Goulart’s Star Hawks: The Complete Series (Neshannock, PA: Hermes Press, 2003), 9-21 
and Herman’s Gil Kane: Art of the Comics (Hermes Press, 2007) and Gil Kane: Art and Interviews 
(Hermes Press, 2007). For a one-page overview, see Ron Goulart, The Great Comic Book Artists 
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Figure 3.1: Corben, Bloodstar (1976), dust jacket cover and spine. 
fills), their pages containing type-set (rather than hand-lettered) prose and speech, irregular 
page layouts, and cinematic panel transitions. Both were also explicitly pulp in their genre 
trappings, featuring barbaric men with one-word names, who solve the majority of their 
problems with physical brawn. In his corporate guise, Kane, fascinated with the work of 
                                                                                                                                                  
(New York: St. Martin’s Press, 1986), 52. For one of the only analyses of Kane’s art, see Robert C. 
Harvey, “The Heroic Avenue to Art: Experimentation and the Mark of Kane,” The Art of the Comic 
Book, 100-125, which in part adapts Harvey’s foreword to Gil Kane’s Savage (Fantagraphics Books, 
1982), 3-6. 
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Robert E. Howard, had spent the late 1960s leveraging Marvel Comics’ editor Roy Thomas 
to purchase the rights for a comic-book version of Howard’s most famous character, Conan 
the Cimmerian.286 Kane himself adapted Howard’s “The Valley of the Worm” in Supernatural 
Thrillers #3 (April 1973) for Marvel Comics, having bought the rights to the story after 
spending a year going through Howard’s archival manuscripts. Thus, by the mid-1970s, 
Kane had experimented with publishing his own independent comics and was invested in 
barbaric sword and sorcery, and began trying to secure artists to publish longer graphic 
narratives for his publishing house, Morning Star Press. 
Working concurrently, but outside the corporate tradition, Richard Corben was a second-
generation underground comix artist who emerged just after the sex- and anxiety-laden 
comix of the likes of R. Crumb, with a distinctive airbrushed style. His first major work was 
a short animated film Neverwhere (1968), which he followed with his own underground comic 
book, Fantagor, and stories in underground anthology comix like Grim Wit, Skull, Slow Death, 
Up From the Deep, Weirdom, Anomaly, Death Rattle, and Fever Dreams throughout the early 
1970s.287 He also produced stories for Warren Publishing, in their Eerie, Vampirella, Creepy, 
and 1984 anthology books,288 and his work was heavily featured in the five issues of their 
                                              
286 Perhaps independently, Thomas and Barry (Windsor-)Smith produced a proto-Conan story, “The 
Sword and the Sorcerers,” in Chamber of Darkness #4 (April 1970), and then—after securing the 
licensing rights—launched the long-running comic, Conan the Barbarian in October 1970. 
287 For an overview of the underground comix scene, see Rosenkranz, Rebel Visions (2002) and Skinn, 
Comix (2004); for Corben’s role more specifically, see Estren, A History of Underground Comics 
(1974), 108, 154-168, 279. 
288 For more on Warren’s anthology titles, which were styled after EC Comics’ anthology comics like 
Tales from the Crypt, see David A. Roach and Jon B. Cooke, eds., The Warren Companion: The 
Definitive Compendium to the Great Comics of Warren Publishing (Raleigh, NC: Twomorrow Publishing, 
2001), particularly 90-135. 
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large-format Comix International.289 Corben’s mid-1970s work, serialized in the adult comics 
magazine Heavy Metal, straddled the science-fiction and barbaric fantasy genres, the 
productive intersection from which Bloodstar would emerge.290 
Both Kane and Corben were in part responding to the French and Belgian graphic album 
scene, which matured quickly in the wake of Jean-Claude Forest’s erotic science-fiction 
comic Barbarella (1964), first serialized in V-Magazine beginning in 1962. Barbarella became a 
“succès de scandale appreciated by adults for its poetic, pop art intelligence,” and was 
subsequently published in translation by Grove Press in the United States in 1966.291 Soon 
after the publication of Barbarella, Mœbius (Jean Giraud) and Philippe Druillet produced a 
series of formally experimental graphic albums—beginning with Mœbius’ Blueberry (1965) 
and Druillet’s Lone Sloane (1966)—whose graphic style and innovative page structures took 
precedence over their stories. Druillet and Mœbius joined with Jean-Pierre Dionnet and 
Bernard Farkas (under the collective name “Les Humanoïdes Associés”) in 1974 to launch 
                                              
289 Comix International was published from July 1974 to 1977. Other corporate publishers tried their 
hand at their own versions of underground comix anthologies. Marvel’s Comix Book ran for five 
issues from October 1974 to July 1976. DC also toyed with the idea of an underground book, 
called Uncle Carmine’s Fat City Comix, named for DC editor Carmine Infantino, which would have 
been an “11″ x 14″, 32-48 page newspaper done in the style of the underground comix,” 
according to a proposal reprinted in TJKC 20 (June 1998), 31. 
290 For example, Corben’s Den was serialized in Heavy Metal #3-13 (June 1977-April 1978), and its 
titular hero was the star of one of the main segments of the Heavy Metal film (1981, dir. Gerald 
Potterton), voiced by John Candy. 
291 Gravett, Graphic Novels (2005), 88. The notorious film version produced by Dino De Laurentiis, 
starring Jane Fonda, was released in 1968 (dir. Roger Vadim). 
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Métal Hurlant, a science-fiction comics magazine that was spun-off in the United States as 
Heavy Metal in 1977.292 
So, by the mid-1970s, the stage was set for the emergence of the first fully-fledged 
graphic novel, Bloodstar. In retrospect, we can see some of the elements in play that made this 
possible.293 Gil Kane, working within the corporate comics system, wanted to break free as a 
comic-book auteur and present his own mature, creator-controlled material. Richard Corben, 
whose underground and corporate work was maturing, was primed to complete a long-form 
work. An increasing interest in comics versions of barbaric sword and sorcery stories—
combined with the spreading influence of European graphic albums and the rise of Métal 
Hurlant/Heavy Metal—paved the way for the publication of longer and more competent 
versions of genre fiction. And out of this constellation of elements, Bloodstar emerged, 
fulfilling the latent tendencies of each. In the rest of this chapter, I will detail the elements of 
this genealogy, moving first through the career of Gil Kane, examining the emergence of 
Robert E. Howard’s brand of fiction into the world of comics, and moving to the early 
career of Richard Corben, who ultimately produced the first graphic novel to truly think of 
itself as a graphic novel, Bloodstar. 
                                              
292 For the most complete history of Métal Hurlant, see Gilles Poussin and Christian Marmonnier, 
Métal Hurlant, 1975-1987: La Machine à Rêver (Paris: Denoël Graphic, 2005). The first issue of Métal 
Hurlant was published in December 1974 and cover-dated January 1975. 
293 As noted in my introduction, this is a retrodictive method, and is necessarily partial and limited. 
The danger is the construction of the a false teleology, but here we can avoid this problem by 
focusing on the concrete publication history and direct influences involved, while remembering 
that only a limited set of aesthetic and publishing forces can be considered.  
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Gil Kane 
Like most of the corporate comics artists of his generation, Gil Kane worked for various 
studios in the comic-book shop system of the 1940s—including a brief stint drawing backup 
strips for Pep Comics in 1943 and penciling pages for Boy Commandos, Newsboy Legion, and 
Sandman under Joe Simon and Jack Kirby—and worked steadily producing commercial 
comics until his death in 2000. Along the way, Kane worked across a wide array of genres, 
including superhero, science-fiction, horror, western, and romance comics, but most 
prominently made a name for himself as a penciler and cover artist at National Comics (later 
DC) under Julius “Julie” Schwartz’s editorship throughout the 1950s and 1960s. Schwartz 
helped establish what is now referred to as the Silver Age of comics by rebooting Golden 
Age superheroes, primarily in DC’s Showcase title.294 
The first of these was a new Flash introduced in Showcase #4 (October 1956) in stories 
written by Robert Kanigher and John Broome, penciled by Carmine Infantino. The original 
Flash, Jay Garrick—a college student who inhaled vapors in a laboratory and gained speed 
powers—had been one of the first superheroes of the Golden Age, debuting in Flash Comics 
#1 (January 1940), with continuing adventures through Flash #104 (February 1949), when 
his series was discontinued. The new Flash, Barry Allen—a police scientist, who gained 
speed powers after a bolt of lightning struck a wall of chemicals, spilling them on him—was 
a quick success, appearing again in Showcase #8 (June 1957), #13 (April 1958), and #14 (June 
                                              
294 See Gerard Jones and Will Jacobs, The Comic Book Heroes: The First History of Modern Comic Books 
from the Silver Age to the Present (Rocklin, CA: Prima Publishing, 1997), 2-12 and Les Daniels, DC 
Comics: A Celebration of the World’s Favorite Comics Book Heroes (New York: Billboard Books, 2003), 
116-117, 124-125, 130-131. 
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1958), and ultimately appearing in his own comic, The Flash, which continued the numbering 
of the original, beginning with #105 (March 1959). This model, reviving one character at a 
time with a new name and scientific origin, allowed National to test the viability of each 
character before spinning each off into his own comic.295 
Following the success of the Flash, more characters were re-booted, including two 
directly under Gil Kane’s control. First, Green Lantern—originally Alan Scott, a railroad 
engineer who obtained his powers after finding a magical green lantern in All-American 
Comics #16 (July 1940)—was re-imagined by Kane and writer John Broome in Showcase #22 
(October 1959, Figure 3.2). This new character, Hal Jordan, was a test pilot bestowed with a 
power ring, allowing him to become part of an intergalactic corps of space police, the Green 
Lantern Corps, by the dying alien Abin Sur. Next, Kane and writer Gardner Fox re-invented 
the Atom—originally a short-statured boxer named Al Pratt, who debuted in All-American 
Comics #19 (October 1940)—introducing Ray Palmer in Showcase #34 (October 1961, Figure 
3.3), a scientist who harnessed material from a white dwarf star, in order to allow him shrink 
to subatomic sizes.296 
                                              
295 As detailed in the previous chapter, Stan Lee and Jack Kirby at Marvel quickly followed DC’s 
lead, creating original science-based superheroes throughout the early 1960s (which is why the 
same period is often called The Marvel Age). 
296 On Showcase and Kane’s involvement with the Green Lantern and Atom reboots, see Herman, 
Silver Age (2004), 102-121. Kane would later comment that “very little thought or craft was put 
into the art, it was just being pumped out to make a living” (102). For more on the evolution of 
Kane’s superhero art, see Schumer, The Silver Age of Comic Book Art (2003), 104-115 
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Figures 3.2 (left) and 3.3 (right): Showcase #22 (October 1959), Showcase #34 (October 1961), covers. 
These character reinventions helped revitalize a slumping comics industry (after the 
disastrous mid-1950s), but did so by emphasizing the importance of corporately-owned 
characters over individual creative or storytelling energies. Characters thus became brands 
whose marketability was the key factor, thus setting corporate superhero comics down a 
constant path of appeals to brand loyalty and continuity-mining that many artists found 
anathema to their energies.297 As a consequence, by the late 1960s, a number of mainstream 
comics creators began to join—or at least collaborate with—artists already practicing in the 
underground comix movement. Gil Kane, in particular, was spurred by a desire to produce 
                                              
297 Later corporate event comics like DC’s Crisis on Infinite Earths (1985-86) would explicitly try to 
deal with the multiplicity of characters and continuities that emerged from this constant character 
re-invention and/or re-introduction.  
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comics without the corporate constraints on storytelling, style, and format, which he felt 
rendered corporate comics “banal.”298 To that end, in 1968 Kane put out a groundbreaking 
proto-graphic novel, His Name is…Savage! #1, whose cover boldly declared: “Beginning: A 
New Comics Tradition!”299 
His Name is…Savage! (1968) 
His Name is…Savage! was originally to be the beginning of an ongoing series, told in a 
larger format—40 pages, 8½ x 11 inches, with no advertising—at a higher price than most 
comics of the day (35¢ versus 12¢ for a 20- or 22-page mainstream comic, with advertising), 
published by Gil Kane’s imprint Adventure House Press, Inc.300 It would prove to be a 
turning point in Kane’s career, as it was his first experiment with a new genre and format 
distinct from the standards of mainstream comics, and Savage’s conventions—stark black and 
white illustrations, typeset prose, and overwrought, purple narration—would carry through 
his later projects. The sole issue of Savage contains a fairly hard-boiled and hard-nosed pulp 
story: “The Return of the Half-Man!” concerns a plot by a rogue general, Mace (some sort of 
                                              
298 Jones and Jacobs, 115. 
299 The first (and only) issue of His Name is…Savage! came out just after Zap Comix #1, R. Crumb’s 
seminal underground comic, which had been published earlier in the year and solidified the format 
and style of the underground comix tradition. Kane only published Savage once more, with the 
character appearing on the cover and in a four-page segment of the anthology benefit book 
Anything Goes #1 (October 1986), published by Fantagraphics to support The Comics Journal as it 
underwent a libel and defamation lawsuit by comics writer Michael Fleisher against The Journal and 
Harlan Ellison (which was eventually decided in The Journal’s and Ellison’s favor). That story 
concludes: “Watch for the return of Savage…soon!” 
300 Marvel published two issues of The Spectacular Spider-Man, cover-dated July and November 1968, 
in a magazine format similar to that of Savage, with the same cover-price and size; the first of these 
features the tag “A Book-Length Super-Spidey Spectacular” on its cover to indicate the 
connection between format and narrative length. 
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cyborg, hence the “half-man”), who kidnaps President Lyndon Johnson and poses as him at 
the United Nations in order to initiate a world war by declaring war on Soviet Russia (to 
what end it is never clear). The book’s protagonist, Savage, begins the story about to be 
executed for a crime that goes unstated (his status disavowed, in the model of the television 
show Mission: Impossible, which ran from September 1966 to March 1973). Reporting to his 
bosses, The Committee, Savage is tasked with stopping Mace at any cost. Picking up a 
revolver, Savage brutalizes his way through sources and returns to the arms of his lover, 
Mace’s daughter Shiela, who is killed in the process of Savage’s quest. Savage confronts 
Mace on the floor of the UN General Assembly, pulling off his mask and revealing his 
scheme, but Mace escapes. In the story’s climax, Savage storms Mace’s island compound, 
takes Mace down, and single-handedly rescues President Johnson. The story closes with two 
American soldiers standing next to what remains of Mace’s compound. One asks “Who is 
he?” The other replies, “His name is...SAVAGE!”301 
The cover (Figure 3.4) features Savage as played by Lee Marvin, whose starring turn in 
Point Blank (1967, dir. John Boorman) Kane repeatedly cited as an inspiration for Savage. 
Savage takes Point Blank’s overt, brutal action and makes it even more stark, portraying Savage 
as an over-the-top pulp antihero. For example, during Savage’s incarceration (which serves 
as our first introduction to the character), we are treated to following typeset narration: “In 
the blackness of the concrete closet, Savage watched and waited as Captain Bayard and his 
                                              
301 Because of distribution problems, which limited the number of copies that actually went on sale, 
and killed the possibility of any future sequels, copies of His Name is...Savage are hard to come by. 
The most readily available version is the Fantagraphics reprint from 1982, which was retitled Gil 
Kane’s Savage, emphasizing the authorship of the project and containing interviews and analysis of 
the book. I will cite from that edition; these quotes are from page 47. 
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Figure 3.4: Kane, His Name is…Savage! #1 (June 1968), cover. 
squad moved through the pre-dawn mist toward him. Without hope or despair, he watched 
them pass the scaffold readied for him. When he went to work for The Committee, he knew 
one day it might end like this…”302 The narration thus supplies an ominous and 
overwrought tone to the images that accompany it, adding a sense of foreboding to the 
actions to come. Savage emerges to confront his jailor, Captain Bayard, who undercuts the 
                                              
302 Gil Kane, His Name is…Savage!, 13. Fellow corporate comics artist Archie Goodwin is also 
credited with the prose in Savage. 
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scene, “So you’ve got friends in high places. Savage! Some string-pullin’ sons of bitches 
figure to let an animal like you go!”303 Bayard throws Savage’s release papers to the ground, 
telling him that he must crawl to get them. Savage, in a move that will be typical throughout 
the story, assaults Bayard’s men, fighting through them to get to the Captain, with whom he 
has a violent confrontation (Figure 3.5). In a series of silent panels progressing across the 
top of the page, Savage turns Bayard’s gun upon him, pushing it into his mouth in a gush of 
blood and teeth. 
The narration summarizes (as if it were not clear): “Savage’s fingers locked over Bayard’s 
gun hand, bending it back and up with the force of his leap. A squeal of fear was cut short 
by a flat splintering crack as, like a steel-blue battering ram, the pistol barrel smashed 
through the Captain’s teeth to slam against the roof of his mouth! Blood thinned by saliva 
carried shattered particles of teeth from the corners of the Head Guard’s ruined mouth.”304 
The generic cues here are overt—the antihero beset by even worse aggressors, his actions 
brutal, but justified, the tone purple and overwrought. 
His Name is…Savage! relies on these cues throughout. In his pursuit of the book’s main 
antagonist, Mace, Savage and his lover, Mace’s daughter Sheila, are pursued by Mace’s goons. 
As they try to escape, “the car was blanketed by a barrage” of bullets, one of which strikes 
Sheila. Savage turns, calling out her name, while the narration intones: “Savage’s foot ground 
into a brake, sending the car into a long, fishtailing skid, before coming to an abrupt, jerking 
halt. A wave of uncontrollable rage tinged with faint, creeping nausea flooded through  
                                              
303 Ibid., 14. 
304 Ibid., 15. 
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Figure 3.5: Kane, His Name is…Savage! (1968), 16. 
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Savage as he stared at the lovely form slumped in the seat next to him…Lovely, but terribly, 
unbearably still…”305 The over-blown prose serves to reinforce the emotional impact, and 
for the most part stands in for any characterization of Savage or the other characters that flit 
through the narrative. 
The main plot arc brings Savage to the floor of the United Nations, where the story’s 
antagonist, Mace, is posing as President Johnson (Figure 3.6), who after a brief speech 
about America’s “efforts to protect freedom’s boundaries where they are challenged…” 
asserts a “peace offensive…” declaring “war on Soviet Russia!”306 Savage bursts in, shouting 
“This isn’t the President! He’s a phony!” and, making his way to the podium, rips off the 
Johnson mask to reveal “an impostor named… …Simon Mace!” (Figure 3.6).307 The pages 
partially mirror one another: Savage’s pursuit featured in the top tier, with Mace’s face on the 
lower left of each page, in order to visually heighten the reveal of Mace’s deception. But 
Mace, partly a cyborg, is able to escape, allowing for an even more brutal finale. 
Just pages later, Savage storms Mace’s compound, his “automatic weapon stitching a 
murderous pattern at the Mace agents” in his way.308 The subsequent panels detail Savage’s 
bloody entrance with purple narration over a series of mostly-silent panels: 
  
                                              
305 Ibid., 30. 
306 Ibid., 35. 
307 Ibid., 36. 
308 Ibid., 39. 
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Figure 3.6: Kane, His Name is…Savage! (1968), 35. 
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Figure 3.6 (cont.): Kane, His Name is…Savage! (1968), 36. 
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The quiet of the secluded estate erupted into an inferno of blazing tracer fire and the 
murderous stutter of automatic weapons, punctuated by the ripping explosion of an 
occasional grenade, with neither side asking or giving quarter. The area around the 
sanitarium became a circle of devastatingly violent close combat. Figures were 
impaled mid-air by the nailing force of machine-gun-bursts to turn from flesh into 
blood-soaked rag dolls; men ran like decapitated chickens unable to escape tracr 
flames that engulfed them; and face to grimy face, mercenary and paratrooper [called 
in to support Savage] wielded bayonets that darted like gleaming needles sewing with 
bright red thread. Slowly, the last stand of Simon Mace’s deadly legion moved toward 
a climax.309 
That climax takes place in an operating theatre next to the body of the still-sedated President 
Johnson, a series of mostly-silent pages with blustering narration that concludes in a quite 
dynamic action finale (Figure 3.7). 
These pages distill the narrative to a hyperbolic struggle between Savage and the half-
cyborg, Mace. As the narration spells out: “Bit by bit, Savage was battered around the room, 
only his limping retreat saving him from a death blow. […] Then, he crashed to the floor, 
almost in the same spot where Mace had begun pounding him.”310 By this point, “outside, 
the shooting had stopped. All was quiet,” and Mace, as his “fist shot forward for the killing 
stroke” strikes an electrical box (Savage having side-stepped), electrocuting himself and 
starting a fire from which Savage, with President Johnson in tow, barely escapes.311 Much 
like the Bond villains that precede—and succeed—him, Mace is undone by a combination of 
his own hubris and the mechanisms of his lair. And within a page, the story is done, 
concluding with a final bit of narration: “In the distance, under the withering work of the 
flames, the sanitarium’s time-worn structure began to blacken, crumble, and collapse, leaving  
                                              
309 Ibid., 40. 
310 Ibid., 45. 
311 Ibid., 46. 
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Figure 3.7: Kane, His Name is…Savage! (1968), 44. 
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Figure 3.7 (cont.): Kane, His Name is…Savage! (1968), 45.  
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only a column of black smoke a monument to Simon Mace… And the cool, rushing air 
would soon carry that away.”312 
Reviewing the 1982 Fantagraphics re-release of Savage, Carter Scholz accurately sums up 
the story’s faults: “The story is a badly-worn period piece, with bits, gimmicks, and plot 
devices lifted from various spy-thriller movies of the mid-60s.”313 As Dale Luciano puts it, 
“While Kane deserves credit for the early introduction of a largely unsympathetic 
protagonist, the only human resonance in Savage!—a moment in which Savage lingers 
momentarily over the body of his dead lover—is expressed in cliched melodramatic terms. 
It’s a Mickey Spillane sensibility, and Archie Goodwin’s overheated text and dialogue 
reinforce the pulp tradition of the work.”314 However, Scholz does give Kane some credit: 
“Savage, self-advertised as a ‘new direction’ in comics in 1968, doesn’t come close to the 
integration of narrative time that might be unique to comics. Its success is purely to the eye. 
On those terms it is substantial.”315 As can be seen above (Figures 3.5, 3.6, 3.7), His Name 
is…Savage! is marked as visually distinctive from most comics. Not only is the art presented 
in a stark hard-lined black-and-white style, but the page compositions emphasize dramatic 
action and compositions. Moreover, the narrative captions and dialogue are presented in 
typeset prose (versus hand-lettering that is the standard in nearly all other comics). For Kane, 
typesetting was no accident, but represented a compositional principle:  
                                              
312 Ibid., 47. 
313 Carter Scholz, “Kane’s Progress,” The Comics Journal 74 (August 1982): 35-38, 35. 
314 Dale Luciano, “Revenge of the Duckman,” The Comics Journal 74 (August 1982): 48-51, 51. 
315 Scholz, 36. 
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One of the advantages of type is that in a small space, without intimidating the 
picture or overcrowding, you’re able to convey an idea as fully as possible. I just think 
that each picture needs as much help as it can get. Sometimes, of course, a picture 
can be very informative without text. There are times when there’s kind of a 
heartbeat, a silent moment, and you want to have that silence preserved in every way. 
But in other situations you want to suggest the temperature of the room, the 
impatience of the people who are talking to one another, all of the things that are so 
difficult to convey merely from the picture. To try to convey them you could spend 
days on one single picture.316 
These compositional elements combine to create a unique visual style and overall aesthetic 
for His Name is…Savage! that set the book apart from the standard comics style of its day. 
But Kane was still actively working for the major comics publishers, and expressing similar 
concerns via his work in mainstream comics. 
 “His Name is…Kane!” 
Kane was still at work at both DC and Marvel.317 One of his post-Savage stories that 
stands out is a not-so-subtle allegory for his own position within the industry, “His Name 
is…Kane!” in House of Mystery #180 (June 1969), one of DC’s horror anthology titles.318 This 
glib horror story features Kane as a character in his own work, whose efforts to branch out 
and develop his own ideas in comics are brutally shut down by his corporate editors. The 
title, an obvious play on Kane’s then year-old His Name is…Savage!, graphically substitutes 
Kane’s name for that of House of Mystery’s host, Cain, who serves as the narrator of the 
                                              
316 Will Eisner’s Shop Talk, 186 
317 Throughout the 1970s, Kane was certainly in a more experimental phase of his mainstream 
career. For example, in Jim Shooter and Kane’s five-issue run on Captain Action (a series based on 
the generic Captain Action toy line), Kane began inserting references to the philosophies of 
Nietzsche and George Bernard Shaw; Captain Action #4 (April/May 1974) is in part based on the 
“Don Juan in Hell” portion of Shaw’s play Man and Superman (1903), which features a debate 
between Don Juan and the Devil. See Herman, Silver Age, 123. 
318 “His Names is…Kane!” is also reprinted in Welcome Back to the House of Mystery #1 (July 1998). 
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demented tale (Figure 3.8): “You’ve had a long night, Gil Kane…ten hours of weary work--
the very sound of putting your pencil down causes you to jump! Heh, heh--so you think 
you’ve earned your rest, eh, Mr. Kane? Well you’re right--you’ve earned your final rest.”319 
The story, written by Mike Friedrich, features comic-book illustrator Gil Kane as its 
protagonist, a beleaguered artist with an overbearing editor, Joe Orlando (Kane’s actual 
editor at the time), whose deadlines push Kane to snap.320 As the story opens, Kane rises 
from his drafting board, having presumably just finished the previous story in the issue, 
“Comes a Warrior,” which Kane wrote and illustrated. Kane begins speaking to himself, 
ruminating on the quality of his art: “That terrible story—finished! I wouldn’t ever stoop to 
this mediocre level if I didn’t need the money! I’m too good an artist!”321 Turning in shock, 
Kane finds himself being sucked into a partially-drafted comics page: “I knew it would 
happen someday! I’m being drawn into my own artwork!”322 The page concludes with a 
build-up to the story’s title: “This is the story of a man…well, not really--it’s the story of an 
artist, and… ‘His Name is…Kane!’” The story that follows, then, is about something less 
than a man—a comic-book artist—whose desire to produce his own work runs directly 
contrary to the dictates of his corporate employers, with typically disastrous consequences. 
                                              
319 Mike Friedrich, Gil Kane, and Wally Wood, “His Name is…Kane!” House of Mystery #180 (June 
1969), 1. House of Mystery and its host, Cain, are obviously modeled on anthology comics like Tales 
from the Crypt and its host, The Crypt-Keeper. I will retain the method of hyphenation and ellipses 
employed in the comic. 
320 Mike Friedrich, who had worked for both Marvel and DC, also published Star*Reach, an early 
anthology of creator-owned work, from April 1974 to October 1979. Orlando had worked with 
Wally Wood (who inked this story and Jack Kirby’s comic strip Sky Masters) at EC Comics in the 
1950s and was editor of Creepy magazine in the 1960s, before becoming an editor at DC in 1968. 
For more on Orlando, see Amazing World of DC Comics #6 (May 1975), 2-12. 
321 “His Name is…Kane!” 1. 
322 Ibid., 1. 
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Figure 3.8: Friedrich and Kane, “His Name is…Kane!” House of Mystery #180 (June 1969), 1. 
 
The rest of the story follows Kane’s struggle against his antagonists, DC’s editors, who 
are presented as both realistic and monstrous versions of DC’s real editorial staff at the time. 
Kane, now part of his own comics world, points to the inevitability of these circumstances: 
“It had to happen--keep on drawing those miserable comics--and you fall into their rut--but  
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Figure 3.8 (cont.): Friedrich and Kane, “His Name is…Kane!” House of Mystery #180 (June 1969), 2. 
 
I shall not fall easy--I shall utilize the sword my warrior used [in the preceding story],” which 
Kane begins swinging at his aggressors. As he continues his battle, Kane asks aloud: “Why 
should such an outstanding man of my talent--my creativity suffer such a--fate?”323 The story 
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then turns back to a haranguing phone call from Joe Orlando (appearing in a more realistic 
version as he was typically drawn; compare Figures 3.8 and 3.9, below) to Kane, demanding 
that Kane finish his work on time. Kane, indignant, storms out of his apartment, work in 
hand, ranting to himself: 
Stupid editor--always jumping on me--just because I don’t meet his stupid little 
deadlines! And if I know that Orlando, he’ll put the worst inker in the world on my 
story--my pencils deserve to be inked in gold, not these bums they’ve been sticking 
me with lately! … One of these days I’m going to make it big--as a publisher! No 
more dumb editors and hack scripts and letterers who put balloons in the wrong 
place! I never wanted to do comics--They don’t deserve me! I’m going to where I can 
have some privacy--!”324 
Kane arrives at the House of Mystery, where Cain ushers him in. Kane, elated, sits down to 
draft: “Now I can concentrate on something a little more worthwhile… No more will I be 
given hack stories—I’ll write my own!” But before he can even start, his editor burst in 
demanding his story. Kane retorts: “What do you mean, ‘story?’ Those second-rate factory 
workers you call writers don’t know a story plot from a piece of ground!”325 After more 
verbal assaults, Kane becomes violent: “nobody talks to Gil Kane like that! If you weren’t so 
far beneath my contempt I’d pick your brains out--instead I’ll do some research for my 
private outside character…and kill you!”326 
Kane thus invokes Savage and his next non-mainstream character, Blackmark, a sword-
wielding slave who becomes king. Having killed his editor, Orlando, Kane looks down to his 
drafting board, only to see that his “artwork has become a factory--little assistant doing the 
penciling and inking and coloring!” with little worker in jumpsuits, with DC’s logo on them, 
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penciling his comics page.327 Cain reveals that Kane has “broken the Divine Right of 
Editors” and that the editors will have their revenge, this time as demons (compare 
Orlando’s “self-portrait” with his various guises, Jonah Hex, Cain, and Swamp Thing, in 
Figure 3.9 with Figure 3.10). Kane is then assaulted by grotesque versions of editor Joe  
 
Figure 3.9: Amazing World of DC Comics #6 (May 1975), cover by Joe Orlando. 
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Figure 3.10: Friedrich and Kane, “His Name is…Kane!” House of Mystery #180 (June 1969), 5. 
 
Orlando and writer Mike Friedrich. Kane, horrified, falls to his knees: “Good Lord! Shrunk 
into my own artwork—and faced with the terrible torture of the worst possible demons--an 
editor and a writer!”328 
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The story concludes with a final page and a half in which Cain returns to find Kane gone. 
Peering down at Kane’s drafting board, Cain declares: “This is a masterpiece of Gil Kane 
art--it’s exactly like he’s been drawing for 40 years! I must frame it for my collection! It will 
be a perfect addition!”329 However, in the story’s final twist, Kane, speaking from his own 
comics page cries out for help: “Help--Don’t trap me--Help! You’ll suffocate me! Don’t--
Aaaaahhhh!” Cain concludes the story, as we see Kane trapped in a framed comics page: 
“You’ve made it big, Gil--haven’t you? Not everyone rates a place on the hallowed walls of 
The House of Mystery!” (Figure 3.11). “His Name is…Kane!” thus stages the 
corporate/independent tension in the other direction, allegorizing the plight of the corporate 
comics artist as a series of demands put in place by over-zealous corporate editors, which 
 
Figure 3.11: Friedrich and Kane, “His Name is…Kane!” House of Mystery #180 (June 1969), 7. 
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ultimately leaves the artist trapped. Not only is Kane a cog in the corporate machine, but the 
very prospect of him becoming a publisher or creating his own characters is openly mocked, 
making the tension between the two aspects of Kane’s career the text of the comic itself. 
Blackmark (1971) 
Presumably building on the “research for [his] private outside character” that Kane the 
mentioned in “His Name is…Kane!” Blackmark is a sword-and-sorcery yarn, in which the 
titular main character must fight his way from slavery to rule a post-apocalyptic New Earth. 
Generically, Blackmark builds from the barbaric pulp tradition, and is drawn from Kane’s 
interest in the stories of Robert E. Howard and precursor comics like “Comes a Warrior,” 
which preceded “His Name is…Kane!” in House of Mystery #180. Written and illustrated by 
Kane (with additional art by Wally Wood), “Comes a Warrior” is a slight story in which a 
noble hero, Rangarry, attempts to defend his land by killing a dragon. He stalks the creature, 
slays it, but learns too late that the dragon had actually been keeping demons from being let 
lose upon the land. The story thus concludes as a conventional moral tale about the dangers 
of hubris—Rangarry’s quest for fame and glory leads him to misunderstand the rules of his 
world. The visual style however (Figures 3.12 and 3.13), appear to be a direct precursor to 
that of Blackmark, which used similar visual motifs in order to build a much more 
sophisticated world, with an operatic, epic scale. 
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Figures 3.12 (left) and 3.13 (right): Kane, “Comes a Warrior,” House of Mystery #180 (June 1969), 3, 7. 
 
Blackmark, 1971 paperback edition 
Published as a mass-market paperback by Bantam Books, Blackmark was priced at 75¢, an 
unusual format and price-point.330 As with His Name is…Savage!, Blackmark was positioned 
quite differently from the mainstream comics that Kane had been producing. The cover 
(Figure 3.13) declares the book a “new full-length action adventure in words and pictures. 
First in a series of daring adventures featuring Blackmark™ in the primitive world of the 
future,” while inside the book, Blackmark is described as a “new fusion of images and words  
                                              
330 Most mainstream comics in 1971 were priced between 15¢ and 25¢ an issue. An earlier precursor 
in the same 4 x 7 inch mass-market format was Harvey Kurtzman’s Jungle Book (1959), which sold 
for 35¢ (addressed in my introduction). 
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Figure 3.14: Kane, Blackmark (1971), cover. 
in an action book—the next step forward in pictorial fiction.”331 These descriptors specify 
the generic and formal dimensions of the book, making clear that Blackmark is a “book,” not 
a comic, and that its visual form marks the “next step forward” in graphic narrative. 
The rest of the packaging gives a sense of the kind of “action adventure” the story itself 
will cover. The rear cover gives this brief plot synopsis: “The rocket stood in the middle of 
the arena… To the warlords it was a superstitious symbol of a lost world—To the people it 
                                              
331 Gil Kane, Blackmark (Bantam Books, 1971), cover, interior. 
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was a prophecy of freedom—The man who could unlock its mystery was born to control 
the future. Somewhere in the depths of Blackmark’s mind lay the key… He was a slave and a 
gladiator. He was fighting for the world and he had to win!”332 So, where Savage drew from 
Cold War spy thrillers, Blackmark sits at the intersection of fantasy and science fiction, 
promising an epic saga spread over multiple books.333 The first interior images draw from  
 
Figure 3.15: Kane, Blackmark (1971), p, 2-3. 
                                              
332 Blackmark, back cover. 
333 Much like Savage, plans for subsequent Blackmark books published by Bantam fell through, 
though a sequel volume, “The Mind Demons” did come about. 
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Kane’s style in “Comes a Warrior” (compare Figures 3.12 and 3.13 with Figure 3.15), 
depicting the titular Blackmark, riding an odd steed, with sword held high. 
These craggy rocks continue over the story’s ominous introduction, told in a heavy-
handed typeset narration: 
Old Earth is dead, devastated by the nuclear holocausts. New Earth lives on as a 
shadow world, inhabited by the vestiges of humanity, divided into tyrannical petty 
kingdoms, wracked by fear, superstitions, and barbaric poverty. Strange, fearsome 
mutated beasts roam the blasted lands and swim the poisoned seas… […] Science is 
abominated, its secrets buried, its last adherents scourged and cast out by the people, 
though remnants of a lost technology live on […]. On the planet Earth, civilization 
lies mortally wounded. In hovels and castles, mankind waits for an answer. Which 
will it be? Destruction? The long sink into the twilight of bestiality…? Or 
reemergence of the human race? Which? And if the answer is, ‘Life and man will rule 
again! …’ Then who will work the miracle?334 
The narrative’s answer is the titular character, Blackmark, the son of a supposedly-barren 
wanderer Marnie, a woman with a “strange mark […] she’d carried since birth,” who meets 
the dying King Amarix.335 Amarix tells Marnie that she will be “mother to the New Earth’s 
savior” and declares: “I want to leave behind some of the scientific knowledge I struggled so 
hard and long to amass—here [his mind]. I want to transfer it, I say, to the brain and blood 
                                              
334 Blackmark, 5-6. The original mass-market edition is un-paginated; I will quote from that edition, 
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negotiate the newly formed terrain and hunt the now mutated quarry. (The First Kingdom #1 
(July 1974), 1). 
335 Blackmark, 12. 
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and body of another! The knowledge of mankind, the science of Old Earth must not die!”336 
To that end, Amarix and his assistant Balzamo use a “regenerator” that “will subtly alter the 
structure of [Marnie’s] body. Its machinery can change the very pattern of life within [her] so 
that” she could give birth.337 Marnie has a surreal, cosmic vision (Figure 3.16), and soon 
gives birth to a son, who her angry husband Zeph declares “an outlaw’s son! A son spawned 
 
Figure 3.16: Kane, Blackmark (1971), 20-21. 
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by demon science and rogue lust! A black mark of evil! His flesh is the flesh of a thief and 
deceiver, and he’ll bear the name he deserves--not mine! He’ll be called after the curse that 
was his father…Blackmark!”338 
Bearing the same cross-shaped mark as his mother, Blackmark grows quickly; when he is 
but a boy, a band of warriors arrives, with the Warlord in their lead, planning to take control 
of the King’s land. As they storm Blackmark’s village, both Zeph and Marnie are killed, 
which codifies Blackmark’s ambition: to avenge his people and make the New Earth his own 
(Figure 3.17). The rest of the novel features Blackmark’s rise from slavery in the kingdom of 
King Kargon to his challenge to the throne. Blackmark must fight a Flame Lizard 
(reminiscent of Kane’s earlier creatures) and then is able to restart an ancient starship using 
the scientific knowledge passed down to him by King Amarix, which allows him a symbolic 
victory over the king (who Blackmark then pursues and slays). The novel then concludes, 
turning its eye toward the mysterious Psi-Keep (which presumably would feature 
prominently in later Blackmark stories): 
And north was the citadel of fearful legend; the fortress of men who had ceased to be 
men since the time of the holocaust. North was PSI-KEEP. […] There was still time. 
The lurking menace of Psi-Keep might threaten to overrun this ruined world, but 
Blackmark had the surging-powered sword by his side, the loyalty of his shouting 
subjects about him, and the ancient secrets of preholocaust science hidden within 
him. All this to marshal against the evil from the North; to bring to bear in uniting his 
fellow men. […] Howling lustily, the crowd surged forward and hoisted Blackmark to 
their shoulders, their thundering voices proclaiming to the surrounding hills that New 
Earth had found a king. He would DO it. The dying dream of Amarix fired his mind 
too strongly for him to quit. The legendary monarch’s lasting vision filled his eyes too 
brightly to ever turn aside. But more swirled in Blackmark’s mind and eye than   
                                              
338 Ibid., 27; capitalization normalized. 
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Figure 3.17: Kane, Blackmark (1971), 56-57. 
dreams and visions of a man long dead. There was tortured memory and nightmare. 
His destiny had been set forth, and Blackmark would seek it. But there was horror 
and anguish within him crying out for vengeance. And that too would come.339 
As an opening to an epic rise-to-power narrative, Blackmark establishes its protagonist’s 
righteousness, and imbues him with ancient scientific knowledge (of the vaguest sort), which 
is set in opposition to a world of post-“holocaust” superstition and barbarism. 
So, for example, in his time as a gladiator, Blackmark is forced to fight a Flame Lizard in 
a struggle that stretches over a number of pages (Figure 3.18). Not only does this scene  
                                              
339 Ibid., 121-123. 
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Figure 3.18: Kane, Blackmark (1971), 84-85. 
essentially repeat Rangarry’s fight with the dragon in “Comes a Warrior” (compare with 
Figure 3.13), but here it is used to stress Blackmark’s virtues. The lizard is loosed upon 
Blackmark by the evil King Kargon, Queen Lyllith, and a visiting warlord, whose “face was 
featureless,” and whose “ornate ebon warmask resting at his elbow caught the sunlight full. 
Just at it had on the day its wearer slaughtered Blackmark’s parents!”340 Each of Blackmark’s 
struggles is rendering in the same manner, with symbolic overtone (and clear moral 
categories), thus replicating the heavy-handed style of Kane’s earlier work in Savage. 
                                              
340 Ibid., 83; capitalization normalized. 
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Kane moves beyond simplistic genre trappings, however, in a subplot that involves the 
transmission of scientific knowledge from the dying Kim Amarix to the unborn Blackmark 
(Figure 3.16, above), which then features heavily in his commitment to rule (Figure 3.17, 
above), and becomes the means by which he is able to do so when he restarts the seemingly 
defunct spaceship that occupies the symbolic heart of King Kargon’s court. From the time 
Blackmark arrives in Kargon’s presence, the ship appears as part of the court’s symbolism, a 
relic from a previous time, dimly understood by this era’s inhabitants (Figure 3.19). 
Responding to the cries of the people (after defeating the Flame Lizard), Blackmark 
approaches the ship: “Then he was beside the massive form, half-buried in the soil of 
centuries, numb hands touching the cool metal of its hull. […] As though by accident, his 
fingers brushed a certain spot. A rounded hatch swung noiselessly inward. And like a man in 
a dream, Blackmark entered, stepping into his world from another.”341 Entering, he finds a 
world of mechanisms and levers, quite unlike the barbaric landscape outside. “Blackness 
engulfed him and it seemed he walked not in a machine but some long straight tunnel. And 
at its end there was light. Soft, glowing light. But as Blackmark moved up, his memory 
travelled as well. Thunder and lightning crashed in his mind’s eye. He was a small but again 
shouting curses to the heavens. He was a small boy on a mountain top, reeling fantastic 
visions…”342 The images here recall those in Figure 3.17, combining Amarix’s scientific 
knowledge and Blackmark’s burgeoning sense of vengeance. 
                                              
341 Ibid., 100. 
342 Ibid., 101. 
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Figure 3.19: Kane, Blackmark (1971), 66-67. 
As he approaches the ship’s controls, “suddenly the visions of his youth and the reality 
before him meshed.”343 And Blackmark is able to take control of the spaceship, lifting off 
from the arena’s center, its lift-off “becoming a threatening rumble like the cry of angered 
Gods. And no man in the awe-stricken throng, blossoms of terror unfolding within him, 
doubted that that wrath was directed at him.”344 The people assembled shout out that “A 
king has come!” and proclaim Blackmark “The New King of Earth!” as “the ship arced 
                                              
343 Ibid., 101; capitalization normalized. 
344 Ibid., 102. 
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across the Westlands sky; a silver stylus carving on the heavens [sic] proclamation of a new 
era’s dawn” (Figure 3.20).345 At the flight’s peak, Blackmark finds a sword with which he 
will defeat King Kargon, thus combining the scientific and barbaric generic cues. As 
Blackmark becomes king, it is not just through brawn (à la Savage or Blackmark’s obvious 
precursor, Conan), but by bringing science fiction to barbaric adventure and vice versa. On 
this front, though it retains some of the formal elements of Kane’s earlier work, like Savage— 
the black-and-white art with zip-a-tone fills, the typeset lettering—here the thematic 
 
Figure 3.20: Gil Kane, Blackmark (1971), 104-105. 
                                              
345 Ibid., 104; capitalization normalized. 
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elements are more interesting, and more symbolically coherent, played out in service of an 
epic, operatic saga. 
The concluding page of the paperback edition of Blackmark, featuring a self-portrait of 
Kane (as a floating head—one of his recurring visual tropes) and an illustration of 
Blackmark swinging his sword over a field of stars, allows Kane to speak for himself: 
“Blackmark is an important first […] It combines all the elements of painting and film, drama 
and novels. The comic strip has always generated tremendous vitality and quality, but only 
recently has it begun to communicate ideas and make comment. To me it’s like exploring an 
undiscovered country.”346 
Savage Sword of Conan reprints 
Though no mass-market sequels to Blackmark appeared, the content was serialized in The 
Savage Sword of Conan, one of Marvel’s black-and-white larger-format magazines, published 
under its Curtis Magazines imprint, part of Stan Lee’s attempts to revitalize Marvel after Jack 
Kirby’s exit. Rather than simply reprinting the material, Kane reformatted the pages, adding 
additional art and re-arranging panels to suit the four-part serialization: “The Birth of 
Blackmark,” in The Savage Sword of Conan #1 (August 1974): 42-56; “The Testing of 
Blackmark,” in Savage Sword #2 (October 1974): 48-61; “Blackmark—Gladiator,” in Savage 
Sword #3 (December 1974): 34-47; “Blackmark Triumphant!” in Savage Sword #4 (February 
1975): 59-72. 347 While the narrative content remained mostly unchanged, each segment was 
                                              
346 Ibid., 124. 
347 Throughout the late 1950s and 1960s, a number of comics stories were reformatted in various 
ways, often into mass-market paperbacks. For example, early issues of MAD Magazine were 
published in quite popular mass-market collections, and between 1964 and 1966, Ballantine Books 
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accompanied by an editorial blurb. The first of these, laid over the original opening 
Blackmark art reads in part: 
In 1971 Bantam Books published what was destined to be the most ambitious 
attempt yet to translate the comics format into the world of paperback books: Gil 
Kane’s Blackmark. Three book-length epics were written and drawn, and the first was 
distributed experimentally in fifteen key cities. According to Bantam, the title did 
better than any of several other comics-related releases of that time, but failed by a 
small margin to sell the number of copies necessary for the series to continue… […] 
Gil was much influenced by the work of Robert E. Howard (as well as several other 
popular authors, not to mention various classic and mythic themes), [and] it seemed 
to us that the pages of Savage Sword of Conan formed the perfect place to re-introduce 
this thrilling series. And so, beginning with this premiere issue, Marvel is proud to 
present the saga of Blackmark, originally designed for the paperback-size page but 
edited into an exciting new format by the artist/writer himself.348 
This version of Blackmark recasts original scenes as new compositional units, bringing 
them closer to sense of composition that Kane used in His Name is…Savage! These 
alterations included repositioning captions (compare Figure 3.17, above, with Figure 3.21) 
and new transitional art to enhance the magazine-page composition (compare Figure 3.18, 
above, with Figure 3.22). The reprinted versions, though not altering Blackmark’s narrative, 
do bring them back in like with Kane’s ambition—as noted in this chapter’s epigraph—to 
bring comics formatting more in line with that of magazines, and signal the formal 
uncertainty still present in these longer-format comics.349 
                                                                                                                                                  
published collections of reformatted stories from EC Comics: Tales from the Crypt (1964), The Vault 
of Horror (1965), Tales of the Incredible (1965), The Autumn People (Ray Bradbury stories, 1965), and 
Tomorrow Midnight (Bradbury stories, 1966). 
348 Roy Thomas, ed., The Savage Sword of Conan #1 (August 1974), 42. 
349 Though no mass-market sequel to Blackmark appeared, a magazine-format sequel, titled “The 
Mind Demons” was published in Marvel Preview #17 (Winter 1979). The cover called the story “an 
all-new graphic novel masterpiece,” and the story retained the style of the original paperback 
edition of Blackmark, but with page compositions now designed for a magazine format. “The 
Mind Demons” itself was finally re-formatted, packaged with the original Blackmark in a one-
volume thirtieth-anniversary edition of Blackmark, published by Fantagraphics Books in 2002.  
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Figure 3.21: Kane, “The Testing of Blackmark,” Savage Sword of Conan #2 (October 1974), 59.  
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Figure 3.22: Kane, “Blackmark—Gladiator,” Savage Sword of Conan #3 (December 1974), 44. 
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Robert E. Howard, Conan, and the merging of pulp fiction and comics 
Throughout the 1960s and 70s, there was a renewed interest in the pulp authors of the 
1920s and 30s, and specifically the fantasy and horror works of the likes of Robert E. 
Howard, H.P. Lovecraft, and Clark Ashton Smith.350 In particular, due to Gil Kane and Roy 
Thomas’ interests, Howard’s most notable character, Conan the Cimmerian served as a 
prototype for a number of stories—like Kane’s “Comes a Warrior” and Blackmark—before 
appearing as a licensed character in Marvel comics.351  
Marvel Comics secured the rights to Howard’s Conan stories in 1970, and immediately 
began producing comics starring the Cimmerian, adapting both Howard’s original stories 
and creating new tales, beginning with “The Coming of Conan,” by Roy Thomas and Barry 
(Windsor-)Smith in Conan the Barbarian #1 (October 1970, Figure 3.23).352 Marvel also 
began its black-and-white magazine imprint, Curtis Magazines, with Conan in the lead, 
publishing Thomas and Smith’s adaptation of Howard’s Conan story, “The Frost-Giant’s  
                                              
350 On Weird Tales and Robert E. Howard, see Goulart, “Tarzan and the Barbarians,” Cheap Thrills 
(2007), 123-129. On these writers in relation to Howard, see Mark Finn, Blood & Thunder: The Life 
& Art of Robert E. Howard (Austin, TX: MonkeyBrains Books, 2006), 145-175. 
351 For an overview of Howard’s most lasting creation, Conan, see Paul M. Sammon, Conan, the 
Phenomenon: The Legacy of Robert E. Howard’s Fantasy Icon (Milwaukie, OR: Dark Horse, 2007); 
Conan’s comics incarnations are covered on pages 61-92. Additionally, for character history, see 
Darrell Schweitzer, Conan’s World and Robert E. Howard (San Bernardino, CA: The Borgo Press, 
1978) and Roy Thomas, Conan: The Ultimate Guide to the World’s Most Savage Barbarian (New York 
City: DK Publishing, 2006). For a variety of critical approaches to Howard’s works, see Don 
Herron’s edited collections The Dark Barbarian: The Writings of Robert E. Howard, A Critical Anthology 
(Westport, CN: Greenwood Press, 1984) and The Barbaric Triumph: A Critical Anthology on the 
Writings of Robert E. Howard (Wildside Press, 2004). 
352 “The Coming of Conan” was reprinted a number of times, including in Conan the Barbarian #22 
(January 1973), The Savage Sword of Conan #1 (Marvel UK, 8 March 1975), The Savage Sword of Conan 
#222 (June 1994), and Classic Conan #1 (June 1994). 
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Figures 3.23 and 3.24: Conan the Barbarian #1 (October 1970), Savage Tales #1 (May 1971), covers. 
 
Daughter,” in Savage Tales #1 (May 1971, Figure 3.24).353 Marvel’s Curtis magazines were 
published without Comics Code approval, as were a run of seriously-themed comics like the 
drug-abuse arc in Amazing Spider-Man #96-98 (with art by Gil Kane), marking some early 
corporate forays into thematic territory previously only occupied by the undergrounds.354 
The early Conan stories were a mix of styles however, depending on the venue—most 
were written by Roy Thomas and many illustrated by Barry (Windsor-)Smith, but often 
                                              
353 Howard’s “The Frost-Giant’s Daughter” was originally published as “Gods of the North” in 
Fantasy Fan (March 1934). Thomas and Smith’s adaptation was reprinted in Conan the Barbarian 
#16 (July 1972) and Savage Sword of Conan #1 (August 1974), the latter being the same issue as the 
first reformatted episode of Kane’s Blackmark.  
354 The Curtis line expanded to titles like Dracula Lives #1 (June 1973), Tales of the Zombie #1 (August 
1973), Deadly Hands of Kung Fu #1 (April 1974), Savage Sword of Conan #1 (August 1974), Unknown 
Worlds of Science Fiction #1 (January 1975), and The Rampaging Hulk #1 (January 1977), and ran 
through 1980. 
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differed in tone and style. For example, “The Coming of Conan,” published in the Code-
approved Conan the Barbarian #1, begins with excited editorial narration situated next to a 
colorful, heroic illustration of Conan: “Come with us to the Hyborian Age! Come with us, 
back to the dark centuries which sprawl between the sinking of Atlantis and the dawn of 
recorded time--to the days when the now-forgotten land of Aquilonia was the mightiest of 
nations--and a man’s life was worth no more than the strength of his sword-arm! Come with 
us to the raw, untamed world of---Conan the Barbarian!” The same artistic team, adapting 
Howard’s “The Frost Giant’s Daughter,” begin their non-Code story in Savage Tales #1 more 
brutally, over the aftermath of a battle: 
The clangor of the swords has died away… Silence lies heavy on the blood-stained 
snow… The nerveless hand ye grips the broken hilt… Helmeted heads, back-drawn 
in their death-throes, tilt red beards and golden beards grimly upward… … as if in 
final invocation to Ymir the frost-giant, god of a warrior race… Across the red drifts 
and mail-clad forms, two figures glare at each other. In this utter desolation, only they 
move. Slowly through the corpses they stride, as ghosts might come to a tryst 
through the shambles of a dead world. In the brooding silence, they stand face to 
face. Both are tall men--and built like tigers. But one of them is--Conan the 
Barbarian.355 
This range of styles (both verbal and visual) allowed Marvel to quickly publish a range of 
adaptations of Howard stories across a number of titles and from a number of creative 
teams. Of particular interest for our genealogy is Howard’s “The Valley of the Worm,” 
which was adapted by Roy Thomas, Gerry Conway, and Gil Kane in Supernatural Thrillers #3 
(April 1973), and would then serve as the basis of Richard Corben’s Bloodstar (1976). 
                                              
355 Roy Thomas and Barry (Windsor-)Smith, “The Frost Giant’s Daughter,” Savage Tales #1 (May 
1971), 2-3. Most of the language in this adaptation is taken word-for-word from Howard. 
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“The Valley of the Worm” 
Howard’s “The Valley of the Worm” (1934) is one of his James Allison stories, in which 
Allison, a Texas native, recounts the exploits of Niord, an ancient warrior in a land now 
forgotten.356 This frame narrative marks the story as firmly within the Lost Civilization 
genre, both with a typical hero from a precursor (but now forgotten) civilization, and a 
malevolent creature that occupies its own dominion.357 Specifically, Niord—who appears as 
one of Conan’s companions in “The Frost-Giant’s Daughter”—is but one of the many past 
lives that Allison can access, and the story opens by signaling the generic and cyclical nature 
of the tale that will follow: “you may have heard the tale before in many guises wherein the 
hero was named Tyr, or Perseus, or Siegfried, or Beowulf, or Saint George.”358 
This tale finds Niord in a land of “jungle-clad hills reeking with rot and teeming with 
spawning life, where the tom-toms of a savage people pulsed incessantly through the hot 
breathless night.”359 These people are Picts, and in battle, Niord meets one, Grom, who is 
                                              
356 Originally published in Weird Tales (February 1934). I will cite from Robert E. Howard, People of 
the Dark (New York: Cosmos Books, 2007), 71-101. Allison serves as a frame narrator in this and 
other stories such as “The Garden of Fear” (Marvel Tales, July-August 1934) and “Marchers of 
Valhalla” (first published posthumously in 1972), in which he recalls the past exploits of his noble 
ancestors, via reincarnation or racial/ancestral memory; on this issue, see Dennis Rickard, 
“Through Black Boughs: The Supernatural in Howard’s Fiction,” in The Dark Barbarian, 65-85. 
357 This latter element relates to similar stories such as Warner Munn’s “The City of Spiders,” Weird 
Tales (November 1926) and Howard’s Bran Mak Morn tales, such as “Worms of the Earth,” Weird 
Tales (November 1932). For a discussion of the Lost Civilization generic distinctions, see Samuel 
H. Vasbinder, “Aspects of Fantasy in Literary Myths about Lost Civilizations,” The Aesthetics of 
Fantasy Literature and Art, ed. Roger C. Schlobin (Notre Dame, IN: University of Notre Dame 
Press, 1982), 192-210. 
358 Howard, “The Valley of the Worm,” 71. 
359 Ibid., 75. 
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saved as Niord “admired the adamantine quality of his skull.”360 Grom becomes Niord’s 
companion, and tells him of the Valley of Broken Stones and the story of a “worm” and his 
emissary, a mad piper: 
Out of the shaft came a slavering mad nightmare which arrows pierced but could not 
check, which swords carved by could not slay. […] The white monster in the pits was 
their god, summoned up from the nighted abysses of mid-earth uncounted fathoms 
below the black mold by sorcery unknown to the sons of men. […] the god, a 
formless elemental spirit drawn up from below and cased in flesh, organic but beyond 
the understanding of humanity. The Old Ones had long vanished into the limbo 
from whence they crawled in the black dawn of the universe, but their bestial god 
[…] lived on.361 
After obtaining venom by slaying the great serpent Satha, Niord encounters the “worm,” 
and fires a poisoned arrow at the “cosmic horror of the thing,” which causes its colors 
change, a “wave of ghastly blue surged over it, and the vast bulk heaved in earthquake-like 
convulsions.”362 Niord and the “worm” struggle until he emerges victorious, but he is 
mortally wounded, and pulling his companion Grom aside, intones: “Let the tale be told 
from village to village, from camp to camp, from tribe to tribe, so that men may know that 
not man nor beast nor devil may prey in safety on the golden-haired people of Asgard. Let 
them build me a cairn where I lie and lay me therein with my bow and sword at hand, to 
guard this valley forever; so if the ghost of the god I slew comes up from below, my ghost 
will ever be ready to give it battle.”363 Thus, the hero’s noble death is used to heighten the 
significance of his actions, which have saved his realm—a significant conceit of this genre, 
which dwells on the nobility of sacrifice in the face of unspeakable odds. 
                                              
360 Ibid., 80. 
361 Ibid., 88-89. 
362 Ibid., 98, 99. 
363 Ibid., 101. 
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Supernatural Thrillers #3 
Roy Thomas, Gerry Conway, and Gil Kane’s adaptation of “The Valley of the Worm” 
appeared in Supernatural Thrillers #3 (April 1973).364 This version of the tale is fairly literal, 
introducing an ailing James Allison on the first page and a genealogy of warriors whose 
memories he has access to over a two-page spread. Though there are some aesthetic and 
textual variations, this take on the story follows Niord’s progress as he fights the savage 
Picts, saves Gorm (originally Grom), fights a tiger (here named Longtooth), traps and slays 
Satha the great serpent, poisons his arrows, paints his face, slays the mad piper, and fights 
the “worm” to their mutual destruction. As with many of Marvel’s previous adaptations of 
Conan stories, the narration and language is mostly drawn from Howard, though in the art, 
we can see Kane’s aesthetic sensibilities coming through. 
For example, the kinetic fight between Niord (drawn much like Windsor-Smith’s Conan 
and Kane’s characters Rangarry and Blackmark) and Satha is visually similar to the fight 
between Rangarry and the dragon in “Comes a Warrior,” which we can see in retrospect as 
inspired by the same original Howard story. However, one of the larger departures in this 
adaptation is to render the “worm” as a more conventional hybrid of serpent and worm 
(Figure 3.25). Though its eyes capture the odd elements present in the Howard story, 
Kane’s version renders the “white and pulpy” creature, which “drew its quaking bulk along 
the ground, worm-fashion,” as something more visually manageable, perhaps in reaction to 
the constraints of the mainstream comic book in which it appeared. Despite its thematic 
                                              
364 This version of “The Valley of the Worm” was reprinted in black and white in Kull and the 
Barbarians #1 (May 1975), and again in a digitally-recolored version in Robert E. Howard’s Savage 
Sword #2 (May 2011). 
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Figure 3.25: Thomas, Conway, and Kane, “The Valley of the Worm,” Supernatural 
Thrillers #3 (April 1973), 27. 
 
content, Supernatural Thrillers was still a Code-approved comic, and in the adaptation of this 
material—and in particular the conversion of the nameless horror that can barely be called a 




Figure 3.25 (cont.): Thomas, Conway, and Kane, “The Valley of the Worm,” 
Supernatural Thrillers #3 (April 1973), 28. 
 
to move beyond these constraints, such as Bloodstar, that Howard’s vision of the “worm” 
would come to be realized.  
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Richard Corben 
Finally, we come to the work of Richard Corben. Not quite a conventional underground 
comix artist (i.e., avoiding autobiographical material and anxious psychological narratives), 
Corben began making a name for himself in the early 1970s as new genres began to enter the 
underground scene. As Maurice Horn puts it, “once fantasy had been established in the 
minds of readers as a genre with no limits of any kind, it was inevitable that the most outré of 
all American cartoonists, Richard Corben, would be drawn to it. Of the unholy trinity that 
formed the major theme of underground comics—sex, drugs and social protest—only the 
first was an enduring obsession with Corben, and the boundless domain of heroic fantasy 
allowed him to explore his theme with unprecedented license.”365 And throughout his work 
as it appeared in various underground and corporate comics, Corben would infuse a 
combination of sexual and fantastical elements, while drawing on generic conventions 
ranging from the twist horror story to the heroic barbarian saga. 
Corben had a minor, but interesting career in comics, and many of his longer-form 
works, including his work on the film version of Heavy Metal (1981, dir. Gerald Potterton), 
would come after the publication of Bloodstar in 1976.366 Corben is perhaps best known for 
the album art for Meat Loaf’s 1977 album, Bat Out of Hell, which depicts a well-muscled 
                                              
365 Maurice Horn, Sex in the Comics (New York: Chelsea House Publishers, 1985), 129. 
366 The only full overview of Corben’s early career can be found in Fershid Bharucha, Richard Corben: 
Flights into Fantasy (Brooklyn, NY: Thumb Tack Books, 1981), which I will rely on below. For an 
overview of Corben’s illustrative styles, see P.R. Garriock, Masters of Comic Book Art (London: 
Aurum Press, 1978), 42-53. For two interviews about his work in this period, see Brad Balfour’s 
multipart “The Richard Corbin Interview” in Heavy Metal (June 1981): 6-11, (July 1981): 8-14, 
(August 1981): 8-13 and “Richard Corben: Up From the Deep,” Comic Book Rebels (1993), 46-59. 
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Figure 3.26: Meat Loaf, Bat Out of Hell (1977), album art by Richard Corben. 
motorcyclist bursting from a grave in a hellish cemetery (Figure 3.26). This piece sums up 
Corben’s early style well: an exaggerated hyper-masculine figure set against a grotesque, 
antagonistic world, composed in a moody, airbrushed style. And throughout his early 
comics, which are in a variety of styles, the same figures and thematics recur. 
Underground Comix and Corporate Comics 
Corben’s early underground work focuses primarily on the intersection of sex and death, 
told in the grossest ways possible, often signing his work with pseudonyms Gore and Harvey 
Sea.367 For example “Lame Lem’s Love,” in Skull Comics #2 (September 1970) tells the story 
                                              
367 Rosenkranz, Rebel Visions, 131. 
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of a dim-witted, cuckolded swamp dweller named Lem, whose wife, Belle, sleeps with a 
series of men. Lem, aiming to kill her suitors, murders them and Belle as well, and in the 
“twist” of the story, finds their corpses still going at it, when they then turn on poor Lem, 
ripping him to pieces. “How Howie Made It in the Real World,” in Slow Death #2 
(December 1970), set in the future, features an amorous couple on vacation on an isolated 
beach world. They fornicate, get covered in muck, which dissolves their skin, and when their 
friends encounter them, the couple is graphically killed. While sometimes visually interesting, 
these are weak stories. 
Rowlf/Fantagor 
However, Corben found some footing with Rowlf (July 1971), published by Rip Off 
Press.368 The comic contains a single, self-contained story, that of Rowlf, a dog, who is 
turned by a sorcerer into a dog-man. The story is set during an indeterminate war (a hybrid 
between World War I and II, with some contemporary features), and Rowlf now finds 
himself with new powers in a warzone. The rest of the story is inconsequential, but the 
setting and incidents (including an oft-nude woman) allow for a variety of page compositions 
and styles (Figure 3.27 and 3.28). 
Corben also created a series of Fantagor comics—first self-published and then under the 
auspices of Last Gasp from December 1971—which featured his and others’ underground 
comix, each with a cover by Corben. This venue allowed Corben more editorial control over 
his own and fellow artists’ material (similar to, say, Spiegelman’s editorial work), including 
                                              
368 Given that the story concerns an anthropomorphized dog, the name is presumably taken from 
the Muppet character, Rowlf the Dog. 
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Figures 3.27 (left) and 3.28 (right): Corben, Rowlf (July 1971), 11, 21. 
writing introductions and designing the overall packaging of each issue. The editorial impulse 
that we saw above with Gil Kane expresses itself with Corben through Rowlf and Fantagor, 
which were published concurrently with Kane’s Savage and Blackmark. 
Warren Comics 
Like Kane, Corben also had a robust corporate publishing career, as he quickly became 
closely linked with Warren Publishing, whose main magazine offerings, similar to those of 
Curtis Magazines, were larger-format, in black-and-white (later with color), and were 
published without Comics Code approval. Corben illustrated covers for Eerie beginning in 
1971 (Figure 3.29), and began illustrating others’ scripts soon after. At Warren, Corben was 
able to retain his grotesqueries, though many of the stories he worked on have a  
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Figure 3.29: Eerie #31 (January 1971), cover by Richard Corben. 
 
Figure 3.30: Conway and Corben, “Bookworm,” Eerie #32 (Mar. 1971), 36, panel 5. 
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conventional horror twist ending as their main selling point. For example, in “Bookworm,” 
written by Gerald Conway, and published in Eerie #32 (March 1971), the twist of the story is 
that our protagonist, hired to work for a rich book collector, has been hired to be sacrificed 
to a “bookworm,” to whom the collector’s efforts are all dedicated. While most of the art 
throughout is stylized, the reveal of the “bookworm” (Figure 3.30) is rather astonishing, the 
monstrousness of the creature all the more stark due to the rather mundane nature of the 
preceding pages. (Further, note the similarity between the “bookworm” here, cover-dated 
March 1971, and Kane’s “worm” in Figure 3.25, dated April 1973.) Corben worked steadily 
for Warren for a number of years, becoming one of their core artists, illustrating work, 
producing covers, coloring and recoloring various stories (including a number of Will 
Eisner’s “Spirit” stories), and writing and illustrating some of his own material for their Eerie, 
Creepy, and Vampirella titles. 
When Warren began publishing Comix International (June 1974), a larger-sized 
compendium of comics at a two-dollar price point, the first issue was completely devoted to 
Corben comics. Advertisements for Comix International stressed the creative energies of 
Corben, whose name appears prominently on the cover of the issue, and multiple times 
within the advertising copy itself (Figure 3.31). As these ads proclaim, Comix International is 
“a new milestone in comics history” “a full-color collection of the finest work done by 
Warren’s Rich Corben.”369 The advertisement goes on to highlight the book’s format: 
“Between the two cardboard covers of this high quality, slick paper quarterly [are a wide  
 
                                              
369 Advertisement for Comix International #1, from Eerie #60 (September 1974), np. 
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Figure 3.31: advertisement for Comix International #1, Eerie #60 (September 1974).  
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variety of Corben’s stories]. The magazine is expensive: $2.00, but well-worth the price.”370 
Though a compendium of stories, the first issue of Comix International is obviously straining 
to become what we would later know as the graphic novel, but is held back by the needs of 
corporate serial publication, the need to appear as a magazine of comics instead. 
“Den” 
Corben’s star character, however, was Den, a barbarian new to his world. First appearing 
in a short film, Neverwhere (1968), Den debuted in comics form in Grim Wit #2 (September 
1973), published by Last Gasp. As with many of the titles in which Corben’s work appeared, 
Grim Wit opens with a host, Grim Grabbers, a ghoulish seductress with “excitement” written 
on one exposed breast and “adventure” on the other. “Den” appears in the middle of the 
issue and, as it begins—following an enigmatic frame narrative on the first page—with its 
well-endowed barbarian protagonist walking fully nude across the plain by the second page, 
seems to fulfill Grim Grabbers’ promises (Figure 3.32). Den is initially unaware of who he 
is, asking “Who was I? Where was I? … The landscape was totally unknown to me; even my 
body was unfamiliar. What forces brought me here? I searched my mind for memories… 
There was something there, but it was too clouded… A name… D… E… N… My name is 
Den.”371 Proceeding to explore, Den finds an oasis and fountain, and as he sleeps that night, 
he dreams: “There was a person, and the book of my former vision. The surroundings were 
strangely familiar. The mans [sic] attention was wholly upon reading and was surprised by the 
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371 Richard Corben, “Den,” Grim Wit #2 (September 1973), 2. Though the issue is unpaginated, I 
will number from the first page of “Den” and cite accordingly. 
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Figure 3.32: Corben, “Den,” Grim Wit #2 (September 1973), 2. 
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discovery of the loose paper. Then the scene changed. The man manipulated miniature 
structures into a incomprehensible assembly.”372 The next morning, Den observes another 
creature, a lizardman, and a woman with an elaborate headdress (but fully nude). The 
woman, who he thinks of “the Indian girl,” arouses Den, but he senses danger; over a series 
of images of her body, he notes that “the images stirred phantasmic forces in my head and 
erotic ones in my body.”373 Den follows the lizardman, who is following the girl, toward 
what he calls an “architectural anomaly” (Figure 3.33), where the lizardman is attacked by 
men lying in wait; just as in Howard’s “The Frost-Giant’s Daughter,” this has been a trap 
with the nude girl as bait.374 In the ensuing scuffle, Den is engaged, and misjudging, is 
knocked unconscious by the lizardman. 
Here, the story turns back to its initial frame. Our narration shifts to that of David Ellis 
Norman, who has been left a collection of Edgar Rice Burroughs novels by his deceased 
uncle, as well as a schematic, which allows him to build a portal “into another universe,” the 
world of Den.375 When Ellis steps through, he become Den, and realizes the extent of the 
trap that the nude girl has set when he sees her riding on the head of a giant dragon: “A 
dragon and the Indian girl. They were friends and chewing on the lizardmans [sic] carcass. It 
was a symbiotic relationship; she lured the prey, the dragon did the bloody work.”376 
Undaunted, Ellis/Den turns away, thinking “Will I ever get back?… Do I want to return?… 
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Figure 3.33: Corben, “Den,” Grim Wit #2 (September 1973), 8-9. 
 
I guess I’ll have to look around and see…”377 “Den” thus draws on some of the cues that we 
have seen before, mixing elements from “The Frost-Giant’s Daughter,” with Den in the 
place of Conan and the Indian girl in the place of the frost-giant’s daughter, and “The Valley 
of the Worm,” which allows a contemporary narrator to inhabit the exploits of an ancient 
barbarian. 
The visual style here is something new, however. Not bound by the restrictions of the 
Comics Code, “Den” portrays full-frontal nudity and discusses sexual arousal. Its violence 
can be more brutal, and its tone darker. Further, the page layouts here are more complex 
than most mainstream comics, with bled panels (see the final panel in Figure 3.32), two-
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page spreads (Figure 3.33), and the mix of page compositions throughout. The variety of 
page layouts allow the story’s visuals to coordinate with the narrative pace and verbal 
storytelling in a way that fixed layouts tend to restrict. Finally, Corben creates a distinctive 
look that differs from both typical underground comix, with their black-and-white line art 
and mainstream commercial comics, with the flashy, solid-color shading. 
Métal Hurlant/Heavy Metal 
Corben’s work was now becoming known in Europe. One of his earlier underground 
comics, “Cidopey,” originally published in Up From the Deep #1 (1971), a sex farce mixed 
with a science fiction tragedy was published in translation in the first issue of Métal Hurlant 
(January 1975). The second issue (April 1975) featured “Going Home,” which was originally 
in Funny World #14 (1972). “Den” was published in translation and extended into four parts 
in Métal Hurlant #3-6 (June 1975-March 1976), which was then brought back to the United 
States and further extended through the first thirteen issues of Heavy Metal (April 1977-April 
1978). Though they are rarely brought into discussions of the evolution and maturity of 
comics, it is hard to overstate how important Métal Hurlant and Heavy Metal were, especially 
to the fantasy, science fiction, and surreal genres.378 In particular, Dionnet, one of the 
founders of Métal Hurlant, regarded Corben’s work as the intersection of R. Crumb and Jack 
Kirby and central to the aesthetic Les Humanoïdes Associés was striving for.379 
                                              
378 Roger Sabin, Adult Comics: An Introduction (London: Routledge, 1993), 69-75. 
379 “Et puis, il y a celui que je voulais depuis longtemps publier: Corben, qui m’avait scotché et qui 
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Bloodstar 
We now come to Bloodstar, the fulfillment of the genealogy that I have traced. By now, 
the elements of Bloodstar should look familiar. As I noted at the outset, this hardcover 
graphic novel, published by Kane’s publishing house, Morning Star Press, brings together 
Kane’s large-format sensibility and typeset prose with Corben’s exaggerated barbaric forms 
and airbrushed art. The story at hand primarily adapts Howard’s “The Valley of the Worm,” 
with a frame narrative drawn from H.G. Wells’ “The Star,” with allusions to the sensibilities 
of stories that both Kane and Corben had worked on throughout the late 1960s and early 
1970s.380 As Maurice Horn would later note, Bloodstar was a “bizarre comingling of Greek 
and Norse mythologies, with a light admixture of science fiction[, …] embod[ying] the sum 
of Corben’s fantasies and nightmares in its fantastic array of repulsive-looking monsters, 
incredible muscled heroes and impossibly big-busted maidens [as well as] Corben’s peculiar 
vision of heroic sex and heroic death as the twin saviors of mankind.”381 Thus Bloodstar was 
the culmination of the many threads and precursors we have seen, and, as we will now see, 
was simultaneously the first work to present itself as a fully-fledged graphic novel. 
The inner flap of Bloodstar’s dust jacket reads in part: 
                                              
380 The title page reads “Original story by Robert E. Howard and John Jakes.” Jakes was a popular 
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381 Horn, Sex in the Comics, 129-132. Also see Tim Pilcher and Gene Kannenberg, Jr., Erotic Comics: A 
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BLOODSTAR is a new, revolutionary concept—a graphic novel, which combines all 
the imagination and visual power of comics strip art with the richness of the 
traditional novel. Master of fantasy literature, Robert E. Howard, creates a mythic 
land of fantastic thrills and high adventure which comes to life through the dazzling 
illustrations of world renown [sic] comic strip artist, Robert Corben. Together they 
bring you one of the greatest science fiction-fantasy tales of all times. […] Here in 
BLOODSTAR, the power of prose and pictures unite to transport the reader into a 
realm of pure wonder and excitement. A hero created by one of the great fantasy 
authors of all time—illustrated by a world famous artist—BLOODSTAR is destined 
to become a classic science fiction-fantasy adventure.382 
In short, this presents a nice definition of the graphic novel, which combines the depth of 
more traditional novelistic prose and comic art tailored to book-length and to fits the shape 
of the story at hand. It is also presumptive, defining terms by which we must consider the 
work and seeming to dismiss any other attempts at the format that might have before. 
To establish Corben’s bona fides, the novel opens with an anonymous prose essay 
(perhaps by Kane), “Bloodstar and the Art of Richard Corben,” which examines Corben’s 
style and reprints examples from “Den” and Rowlf. It begins: “Bloodstar marks a great leap 
forward for the art of the comic strip through its revolutionary synthesis of ideas and of 
artforms. In this book, the imagination and visual power of comic art are wedded to the 
complexity and depth of the traditional novel, producing an enthralling hybrid which might 
be best labeled [sic]—the graphic novel.”383 The essay goes on to extoll the virtues of 
Corben’s art, noting his growth from underground comics to international acclaim. It also 
goes on to highlight the influence of filmmaking on Corben’s work, suggesting that “just like 
a cinematographer, the cartoonist pans, tilts, and zooms from angles which best accomplish 
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383 Corben, Bloodstar, 5. Though the body of Bloodstar is not paginated, the introduction is, so I will 
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his dramatic purpose. In the scenes where there is little action within each panel, Corben 
employs ‘camera movement’ to give his narrative a rhythmic flow and a tension.”384 The 
essay concludes: 
This infusion of forceful visual trueness into a fantasy environment creates the 
striking drama which typifies the artist’s work. It is the fundamental aesthetic concept 
of his art. In Bloodstar, Richard Corben takes the concept one step further. He applies 
it to the literary aspects of the story; the characterizations, the motivation, the themes. 
As with classic myths, the story of Bloodstar, while set in an imaginary, impossible 
world, becomes utterly real in terms of human experience. Hence, fantasy and reality 
interact and finally are fused into one.385 
Of interest here is the self-conscious and self-promoting phrasing, which establishes the 
formal and aesthetic forces present in the novel. Rather than introduce the story, as say, 
introductory passages in Conan stories had, this language frames the work as a total aesthetic 
object, whose artistry is the key consideration. 
All of that established, and following a one-page introduction to the works of Robert E. 
Howard, Bloodstar finally begins in earnest, with an adaptation of H.G. Wells’ “The Star.” In 
Wells’ original story, “The Star” (1897), it is discovered that a “new body was rapidly 
growing larger and brighter” in the sky, and “its motion was quite different from the orderly 
progress of the planets.”386 A mathematician outlines the consequences of a star passing by 
Earth, which eventually comes to pass. Earth is devastated, but left intact; as the wanderer 
recedes, “those who were still alive regarded it for the most part with that dull stupidity that 
hunger, fatigue, heat and despair engender, there were still men who could perceive the 
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Door in the Wall and Other Stories (1911) and The Complete Short Stories of H.G. Wells (London: Ernest 
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meaning of these signs. Star and earth had been at their nearest, had swung about one 
another, and the star had passed.”387 The story ends as mankind reassembles into a “new 
brotherhood” and begins to rebuild, with Martian astronomers observing from afar that “it 
is astonishing what a little damage the earth, which [the star] missed so narrowly, has 
sustained.”388 
Bloodstar builds from “The Star,” with only minor alterations. Scientists observe a minor 
variation, and then “strangely, at an incredible rate, the speck of light grew brighter and 
larger. […] Suddenly, the mysterious source of light surged out of the deep black of space 
much closer to our system. The light from our sun revealed it to be a maverick planet of 
awesome size, far greater than the Earth.”389 The planet draws “Pluto into its molten heat,” 
and over a series of pages, we have the familiar elements from Wells’ story, as the planet 
passes and we see the devastation of Earth begin (Figure 3.34 and 3.35).390. As tidal waves 
surge, volcanoes erupt, and the Earth is devastated, until, after a time, the event ends: “Of 
those still left alive, only a portion knew or could tell that life on earth would continue. For 
them, the heat, thunder and despair would continue for ages. Then, after a time the clouds 
gathered and the rain began an endless downpour seemingly healing earth’s open 
wounds.”391 
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Figure 3.34: Corben, Bloodstar (1976), 12. 
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Figure 3.35: Corben, Bloodstar (1976), 16.  
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Here, things diverge more dramatically from Wells’ version. Those that remain “found 
the temperature hotter, the sun looming larger and very little sign of anything but a primeval 
wilderness.”392 At the close of the prologue, the narration goes on: 
the star’s passing had caused vast geological changes. […] The star’s powerful rays 
had burnt and poisoned large portions of productive land. Remains of cities were 
intensely polluted by radio activity [sic] and would remain so for hundreds of years. 
Time passed and life forms struggled to survive. Genetic mutations abounded. Most 
of these monsters died, some didn’t. Technology has passed away. The people that 
survived the devastating holocaust and even more devastating aftermath returned to a 
barbarous state. Scattered remnants clustered into groups and developed into 
nomadic clans and tribes. Two hundred years after the holocaust people remembered 
it only as a dim myth and legend perpetuated by the tribe’s elders.393 
And with that, and its obvious allegiance to the opening of Blackmark, the story of the noble 
barbarian, Bloodstar, begins in earnest. What follows trades heavily on the narrative scheme 
of “The Valley of the Worm,” with some significant additions that contribute to 
characterization and thematic depth throughout. Bloodstar’s main narrative opens with a 
young Bloodstar and an aging Grom out on a hunt; Grom is mortally injured, and calls 
Bloodstar to him, so that he can tell the young warrior of his father, Bloodstar the Elder. 
Grom thus establishes a frame narrative: “you can be proud of your parents. The legendary 
King of the Northern Abyss is their story. It was your father who met the loathly demoniac 
thing that crawled hideously up from Hell.”394 Grom then relates the conflict between 
Bloodstar’s people, the AEsir, led by their chief, Byrdag, and his own. 
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The two tribes meet and battle in a great clearing, the AEsir led by its two “friendly rivals 
in the brutal sport of war,” Bloodstar and Loknar.395 Corben depicts the battle first from an 
aerial perspective and then in a silent, frenetic series of irregular panels, heightening the 
nature of the conflict (Figure 3.36). As Grom summarizes, in terms drawn from Howard’s 
source material: “it was a battle to madden and make drunken with the slaughter and the 
fury. […] We killed and were killed with merciless abysmal savagery. Mercy was unknown 
save as some individuals whim.”396 As before, Bloodstar and Grom battle one another, and 
honoring Grom’s fortitude, Bloostar saves his life just as he is to be slaughtered by the 
chief’s daughter, Helva, who wears an armband, the same as her father. The chief of the 
AEsir, Byrdag, establishes a camp in the clearing, and chooses a successor, Loknar, who is 
given an armband, and who is to take the chief’s daughter, Helva, as his bride. However, 
Bloodstar has developed feelings for Helva:  
Bloodstar cheered the new chief as did all, yet a heavy feeling of anxiety closed in 
upon him. He felt other eyes upon him. He sought them in turn, knowing it was 
Helva. Her glance carried that unmistakably intense blood-pounding longing which 
can, in a single moment, unite a man and a woman for all time. The Helva looked 
away. Whatever their desires they were foredoomed. She must by custom go virginal 
to the bed of the man, now acknowledged as Byrdag’s successor. Bloodstar had no 
wish to be chosen as leaser, yet there had been smoldering in him a passion for the 
beautiful Helva. It only surface when she was promised to another.397 
To distract Bloodstar (and perhaps prevent him from acting on his desires), Grom leads 
him into “brooding uninhabited valleys and up into silence haunted hills where no men had 
set foot before us save possibly the old ones of legend,” where Bloodstar first glimpses the  
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Figure 3.36: Corbn, Bloodstar (1976), 28. 
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Figure 3.36 (cont.): Corbn, Bloodstar (1976), 29. 
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ruins of a lost civilization in the distance, though Grom refuses to enter, citing “a great evil 
[that] holds that hated valley. A whole clan of my people perished there, suddenly, 
horribly!”398 From here, a series of plot complications arrive, including Bloodstar’s exile after 
having claimed Helva as his own. Helva bears his child, Bloodstar the Younger, who bears 
the same mark as his father. Helva and their child are kidnapped, and following their trail, 
Bloodstar and Grom come upon the AEsir village, which has been destroyed: “The 
destruction was total. No AEsir was left alive, no corpse was whole. There was blood 
though most had been washed by the rain. Also there were traces of a greenish slime 
smeared here and there.”399 Grom then reveals, in flashback (and a more cartoonish art 
style), the core threat from the “The Valley of the Worm” (Figure 3.37): 
The tribe of my fathers wandered into that valley from the west many generations 
ago. The hunting was good, so they settled there. After a few weeks a mysterious 
sickness came over some of the people and they died. The entire clan was affected 
strangely. The new offspring born among those ancient walls were delivered dead or 
monsterous [sic]. It is said that the new generation of jungle people that survived, 
differed from their parents. One of our warrior who had the sickness by lived, 
explored the broken stone structures and found within one, a deep pit. We don’t 
know what overcame him but he returned to the camp dancing insanely. His 
movements seemed to imitate a child’s doll tied on a string. He was playing a 
hypnotic melody on pipes. Behind him heaved a vast white bulk. The slavering 
nightmare fell upon the tribe, crushing and tearing. The survivors fled in panic, out of 
the valley, while the monster feasted. Thereafter my people avoided that place, 
though they constantly watched its perimeters. For months the affected warrior was 
seen piping in the moonlight as if trying to lure us back.400 
Realizing that he can only confront this monstrosity with better weapons, Bloodstar 
decides to hunt Satha, the serpent, in order to obtain its poison. With Grom’s help, he sets a  
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Figure 3.37: Corben, Bloodstar (1976), 74. 
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Figure 3.37 (cont.): Corben, Bloodstar (1976), 75. 
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“deadfall trigger” trap, positioning a large log and proceeds to pin Satha, allowing him to 
chop its head off, in a scene depicted similarly to those in “Comes a Warrior” and Kane’s 
previous version of “Valley.”401 Dipping his arrows in poison and painting his face, 
Bloodstar enters the ruined city and hears piping. In this version, a piper guards the lair of 
the “worm,” which is revealed to have been Bloodstar’s rival, Loknar, who had had him 
banished. Bloodstar slays him. 
Thus begins Bloodstar’s final battle against Corben’s version of the “worm,” a deeply 
disturbing creature, portrayed in a single-panel page (Figure 3.38, compare to Figure 3.25, 
above): “It was white and pulpy, drew its quaking bulk along the ground worm fashion. It 
projected an evil intelligence, not human nor bestial, but a night-born, demonic intelligence 
such as is vaguely sensed in dreams, throbbing titanically in the black gulfs outside our 
universe.”402 Over a series of pages, Bloodstar assaults the “cosmic horror,” poisoning it, 
stabbing it, and eventually fighting it to their mutual destruction (Figures 3.39, 3.40, 3.41, 
3.42, compare to Figure 3.25, above). He is thrown free, but mortally wounded, while the 
creature dissolves. The creature and the ancient ruins fall away, and Bloodstar gives Grom 
his final instructions: “Let my people remember. Let the tale be told from camp to camp, 
from tribe to tribe, of Bloodstar and Helva’s love, and of the deeds when a false-hearted war 
brother dealt treacherously…with her and with him… […] Build me a cairn where I lie and 
lay me therein with my bow and sword at hand to guard this valley forever; so if the ghost of  
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Figure 3.38: Corben, Bloodstar (1976), 93.
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Figures 3.39 (top left), 3.40 (top right), 3.41 (bottom left), 3.42 (bottom right): Corben, Bloodstar 
(1976), 94, 96, 97, 99. 
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the god I slew comes up from below, my ghost will ever be ready to give it battle.”403 Thus 
old Grom concludes his tale and Bloodstar the Younger presumably takes up his father’s 
heroic mantle. 
Corben’s version of this story is unique in a number of ways. It brings together elements 
of Kane’s non-mainstream comics and his interest in adapting the work of Howard with 
Corben’s visual sensibilities and underground aesthetics. It also positions itself as a graphic 
novel, not just by using the term as a slogan on its dust jacket, but by employing a rhetorical 
frame through which the work should be read and by employing a format that distinctly 
separates the book from any previous comic-book or magazine comics. Finally, it attempts 
to unify its story, aesthetic, and formal elements, and does so rather successfully. As I’ve 
shown, a complex web of narratives, forms, creators, and aesthetics were necessary to 
produce the first fully-fledged graphic novel. While it is still bound by its generic 
commitments and precursors, Bloodstar was something new—the first book-length comic to 
think of itself as a graphic novel.404  
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Chapter 4: “Now It’s Safe for Adults to Read Commix...Or is It?”: 
Art Spiegelman’s Work from “Maus” to Maus 
and the Codification of the Graphic Novel 
The term “graphic novel” was something that 
was thought up in the ‘80s by marketing people 
[… because …] there were a couple of things out 
there that you could just about call a novel. You 
could just about call Maus a novel, you could 
probably just about call Watchmen a novel, in 
terms of density, structure, size, scale, seriousness 
of theme, stuff like that.405 
—Alan Moore, 2000 
 
As I have addressed in previous chapters, and as Alan Moore summarizes above, by the 
1980s, the graphic novel was on the cusp of  public recognition. Though precursors, partial 
attempts, and fully-fledged graphic novels emerged throughout the 1970s, these works were 
not widely available and had not broken out into mainstream publishing as other graphic 
novels would in the mid-1980s. In particular, three works, termed “the Big 3” by critics like 
Roger Sabin, were published from mid-1986 through 1987 that formed the basis for what 
Douglas Wolk calls “comics’ annus mirabilis,” a year or so of  comics publishing that re-
oriented cultural and format expectations for comics.406 These three works—Art 
Spiegelman’s Maus (1986), Frank Miller’s Batman: The Dark Knight Returns (1986), and Alan 
Moore and Dave Gibbons’ Watchmen (1987)—codified the graphic novel in the public 
consciousness and made book-length comics palatable for publishers. In the media, the 
common narrative that emerged was one of  maturation, with a focus on how book-length 
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comics were shedding their childish generic conventions (moving beyond “biff ” and “pow,” 
as the headlines put it). This, however, misses the key innovations of  these three works, each 
of  which extends the work of  precursors that we have seen in previous chapters and 
carefully manages its relation to those precursors in order to establish itself  as a holistically-
complete graphic novel. In the case of  Spiegelman’s Maus, which I will treat in this chapter, 
those precursors include the underground comix tradition and Spiegelman’s own 
experimental comics. In the case of  Miller’s Dark Knight Returns and Moore and Gibbons’ 
Watchmen, which I will treat in the next chapter, the situation is more complex, but builds on 
the world of  corporate superhero comics and the rise of  the comic-book auteur. 
In this chapter, then, I take up the varied works of  Art Spiegelman from 1972 to 1991, 
ranging from his early experimental comics, most of  which were collected in Breakdowns 
(1977), to his editorial work on Arcade (1975-76) and Raw (1980-91), and his groundbreaking 
two-volume Maus (1986, 1991).407 Contrary to much of  the extensive criticism on Maus, I 
consider Spiegelman’s masterpiece as an evolution of  formal and aesthetic trends that run 
through his previous work, ultimately arguing that only by examining the relationship 
between Spiegelman’s earlier works and Maus, we can come to better understand the core 
aesthetic tensions at the heart of  the graphic novel.408 Specifically, I contend that Maus (and 
its cousins Watchmen and Dark Knight Returns) helped codify the graphic novel as a standard 
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publication format by carefully managing the tension between its original serial publication 
and its final, book-length form by inserting an overt display of  authorial control, under the 
brand of  the graphic-novel auteur. 
In Maus, Spiegelman relates his father’s Holocaust experiences, framed by his own 
reception of  those experiences, and eventually, by the process of  constructing Maus itself. 
Maus relies on a conceit of  substituting anthropomorphized mice for Jews, cats for Nazis, 
and so on, and employs a series of  formal and stylistic techniques derived from his earlier 
comics. In Maus, Spiegelman uses his multiple guises—as a character in his own story, as a 
documenter of  his father’s story, as an artist making Maus—to help manage and negotiate 
not just the narrative flow and thematic content of  Maus, but also to provide a sense of  
organic unity that allows a degree of  narrative and material closure for the project as a 
whole. In the process of  becoming a graphic novel (over nearly twenty years), then, Maus 
implements strategies that unify and contain its material, ultimately (and ironically) making 
Maus a commodifiable object that can readily be sold on bookstore shelves and marketed 
under the name of  the artist.  
The term graphic novel, as we have seen before, encodes assumptions about high and low 
aesthetics that are elided or subverted by this new format. Importantly, the shift from comic 
books to graphic novels also marks a bid for cultural capital. As Spiegelman puts it in his 
introduction to Paul Karasik and David Mazzucchelli’s graphic novel adaptation of Paul 
Auster’s City of Glass, “the new label [graphic novel] stuck in my craw as a mere cosmetic bid 
for respectability. Since ‘graphics’ were respectable and ‘novels’ were respectable (though 
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that hadn’t always been the case), surely ‘graphic novels’ must be doubly respectable!”409 This 
bid for double respectability grounds its claim in an implicit high/low distinction—one put 
forward by publishers to booksellers as a clever bit of marketing in the mid-1980s to get a 
new publication object (the graphic novel) shelved in bookstores. Roger Sabin notes that 
this was the point at which the [public relations] industry stepped in to exploit the 
situation. Once it became clear that there was an opening in the media for comics 
coverage, and that the idea of comics growing up was being taken seriously, 
publishers began to work to sustain the story in order to keep the profits flowing. 
Thus the concept of a ‘new breed’ of adult comics was nurtured from within the 
industry itself, sometimes quite cynically, via massive advertising and PR. For the first 
time in a decade, the industry stopped concentrating solely on fandom and lifted its 
eyes to a potentially bigger audience outside.410 
As Sabin details, this method of  branding gives the graphic novel the cultural high ground in 
a (mostly) unvoiced high/low culture split. By appearing in a different material form (bound, 
book-sized, higher-quality paper), graphic novels removed both material (stapled, magazine-
sized, low-quality paper) and cultural (juvenile, simple, un-serious) signifiers. 
While Spiegelman may be uncomfortable with the coded claims implicit in the terms, his 
works have often relied on the slippage between high and low aesthetics, and the 
expectations established by the medium in which he works, comics. In what follows, I will 
trace Spiegelman’s early work in comics, as it led into both his editorial work and the 
eventual creation of  Maus. 
                                              
409 Paul Karasik and David Mazzucchelli, City of Glass (New York: Picador, 2004), introduction. 
410 Sabin, Adult Comics, 92-93. 
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Before Maus: “Maus,” Arcade, Breakdowns, and Raw 
One of Spiegelman’s earliest pieces was a three-page comic, “Maus,” published in the R. 
Crumb-edited Funny Aminals [sic] (1972), an underground anthology comic book by Apex 
Novelties (Figure 4.1).411 “Maus” features a bed-time story told by a Holocaust-survivor, 
depicted as a mouse, only identified as “Poppa” to his son, “Mickey” (thus making him 
“Mickey Mouse”). The story begins (Figure 4.3) with a title, MAUS, styled so that the ink 
bleeds onto a version of Margaret Bourke-White’s photograph of Buchenwald prisoners 
behind a barbed-wire fence (Figure 4.2). Spiegelman’s version of this photograph signals the 
aesthetic and narrative conventions that the story will follow: the original Buchenwald 
prisoners have been replaced by similarly-posed anthropomorphic mice (one of whom is  
  
Figure 4.1 (left): Funny Aminals (1972), cover by R. Crumb. 
Figure 4.2 (right): photograph by Margaret Bourke-White, Buchenwald, Germany, 1945. 
 
                                              
411 “Maus” was subsequently reprinted in Comix Book #2 (January 1975), an “underground” comic 
published by Marvel Comics, then in a much larger format in Spiegelman’s Breakdowns: From Maus 
to Now (New York: Belier Press, 1977), which was reissued as Breakdowns: Portrait of the Artist as a 
Young %@&! (New York: Pantheon, 2008) [the symbols Spiegelman uses in his title do not all 
have easy typographic equivalents]. Finally, it is included in MetaMaus, 105-107. 
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Figure 4.3: Spiegelman, “Maus,” Funny Aminals (1972). 
 
identified as Poppa), and the “photograph” is placed on the page as in a family album, with 
corner tabs to hold it in place. The rest of the page fleshes out the story’s conventions. The 
story is told in retrospect, from Mickey’s perspective: “When I was a young mouse in Rego 
Park, New York, my Poppa used to tell me bedtime stories about life in the old country 
during the war….” 
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Figure 4.3 (cont.): Spiegelman, “Maus,” Funny Aminals (1972). 
 
From here, “Maus” enters Poppa’s memories (signified by the narrative caption above 
the last panel on the first page and that panel’s upper-left thought-bubble corner), which is 
where the second and third pages mainly reside (Figure 4.3). The story Poppa presents is a 
thinly-veiled allegory for the Holocaust: rather than Jews, there are Mice (who wear not a 
star, but an “M” on their sleeves), rather than Nazis, there are Die Katzen (who do not wear 
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Figure 4.3 (cont.): Spiegelman, “Maus,” Funny Aminals (1972). 
 
swastikas, but a skull with whiskers), etc. The narrative progresses through Poppa’s ghetto 
experiences, through the various ways of hiding from Die Katzen, to his final capture and 
removal to “Mauschwitz,” which includes a panel that again directly references a 
concentration camp photograph, now featuring two mice in the camp dragging a third, dead 
mouse. The story employs the formal conventions of many underground comix, with dark 
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lines and stippled shading, and embraces the gallows humor inherent in the allegorical 
conventions. For example, in the first panel of the third page (Figure 4.3) one of the hiding 
places is in a corner behind bags of Kitty Litter, each adorned with a menacing cat’s head. 
The story concludes by moving back to its bedtime-story frame, with Poppa’s final 
narration “…and so it was.…I can tell you no more now.… …I can tell you no more.…It’s 
time to go to sleep Mickey!” Readers of Spiegelman’s Maus will recognize many of the 
narrative elements here: the narrative layering, with verbal transitions between the 
temporally-isolated sequences; the anthropomorphized animal conceit; the interrelation of 
tone, topic, and the effects of Poppa’s partially-told story on young Mickey. However, this 
precursor distances the story, maintaining the Holocaust themes and scenes, but retaining 
the fictional conceits—Poppa and Mickey are not Spiegelman and his father, Vladek, these 
characters are not Jews and Nazis, and the events are not (at least by name) the Holocaust. 
That said, this type of story was fairly new to underground comix.412 Patrick Rosenkranz, in 
his study of underground comix, Rebel Visions, notes the impact of comics like “Maus”: 
[Spiegelman] suddenly brought a new topic into the underground lexicon—the 
horrors of the Holocaust. Spiegelman delved further into his own psychological 
quagmire in “Prisoner on the Hell Planet,” a four-page study of his own reactions to 
his mother’s death for Short Order Comix #1, which he also edited. He was drilling 
down to bedrock, he said, to dredge up the truth that made these stories potent. 
“After I finished both those strips, ‘Hell Planet’ and ‘Maus,’ I did have second 
                                              
412 Many underground comix had treated their respective author’s obsessions and neuroses, but 
often focused on day-to-day experience and fantasy, rather than more complex symbolic settings. 
Also published in 1972 was Justin Green’s Binky Brown Meets the Holy Virgin Mary, in which Green 
illustrates his psychosexual hang-ups and the lasting guilt from his Catholic upbringing, having 
much in common with “Maus” and “Prisoner on the Hell Planet” in how it contextualizes the 
author’s experiences. 
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thoughts about sending them off to be printed. I was a little bit concerned with it. 
Not enough to stop me,” he concluded.413 
From the initial impetus to write a comic about oppressors and the oppressed more broadly, 
Spiegelman had derived a motif that would reappear throughout the rest of his career.414 
Short Order Comix and Arcade 
Around the same time as “Maus,” Spiegelman and fellow comics artist Bill Griffith began 
a short-lived comics anthology Short Order Comix (Figure 4.4), which replicated the format 
of previous underground comix collections, but included more challenging works. As Mike 
Kelly puts it: “These strips were not aimed at the drugged-out audience that enjoyed the 
adventures of the Freak Brothers or the erotic-comical funnies of R. Crumb; they required a 
more attentive audience.”415 Most underground comix of the late 1960s were aimed at a 
niche audience, including head shop devotees and some urban literati, but were not easily 
available on newsstands. Short Order Comix was in part an attempt to change that trend.416 
                                              
413 Rosenkranz, Rebel Visions (2002), 190. 
414 Spiegelman has described the impetus to create “Maus” in a number of places: “I’d been talking 
with a filmmaker friend (Ken Jacobs) about Captain Mouse cartoon in the ’20s—the animated 
cartoons. He pointed out that the mice were like Negroes in a lot of the cartoons. They had big 
white lips and big eyes. Then he showed me some animated cartoons that had little darkies in 
them. The darkies and the mice acted the same way. They were irresponsible and dumb. They 
sang and danced and laughed. I started thinking about the mouse as the oppressed and the cat as 
the oppressor and that as a symbol for something or other. That led to me taking it closer to 
home. When I think of oppressed and oppressor, black is a secondary connection with those 
words. The first one would be Jew and Nazi, because of my parents. That’s why those characters 
and why that particular way of doing it” (Rosenkranz, 189-190). 
415 Mike Kelly, “Art Spiegelman and His Circle: New York City and the Downtown Scene,” 
International Journal of Comic Art 10.1 (Spring 2008): 313-339, 318-319. 
416 As mentioned above, even major comic book publishers like DC Comics and Marvel Comics, 
had versions of their own “underground” comics, which they distributed through their 
mainstream comics distribution channels. 
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Figure 4.4: Short Order Comix #1 (1973), cover by Art Spiegelman. 
 
Spiegelman began publishing his more experimental comics in Short Order Comix, ranging 
from a one-page experiment with zip-a-tone paper, “Zip-a-Tunes and Moiré Melodies 
featuring Skeeter Grant’s Skinless Perkins” to “Prisoner on the Hell Planet” in issue #1 
(1973), along with one-page shorts “Don’t Get Around Much Anymore” and “Real Dream: 
‘The Sleep of Reason Produces Monsters’” and one of Spiegelman’s longer comics, the 
eight-page satirical genre story, “Ace Hole: Midget Detective” in issue #2 (1974), which I 
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addressed in the dissertation’s introduction.417 The most dramatic and personal of these, 
“Prisoner on the Hell Planet,” which dealt with Spiegelman’s reaction to his mother’s 
suicide, is later reprinted in full in Maus (with a few minor alterations to the lettering and 
spacing), where it becomes an object of discussion between Art and his parents. In its Short 
Order Comix version, “Prisoner on the Hell Planet” is presented with the tag “Hard-to-
Swallow Gourmet Comics Presents:” above it, and the German Expressionist style is rather 
shocking in the context of the other comix that surround it, which employ line art and 
stippled or hashed shading. As its role in Maus is relatively clear, we should note that though 
“Prisoner” is presented in well-structured three-tier pages, its invocation of the Expressionist 
style (which Spiegelman borrows from the silent graphic novel tradition as practiced by the 
likes of Franz Masereel and Lynd Ward) and its thematic depth are quite striking. 
Griffith and Spiegelman, both living in San Francisco, then began their more ambitious 
anthology, Arcade: The Comics Revue, published by Print Mint, starting in 1975 (Figure 4.5). 
Differing from typical underground comix anthologies, Arcade was positioned to compete 
with satirical magazines, rather than just other comics. As Mike Kelly notes: “every aspect of 
this new title declared that this [was] not your typical underground comic book […] the idea 
was to get Arcade onto the magazine rack next to titles such as National Lampoon. Arcade was 
engineered to make the same leap that Mad did in 1955 when it changed formats from a 
comic book to a humor magazine.”418 Mad had begun in 1952 as an all-comics anthology, 
under the editorial direction of Harvey Kurtzman, featuring satirical comics like the  
                                              
417 “Ace Hole: Midget Detective” was reprinted in Marvel’s Comix Book #1 (October 1974). 
418 Kelly, 320. 
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Figure 4.5: Arcade: The Comics Revue #1 (Spring 1975), cover by R. Crumb. 
 
Superman parody “Superduperman”; only after its shift in 1955 to a hybrid mix of comics 
and prose, packaged in a more conventional magazine format, did Mad become the 
publication that we now recognize.419 Arcade’s attempt to present comics in a conventional 
magazine package was modeled on that success. Each issue of Arcade featured a table of 
contents (Figure 4.6), reorienting the comics within as features, each with a clear title and  
                                              
419 On this transition, see Maria Reidelbach, Completely Mad: A History of the Comic Book and Magazine 
(Boston: Little, Brown and Company, 1991), 18-41. On the influence of Mad on Spiegelman’s 




Figure 4.6: Arcade: The Comics Revue #1 (Spring 1975), table of contents. 
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creator who deserved recognition, positioning mini-portraits of the publishers, editors, and 
artists and writers opposite excerpts from the comics themselves. Over its seven issues, 
Arcade would go on to publish a range of underground comix artists: Spain Rodriguez, Justin 
Green, Kim Deitch, R. Crumb, Gilbert Shelton, S. Clay Wilson, Aline Kominsky, and many 
more.420 
Arcade also served as a venue for Spiegelman’s continuing experimental work. For 
instance, the two-page “Nervous Rex: The Malpractice Suite” (Figures 4.7) appeared in 
Arcade #6 (Summer 1976). This absurdist comic features a series of conventional panels 
(borrowed from 1970s comic strips, which retained a style from 1950s romance comics), 
which have been expanded beyond their typical panel borders to reveal absurd bodies, 
scenes, actions, and situations. So, for example, the first panel of “Nervous Rex” features an 
inset panel with a brief conversation between a man and a woman: the man asks “May I 
come in? I’ll only be a few minutes!” to which the woman replies “Keith! We’ve been 
waiting to hear from you!” Spiegelman then extends this panel with his own art, revealing 
that the woman, standing with her shirt open, is holding the bottom of the man’s feet (as he 
is a doll or at least abnormally small), and decorating the rest of the room. The same panel is 
similarly featured five more times on the page (panels two, four, five, six, and nine), as the 
scene expands, adding new characters and more context. 
  
                                              
420 For an overview of the artists that published in Arcade, see Alan Moore, “Arcade: The Comics 





Figure 4.7: Spiegelman, “Nervous Rex: The Malpractice Suite,” Arcade: The Comics Revue #6  
(Summer 1976), 12. 
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Figure 4.7 (cont.): Spiegelman, “Nervous Rex: The Malpractice Suite,” Arcade: The Comics Revue #6 
(Summer 1976), 13.  
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Spiegelman innovates here in two ways. First, he takes a conventional panel, one from 
the 24 December 1974 edition of the newspaper comic strip “Rex Morgan, M.D.” (Figure 
4.8), and radically detethers it from its original context.421 Spiegelman titles the work 
“Nervous Rex,” which hints at the form of reorientation he is interested in: transforming the 
center panel of a three-panel strip about a practicing doctor, Rex Morgan, into an anxiety-
laden abstract meditation on the nervous condition itself. Second, Spiegelman takes the 
theme of anxiety and makes it a formal concern, as panels replicate themselves, often 
presented at skewed angles and recontextualized by adding comedic, grotesque, anxious 
extensions. 
 
Figure 4.8: Marvin Bradley and Frank Edgington, “Rex Morgan, M.D.,” 24 December 1974. 
As “Nervous Rex” continues on to its second page (Figure 4.7), things turn more 
bizarre, including sex acts, centaurs, replicated figures, and more miscommunication. The 
comic concludes with an unconventionally-shaped final panel, with each “character” on the 
                                              
421 While credited to Dale Curtis, in the mid-1970s, the strip was illustrated by Marvin Bradley and 
Frank Edgington, credits that Spiegelman retains. For a basic overview of “Rex Morgan, M.D.,” 
see Horn (ed.), The World Encyclopedia of Comics (1976), 580; for context, see Walker, The Comics: 
Since 1945 (2000), 49 and Ron Goulart, The Funnies: 100 Years of American Comics Strips (Holbrook, 
MA: Adams Publishing, 1995), 179; the latter two authors spell Edgington’s surname as 
“Edginton.” 
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phone, ironically captioned: “To all who are ill tonight: My he touch you and ease your pain-
-- May he whisper and relieve your anxieties--- May he embrace you and give you hope!” 
This palliative conclusion, directly mocking its source material, is undercut by the comic’s 
overall sense of disconnections, displayed both formally and thematically. In Arcade, 
Spiegelman had created a home for his more experimental comics, while simultaneously 
promoting a more serious, respectable framework for underground comix. In his first 
collection, Breakdowns (1977), he brought his early experimental comics together, with an 
emphasis on the limitations present in most of their previously published versions. 
Breakdowns (1977) 
Breakdowns: From Maus to Now (1977) is comprised almost entirely of previously-published 
material, though reordered, with a one-page comic “Introduction” at the front of the volume 
(Table 4.1).422 These pieces had all been published in comic-book or magazine format, 
which in many cases meant that the art had been reduced in size, sometimes obscuring 
detail. Breakdowns overcorrects for this by being published in an oversized format, 10 x 14 
inches), with some pieces appearing at nearly twice their original size.423 Spiegelman writes in 
his introduction to the reprint of Breakdowns that “technique of art is to make objects 
  
                                              
422 Not all of Spiegelman’s early works were included. For example, the comic “Just a Piece O’ Shit!” 
from Short Order Comix #1 (1973), following the life and times of a sentient piece of feces, didn’t 
make the cut. One other piece, “Little Signs of Passion” was published in Young Lust #4 (1974), a 
comic book anthology of sexually-themed comics. 
423 For a good overview of Breakdowns and its constituent comics, see Bill Kartalopoulos, “Comics as 




comic pages originally published in 
Introduction 1 --- 
Maus 3 Funny Aminals (1972) 
Comix Book #2 (Jan. 1973) 
Zip-a-Tunes and Moiré Melodies featuring 
Skeeter Grant’s Skinless Perkins 
1 Short Order Comix #1 (1973) 
Prisoner on the Hell Planet: A Case History 4 Short Order Comix #1 (1973) 
Real Dream: “A Hand Job” 1 Arcade #1 (Spring 1975) 
Cracking Jokes: A Brief  Inquiry into Various 
Aspects of  Humor 
4 Arcade #1 (Spring 1975) 
Don’t Get Around Much Anymore 1 Short Order Comix #2 (1974) 
Little Signs of  Passion  3 Young Lust #4 (1974) 
Spiegelman Moves to N.Y. “Feels 
Depressed!!!” 
1 Arcade #3 (Fall 1975) 
Day at the Circuits 1 Arcade #2 (Summer 1975) 
Real Dream: “The Sleep of  Reason Produces 
Monsters” 
1 Short Order Comix #2 (1974) 
As the Mind Reels 4 Arcade #4 (Winter 1975) 
Real Dream: “Infected Minds to Their Deep 
Pillows Discharge Their Secrets” 
1 Arcade #2 (Summer 1975) 
Nervous Rex: The Malpractice Suit 2 Arcade #6 (Summer 1976) 
Ace Hole: Midget Detective 8 Short Order Comix #2 (1974) 
Comix Book #1 (Oct. 1974) 
Table 4.1: Spiegelman, Breakdowns (1977), contents. 
‘unfamiliar,’ to make forms difficult. Because the process of perception is an aesthetic end in 
itself and must be prolonged, art is a way of experiencing the artfulness of an object.”424 The 
project’s cover (Figure 4.9) emphasizes just that defamiliarization, showing various 
permutations of the four-color separation process by which comics color is applied. 
“Breakdowns” as a title thus takes on multiple meanings, pointing to the breakdown of  
                                              
424 Art Spiegelman, Breakdowns: Portrait of the Artist as a Young %@&! , n.p. This reprint features 
material on the creation and impetus behind Breakdowns, including Spiegelman’s serialized comic, 
Portrait of the Artist as a Young %@&!. 
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Figure 4.9: Spiegelman, Breakdowns (1977), cover. 
 
comics color, form, and publishing standards, but also to the thematic content, with its 
emphasis on anxiety, neuroses, and the reception of comics themselves. 
After the publication of Maus, Spiegelman cast Breakdowns as an explicit pre-cursor: 
Doing these comics in the middle of the sex-and-drugs comix moment of the ’60s 
and ’70s, I was finding that I was backing myself into a corner of more and more 
good comics that didn’t even have to be published (since I considered it an art for 
publication), since about three people seemed to care about what it was I was doing. I 
could just pass out the original and let them look at it. [laughter] At that period, a lot 
of the stuff that got gathered in Breakdowns was work that was involved with and very 
interested in the formal aspects of comics. And then I realized that if I wanted to 
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have an audience—part of the definition of comics was that it was a narrative 
medium—I had to have a story worth telling, and that became Maus.425 
According to this narrative, Maus is the telos of the Spiegelman’s early formal experiments, as 
his works evolved with more emphasis on storytelling, possible only after he had tried these 
formal experiments; regardless of Spiegelman’s retrospective framing, we should be careful 
not to establish formal innovation, storytelling, and publishing restrictions as oppositional 
categories.426 In its moment, Breakdowns sat more at the intersection of comics collection and 
a portfolio of a graphic artist’s recent works. In the advertising for Breakdowns (Figure 4.10), 
note the intersection of both high- and low-culture registers. Breakdowns is “an elegantly 
wrought, large format (10" x 14") volume that gathers together his strongest work [with] five 
color-plates [and] sewn binding,” but within a frame of false advertising (both invoked and 
lampooned) that teases the item as “New? Free??”, when of course it is neither. 
Just after the publication of Breakdowns, Spiegelman somewhat cryptically addressed the 
overall meaning of the collection in relation to his earlier work: “to me it’s most important 
that each comic strip be a fully realized world, rather than that they’re all obvious slices of 
the same masterwork. I think that until I saw Breakdowns […], I didn’t quite even know what 
my underlying themes were, or what connectives there were between strips, and Breakdowns 
made it clear to me and to other people as well, I understand.”427 Much of the thematic  
                                              
425 Interview with Gene Kannenberg, Jr., 2002, Art Spiegelman: Conversations, ed. Joseph Witek 
(Jackson: University Press of Mississippi, 2007), 250 
426 On the problematic tendency to read Spiegelman’s early works, and Breakdowns specifically, as 
only leading teleologically to Maus, see Bella Brodzki, “Breakdowns and Breakthroughs: Looking for 
Art in Young Spiegelman,” Graphic Subjects: Critical Essays on Autobiography and Graphic Novels, ed. 
Michael A. Chaney (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 2011), 51-59. 
427 Interview with Alfred Bergdoll, 1979, Art Spiegelman: Conversations, 7. 
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Figure 4.10: advertisement for Breakdowns, Arcade: The Comics Revue #7 (Fall 1976). 
content will be familiar to readers of Maus, but the path from Breakdowns to Maus was not 
immediate. As has been well-documented elsewhere—now collected in the exhaustive 
MetaMaus (2011)—Spiegelman was working on the project that would become Maus from 
1972 onward in the background while his other comics and editorial projects emerged. One 
of these editorial projects, the comics magazine Raw, which Spiegelman edited with his wife 
Françoise Mouly, would define many of the possibilities that would be fulfilled in Maus. 
From Raw to Read Yourself Raw (1987) 
Spiegelman and Mouly created the influential Raw magazine to promote artistic comics in 
a glossy magazine package that could appear on stands next to art and architecture 
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magazines.428 In his introduction to the collection Read Yourself Raw (1987), Spiegelman gives 
an scene-setting overview of the magazine’s creation: 
In 1975, Bill Griffith [and I] convinced one of the comix publishers, the Print Mint, 
to let us produce a quarterly magazine, tighter, more “professional” than the 
underground comics. We called it Arcade, and we thought of it as a lifeboat for the 
best of the San Francisco-based cartoonists. […] But the pressures were too great. 
[…] The lifeboat sank and I vowed never to get involved with putting out a magazine 
ever again. […] In 1977, when I went to Europe with Françoise, she showed me 
comics, on a myriad of subjects, in a myriad of styles, in hardcovers, on good paper, 
in every bookstore. There were successful comics magazines on every newsstand. I’d 
died and gone to comic-book heaven. […] Why wasn’t any of it available in the 
United States? […] Meanwhile, I had started working on my comic-book novel, Maus, 
in between freelance jobs and didn’t realize I was being inexorably pulled toward the 
one thing I’d vowed I’d never try again—making a comics magazine. […] One of the 
reasons Arcade had failed as a newsstand magazine had been that newsdealers 
couldn’t figure out where to put such an anomaly. By going large-size with Raw, we 
could sit next to the other new-wave ’zines and have a luxurious format to show off 
the work. […] The work we liked seemed very urban, personal, with an edge. Each 
artist had to have his own individual stylistic voice. We naturally included work by the 
European artists we had become aware of and solicited pages from underground-
comix cronies… […] Although many of the artists didn’t seem to have much in 
common with each other, either geographically or stylistically, they all seemed to 
recognize something in each other’s work. It was elusive—maybe it was just the 
seriousness of their commitment of the comics form…429 
Spiegelman’s emphasis here is on the collection of artists and their commitment to 
possibilities of comics, which turned out to be Raw’s most important element.430 The first 
eight issues were published between July 1980 and September 1986, in an oversized format 
                                              
428 Mike Kelly, in “Art Spiegelman and His Circle,” does an excellent job describing the social scene 
and publication scheme of Raw, especially as it relates to Spiegelman’s previous editorial efforts. A 
special issue of Indy Magazine (Winter 2005), devoted to Spiegelman and his earlier works, features 
a two-part oral history of Raw, compiled by Bill Kartalopoulos, “A RAW History: Part One,” 
http://64.23.98.142/indy/winter_2005/raw_01/index.html, and “A RAW History: Part Two,” 
http://64.23.98.142/indy/winter_2005/raw_02/index.html. 
429 Art Spiegelman and Françoise Mouly, eds., Read Yourself Raw (New York: Pantheon Books, 1987), 
introduction, n.p. 
430 For the cultural relevance of Raw, see Roger Sabin, Comics, Comix & Graphic Novels: A History of 
Comic Art (New York: Phaidon, 1996), 178-188; Rosenkrantz, 252-253. 
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(around 60 pages, 11 by 14 inches) (Table 4.2). Each issue carried a titular slogan like “The 
Graphix Magazine of  Postponed Suicides” (1.1) and relied heavily on graphic-design 
elements such as tipped-in color plates, pamphlet comics, records, or torn covers; for 
example, Raw 1.7 featured a cover with its upper corner hand-torn off (Figure 4.11), leaving 
each issue with a unique physical marker from the creators themselves. Fewer of 
Spiegelman’s experimental comics appeared in Raw, as by this point, he had begun serializing 
Maus, one chapter at a time, in pamphlets attached to the inside of the back cover.431 
Raw magazine 
number publication date title 
Volume 1   
#1 July 1980 The Graphix Magazine of  Postponed Suicides 
#2 December 1980 The Graphix Magazine for Damned Intellectuals 
#3 July 1981 The Graphix Magazine That Lost Its Faith in Nihilism 
#4 March 1982 The Graphix Magazine for Your Bomb Shelter's Coffee 
Table 
#5 March 1983 The Graphix Magazine of  Abstract Depressionism 
#6 May 1984 The Graphix Magazine That Overestimates the Taste 
of  the American Public 
#7 May 1985 The Torn-Again Graphix Magazine 
#8 September 1986 The Graphic Aspirin for War Fever 
Volume 2   
#1 1989 Open Wounds from the Cutting Edge of  Commix 
#2 1990 Required Reading for the Post-Literate 
#3 1991 High Culture for Lowbrows 
Table 4.2: Raw publication schedule. 
                                              
431 The pamphlet versions of Maus resemble self-published mini-comics, and were inspired by books 
from Spiegelman’s mother’s collection: “I found some other books and pamphlets published in 
Polish and Yiddish right after the war. […] Some of these booklets actually were the models of 
the Maus booklets included in RAW magazine when Maus was presented as a work in progress. 




Figure 4.11: Raw 1.7 (May 1985), cover. 
 
Its advertising described the magazine as “unReasonable, unAssimilated and 
unWavering,” “Refined, Angry and Wired,” and so on (Figure 4.12).432 Raw was often 
aggressively positioned against the seemingly staid New York magazines of the day. Mouly, 
who would go on in the 1990s to become art editor at The New Yorker, reflected that “I had 
published and co-edited the magazine RAW, but RAW was distinctly downtown, an avant-
garde magazine of comics and graphics, far from the world of The New Yorker.”433 
                                              
432 Spiegelman, Comics, Essays, Graphics & Scraps (1999), 13. 
433 Françoise Mouly, “Introduction,” Covering the New Yorker (New York: Abbeville Press Publishers, 
2000), 6-11, 9. 
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Figure 4.12: Advertisement for Raw magazine. 
For our purposes, Raw helps clarify a difficult topic: the inner aesthetic tensions at the 
core of the graphic novel. To get to the heart of the formal logic that allowed for the 
codification of the graphic novel as format, let me propose a single image that schematically 
presents the keys tensions and syntheses which are unified by the format that we know as 
the graphic novel. The image in question appears on the back cover of Read Yourself Raw 
(1987), an oversized collection that reprints most of the contents of the first three issues of 
Raw. Read Yourself Raw was published by Pantheon, a division of Random House, in 
September 1987, a year after the first volume of Spiegelman’s Maus, and between the first 
and second series of Raw. The back cover of Read Yourself Raw features one of Spiegelman’s 
stand-alone works, “Comics as a Medium of Self Expression” (Figure 4.13).434 The image 
depicts an artist at his easel in a loft; on one wall hangs a comic-book page framed as a work  
                                              
434 Though not titled in Read Yourself  Raw, the image is a version of  a pen and ink, brush, and 
watercolor work (30 x 18 inches); it appears in Read Yourself  Raw with the inset comic panel 
colored; it first appeared in a cropped version with the inset panel colored on the cover of  the 
May/June 1981 issue of  Print magazine. For the original (uncolored inset panel), reproduced from 
the collection of  the artist, see Masters of  American Comics, eds. John Carlin, Paul Karasik, and 
Brian Walker (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2005), 290. 
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Figure 4.13: Spiegelman, “Comics as a Medium of  Self  Expression,” Read Yourself  Raw (1987), rear cover. 
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of art; an angled skylight looks out on a crowded skyline. The artist stands on a paint-
speckled floor (one tube of paint has been used to spell out “Raw” in the image’s lower 
right-hand corner), and holds a steel-nibbed pen in his left hand. The artist’s right arm, 
which extends into the canvas that sits on his easel, supports the bulbous lower half  of  a 
woman, while the artist’s right hand holds the side of  a Raw comic (which happens to be the 
draft cover of  Raw 1.3, featuring Gary Panter’s duck-billed creature435). The focal point of  
the image, though, is the inset, tilted comic panel, which extends the image in the style of  a 
1950s romance comic, redone in the manner of  Roy Lichtenstein, with exaggerated Ben-Day 
dots and a melodramatic verbal exchange: the woman, holding the top edge of  the Raw issue 
and pointing with her other hand at the duckbill creature, rebukes the artist: “Comics as a 
medium for self  expression? Oh John, you’re such a fool!” To which the artist, his face 
creased with a few spare lines indicating anguish, can only reply, looking out toward the 
audience, “I-I’m sorry!” The inset panel is obviously a version the formal technique 
Spiegelman used in “Nervous Rex: The Malpractice Suite” (Figures 4.7). 
man, while the artist’s right hand holds the side of  a Raw comic (which happens to be the 
There are three nested layers here: (1) innermost is the romance-comic styled panel, 
which contains the flattened and stylized versions of  both the author and his subject, as well 
as a more refined interior (including another frame on the wall, this one not containing a 
comic book page); (2) surrounding this is the more stylized image of  the body of  the artist-- 
                                              
435 Panter: “The duckbill cartoon character was developed as an idea for a Raw cover and I also did 
paintings of the image. I think I wanted it in B&W but color was wanted. Bruno [Richard] did 
some wonderful cut-up color versions of the image, but none was chosen for the cover. [A] 
watercolor photocopy by me was finally used [for Raw 2.1]” (Kartalopoulos, “A RAW History: 
Part Two”). 
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the sketched lines of  which indicate the motion of  Spiegelman’s hand—and his studio, 
which contains two other frames, a comic page elevated to the status of  art, framed and 
hung on the wall and a skylight that suggests the artist’s skewed perspective on his only view 
of  the world outside the studio; (3) surrounding these images is the marketing/publishing 
frame of  the book itself; the “Art/Humor” shelving tag and $14.95 price, the back cover 
copy, the name of  the publisher, and promotional blurbs from The Washington Post, Los 
Angeles Weekly, Village Voice, and New York Daily News.  
The inset panel’s verbal exchange mocks the very notion of  comics as a medium for self-
expression, while the image that surrounds it performs just such an act of  expression (both 
moments held together in an interwoven tension). The artist’s canvas supports and produces 
the panel which contains the rebuke itself. Thus, the image’s dialectical tension is between 
the commodified (and ironized) image, which prohibits a range of  uses for comics as a 
medium, and the outer image, which counters with its elevation of  comics to the position of  
art (the framed comics page and a canvas with an artist’s signature). A conventional 
publishing apparatus frames and contains these elements—this version of  Spiegelman’s 
“Comics as a Medium for Self-Expression” is presented as part of  Read Yourself  Raw’s 
package, not within a frame in a gallery (or on an artist’s wall), but as part of  a selling point 
on the back cover of  an oversized “art/humor” book.436 The nesting of  these elements 
replicates the formal logic that allowed for the codification of  the graphic novel: storytelling 
                                              
436 This apparatus is reminiscent of  Mondrian, with red, yellow and blue blocks balancing the color 
scheme of  the Spiegelman image. The black boundary lines serve both as a framing mechanism 
and, in combination with the red, yellow, and blue, point toward mechanical four-color printing 
separation, which Spiegelman also treats on the cover of Breakdowns (1977) and in the pamphlet 
comic “Two-Fisted Painters,” which was included in Raw 1.1 and Read Yourself Raw. 
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that relies on or builds from traditional comic-book genres and conventions, contained and 
re-oriented by a single authorial vision (in this case, tinged with Spiegelman’s signature 
anxiety), ultimately packaged in a legitimating publishing apparatus. The aesthetic and formal 
work of  the author provides an implied symbolic and thematic unity, while the packaging 
establishes comfortable boundaries on the book’s content: generic categories, price, 
legitimation by major press outlets, etc. Here, then, is the oft-overlooked tension at the heart 
of  comics marketed and packaged as graphic novels: an overt display of  authorial/artistic 
control held in permanent dialectical tension with corporatized aesthetics, nested within a 
publication format that creates or sustains a sense of  symbolic unity by erasing or easing the 
traces of  that tension.437 This tension between the author’s expression and the constraints 
imposed by (corporate) conventions is often both put on display—as we will see in 
Spiegelman’s Maus, for example—and contained by packaging the graphic novel as a 
symbolic whole that offers both narrative and material closure.  
The Logic of the Graphic Novel and Spiegelman’s Maus 
As I have argued, by the mid-1980s, the central tension between authorial and corporate 
aesthetics inherent in published graphic narratives was held together by an easily salable 
publishing object, the graphic novel. In Spiegelman’s case, I have established a fairly clear 
pattern of formal and thematic techniques—developed through his experimental and 
                                              
437 In memoirs, like Maus, this often takes the form of an authorial meta-narrative. Maus’s immediate 
contemporaries, Batman: Dark Knight Returns and Watchmen, are the product of a number of artists’ 
work, though each is marketed primarily under the name of its respective writer (Frank Miller and 
Alan Moore), with little mention of the other artists involved. For a study of similar biases in 
literary studies, see Jack Stillinger, Multiple Authorship and the Myth of Solitary Genius (New York: 
Oxford University Press, 1991). 
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editorial work—that Spiegelman brought to bear in Maus to create a sense of formal and 
authorial coherence, and that thus allowed Maus to stand as the Ur-graphic novel.438 The 
tension between authorial control and corporate aesthetics, which often remains an 
abstraction, is at times rendered narratively within Maus. Take for example, the beginning of 
the chapter titled “Auschwitz (Time Flies),” which was originally published as the eighth 
installment of Maus in Raw 2.1 in 1989, then as the second chapter of Maus II in 1992.439 The 
chapter’s first page (Figure 4.14) explicitly presents the problematic confrontation between 
authorial and corporate control, here directly prompted by the publication of the first 
volume of Maus (1986). Within the now extensive criticism on Maus, this passage (and 
particularly this page) serves a particularly central role: all or part of  the chapter’s first page 
has been reprinted more than any image from Maus and is certainly among the most-
thoroughly discussed passages.440 
The page is laid out fairly simply: the top half is divided into two tiers of two panels each, 
which shift from close-up to medium-distance images of Spiegelman wearing a mouse mask 
at his draftsman’s table; the bottom half of the page is a single panel which reveals that 
Spiegelman and his table sit atop a pile of mouse corpses. This is set in front of what might 
be a section of a Nazi swastika—the stark swastika logo, which looms large over the 
                                              
438 Of course, I take issue with the easy conflation of Maus and the codification of the graphic novel, 
but the issue persists in the academy, in which Maus seems to stand totemically as the “first real 
graphic novel,” which it obviously was not. 
439 Raw 2.1 (1989): 123-162; Maus II: A Survivor’s Tale: And Here My Troubles Began (New York: 
Pantheon, 1992), 39-74; most recently in a single volume, The Complete Maus (New York: 
Pantheon, 1997), 199-234. 
440 By my count, at least half of the articles primarily about Maus discuss this page, with a good 
percentage of those reprinting all or part of it. 
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Figure 4.14: Spiegelman, Maus II (1992), 41. 
Maus project, has been featured on the covers of each collected edition (Figures 4.15, 4.16, 
4.27)—in a room with a view out onto concentration camp tower.441 Spiegelman’s 
monologue, divided over the five panels and addressed to the reader, reads in part “In 
September 1986, after 8 years of work, the first part of MAUS was published. It was a critical  
                                              
441 I follow John Carlin’s reading that “the white shape in the background suggests a broken swastika 
and the way in which the Nazi horror has become embedded in the world the artist lives in and 
not just the memories of the father” (Masters of American Comics, 134). 
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Figure 4.15 (above left): Maus: A Survivor’s Tale 
(1986), cover. 
 
Figure 4.16 (above right): Maus II: A Survivor’s 
Tale: And Here My Troubles Began (1992), cover. 
 
Figure 4.17 (left): The Complete Maus (1997), cover. 
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and commercial success. At least fifteen foreign editions are coming out. I’ve gotten 4 
serious offers to turn by book into a T.V. special or movie (I don’t wanna.)” (II.41). 
Spiegelman’s conflict, then, comes in the wake of Maus’s release, which has left the author in 
the grip of corporate interests, with plans for Maus’s future that he would rather avoid. 
This page, especially the bottom panel, examines the role of the artist in his own creation 
and trades on some of the same elements as “Comics as a Medium of Self Expression”: the 
artist at his easel/board, the display of the act of creation (the artist’s arm within the canvas 
itself in one, the direct address, “I started working on this page at the very end of February 
1987” in the other), the image on the wall, the window that looks out on a building. The 
compositional elements of these two pieces are repeated in the author’s “portrait” that 
graces the book jackets of most editions of Maus from 1992 on, which differs notably from 
Spiegelman’s self-portrait from the 1986 edition of Maus (Figures 4.18, 4.19, 4.20).442 
Marianne Hirsch quite adeptly reads the differences between these “portraits”: 
In Maus I, the cartoonist is a hybrid creature, with a schematically drawn man’s body 
and mouse’s head, a lonely artist at his drawing table, with his back to the viewer. In 
the second, the artist is a more fully drawn cartoon man wearing over his own head a 
large mouse mask which he anxiously holds in his hands as, facing out, he 
contemplates his work. [...] No longer isolated, he is surrounded both by the world of 
his imagination (a Nazi guard is shooting outside his window) and that of his 
imagination (a picture of Raw and the cover of Maus are on the wall). For him to 
enter his book has become more problematic and overlaid, the access to his mouse 
identity more mediated. Spiegelman’s animal fable is both more and less than an 
analysis of national and ethnic relations: it is his aesthetic strategy, his affirmation of 
identity as construction.443 
                                              
442 The 1992 portrait is reprinted in a larger form in Arthur Lubow, “Crawling into the Brain of Art 
Spiegelman,” Graphis 54.315 (May/June 1998): 40-47, 40. 
443 Marianne Hirsch, Family Frames: Photography, Narrative, & Postmemory (Cambridge, MA: Harvard, 
1997), 27-28. 
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Figure 4.18 (above left): Author’s “portrait,” Maus: 
A Survivor’s Tale (1986). 
 
Figure 4.19 (above): Author’s “portrait,” Maus II: A 
Survivor’s Tale: And Here My Troubles Began (1992). 
 




By placing himself  as an authorial construct both into both his author’s “portrait” and the 
narrative itself, Spiegelman performs the same distancing maneuver that he exhibited in his 
earlier experimental comics—a formal layering that allows for the same suspension of  ideas 
as in “Nervous Rex” or “Comics as a Medium of  Self  Expression.” 
In the 1992 version of Spiegelman’s portrait, the cover of Raw 2.1 is now the art object 
on the wall, with the cover supplemented with the legend: “Now it’s safe for adults to read 
commix!...or is it?!” (The sly insinuation is that the graphic novel format, which in part made 
comics palatable for book-buying adult audiences, still carries with it a hint of danger.) The 
swastika backdrop has been displaced simultaneously to the armband of the Nazi/cat guard 
in the tower and to its marketing guise, on the cover of the 1986 edition of Maus (behind 
Spiegelman’s right shoulder). This version of Spiegelman’s portrait brings us back to the core 
of the problem—the artist surrounded by his work commodified (both Maus and Raw), 
which both trade on his name as a brand. The now threatening exterior image of  the 
Nazi/cat guard (which synthesizes the “Time Flies” panel’s window on the guard tower and 
the off-panel, “Alright, Mr. Spiegelman...We’re ready to shoot!...”), contextualizes the 
prominent display of  Spiegelman in his mouse mask, this time holding his head/mask in his 
hands, no longer drawing.444 
In this nexus of  images (especially Figures 4.14 and 4.19), we find the narrative stalled—
Spiegelman’s direct address to the reader moves neither his own (as Artie) or Vladek’s story 
forward. Instead, the tension between authorial and corporate interests is rendered as a 
                                              
444 For the one-volume Complete Maus (1997), the self-portrait is a gray-scale lithograph of Spiegelman 
in his Artie guise, holding a rat, in front of a portion of a Mickey Mouse logo (Figure 4.23). This 
image was originally printed as part of a four lithograph series by Spiegelman in “Saying Goodbye 
to Maus,” Tikkun 7.5 (Sept-Oct 1992): 44-45. 
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narrative blockage, one that must be overcome if  the narrative is to proceed. There is even a 
seemingly deadly threat in the final panel of  “Time Flies”: “Alright, Mr. Spiegelman...We’re 
ready to shoot!...” The following pages reveal this to be the first in a barrage from reporters 
hounding Spiegelman with questions about publicity, interpretation, and marketing. 
However, the speech balloon comes from the bounding white space of  the page, the end of  
graphic narration speaking back into the frame with the threat of  ending the very possibility 
of  narration itself. This page (and those that follow) renders visual the tension under which 
Spiegelman’s narrative project operates by conflating the violent legacy of  the Holocaust 
(signified by the corpse pile), the seeming violence inherent in marketing the first volume of  
Maus, and the prospect of  the narrative grinding to a halt under the weight of  its multiple 
allegiances. 
Over the next pages, Spiegelman begins to shrink to the size of  a child with a mouse 
mask, and begins to trudge his way to therapy. Interestingly, these pages (II.42-46), which are 
artist-focused (rather than on Vladek’s story or the Vladek/Artie scenes) are presented in a 
regular page layout, featuring an eight-panel format, broken only on page 46, as Spiegelman 
leaves therapy and begins planning more pages (“Maybe I could show the tin shop and not 
draw the drill press. I hate to draw machinery.”) A number of  critics use these pages as a 
moment to address the layered nature of  identity and to point to the problematic nature of  
essentialized representation in Maus.445 Bound up with the problem of  identity is the artistic 
process and the tension between commerce and art. Here, for example, is Michael 
Rothberg’s reading of  this passage: 
                                              
445 And rightly so—especially in conjunction with Art Spiegelman’s debate over how to represent his 
wife Françoise that opens the previous chapter. 
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[Spiegelman] finds himself unwillingly positioned as a willing victim of the culture 
industry. This industry—against which Spiegelman constantly defines himself—
underwent its own crisis in the years between the publication of the two volumes of 
Maus. Articles proliferated on the deterioration of American publishing, and 
Spiegelman’s own publisher, Pantheon, underwent a change in direction which 
caused an uproar among intellectuals concerned about the disappearance of 
nonmainstream work. In Maus II, Art finds that he can actively resist such 
commodification only through the contradictory gesture of directly addressing his 
audience and thus assuring that his success—based in the first place on such self-
consciousness—will continue.446 
As it turns out, this “contradictory gesture” is bound not only to this page, but to the 
original appearance of  this chapter in Spiegelman and Mouly’s Raw, where it was presented 
in a very different manner, one which is almost never observed. 
Maus, as it appeared in Raw 
“Auschwitz (Time Flies)” first appeared in in the initial issue of Raw’s second series (2.1), 
published in 1989, and the issue whose cover is displayed on the wall in Spiegelman’s 
author’s portrait used for the 1992 editions of Maus and Maus II (Figure 4.19). The second 
series of  Raw appeared in roughly 200-page, 6 by 9 in. digest-sized editions annually in 1989, 
1990, and 1991. The shift in publication formats from the first series—from oversized 
editions to digest-sized books, from the first series’ publisher, Raw Books, to the second’s 
Penguin Books, from a format designed to compete with art and architecture magazines on 
the newsstands to one digestible in a more traditional book form—was made possible by the 
emergence and success of  the new graphic novel format (and specifically Maus itself). This 
changeover even capped the first run of  Raw with the bound compilation, Read Yourself  Raw, 
published in 1987, addressed above. 
                                              
446 Michael Rothberg, Traumatic Realism: The Demands of Holocaust Representation (Minneapolis: 
University of Minnesota Press, 2000), 217. 
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Figure 4.21: Raw 2.1 (1989), cover. 
 
Important here are the effects of  consolidation and corporatization on the individual 
serialized issue—originally operating semi-independently—as it comes to serve as part of  a 
larger narrative object, one which is not only less ephemeral, but which can enter the larger 
book-buying market. This is precisely the issue staged in the first pages of  “Auschwitz (Time 
Flies),” as Spiegelman finds himself  disoriented by narrative, corporate, and media problems. 
However, the first page of  “Auschwitz (Time Flies),” as it is reprinted in Maus’s book 
editions, doesn’t tell the whole story. Originally, chapter eight was printed in Raw between 
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comics by Lorenzo Mattotti (“Zephyr”) and Mariscal (“The Garriris”). After the chapter 
title, four pages recap the previous chapter—chapter seven, “Mauschwitz,” first published in 
Raw 1.8 (September 1986) and later as the first chapter of  Maus II. This synopsis is headed 
by a thematic panel that contains a long summary caption (Figure 4.22): 
Art Spiegelman, a cartoonist born in 1948, is researching a book about his parents[’] 
life as Polish Jews during World War Two. He is married to Françoise, a French 
woman who converted to Judaism to please Art’s father, Vladek. Ark makes a makes 
a series of visits to Vladek in Rego Park, New York. Two heart attacks and other 
ailments have left him in poor health. Art and his father don’t get along too well. 
When he learns that Vladek burned the diaries written by his mother, Anja, after her 
suicide in 1968, he stalks off furious. Vladek is remarried to Mala, another survivor of 
Hitler’s Europe. She complains of his stinginess and lack of concern for her. Vladek 
has told Art that by 1944 most of their family has been “deported” to death camps. 
Vladek and Anja survive the liquidation of their ghetto by hiding in a shoe factor. He 
uses their savings to buy food and shelter from sympathetic Poles. Vladek hears 
about smugglers who sneak Jews to Hungary. At a meeting with the smugglers he 
sees some pre-War acquaintances, the Mandelbaums. Their nephew, Avraham, goes 
to Hungary first, and sends back a letter saying he’s safe. Vladek, Anja and the 
Mandelbaums risk the journey, and are betrayed into the hands of the Gestapo. In 
March 1944 they are taken by truck to Auschwitz.447 
This summary is followed by a complete reprinting of  chapter seven, “Mauschwitz” on a 
three-by-three grid, which takes up the rest of  those pages and the next two (Figure 4.22). 
These miniature pages are each titled with a one- or two-sentence caption (below the first 
page: “1. Summer in Vermont. Art wonders what animal to draw Francoise [sic] as since she’s 
French.”), thus creating a short-hand version of  the whole of  chapter seven.448 These pages 
allow the inclusion of  previously published material, which reminds the reader of  the 
serialized nature of  the narrative and establishes a framework with which to read the new  
                                              
447 Raw 2.1 (1989), 124-125. 
448 This synopsis is one page shorter than the version of chapter seven that appears in Maus II (page 
15 of Maus II); this page seems to have been added to the “Mauschwitz” chapter after 1989. 
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Figure 4.22: Maus, chapter seven synopsis, Raw 2.1 (1989), 124-125. 
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Figure 4.22 (cont.): Maus, chapter seven synopsis, Raw 2.1 (1989), 126-127. 
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Figure 4.23: Maus advertisement, first page of  “Auschwitz (Time Flies),” Raw 2.1 (1989), 128-129. 
 
chapter that is about to follow. Thus, we see a version of  the publication process inherent in 
the production of  the graphic novel—this time in miniature, at 1/3 size—which sutures 
together both series of  Raw, the authorial voice, and pre-packaged narrative units within a 
holistic publishing object. 
Though these summary pages tie this chapter to the previously-published installments, 
the next two pages pointedly mark Raw as both publication and promotion object (Figure 
4.23). The first is a full page advertisement for Maus, featuring an image of the book itself—
fanned open to better highlight the very fact that it is a book—with the price ($8.95), ISBN, 
ordering information, and the blurb: “MAUS: A Survivor’s Tale, Part One: ‘My Father Bleeds 
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History,’ the first six chapters as they appeared in the pages of Raw, is now available in book 
form from Pantheon Books.” On the right is a full column of promotional blurbs from the 
New York Times Book Review, Jules Feiffer (a noted comics artist and critic), the Washington 
Post, The New Republic, Newsweek, artforum, the Wall Street Journal, and the Village Voice. These 
quotations had all appeared in other promotional material for the first volume of Maus and 
are similar to those presented in standard newspaper ads, like the ones promoting Maus and 
later Maus II in The New York Times Book Review (Figures 4.24, 4.25). There are also versions 
of the Village Voice, Newsweek, and Feiffer quotes, all headed by the most-frequent pull-quote 
used for the book, from Ken Tucker’s New York Times piece, “An epic story told in tiny 
pictures.”449 
Thus, the two-page spread from Raw establishes in material terms the crux of  
Spiegelman’s concerns about being commodified while directly commodifying his artistic 
production. This tension serves as a register of  the problematic transition that individual 
narrative units pass through on their way toward incorporation in graphic novel form, and 
partially remains in the graphic novel version of  “Auschwitz (Time Flies),” rendered no 
longer in material and marketing terms, but within Spiegelman’s narrative structure. 
Spiegelman thus imagines this problem as one of  narrative blockage, but a blockage that can 
be overcome with therapy; by the end of  his therapy session, Spiegelman has rendered the 
problem as a visual one, dithering about how to draw Vladek’s tin shop (II.46-47). What was 
once a material signifier of  the problematic codification of  the graphic novel has passed to a 
narrative one and finally remains only as a visual problem, quickly resolved.  
                                              
449 Ken Tucker, “Cats, Mice and History—The Avant-Garde of the Comic Strip,” New York Times 
Book Review, 26 May 1985, 3.  
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Figure 4.24: Maus 
advertisement, New York 
Times Book Review, 7 
December 1986, 36. 
Figure 4.25: Maus II 
advertisement, New York 
Times Book Review, 8 





Thus, Spiegelman’s narrative (and ethical) problem has a graphic solution, one akin to the 
other graphic solutions Spiegelman employs throughout Maus, derived from his earlier 
comics work. Take for example, Maus’s main representational convention (which one cannot 
fail to notice), the substitution of  mice for Jews, cats for Nazis, dogs for Americans, etc. This 
representational scheme is drawn from the “funny animals” tradition in earlier comics, from 
sources ranging from Mickey Mouse to Tom & Jerry. Spiegelman employs it as a graphic 
short-hand for categories of  ethnic and national identity, which itself  raises a number of  
critical questions.450 For our purposes, I note that Spiegelman himself  does not leave this 
representational scheme unexamined—for example, he tries to determine what type of  
animal his wife should be (II.11) and later questions whether the “stray dogs and cats” that 
surround his therapist’s office “completely louse up [his] metaphor” (II.43). By 
foregrounding Maus’s problematic representational conventions, Spiegelman is able to 
critically distance himself  from the problem of  stereotyping, while simultaneously 
foregrounding a self-critical authorial metanarrative. 
As Barry Laga writes: “Spiegelman lays bare the artifice of  his work, comments on the 
process involved, and refuses to create a realist illusion that as a writer he can look out on 
the world and represent it without mediation.”451 This layered narration, which explicitly 
highlights these forms of  mediation, creates a critical distance that itself  becomes part of  
                                              
450 For extended readings of the problem posed by this symbolism, see Amy Hungerford, “Surviving 
Rego Park,” The Holocaust of Texts: Genocide, Literature, and Personification (Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 2003), 73-96 and Walter Benn Michaels, “Historicism,” The Shape of the Signifier: 
1967 to the End of History (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2004), 129-168. 
451 Barry Laga, “Maus, Holocaust, and History: Redrawing the Frame,” Arizona Quarterly 57.1 (Spring 
2001): 61-90, 66-67. 
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the narration. Erin McGlothlin provides the following helpful description of  Maus’s layered 
narration: 
The three narrative levels can be viewed as forming a sort of continuum, by which 
the inner narrative (story) gradually makes its way through the medium of witnessing 
(discourse) to the outer narrative (narrating). Such a continuum might be imagined as 
follows, moving from left to right: 
 First (inner) narrative Second (middle) narrative Third (outer) narrative 
 (story) (discourse) (narrating) 
Vladek’s Holocaust experience scene of  Vladek’s testimony memory and representation 
 (epic narrative) (Bildungsroman) (Künstlerroman) 
In Maus, the movement between diegetic levels occurs with the absorption of the 
father’s trauma into the son’s memory through the very agency of narrative, the act of 
storytelling.452 
McGlothlin goes on to render this layered narration in temporal terms, distinguishing past 
(story), present (discourse), and super-present (narrating) levels of  narration, all drawn from 
Spiegelman’s own description: 
There was a present with Vladek and me talking and then there was the past with his 
story. All of the sudden we now had a kind of super-present. And the super-present is 
done with certain devices—for one thing, the upper- and lower-case writing, which is 
used only a few times earlier in the book. [... It] implies that all of that upper- and 
lower-case comes from a different present.453 
The arrangement of  these temporalities within a spatial structure—as we saw on the first 
page of  “Auschwitz (Time Flies),” Maus II—allows Spiegelman to use the super-present as an 
organizing logic; within the super-present moment of  self-critical narration, the past and 
present narrative strands are set into their proper relation. Without the super-present, 
Spiegelman’s narrative project founders, since it is within the super-present that Spiegelman 
                                              
452 Erin McGlothlin, “No Time Like the Present: Narrative and Time in Art Spiegelman’s Maus,” 
Narrative 11.2 (May 2003): 177-198, 184. 
453 Art Spiegelman, The Complete Maus (New York: Voyager, 1994; CD-ROM), quoted in McGlothlin, 
185, emphasis added. 
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is allowed to resolve—by means of  metalepsis, “the transition from one narrative level to 
another without the benefit of  narration”—the problems of  narrative blockage that threaten 
Maus’s progress.454 
This construction, the narrative super-present, parallels the work of the graphic novel 
more broadly, providing a structure within which past and present narrative structures 
coexist. However, the super-present also stands as self-critical meta-narrative, allowing a 
space for the author to stand within his own work, guiding and organizing the material at 
hand, suturing together serialized material into an organic unified whole. While Maus uses 
the narrative super-present as a technique for managing the author’s presence, as we have 
seen, Spiegelman had been developing these formal and thematic techniques for years in his 
experimental comics and editorial work. In Maus, Spiegelman is able to use these techniques 
to craft the work’s serialized iterations into a unified whole, inserting himself as the anxious 
graphic-novel auteur, allowing him to be both aware of and enact the problematic 
codification of the graphic novel. Though Maus was by no means the first graphic novel, it 
was one of the first graphic novels embraced outside of the traditional comic-book 
community.455 And along with Dark Knight Returns and Watchmen, to which I will turn in the 
next chapter, Maus allowed the graphic novel to rethink its own relation to its precursors and 
established a new way to treat the tensions inherent in the format.  
                                              
454 Michael Schuldiner, “Writer’s Block and the Metaleptic Event in Art Spiegelman’s Graphic Novel, 
Maus,” Studies in American Jewish Literature 21 (2002): 108-115, 109. Schuldiner draws on Gérard 
Genette, Narrative Discourse: An Essay in Method, trans. Jane E. Lewin (Ithaca: Cornell University 
Press, 1980), 234-237. 
455 This process had begun in 1979, when the graphic-novel adaptation of the film Alien (dir. Ridley 
Scott), Alien: the Illustrated Story, by Archie Goodwin and Walter Simonson, became the first 
graphic novel to appear on the New York Times’ bestseller’s list. 
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Chapter 5: The Auteur and the Superhero in 
Dark Knight Returns, Miracleman, and Watchmen 
[H]eroes are starting to become rather a problem. They 
aren’t what they used to be…or rather they are, and 
therein lies the heart of the difficulty. […] As the naivety 
of the characters and the absurdity of their situations 
become increasingly embarrassing and anachronistic to 
modern eyes, […] how are comic books to reinterpret 
their traditional icons so as to interest and audience 
growing progressively further away from them?456 
—Alan Moore, “The Mark of Batman” (1986) 
 
As I showed in my previous chapter, Art Spiegelman, building on his own underground 
comix and editorial work, was able to use Maus to establish the graphic novel as a 
publication format suitable for respectable long-form comics. On the other side of the high-
low divide, throughout the 1980s, the major corporate comic-book publishers were also 
beginning to experiment with longer-form comics and new formats. Building on the model 
pioneered by Heavy Metal magazine and Eclipse Comics in the late 1970s, Marvel Comics 
began a line of Marvel Graphic Novels in 1982, whose format mirrored that of European 
graphic albums.457 DC Comics began a similarly-formatted line of DC Graphic Novels and 
DC Science Fiction Graphic novels in 1983 and 1985, respectively; Epic Comics began a line 
of Epic Graphic Novels in 1987, mostly dedicated to publishing translations of French 
comics artist Mœbius.458 These series were treated much like other ongoing comics, with 
                                              
456 Alan Moore, “The Mark of the Batman,” introduction, Frank Miller, with Klaus Janson and Lynn 
Varley, Batman: The Dark Knight Returns (New York: DC Comics, 1986), n.p. 
457 Heavy Metal magazine published fourteen large-format albums under the Heavy Metal Presents 
banner from 1977 to 1981; Eclipse published about fifty graphic novels from 1978 to 1990, 
though on an irregular schedule. 
458 Most of these lines only lasted a few years: Marvel’s ran to thirty-nine issues over six years, DC’s 
to seven issues of each series over four years, Epic’s to thirty-one issues over seven years. Each of 
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sequential numbering and a fairly regular publishing schedule. However, they were published 
without internal advertising, in what would later become known as “prestige format”—
square-bound spines, higher-quality paper, cardstock covers—at much higher prices than 
comic-books of the day—$5.95 and $6.95, as opposed to the 60¢ comic-books of 1982-83— 
and with packaging that emphasized the artistic talent involved (see Figures 5.1 and 5.2).459 
     
Figure 5.1 (left): The Death of Captain Marvel (Marvel Graphic Novel #1, April 1982), cover. 
Figure 5.2 (right): Star Raiders (DC Graphic Novel #1, August 1983), cover. 
                                                                                                                                                  
these lines also published a range of original, adapted, and in-continuity stories, across a number 
of genres. 
459 My argument builds from Robert C. Harvey’s reading of the increasing degree of authorial 
expression in comics from the 1950s through the 1980s in “The Comic Book as Individual 
Expression: Harvey Kurtzman and the Revolution,” The Art of the Comic Book (1996), 126-151. On 
the publication formats of Dark Knight Returns and Watchmen as markers of aesthetic and narrative 
depth, see Richard Reynolds, Super Heroes: A Modern Mythology (Jackson: University Press of 
Mississippi, 1992), 96-97. 
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These experiments with publication formats and story types paved the way for longer 
and more innovative superhero stories that were published through the mid-1980s.460 So, for 
example, in his run on Marvel’s Daredevil from 1979 to 1986, Frank Miller (first as artist and 
later as both writer and artist) transformed the character from a typical costumed hero with 
only minimal ongoing continuity into one with a noir-tinged tragic arc, introducing a new 
dynamic visual style, an ongoing struggle with organized crime and powerful, realistic 
villains, Daredevil’s Catholic roots, and the death of his lover, the assassin Elektra.461 
Similarly, Alan Moore—fresh off his successes in Britain with the initial chapters of V for 
Vendetta and Marvelman—refreshed DC’s Swamp Thing from 1984 to 1987, changing a fairly 
conventional scientist-turned-monster series into a run of thematically and visually inventive 
stories, in which Swamp Thing is revealed to be just a system of plants that believe they are a 
man.462 Moore deepened the mythology of the Swamp Thing, tying him to the Green Man 
mythos, the ecological movement, and the ongoing struggle between nature and man, 
questioning the role of a truly inhuman character in a world populated by superheroes and 
humans.463 
                                              
460 For a good overview of this era, with its roots in more serious superhero comics of the 1970s and 
which ran through the creation of Image Comics and DC’s Vertigo line in the 1990s, see Sabin, 
Comics, Comix & Graphic Novels (1996), 157-175. 
461 Miller’s main contributions were in Daredevil #158-161 (May 1979-September 1979), #163-191 
(March 1980-February 1983), #219 (June 1985), #226-233 (January 1986-August 1986) and 
Daredevil: Love and War (Marvel Graphic Novel #24, December 1986). On these story arcs, see 
Tim Blackmore, “Blind Daring: Vision and Re-vision of Sophocles’ Oedipus Tyrranus in Frank 
Miller's Daredevil: Born Again,” Journal of Popular Culture 27.3 (Winter 1993): 135-162. 
462 Moore’s run on Swamp Thing included Saga of the Swamp Thing #20-45 (January 1984-February 
1986), which changed its title to Swamp Thing vol. 2 #46-64 and Annual #2 (1985, March 1986-
September 1987). 
463 See, for example, Colin Beineke, “‘Her Guardiner’: Alan Moore’s Swamp Thing as the Green 
Man,” ImageTexT 5.4 (2011), http://www.english.ufl.edu/imagetext/archives/v5_4/beineke/. 
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Miller and Moore were, of course, the writers of the other two serialized comics—
Batman: The Dark Knight Returns and Watchmen—that, along with Spiegelman’s Maus, broke 
into the public consciousness in their collected forms as graphic novels in 1986 and 1987, 
thus codifying the format. In this chapter, I argue that Dark Knight Returns, Watchmen, and 
Moore’s slightly earlier Miracleman build on the evolution of corporate comic-book stories 
that precede them by both invoking and dismissing the long, overbearing legacy of the 
superhero stories from which they emerge. Trading on notions of the now-established 
comic-book auteur, both Miller and Moore were able to helm projects that directly engaged 
with their superhero connections and roots—namely the ongoing corporate narratology 
known within the comics community as continuity—constructing themselves both outside of 
and in reference to previously established superhero narratives.464 Acting as what Geoff 
Klock terms revisionary superhero narratives, Watchmen and Dark Knight Returns circumscribe their 
narratives by revising and displacing previous versions of their characters (and by extension, 
the corporate narratology from which they emerged), allowing each work to remain a self-
contained whole.465 As we well see, these works invoke notions of the Nietzschean 
Übermensch, in order to re-orient the core logic of their superhero narratives, further 
                                              
464 As I have noted in previous chapters, by corporate narratology, I mean the corporately-owned system 
of linked stories and characters that the majority of stories published by, say, Marvel or DC, fit 
into. Fans refer to this as continuity, stressing that these stories and their underlying logic must be 
maintained for the overall corporate universe to hold together. Grant Morrison has called this 
continuity “an emergent phenomenon,” forming “a kind of imagined real estate that [turned] mere 
comic books into chronicles of alternate histories.” Grant Morrison, Supergods: What Masked 
Vigilantes, Miraculous Mutants, and a Sun God From Smallville Can Teach Us About Being Human (New 
York: Spiegel & Grau, 2011), 114. 
465 Klock, How to Read Superhero Comics and Why (2002), 3. For a related alternate schema, see Andreas 
Rauscher, “The Last Action Hero’s Swan Song: Graphic Novel or Never-Ending Story?” The Rise 
and Reason of Comics and Graphic Literature (2010), 130-141. 
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allowing these works to distinguish themselves from traditional monthly superhero comic 
books. 
Beginning with Frank Miller’s Batman: The Dark Knight Returns, I examine the logic of the 
revisionary superhero narrative, showing how Miller uses formal devices to reframe the 
Batman mythos. I then move to an analysis of Moore’s first major superhero narrative, 
Marvelman/Miracleman, which invokes the revisionary superhero as a Nietzschean 
Übermensch, but in spandex and directly engaged in the politics and social issues of mid-
1980s Britain.466 Finally, I turn to Alan Moore’s seminal graphic novel, Watchmen, which 
portrays two diametrically opposed versions of the Übermensch—Dr. Manhattan and 
Ozymandias—whose two differing notions of the responsibility of the superhero precipitate 
the novel’s catastrophic conclusion.467 These works are tied together by an insistence on the 
invocation and reframing of previously-established characters and narratives, but held 
together under the banner of a singular aesthetic vision (though not a single artist, as each 
work was collaborative), which allows each story to stand apart from the ongoing corporate 
narratology from which it emerged. By creating discrete aesthetic boundaries within Dark 
Knight Returns, Miracleman, and Watchmen as they do, Miller and Moore were able to create 
serialized comics that ultimately defined the length, depth, and quality that we associate with 
book-length comics published as graphic novels. 
                                              
466 This chapter will only address some elements of the complicated relationship between 
Nietzsche’s (somewhat inconsistent) invocation of the Übermensch and its modern incarnation, 
the superhero or overman. On a range of popular incarnations of the Übermensch, see, Ishay 
Landa, The Overman in the Marketplace: Nietzschean Heroism in Popular Culture (Lanham, MD: 
Lexington Books, 2007).  
467 Reynolds, 107-108. 
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Frank Miller’s Dark Knight Returns and the Revisionary Superhero 
Early promotional materials for Frank Miller, Klaus Janson, and Lynn Varley’s four-part 
Batman: The Dark Knight Returns set the terms by which the series would be received. For 
example, the DC Comics preview book DC Spotlight featured a one-page preview quoting 
Miller and DC editor Dick Giorgano, clearly written before the story had been set in stone 
(Figure 5.3). Miller describes the project as “a fresh approach to one of the greatest 
characters in DC’s Universe.”468 In the piece, Miller declares that “There’s a lot that I can do 
with Batman, both characteristically and artistically. […] It’s really Batman’s last stand. It’s 
set 20 years in the future, 10 years after Batman retires. Bruce Warne is approaching 50 and 
Commissioner Gordon is 70.” In the same pieces, Dick Girodano, Miller’s editor, frames the 
comic as Miller’s vision: “It’s natural for Frank Miller to work on Batman… […] Batman’s 
part of that dark, heavy atmosphere that Frank captured so well in Daredevil. […] And it was 
worth waiting for this Frank Miller Batman. He gives us a Batman like we’ve never seen 
before.” 
The piece goes on to note that “details on the precise format of the series have not been 
ironed out yet, but it is expected to be ‘an improved Ronin’,” Miller’s previous long-form, 
science-fiction samurai comic-book series with DC, and Miller suggests that “Dark Knight is a 
three or four issue graphic novel series.” Thus, the terms of Dark Knight Returns’ publication 
all revolve around Miller as auteur, able to reframe Batman in the terms of his previous 
                                              
468 DC Spotlight #1 (1985), 30. 
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work—Daredevil and Ronin—and set apart from the broader DC Universe (DC’s term for its 
shared corporate narratology).469 
 
Figure 5.3: DC Spotlight #1 (1985), 30. 
                                              
469 For a reading of Dark Knight Returns in light of the Batman narratives that precede it, see Mila 
Bongco, “Frank Miller’s The Dark Knight Returns (1986),” Reading Comics: Language, Culture, and the 
Concept of the Superhero in Comic Books (New York: Garland Publishing, 2000), 151-176. 
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Figure 5.4: GI Combat #283 (May 1986), advertisement. 
 
By the beginning of  1986, as the first issue of  Dark Knight Returns appeared (cover-dated 
March 1986), the advertising in DC’s comics began to highlight the artistic control, tone, and 
format that the series would feature (Figure 5.4): “Batman and Robin as you’ve never seen 
them before. […] Frank Miller, Klaus Janson, and Lynn Varley at their gritty best. […] New 
graphic novel format; 48 pages; deluxe quality paper; square bound; 4-issue matched set; 
$2.95 cover price. […] Not available through newsstands. Only 1200 copies available through 
subscriptions.” These promotional elements establish not only the visual style of  Dark Knight 
Returns—the aging, broad-shouldered Batman; the female Robin; the stark shading and 
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iconic figural style—but also that this series would be an event, not in terms of  plot, but in 
terms of  publishing and authorial control. 
The Revisionary Superhero Narrative 
The term “gritty” (in Figure 5.4) marks a specific shift in the tone and type of  
superhero stories, one which Miller had helped to usher in with his run on Daredevil. Mark 
Voger refers to this turn toward “grim and gritty” plots and themes in the mid-1980s as the 
beginning of  mainstream comics’ “dark age.”470 This shift into comics’ “dark age” allowed 
for a different type of  superhero narrative, one that Geoff  Klock terms the revisionary 
superhero narrative: “a superhero text that, in Harold Bloom’s words, is a ‘strong misreading’ of  
its poetic tradition, a comic book whose ‘meaning’ is found in its relationship with another 
comic book.”471 For Klock, revisionary superhero narratives are both acutely aware of  the 
narratives that precede them and forced to actively rewrite those stories, in order to establish 
themselves within an ongoing lineage of  superhero narratives:  
Batman: The Dark Knight Returns (1986) and Watchmen (198[7]) represent the 
culmination of  the silver age, and a powerful response to the waning of  the 
imaginative wave launched a quarter of  a century earlier. These works are the birth of  
self-consciousness in the superhero narrative, [... in which] the building density of  
tradition becomes anxiety, [and] the superhero narrative becomes literature. If, as 
Alfred North Whitehead said, ‘[t]he safest general characterization of  the European 
philosophical tradition is that it consists of  a series of  footnotes to Plato,’ then the 
contemporary superhero narrative might be viewed as consisting of  a series of  
footnotes to Miller and Moore.472 
                                              
470 Mark Voger, The Dark Age: Grim, Great & Gimmicky Post-Modern Comics (Raleigh, NC: 
TwoMorrows Publishing, 2006), particularly 6-7. 
471 Klock, 25. 
472 Klock, 3. 
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Though I’m less concerned with Klock’s anxiety-laden genealogy of influence—and its near-
complete allegiance to Bloomian terminology—a notion of the revisionary superhero 
narrative allows us to better understand how comics like Dark Knight Returns use the authorial 
reinvention of character to both deepen and establish boundaries for their narratives.473 
In the previous chapter, I addressed Spiegelman’s progression from “Maus” to Maus, 
which involved an evolution of his aesthetic and authorial control. However, in revisionary 
superhero narratives, characters (and by extension, corporate brands and corporate 
narratology) serve as the narrative elements that authors redefine as their own. As Klock 
clarifies, the revisionary narrative continually maintains a referential relationship to previous 
versions of characters and narratives “in order to shed light on established heroes by 
invoking certain archetypal comic book signifiers.”474 It does so by the act of misprision, 
specifically the misprision of character: “[t]he current character, though obviously in debt to 
its source, can often act as a powerful misprision of that original character, while the fact 
that it is not actually the original frees the writer from the constraints of copyright and 
continuity.”475 This act of misprision not only re-reads a comic book tradition in order to 
make that tradition new, while staying constantly referential (in the modernist sense), but 
also foregrounds that very act of misprision (in the post-modernist sense).476 
                                              
473 Klock derives most of his terms from Bloom’s The Anxiety of Influence (1973), A Map of Misreading 
(1975), and Agon (1982); for example, he borrows Bloom’s terms tessera and kenosis to parse the 
difference between Miller’s and Moore’s versions of realism (p. 63). 
474 Klock, 66. 
475 Ibid., 66. 
476 As in the previous chapter’s reading of Spiegelman’s “Comics as a Medium of Self-Expression” 
and “Nervous Rex: The Malpractice Suite,” this intersection of modernist and post-modernist 
aesthetics with the role of the artist often results in visual and narrative layering. 
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Further, both Dark Knight Returns and Watchmen introduce a revised notion of  continuity, 
the principle of  serial fiction that allows discontinuous works to hang together by suggesting 
or asserting that key characters, plot elements, settings, or themes continue from work to 
work.477 Miller and Moore overcome this serialized, fragmented continuity, while 
simultaneously depending on it. So, Dark Knight Returns draws on nearly fifty years of  
Batman stories, weaving together traditional elements of  the Batman mythos: a sidekick 
named Robin (in this case a girl, Carrie Kelley), the villains Two-Face and the Joker, 
sympathy and help from Commissioner Gordon, a rivalry with Superman (who here appears 
as a jingoistic shill for Ronald Reagan), etc. This revisionary continuity allows a narrative like 
Dark Knight Returns to recast selective elements of  the Batman mythos in a new light, while 
not directly affecting the iterations of  Batman who appeared in mainstream DC comics 
concurrently or afterward. 
Batman and Dark Knight Returns 
To understand how Dark Knight Returns connects to the broader DC Universe in which 
Batman resides, it is helpful to note that while Dark Knight Returns was being published from 
March to June 1986, Batman also appeared in his main monthly comics, Batman #393-396 
and Detective Comics #560-563, as a team leader in Batman and the Outsiders #31-32, in the final 
chapter DC’s event series, Crisis on Infinite Earths #12, and as a side character in a number of  
other comics. The Batman who appeared in all of  these in-continuity comics is considered to 
                                              
477 For more on the implications of this kind of revisionism, see Aeon J. Skoble, “Superhero 
Revisionism in Watchmen and The Dark Knight Returns,” Superheroes and Philosophy: Truth, Justice, and 
the Socratic Way, eds. Tom Morris and Matt Morris (Chicago: Open Court, 2005), 29-41. 
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be the same character—his actions and characterization must remain relatively consistent so 
that the character’s place within the larger narrative universe remains coherent. Douglas 
Wolk clarifies why this sort of  distributed continuity works: “superhero comics’ readers 
understand each thirty-two-page pamphlet as a small element of one of two gigantic 
narratives, in which most major characters have thematic and metaphorical significance. […] 
Each company’s superhero comics are collective histories of a fictional place that now has so 
much backstory attached to it that no one person knows it all.”478 Thus, experienced reader 
can stitch together a massive, ongoing narrative from discrete, serialized works. 
But Dark Knight Returns is markedly removed from these mainstream, monthly Batman 
titles. Materially, it was differentiated by being published in four 48-page prestige-format 
issues—square-bound with slightly thicker covers, heavier paper, and no advertising. 
Narratively, the series opens by highlighting Batman’s discontinuity with his concurrent 
incarnations, as a newsanchor notes on the second page: 
Ironically, today also marks the tenth anniversary of the last recorded sighting of the 
Batman. Dead or retired, his fate remains unknown. Our younger viewers will not 
remember the Batman. A recent survey shows that most high schoolers consider him 
a myth. But real he was. Even today, debate continues on the rights and wrongs of 
his one-man war on crime. This reporter would like to think that he’s alive and well, 
enjoying a celebratory drink in the company of friends... (1.3, 11)479 
As was hinted at the advertising leading up to Dark Knight Return’s publication, Batman 
has gone into retirement, leaving Bruce Wayne to play out the life of a late-middle-aged 
                                              
478 Wolk, Reading Comics (2007), 90-91. Wolk refers to the most knowledgeable of readers, who 
“breathe the rarefied air of ten thousand yellowing back issues” and who both remember and 
expect references to most, or all, of the corporate narrative universe, as superreaders (p. 107). 
479 Each issue of Dark Knight Returns originally contained 46 narrative pages, with a title page as page 
one, the first narrative page as page two, etc. I will list the original pagination followed by the 
numbering that has appeared in subsequent collected editions. Frank Miller, with Klaus Janson 
and Lynn Varley, Batman: The Dark Knight Returns (New York: DC Comics, 1986).  
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bachelor.480 The novel’s plot follows Wayne’s reluctant return to the Batman persona, a 
confrontation with his old friend-turned-enemy Harvey Dent/Two-Face, followed by his 
single-handed battle with a Mutant gang that threatens to take over Gotham City. Batman 
partners with a new, female Robin, confronts the Joker (who he must kill to stop), and 
finally battles Superman, who is sent in by Reagan to contain Batman. At the end of the 
novel, Batman appears to be dead, while Wayne lives on, leading an underground vigilante 
force. Key plot details—especially the Joker’s death (3.46-47, 150-151) and Batman’s 
apocalyptic, nuclear confrontation with Superman (4.36-44, 188-196)—mark this narrative as 
outside continuity, as they are counterfactual to established DC Universe continuity, but can 
only have resonance for readers well-versed in this continuity. These elements thus solidify 
Miller’s “gritty” take on the character, adding psychological trauma into Bruce 
Wayne’s/Batman’s backstory and contemporary politics into his milieu.481 
Pages and Panels in Dark Knight Returns 
While Miller’s narrative482 and characterological revisions483 (with their mythic484 and 
political implications485) have been much-written upon, I would like to address his formal 
                                              
480 For a comparison of Dark Knight Returns’ Batman (and its version of Gotham City) to other 
iterations, see Mark Cotta Vaz, Tales of the Dark Knight: Batman’s First Fifty Years: 1939-1989 (New 
York: Ballantine Books, 1989), 174-207. 
481 On this trauma, see Michael Brody, “Psychic Trauma and Its Solution,” The Journal of Popular 
Culture 28.4 (Spring 1995): 171-178. On this political context and its role in Dark Knight Returns and 
Watchmen, see Mike S. DuBose, “Holding Out for a Hero: Reaganism, Comic Book Vigilantes, and 
Captain America,” The Journal of Popular Culture 40.6 (December 2007): 915-935. 
482 Miller later followed Dark Knight Returns with a three-issue sequel series, Batman: The Dark Knight 
Strikes Again (2001-2002), which was not well received. On the connection between these series, 
see Graham J. Murphy, “Gotham (K)Nights: Utopianism, American Mythology, and Frank 
Miller’s Bat(-topia),” ImageTexT 4.2 (2008), 
http://www.english.ufl.edu/imagetext/archives/v4_2/murphy/. 
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and aesthetic innovations, as these are directly tied to the formal coherence necessary for the 
acceptance of the graphic novel. Formally, each page of Dark Knight Returns is laid out as four 
tiers of four panels, with only a few exceptions. This underlying grid structures each page, 
but allows for a surprising amount of variation, from pages that leave the grid bare, to those 
that feature a variety of panel types and shapes. This regularized structure becomes the 
scaffolding on which the visually discordant narrative hangs (for examples of  these page 
variations, see Figures 5.5 and 5.6). These story-telling elements range from the slow-
motion murder of  Bruce Wayne’s parents, told in close-up, silent panels (1.15, 23, Figure 
5.5) to the confrontation between Batman in the Bat-Tank baring down on the Mutant 
leader (2.21, 77, Figure 5.6). These variations allow the reader to follow various competing 
story elements, especially as they collide visually and narratively.  
                                                                                                                                                  
483 In particular, on the addition of a female version of Robin, see Nathan G. Tipton, “Gender 
Trouble: Frank Miller’s Revision of Robin in the Batman: Dark Knight Series,” The Journal of Popular 
Culture 41.2 (April 2008): 321-336 and Jordana Greenblatt, “I for Integrity: (Inter)Subjectivities 
and Sidekicks in Alan Moore’s V for Vendetta and Frank Miller’s Batman: The Dark Knight Returns,” 
ImageTexT 4.3 (2009), http://www.english.ufl.edu/imagetext/archives/v4_3/greenblatt/. 
484 On Batman as a mythic character, see David Leverenz, “The Last Real Man in America: From 
Natty Bumppo to Batman,” American Literary History 3.4 (Winter 1991): 753-781; Jesse W. Nash, 
“Gotham’s Dark Knight: The Postmodern Transformation of the Arthurian Mythos,” Popular 
Arthurian Traditions, ed. Sally K. Slocum (Bowling Green, OH: Bowling Green State University 
Popular Press), 36-45; Theo Finigan, “‘To the Stables, Robin’: Regenerating the Frontier in Frank 
Miller’s Batman: The Dark Knight Returns,” ImageTexT 5.1 (2010), 
http://www.english.ufl.edu/imagetext/archives/v5_1/finigan/. 
485 Jessica Kowalik, “Miller Misunderstood: Rethinking the Politics of ‘The Dark Knight’,” 
International Journal of Comic Art 12.1 (Spring 2010): 388-400. 
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Figures 5.5 (left) and 5.6 (right): Miller, et. al., Batman: The Dark Knight Returns (1986), 1.15, 2.21; 
collected edition, 23, 77. 
Beginning on the novel’s first pages (Figure 5.7), Miller introduces a key formal device, 
panels shaped like television screens, that allows for a unique form of narration throughout 
the novel.486 Throughout, these screens present a media chorus that serves as a sort of 
narrator, in counterpoint to Batman’s rare monologues, which are presented in gray narrative 
captions. Mirroring Spiegelman’s self-critical meta-narrative voice in Maus, this two-tier 
                                              
486 For another reading of these panels, see D.T. Kofoed, “Breaking the Frame: Political Acts of 
Body in the Televised Dark Knight,” ImageTexT 5.1 (2010), 
http://www.english.ufl.edu/imagetext/archives/v5_1/Kofoed/. 
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narratorial system allows Dark Knight Returns to have an ironic distance from, and 
judgment of, the events of the comic, which are primarily shown from Batman’s perspective. 
 
Figure 5.7: Miller, et. al., Batman: The Dark Knight Returns (1986), 1.2-3; collected edition, 10-11. 
To examine the role these narrative devices play, let us consider a two-page spread from 
the middle of  Dark Knight Returns’ second chapter, “The Dark Knight Triumphant” (Figure 
5.8). These pages open with an establishing panel that shows the White House behind a 
fence, placed above (and just behind) two tiers of  four panels that feature a set of  
untethered speech balloons that present an exchange between the President and Superman. 
Visually, these center panels shift from a waving American flag to the S-emblem on 
Superman’s chest, implying a slippage between the emblem of  the United States and that of   
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Figure 5.8: Miller, et. al., Batman: The Dark Knight Returns (1986), 2.28; collected, 84. 
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Figure 5.8 (cont.): Miller, et. al., Batman: The Dark Knight Returns (1986), 2.29; collected, 85. 
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its actor in domestic matters, Superman. As Tim Blackmore writes, “Miller juxtaposes the 
senile president, a parody of  Reagan at his worst [though he is only identified throughout 
visually], with ‘Mister Establishment’ Clark Kent.”487 
The final tier of  this page is split in two, one half  devoted to Robin’s medical attention to 
the prone Batman (after his battle with the Mutant leader), the other half  to two panels of  
media commentary:  
“...a scene of  total warfare! Eighty-three members of  the Mutant gang have been 
found, suffering from bullet and shrapnel wounds. Among those captured by police is 
the Mutant leader, who claims the Batman used military weapons in the attack—and 
also claims to have defeated the Batman in personal combat…” 
Serving as a transition, these panels continue onto the next page, with the Mutant leader’s 
taunts: “Batman is a coward. I broke his bones. I conquered the fool. I made him beg for 
mercy. Only by cheating did he escape alive. Let him go to his women. Let him lick his 
wounds. His day is done. Gotham City belongs to the Mutants.” This page’s first tier mirrors 
the last tier on the preceding page, closing with an exterior shot of  the Bat-Tank. The center 
two tiers, however, are split vertically, with a quarter-page sized panel (layered behind the 
panels that surround it) set inside the vehicle that expands on the conversation among 
Batman, Robin, and Alfred. Next to these, and in the first three panels of  the final tier, are a 
series of  close-ups that finish the conversation, which depict Batman meeting this iteration 
of  Robin for the first time. The final panel of  the page returns to the Mutant leader’s taunts: 
“Soon my army will storm Gotham City. Soon the head of  Gordon will be carried through 
                                              
487 Tim Blackmore, “The Dark Knight of Democracy: Tocqueville and Miller Cast Some Light on the 
Subject,” Journal of American Culture 14.1 (Spring 1991): 37-56, 40. 
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the streets. Then I will hunt your new cop—your woman cop—and I will...” (The next page 
informs us that “the rest of  the mutant leader’s statement is unfit for broadcast.”) 
These two pages feature three distinct narrative settings: the White House, inside the Bat-
Tank, and a newscast. Each setting is accorded a different visual mode: 1) the White House 
conversation between Reagan and Superman features no figures (save the guard outside the 
fence), only speech balloons over iconic symbols—the White House, American flag, 
Superman’s emblem; 2) the scene within the Bat-Tank features figures and faces, and is 
focused on characters themselves—Batman, Alfred, Robin; 3) the television 
broadcast/interview, which is set within the most consistent panel shape, the television 
screen—each alike, with the spoken text featured above the panel, acting as both caption and 
dialogue. Two of  these three narrative modes (the dialogue within the White House and the 
television broadcast) stand in the place of  an active narrator, relating plot information that 
will become necessary—say, establishing why Superman feels compelled to intervene in 
Gotham City—but do not directly relate plot action. The television-as-narrator device that 
Dark Knight Returns employs allows the narrative to work at a remove, shifting both the visual 
and plot development away from Batman, while establishing an active commentary on the 
plot itself. 
Far from an isolated visual device, these television panels appear on more than forty 
percent of  the narrative pages of  Dark Knight Returns; Miller uses them to control transitions, 
imply connections, and provide context for the scenes at hand. Additionally, they are used to 
verbalize the moral and political problems that are often only implied in comics like Dark 
Knight Returns, which valorize vigilante justice and violence as the solution to overt 
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aggression. In the first chapter (1.33-34, 41-42), two pundits, Lana and Morrie, appear on the 
Gotham City talk show “Point vs. Point” to discuss the implications of  Batman’s return. 
Lana argues that Batman is “a symbolic resurgence of the common man’s will to resist... A 
rebirth of the American fighting spirit.” Morrie counters that “the only thing he signifies... 
...is an aberrant psychotic force-- --morally bankrupt, politically hazardous, reactionary 
paranoid-- --a danger to every citizen of Gotham! […] He know exactly what he’s doing. His 
kind of social fascist always does.” To which Lana retorts “Then why do you call him 
psychotic? Because you like to use that word for any motive that’s too big for your little 
mind? Because he fights crime instead of perpetrating it?” 
This exchange gives voice to both the problems raised by comic-book superheroes like 
Batman—the question of  just action, the role of  the vigilante, the problem of justifying 
otherwise abhorrent action—while allowing Dark Knight Returns to participate in those 
problematic actions. Batman can remain a principled vigilante, one who is forced to kill his 
main foe, the Joker, in part because the story voices, and thus displaces, these criticisms. 
Further, this television-panel device allows for a chorus of  man-on-the-street commentary. 
Take, for example, the final page of  Batman’s fight with the Mutant leader (Figure 5.9). The 
top half  of  this page depicts Batman standing over the beaten leader, both of  them covered 
in mud (implying that both have been sullied by the fight), with the garishly-dressed Mutant 
gang standing at a distance. The page’s only verbal content comes from the nine television 
panels, a mixture of official and un-official commentary that visually displays the range of 
opinion on, and impact of, Batman’s actions. Here, instead of focalizing through Batman, 
the narrative turns outward, giving us the official statements from the President’s  
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Figure 5.9: Miller, et. al., Batman: The Dark Knight Returns (1986), 2.46; collected edition, 102. 
spokesman, the church, and the Sons of  the Batman (a vigilante group that has adopted his 
image), more pundits offering analysis, and a woman on the street (hot dog in hand), who 
comments: “Batman? I’m plain tired of  hearing about him and how he doesn’t let things 
stop him or just let things go the way us humans do. We count too.” 
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This fluctuating chorus of  narrators keeps the interpretive frame of  the novel open, 
allowing a variety of  claims—from pundits to politicians, from villains to the man on the 
street—to erupt in place of  any easy closure at many of  novel’s key narrative moments. 
Narratively, Dark Knight Returns’ plot is regularly divided, with one major climactic battle at 
the end of  each of  its four chapters: Two-Face, the Mutant Leader, the Joker, Superman. 
But this conventional scheme is undercut by the shifting, televised chorus, which serves as a 
cacophonous narrator, openly questioning Batman’s justifications and actions and resisting 
any easy narrative closure after each climax.488 Having reframed Batman’s story as a 
revisionary superhero narrative, Miller also uses these formal narrative devices to allow the 
interpretive space of the novel to remain open. These allow for a fairly typical plot 
progression—each chapter building to a choreographed fight—but without allowing a 
traditional superhero plot to take over. Instead, Miller is able to display and voice concerns 
with the common tropes and conceits of superhero stories, while allowing them to occur 
within the plot. 
Thus, Dark Knight Returns presents not only a new version of  Batman built from elements 
of  the old and one that keeps that version separated from ongoing Batman continuity, but 
also offers a formal and visual structure (built on the regularized four-by-four grid, with 
specialized panel types) that allows for a new method of  reading the Batman story itself. 
This combination of  revisionary storytelling and formal standardization is also a hallmark of  
Alan Moore and Dave Gibbon’s Watchmen, but that work introduces a somewhat more 
                                              
488 The only major exception is Batman’s fight with the Joker at the end of the third chapter, which 
features a reporter for two panels, but closes with Batman’s internal monologue (3.45-46, 150-
151). 
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complex notion of  the superhero and his milieu—invoking versions of  the Nietzschean 
Übermensch in order to challenge conventional superhero narratives. To understand Moore’s 
innovation, though, we must turn to his previous revisionary superhero narrative, Miracleman, 
which explicitly reworks the interlocked concepts of  the superhero and the Übermensch. 
Alan Moore’s Miracleman, the Übermensch, and Watchmen 
Dark Knight Returns was not, of course, the first revisionary superhero narrative.489 Miller’s 
version of Batman had taken liberties with a pre-existing, well-known character and mythos, 
but his narrative had worked to actively distinguish itself from other, more canonical, 
Batman stories. Throughout the 1980s, on the other side of the Atlantic, Alan Moore had 
been also been at work resuscitating superheroes, beginning with his revival of the character 
of Marvelman in the pages of Warrior magazine. 
Marvelman had first been introduced as a replacement for the Fawcett Comics character, 
Captain Marvel, who had appeared in black-and-white weekly reprints published in Britain 
by L. Miller & Son, running for twenty-four issues as Captain Marvel Adventures, from 19 
August 1953 to 27 January 1954.490 An ongoing lawsuit filed years previously by National 
Comics (which would later become DC Comics), alleging that Captain Marvel borrowed too 
heavily from their mainstay, Superman, eventually forced Fawcett to fold in 1953, leaving 
                                              
489 On a range of similar comics that establish alternative or revisionary superhero narratives, see 
Darren Harris-Fain, “Authentic History, Alternate History, and Alternate Future History in 
Superhero Graphic Novels, 1986-1996,” Classic and Iconoclastic Alternate History Science Fiction, eds. 
Edgar L. Chapman and Carl B. Yoke (Lewiston: The Edwin Mellen Press, 2003), 141-170. 
490 See George Khoury, Kimota! The Miracleman Companion (Raleigh, NC: TwoMorrows Publishing, 
2001) for the most complete overview of the complicated publishing history of 
Marvelman/Miracleman. 
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Miller without the star character of Captain Marvel Adventures.491 So, subsequent issues 
featured a Captain Marvel knockoff created by Mick Anglo, named Marvelman, in his own 
ongoing weekly black-and-white comic Marvelman #25 (3 February 1954, Figure 5.10). 
Captain Marvel and Marvelman both shared the same underlying conceit: a normal youth 
(Billy Batson or Micky Moran) is transformed into a muscled superhero (Captain Marvel or 
Marvelman) when he utters a magic word (“shazam!” or “kimota!”). Captain Marvel accrued 
a “family” of fellow super-powered sidekicks—including Mary Marvel and Captain Marvel 
Jr.—a benefactor, Shazam, who gave Captain Marvel his powers, and a key arch-villain, 
Doctor Sivana. Marvelman copied much of this, with his own “family”—including Kid 
Marvelman and Young Marvelman—a benefactor, who controlled the “key harmonic” of 
the universe, and villains, Doctor Emil Gargunza and the awkwardly named Young 
Nastyman. Marvelman was featured concurrently in Marvelman and Young Marvelman, which 
each ran for 346 issues, from February 1954 to February 1963, as well as in Marvelman Family, 
which ran for 30 issues from October 1956 to November 1959, and in a variety of annual 
and special issues in the same period. And then, as other American superheroes, such as 
Marvel’s stable of early 1960s characters, began to invade Britain in reprints, Marvelman 
ceased publication. 
 
                                              
491 National Comics Publications v. Fawcett Publications, 191 F.2d 594 (2d Cir. 1951) 
http://scholar.google.com/scholar_case?case=9584539173949559320. Fittingly, Mad #4 (April-
May 1953) featured a parody battle between Superman and Captain Marvel in the guises of 
Superduperman and Captain Marbles, with Superduperman victorious.  
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Figure 5.10 (cont.): Anglo, “Marvelman and the Atomic Bomber,” Marvelman #25               





In the early 1980s, comics editor Dez Skinn, working from his success as editor of 
Marvel UK (Marvel’s reprint arm), formed a publishing company, Quality Communications, 
in order to put out works like his comics anthology, Warrior. The purpose “was to give artists 
and writers a hugely different deal than the usual one offered by corporate publishers who 
had restrictions inherent in their structure. Benefits included a greater degree of creative 
freedom, and a share of copyright ownership and royalties on sales, in exchange for ‘about 
half the going rate up front.’”492 Warrior bears some formal similarities to Spiegelman and 
Mouly’s Raw (which I addressed in the previous chapter), as they both published 
aesthetically-challenging comics by radical auteurs, for adult audiences. However, Warrior 
built from the model of previous British comics anthologies like 2000AD (begun in 1977), 
which featured multiple ongoing, generically-similar comics—dystopic sci-fi stories like 
Judge Dredd in the case of 2000AD, and revolutionary superhero stories in Warrior.493 The 
first issue of Warrior (March 1982), whose cover proclaimed it as the magazine’s “fantastic 
first issue—6 new action heroes,” featured the beginning of two of Moore’s first long-form, 
serialized comics: V for Vendetta and Marvelman. 
Miracleman, the Übermensch 
Moore’s Marvelman was a contemporary, revisionary version of the Marvelman that had 
appeared in the 1950s and 60s. It appeared in most of the issues of Warrior through #21 
                                              
492 Gary Spencer Millidge, Alan Moore: Storyteller (New York: Universe, 2011), 74.  
493 Alan Moore wrote a number of short-form comics stories (four to eight pages) under the banner 
“Time Twisters” and “Future Shocks” for 2000AD just before his work with Warrior, and his 
longer-form stories, The Ballad of Halo Jones, D.R. and Quinch, and Skizz, appeared in 2000AD 
concurrently with his work in Warrior. 
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(August 1984), in eight-page black-and-white chapters. Warrior folded in early 1985, leaving 
Moore’s run unfinished. Eclipse Comics picked up Moore’s Marvelman run and began 
serializing it (resized and in color), and fearing legal action from Marvel Comics (who had its 
own Captain Marvel), changed the name of the character to Miracleman.494 Moore’s version 
of this character turned Miracleman and his wholesome family into a dark, dystopic 
meditation on the possibilities and problems of being a superhero.495 The first issue of the 
Eclipse version of Miracleman opened with a colorized version of an original Mick Anglo 
Marvelman story, “The Marvelman Family and the Invaders from the Future,” originally 
published in Marvelman Family #1 (October 1956). In this typical 1950s superhero story, the 
Marvelman Family quickly defeats these invaders (time travelers whom the Family stops 
from time traveling) and on the last page of their story, the (now rebranded) Miracleman 
Family—Kid Miracleman, Miracleman, and Young Miracleman—stand together, laughing 
(Figure 5.11). The next page signals the revisionist direction in which Moore’s version will 
proceed. 
Over a series of eight panels, the subsequent page (also Figure 5.11) begins to zoom in 
on Miracleman’s eye, until all that remains is a misshapen glint in an all-black field. Overlaid  
                                              
494 The legal history here becomes convoluted, as Skinn bought the rights to Marvelman from Mick 
Anglo, who may not have had them. Thus, the American Miracleman series, published by Eclipse 
Comics, which began by reprinting Moore’s run in Warrior, may not have been on firm legal 
ground. As of this writing, these issues, in addition to later contributors’ claims to various 
elements of the Marvelman/Miracleman story, have not been resolved, which has precluded any 
reprinting of Moore’s run in full. I will refer to the character as Miracleman for the rest of this 
chapter. Pádraig Ó Méalóid has recently attempted to document this twisted history in a series 
titled “Poisoned Chalice,” beginning in http://comicsbeat.com/poisoned-chalice-the-extremely-
long-and-incredibly-complex-story-of-marvelman-introduction/. 
495 On Moore’s version of Miracleman, see Paul Atkinson, “The Time of Heroes: Narrative, Progress 
and Eternity in Miracleman,” The Contemporary Comic Book Superhero, ed. Angela Ndalianis (New 
York: Routledge, 2009), 44-63. 
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Figure 5.11: Moore and Leach, Miracleman #1 (August 1985), 10. 
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Figure 5.11 (cont.): Moore and Leach, Miracleman #1 (August 1985), 11. 
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is an ominous bit of narration: “Behold… I teach you the superman! He is this lightning… 
he is this madness!” attributed to “Friedrich Wilhelm Nietzsche, ‘Thus Spake 
Zarathustra.’”496 This framing radically recontextualizes the story to come. Suddenly, the 
story shifts to 1982 and a troubled, seemingly normal man, Mike Moran, who dreams of 
flying and of burning. Over the first issue, Moran comes to realize that he was once 
Miracleman, and for some reason, he has forgotten his youthful, happy past as a superhero. 
Trying to sort out his story, Moran goes to visit Johnny Bates, who was once Kid 
Miracleman, and is now a wealthy businessman, and quite aware of his powers. Over a series 
of fights, Miracleman and Kid Miracleman both come to realize that they are “heroes” in the 
wrong moment, without the easy sense of morality that pervaded their 1950s stories. 
Eventually, Moran discovers that his origin is not what he had believed: he was never 
Miracleman, but instead a literal Übermensch, a man changed in a government project called 
Project Zarathustra, connecting his human body with an alien one. When Mike Moran utters 
his “magic” word “Kimota!” (“atomik” backwards), his body changes places with an alien’s, 
which in our world appears as a superhero. The memories of his time as Miracleman? False 
ones, fed to him by the evil Doctor Gargunza, taken from cheap comics of the day, 
including Captain Marvel comics, from whom the original Marvelman stemmed, rendered on 
the page as both a visual and conceptual borrowing (Figures 5.12 and 5.13). Miracleman, 
then, the constructed Übermensch, is a double revisionary superhero. Not only is his origin 
                                              
496 The same quote appears as epigraph to Robert Mayer’s novel Superfolks (1977), which features a 
murdered superhero, corporate conspiracies, a superhero who can transform by uttering a magic 
word, and a fifth-dimensional being. Grant Morrison, in his “Drivel” column in Speakeasy #111 
(July 1990), accuses Moore of stealing elements from Superfolks for Miracleman, Watchmen, and his 
Superman story, “Whatever Happened to the Man of Tomorrow?” 
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undercut for new symbolic resonance—Moran’s original sense that he was, once, a 
superhero, but has for some reason forgotten—but also doubly removed, leaving his 
“origin” as another misbegotten project of the government. 
Figure 5.12 (left): Alan Moore and Alan Davis, Miracleman #5 (January 1986), 17. 
Figure 5.13 (right): The Marvel Family #9 (March 1947), cover. 
 
Moran does not take the news well. His backstory revised, he must also come to terms 
with the fact that his wife, Liz, is pregnant with Miracleman’s child (and therefore not his), 
that he is not the only Übermensch to emerge from Project Zarathustra, and that there are 
aliens on Earth, trying to assess (and contain) the escalating situation. Over a number of 
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issues, Miracleman eventually sheds his connections to the human world, leaving behind his 
identity as Mike Moran, and tacitly leaving his wife. In the last few issues of Moore’s run on 
Miracleman, Miracleman has taken up with another super-powered being, Miraclewoman, 
with whom he consummates his relationship over a multi-page sex scene as they fly through 
the atmosphere. And then Kid Miracleman returns, and the full potential of the revisionary 
superhero narrative is realized. 
In Miracleman #15, Kid Miracleman returns to London, killing thousands. When 
Miracleman attempts to stop him, thousands more die. Miracleman is forced to change Kid 
Miracleman back to his human form, Johnny, and kill him. Miracleman is left with the 
devastation of London, spread over two apocalyptic pages (Figure 5.14). This is the world 
of superheroes, whose inhuman actions leave humanity destroyed. Miracleman must 
concede the problem and sets out to create a permanent solution to protect humans in the 
final issue of Moore’s run, Miracleman #16 (December 1989). He, along with Miraclewoman 
and the alien presence on Earth, create a forced utopia, rebuilding London as a great 
Olympian temple, replacing national and international governments, removing devastating 
weaponry, and presumably policing the world to keep humans safe from themselves. The 
final issue concludes with Miracleman at the top of his temple, looking down on the city of 
London. He meditates: “It’s been six years since my rebirth. I come here quite a lot these 
days. Sometimes, I think of Liz. Sometimes I wonder why she turned my offer down [to join 
their pantheon]; wonder why anyone would not wish to be perfect in a perfect world. 
Sometimes I wonder why that bothers me, and sometimes… …sometimes I just wonder.”497 
                                              
497 Miracleman #16 (December 1989), 33. 
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Figure 5.14: Alan Moore and John T. Totleben, Miracleman #15 (November 1988), 20-21. 
 
Building from Nietzschean rhetoric, Moore takes the notion of the revisionary superhero 
to its logical extension—the Übermensch, standing above humanity, must take charge of 
humanity, for its own good. This is certainly not the only version of the Übermensch that 
might be had, but in the terms of Miracleman, it is the inescapable conclusion: the superhero 
is the opposite of man, and any competition between the realm of man and the realm of the 
superhero is no competition at all.498 This tension—between the human and inhuman, man 
                                              
498 There is much more to be said about the role of the Übermensch as it appears in popular culture 
and superhero comics. On the influence of Nietzsche on the popular imagination, see Alexander 
Nehamas, “Nietzsche and ‘Hitler’,” The Southern Journal of Philosophy 37, Supplement (1999): 1-17. 
On Miller’s invocations, see Peregrine Dace, “Nietzsche Contra Superman: An Examination of 
the World of Frank Miller,” South African Journal of Philosophy 26.1 (2007): 98-106. Finally, on the 
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and Übermensch—is at the core of Alan Moore and Dave Gibbon’s Watchmen, again with 
devastating consequences. 
The World of Watchmen 
Watchmen began its serialized run just a few months after Dark Knight Returns concluded, 
with the first issue cover-dated September 1986. The advertising language similarly set the 
terms for the series to come (Figure 5.15). In a one-page piece in DC Spotlight, Alan Moore 
began defining the parameters of the work: “Dave Gibbons and I came up with a way to 
approach super-heroes that hasn’t been done before… […] Since [the emergence of 
Superman], super-heroes have been everywhere and we think it’s a bit difficult to see them 
clearly. Our approach is from a strange and oblique angle that will blow away the 
cobwebs.”499 He goes on to ask, “what if a super-hero appeared sometime in the ’60s with 
atomic powers? What would happen to the world?” The promotional piece notes that 
Moore will be “working closely with Dave Gibbons, who will pencil, ink, and letter the 
maxi-series,” and that that “project that will stand apart from any other hero comic 
published today. By the time the title premieres, everyone will be asking, ‘Who watches The 
Watchmen?’” With an emphasis on the construction of a world politically and socially like 
ours, but with superheroes, Watchmen is established as what DC Comics at the time called a 
“maxi-series,” or a longer, contained series that would come to a narrative conclusion. 
                                                                                                                                                  
role of the Nietzschean Übermensch in Watchmen, see Iain Thompson, “Deconstructing the 
Hero,” Comics as Philosophy, ed. Jeff McLaughlin (Jackson: University Press of Mississippi, 2005), 
100-129; J. Keeping, “Superheroes and Superman: Finding Nietzsche’s Übermensch in Watchmen,” 
Watchmen and Philosophy: A Rorschach Test, ed. Mark D. White (Hoboken, NJ: John Wiley & Sons, 
2009), 47-60. 
499 DC Spotlight #1 (1985), 32. 
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Figure 5.15: DC Spotlight #1 (1985), 32. 
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Figure 5.16: Infinity, Inc. #30 (September 1986), advertisement. 
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The advertising that appeared in other DC comics (Figure 5.16) emphasized a single 
character and the branding that would surround Watchmen, including the series slogan, “Who 
Watches the Watchmen?” and is described as “a 12 issue deluxe series by Alan Moore and 
Dave Gibbons.” Though in slightly different terms from the Dark Knight Returns promotions, 
these Watchmen advertisements work to establish characters and a world that would be new 
to readers. This is a different type of revisionary superhero narrative, one which relies on 
reference to superhero types rather than reinventing (or subverting) ongoing characters. 
Watchmen begins in October 1985, with the masked vigilante Rorschach (Walter Kovacs) 
investigating the murder of  Edward Blake, who he discovers was the civilian identity of  
government-sponsored superhero, The Comedian. The Comedian had been one of  only two 
“costumed adventures” (to use the novel’s vernacular) allowed after the purging 1977 Kean 
Act, which restricted superhero activity.500 Rorschach proceeds to warn the remaining 
civilians who had once been superheroes (thus introducing us to the cast of  characters): 
Daniel Dreiberg (the second Nite Owl), Adrian Veidt (Ozimandias), Jon Osterman (Dr. 
Manhattan), and Laurie Juspeczyk (the second Silk Spectre). Within the superhero-altered 
history of  the world presented in Watchmen, a 1959 nuclear accident turned Osterman into 
the only superpowered superhero, Dr. Manhattan, giving the ability to manipulate matter at a 
distance, to teleport, to exist simultaneously at multiple locations and moments, and a 
foreknowledge of  events, due to his changed perception of  time and space. Dr. Manhattan’s 
presence changed the balance of  Cold War power, leading to a technological advantage for 
                                              
500 On the role of State Apparatuses (in the Althusserian sense), see Jamie A. Hughes, “‘Who 
Watches the Watchmen?’: Ideology and ‘Real World’ Superheroes,” Journal of Popular Culture 39.4 
(2006): 546-557. 
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the United States—electric cars and increased atomic power—and a shift in culture (with a 
real superhuman and costumed heroes in the streets, pirate comics took over as the 
dominant comic-book genre). This hyperbolic mid-1980s features a heightened worry about 
nuclear war, as well as an underlying concern about America’s political and existential 
future—graffiti throughout the novel uses iconography from the atomic bombing of  
Hiroshima and the novel’s tagline (from the Roman satirist Juvenal) “Who Watches the 
Watchmen?”501 
As the plot progresses, a complex backstory of costumed adventurers is revealed—in this 
world, a team called The Minutemen formed in 1939, composed of costumed heroes, 
inspired by the first Superman comics (which were published in 1938). In 1966, emulating the 
Minutemen, Watchmen’s main characters attempted to form a team called The Crimebusters, 
which failed before it really began. Members of this group are now apparently being targeted. 
In the course of his investigation into Blake’s murder, Rorschach is framed and jailed. Veidt 
is nearly assassinated. Dr. Manhattan has lost touch with humanity, and his lover, Laurie 
leaves him for Dan Dreiberg. After learning that he may have inadvertently given cancer to 
those he loves, Manhattan removes himself to Mars; following his very public departure, the 
Soviets invade Afghanistan, which heightens nuclear tensions. Dreiberg and Laurie resume 
their costumed crimefighting, and, as the plot thickens, rescue Rorschach from prison. 
Manhattan tries to explain himself  to Laurie on Mars, leaving Rorschach and Nite Owl to 
pursue the conspiracy. Tracking down leads from the attempted assassination on Veidt, they 
                                              
501 On the almost overwhelming visual and verbal recurrences, see Stuart Moulthrop, “See the 
Strings: Watchman and the Under-Language of Media,” ThirdPerson: Authoring and Exploring Vast 
Narratives, eds. Pat Harrigan and Noah Wardrip-Fruin (Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press, 2009), 
287-301. 
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discover that Veidt himself  has been orchestrating events, including the attempt on his life 
and the revelation that his company employed all of  Manhattan’s associates that developed 
cancer. Rorschach and Nite Owl travel to Antarctica to confront Veidt at his fortress, 
Karnak. Veidt reveals that he has engineered a project in secret in order to try to prevent the 
global arms race and environmental crises that he projects. The Comedian had discovered 
this plan, so Veidt was forced to kill him. Though Veidt reveals the scale and means of  his 
plan to Rorschach and Drieburg, it is revealed to have already occurred. The final pages of  
the novel feature an already accomplished goal—a genetically-engineered psychic alien has 
been loosed on New York City, the physical and psychic damage has killed half  the city’s 
population.502 Veidt believes that his plan will create an external menace that will force the 
Americans and the Russians to unite in order to defend themselves.503 Dreiburg and Laurie 
agree to keep silent about Veidt’s terrible secret. Rorschach will not, determined to expose 
the truth. At Veidt’s request, Dr. Manhattan kills Rorschach to stop him. At the close of  the 
novel, Veidt asks Dr. Manhattan, “I did the right thing, didn’t I? It all worked out in the end.” 
to which Manhattan replies: “In the end? Nothing ends, Adrian. Nothing ever ends” (12.27). 
The novel concludes with the revelation that Rorschach has mailed his journal (which would 
                                              
502 For a reading of this apocalyptic solution, see Jeffery Lewis, “The Dual Nature of Apocalypse in 
Watchmen,” The Graphic Novel, ed. Jan Baetens (Leuven University Press, 2001), 139-143. 
503 Moore borrows this device from an episode of The Outer Limits, “The Architects of Fear” (which 
aired 30 September 1963), which itself borrowed the conceit from the Theodore Sturgeon short 
story “Unite and Conquer” (1948) and The Kurt Vonnegut novel The Sirens of Titan (1959), 
amongst others. Near the end of Watchmen, a promotional spot for “The Architects of Fear” plays 
on a television (12.28). 
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expose Veidt) to The New Frontiersman, a right-wing magazine. The novel’s final line is from 
the newspaper’s editor to his staffer: “I leave it entirely in your hands” (12.32).504 
The Characters of Watchmen 
This complex and nuanced plot is set in a world just slightly different from our own—
Richard Nixon is still in office, having had Woodward and Bernstein killed before the 
Watergate scandal broke and subsequently having changed the presidential term-limits. 
Pirate comics now dominate the popular culture, as do nuclear and apocalyptic fears—at the 
end of the novel, the bands Pale Horse and Krystalnacht are set to play Madison Square 
Garden. Moore has introduced a new form of revisionary superhero narrative, in which both 
the superheroes and the world around them have been revised. The characters of Watchmen 
are in fact a mixture of archetypes and direct character revisions, as the characters that 
Moore originally planned to use—ones that had originally been published by Charlton 
Comics—had to be transformed. In 1983, DC Comics had purchased Charlton Comics’ line 
of  “Action Hero” superheroes, most of  which had been introduced in the 1960s (Figure 
                                              
504 The film version of Watchmen (2009, dir. Zack Snyder) follows this plot throughout, though alters 
the story’s conclusion to integrate Dr. Manhattan’s powers (and thus remove the fake psychic 
alien). On the long gestation period of a film version (which included multiple versions of the film 
stuck in development hell), see David Hughes, “Who Watches the Watchmen?: How the Greatest 
Graphic Novel of Them All Confounded Hollywood,” The Greatest Sci-Fi Movies Never Made 
(Chicago: A Cappella Books, 2001), 144-153. For analysis, see Vyshali Manivannan, “Interplay 
Amidst the Strangeness and the Charm: Under-language and the Attenuation of Meaning in the 
Film Adaptation of Watchmen,” ImageTexT 5.4 (2011), 
http://www.english.ufl.edu/imagetext/archives/v5_4/manivannan/ and Paul Petrovic, “The 
Culturally Constituted Gaze: Fetishizing the Feminine from Alan Moore and Dave Gibbons’s 
Watchmen to Zack Snyder’s Watchmen,” ImageTexT 5.4 (2011), 
http://www.english.ufl.edu/imagetext/archives/v5_4/petrovic/. 
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5.17), and which DC ultimately planned to use again in a team book (Figure 5.18) that never 
came to be.505 
  
Figure 5.17 (left): Captain Atom #88 (October 1967), advertisement. 
Figure 5.18 (right): Overstreet Comic Book Price Guide (1986), advertisement. 
These Charlton characters were rather generic, but had been popular in the 1960s, with 
some long-running titles amongst them.506 Moore wanted to use these Charlton characters  
                                              
505 Apparently, Executive Vice President Paul Levitz bought the line as a present for Dick Giordano, 
who had been a key editor at Charlton in the 1960s. DC did publish individual Charlton characters 
in their own series and then put them together in a (terrible) six-issue series, L.A.W.: Living Assault 
Weapons #1-6 (September 1999-February 2000). 
506 For some details on these comics, see Walter Hudsick, “Reassembling Components in the 
Correct Sequence: Why You Shouldn’t Read Watchmen First,” Minutes to Midnight: Twelve Essays on 
Watchmen, ed. Richard Bensam (Edwardsville, IL: Sequart Research & Literacy Organization, 
2010), 8-23. 
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for Watchmen (at one point considering the Archie/MLJ characters as well), but given DC’s 
plans to use its new purchases, he ended up converting the Charlton characters into the 
versions that appear in Watchmen. Take, for example, Allen Adam, who became Captain 
Atom, receiving his powers when he was launched into the atmosphere in an experimental 
rocket, which promptly exploded, atomizing him. Instead of dying, Adam was able to reform 
his body back on the earth and found he has superpowers. True to the logic of the 
1950s/60s cosmic-powered hero, he cased himself in a brightly colored costume to contain 
his nuclear powers, and begins to use these powers to defend the United States.507 In 
Watchmen, Moore and Gibbons take the scene of Captain Atom’s reconstruction (Figure 
5.19) and transform it to the central trauma in Jon Osterman’s conversion to Doctor 
Manhattan (Figure 5.20).508 Similarly, Charlton heroes such as the Blue Beetle—an inventor 
hero with a flying ship shaped like a bug, borrowing from characters like Batman—and the 
Question—a hard-edged investigator with a mask that makes his face appear blank, mixing 
Will Eisner’s Spirit with the hooded vigilante motif—become Nite Owl and Rorschach in 
the world of Watchmen.509 
                                              
507 This initial origin is from the Charlton anthology book Space Adventures #33-40 (March 1960-June 
1961) and #42 (October 1961). 
508 On these constitutive traumas, see Brandy Ball Blake, “Watchmen: The Graphic Novel as Trauma 
Fiction,” ImageTexT 5.1 (2010), http://www.english.ufl.edu/imagetext/archives/v5_1/blake/. 
509 The first Blue Beetle (Dan Garrett) actually originated at Fox Comics in Mystery Men Comics #1 
(August 1939). Fox Comics went out of business in the 1950s and sold the Blue Beetle rights to 
Charlton. In 1966, Charlton introduced a second Blue Beetle, Ted Kord, in Captain Atom #83 
(November 1966). The Question was introduced in Blue Beetle vol. 4 #1 (June 1967). 
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Figure 5.19 (left): Joe Gill and Steve Ditko, Space Adventures #33 (March 1960), 13. 
Figure 5.20 (right): Moore and Gibbons, Watchmen (1987), 4.8. 
 
Ultimately, Moore borrowed a host of Charlton characters, and a few others (Table 5.1), 
to produce a set of archetypical characters, in an act that Douglas Wolk describes as nostalgie 
de la boue, or nostalgia for the gutter or base.510 By replicating a series of Silver Age heroes 
(and some of their Golden Age precursors), Moore uses the history of comics as the basis 
for the revisionary work of Watchmen, so that the history of the characters in the book (once  
                                              
510 “In mainstream comics, nostalgie de la boue manifests itself as stories whose main point is to trigger 
nostalgic responses in their older readers—forgotten Golden Age characters being trotted out 
again and integrated into the tapestry of continuity; ‘retcons,’ or ‘retroactive continuity,’ meant to 
explain apparent contradictions in old comics or draw connections where there hadn’t been any 
intended in the first place. The inbred children of that approach are stories nostalgic for the past, 
even if it wasn’t that good the first time and was even worse the second” (Wolk, 69). 
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Watchmen characters and precursors 





Fightin’ 5 #40 





Space Adventures #33 
(March 1960, Charlton) 
Nite Owl I 
(Hollis Mason) 
Blue Beetle I 
(Dan Garrett) 
Mystery Men Comics #1 
(August 1939, Fox) 
Nite Owl II 
(Dan Dreiberg) 
Blue Beetle II 
(Ted Kord) 
Captain Atom #83 





Peter Canon…Thunderbolt #1 





Blue Beetle vol. 4 #1 
(June 1967, Charlton) 
 Nightshade (Eve Eden) Captain Atom #83 
(Sept. 1966, Charlton) 
Silk Spectre I (Sally Juspeczyk) 
II (Laurie Juspeczyk) 
Black Canary (Dinah Drake) Flash Comics #86 
(Aug. 1947, DC) 
 Phantom Lady (Sandra Knight) Police Comics #1 
(Aug. 1941, Quality) 
Table 5.1: Watchmen characters and precursors. 
 
great in the 1960s, now diminished in the 1980s) is tied to the history of the characters on 
which they are based. Thus, Moore is able to both invoke specific characters and an 
overriding theme—nostalgia—that pervades the novel.511 Little in Watchmen signals these 
connections directly, except for a note reproduced in the prose materials at the end of the 
chapter six, which informs us that Walter Kovacs/Rorschach grew up in Charlton Home 
(6.31).512 Instead, the novel relies on knowledgeable readers of comics to fill in these 
                                              
511 Veidt’s company in the world of Watchmen manufactures a heavily-advertised perfume, Nostalgia. 
512 It is perhaps fitting that this appears just a page away from exact middle of the novel (between 
chapters six and seven), as this signals one of the symbolic centers of the novel. Moore may also 
allude to another element of comic-book history with Rorschach’s civilian name—Jerry Siegel, 
one of the creators of Superman, had married the model he and Joe Shuster had used for Lois 
Lane, Joanne Siegel, born Jolan Kovacs. 
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connections, and recognize both the specific invocation of these now absent original 
characters and the archetypes to which they now gesture. 
If the characters and their revisions are not the center of Watchmen, then what is? A 
formally rigorous novel, Watchmen features only one visual center: pages fourteen and fifteen 
of chapter five, “Fearful Symmetry” (Figure 5.21).513 These two pages are the only two-page 
spread in the comic, and feature the only image that continues across the verso-recto divide. 
The layout here is both wordless and symmetric, featuring an attempted assassination of  
Adrian Veidt/Ozymandias (in the purple jacket) that goes awry, resulting in the death of  
Veidt’s assistant and Veidt’s skillful defeat of  his assailant. This two-page spread not only 
marks the center of  its chapter, but the chapter itself  is also symmetric along the axis that 
runs through the verso-recto divide here. Moving away from these pages, the individual page 
layouts correspond with mirror symmetry, suggesting that this portion of  the novel folds in 
on itself. What are we to make of  this? 
Thierry Groensteen, in The System of Comics gives an extended reading of these two pages: 
These are the central pages of the chapter, which itself totals twenty-eight pages; they 
are printed face to face and mutually reflect one another. This mirror structure is 
highlighted in several ways: by the in habitual character of the form and of the 
disposition of panels in these two pages, which rupture the regular grid that the rest 
of the work obeys; by the large letter V, which the two halves symmetrically share 
over the joined pages [... the reader discovers] that the symmetry is extended in 
reality, in a discrete fashion, to the whole of the chapter, the pages situated before 
and after the central double page spread are reflected two by two, from a distance, 
with regard to the arrangement of the frames. The reader will again find a supplement 
in this analysis that stems from the proliferation, throughout the work, of the graphic 
elements that also obey the principle of symmetry [... T]his insistence on symmetrical 
motifs—which compose a veritable network, providing a grid upon the whole of the 
                                              
513 For a nice gloss of the “Fearful Symmetry” chapter in light of its Blakean roots, see Roger 
Whitson, “Panelling Parallax: The Fearful Symmetry of Alan Moore and William Blake,” 
ImageTexT 3.2 (2007), http://www.english.ufl.edu/imagetext/archives/v3_2/whitson/. 
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Figure 5.21: Moore and Dave Gibbons, Watchmen (1987), 5.14-15. 
story—can, in the final instance, unlock a global symbolic interpretation of  the work. 
Thus, the symmetry becomes an abstract category that [...] allows us to think through 
the major themes of  Watchmen.514 
Groensteen thus takes symmetry as a key structural category, one that dominates Watchmen 
and recurs across the narrative’s structure, the visual style, and page layouts. And he is quite 
right about the persistence of  structures and symmetries within Watchmen. For example, 
nearly every page relies on the same grid of  panels, three tiers of  three panels, with only four 
(out of  340) narrative pages not directly relying on this layout (though a few subdivide one 
                                              
514 Groensteen, The System of Comics [1999], 100-101. 
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or more tiers into six panels): 1.06, 1.13, 2.09, 2.12. This regularity allows Moore and 
Gibbons to suggest symmetries and correspondences via page layouts and symbolic 
correspondences. As I mentioned above, chapter five divides neatly in the center, the first 
fourteen pages mirroring the last fourteen. However, if  we extrapolate this mirroring, we 
find that only the first nine chapters are included in this symmetry, which has led to some to 
criticize Watchmen’s failed symmetry.515 
Chapter nine, however, marks a break in the narrative, which is then followed by the 
novel’s final three chapters, which feature Rorschach and Nite Owl’s discovery of the main 
conspiracy and their confrontation with Veidt. Chapter nine features a long conversation 
between Dr. Manhattan and Laurie on Mars (in his intricate crystal palace, Figure 5.22), 
during which Manhattan explains why he has separated himself from humanity: “Why does 
my perception of time distress you? ... Everything is preordained, even my responses ...  
We’re all puppets, Laurie. I’m just a puppet who can see the strings” (9.05). “This is where 
we hold our conversation. / It commences when you surprise me with the information that 
you and Dreiberg have been sleeping together.” Laurie is shocked, but Manhattan goes on, 
“There is no future. There is no past. Do you see? / Time is simultaneous, an intricately 
structure jewel that humans insist on viewing one edge at a time, when the whole design is 
visible in every facet” (9.06).516 By the end of their conversation, Laurie and Manhattan 
                                              
515 Wolk, 236-244. 
516 On the issue of Dr. Manhattan’s perception of time and temporal structures in Watchmen, see 
David Barnes, “Time in the Gutter: Temporal Structures in Watchmen,” KronoScope 9.1-2 (2009): 
51-60; Mark Bernard and James Bucky Carter, “Alan Moore and the Graphic Novel: Confronting 
the Fourth Dimension,” ImageTexT 1.2 (Winter 2005), 
http://www.english.ufl.edu/imagetext/archives/v1_2/carter/. 
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quarrel about his dispassion and her emotions, leading her to smash his perfect, crystalline 
structure (Figure 5.23). 
Manhattan comes to realize—via the revelation that Laurie is actually the Comedian’s 
daughter—that he has ignored the miraculous nature of human life: 
Thermodynamic miracles…events with odds so astronomical they’re effectively 
impossible, like oxygen spontaneously becoming gold. I long to observe such a thing. 
And yet, in each human coupling, a thousand million sperm via for a single egg. 
Multiply those odds by countless generations, again the odds of your ancestors being 
alive; meeting; siring this precise son; that exact daughter… …until your mother 
loves a man she has every reason to hate, and of that union, of the thousand million 
children competing for fertilization, it was you, only you, that emerged. To distill so 
specific a form from that chaos of improbability, like turning air to gold… that is the crowning 
unlikelihood. The thermodynamic miracle. […] …But the world is so full of people, so 
crowded with these miracles that they become commonplace and we forget…I 
forget. We gaze continually at the world and it grows dull in our perceptions. Yet 
seen from another’s vantage point, as if new, it may still take the breath away. (9.26-
27, emphasis added) 
Manhattan’s turn, from near-omniscience to recognizing his own blindness to the wonder of 
humanity, hints at the formal logic that undergirds all of Watchmen—amidst the chaos of 
the plot and its characters, a specific form has begun to emerge. Manhattan, of course, refers 
to Laurie, the product of a union between her mother, the original Silk Spectre, and the 
Comedian; we can extend this logic to the narrative structure itself. At this point, Manhattan 
and Laurie prepare to return to Earth, the symmetry of Manhattan’s palace broken. If we 
started at the center of the attempt on Veidt’s life, we are now at the end of Manhattan’s 
isolation from Earth. 
The problem, however, is that these nine chapters have been primarily a murder mystery, 
with the central question being “who killed the Comedian?” The answer, we learn, is Veidt, 
both to silence the Comedian, and to distract Rorschach (and by extension Nite Owl and  
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Figure 5.22: Moore and Gibbons, Watchmen (1987), 9.04. 
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Figure 5.23: Moore and Gibbons, Watchmen (1987), 9.25. 
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Silk Spectre).517 In essence, the first nine chapters are a feint, a distraction for the human 
characters, and us as readers, while the two supermen—Veidt and Manhattan—work to 
resolve their respective problems.518 Manhattan leaves humanity to live in quiet stillness, 
while Veidt has been enacting a plan to save humanity from itself. The only formal signal we 
get of the beauty of Veidt’s plan is the center of chapter five—the (false) attempt on his life, 
which was ultimately just another symbolic distraction. Instead, we come to recognize that 
the plot of Watchmen has really been behind the scenes until the final three chapters, when 
the novel shifts from one genre, murder mystery, to another, conspiracy thriller. 
The final three chapters have their own symmetry, centered on the middle of chapter 
eleven, when Rorschach and Nite Owl confront Veidt, hoping to stop his plan to destroy 
part of New York. They are, of course, too late, as chapter twelve opens with Veidt’s plan 
already accomplished, in all of its terrible, fleshy glory (Figure 5.24). Veidt has delivered a 
constructed, psychic “alien” to trick the world’s governments into cooperating.519 His 
creation is the opposite of Manhattan’s—flesh over glass, on Earth instead of Mars, to save  
                                              
517 On the role of justice and order in Watchmen, see Jim Collins, “Detecting the Difference: Who 
Watches the Watchmen?” Uncommon Cultures: Popular Culture and Post-Modernism (New York: 
Routledge, 1989), 28-42.  
518 On Veidt as an Übermensch in the tradition of Miracleman, Bryan Talbot’s character Luther 
Arkwright, and the Marvel Comics team Squadron Supreme, see Matthew Wolf-Meyer, “The 
World Ozymandias Made: Utopias in the Superhero Comic, Subculture, and the Conservation of 
Difference,” Journal of Popular Culture 36.3 (January 2003): 497-517. 
519 In a bit of historical irony, President Reagan invoked the same idea on three separate occasions: 4 
December 1985 in a speech at a high school, 21 September 1987 in a speech to the UN General 
Assembly, and 4 May 1988 during a question-and-answer session at a National Strategy Forum 
meeting. From the UN address: “In our obsession with antagonisms of the moment, we often 
forget how much unites all the members of humanity. Perhaps we need some outside, universal 
threat to make us recognize this common bond. I occasionally think how quickly our differences 




Figure 5.24: Moore and Gibbons, Watchmen (1987), 12.6. 
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Figure 5.24 (cont.): Moore and Gibbons, Watchmen (1987), 12.7. 
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rather than leave humanity. And this distinction has been the underlying tension of Watchmen 
all along: what to make of the two sides of the Übermensch. These invocations implicitly 
refer to Moore’s work on Miracleman, but here the Übermensch has been split, so that each 
version can be positioned in relation to humanity The inhuman superhero, Dr. Manhattan, 
arrives too late to save humanity; the perfected blond human is willing to sacrifice humans to 
save the rest. In the novel’s terms, we are not asked to choose: the conclusion involves the 
possibility that Veidt’s scheme will be revealed, as Rorschach’s journal may be published by 
the New Statesman.520 
But the terms have become clear. By working out the novel’s symmetries and generic 
expectations, we can understand why the end of the novel is so shocking. Aligned with our 
human costumed heroes for the first nine chapters, we have literally been unable to see the 
plot for what it was all along: the tension between the Übermensch who believes he must 
save humanity from itself (Veidt) and the Übermensch who believes he cannot intervene 
(Dr. Manhattan). This version of the revisionary superhero narrative is a different order of 
magnitude than was previously possible in comics. By harnessing the revisionary superhero 
narrative together with a new tension—the superhero taken to its logic limit, the 
Übermensch—Moore and Gibbons brought a new form to the superhero narrative, one that 
would fundamentally alter the expectations for later comics. And by tying together the logic 
of this new superhero narrative with previously-established notions of the comic-book 
                                              
520 The meta-narrative pirate comic “Tales of the Black Freighter,” which runs through much of 
Watchmen offers commentary on Veidt’s choices. In both, the protagonist believes that the only 
way to save those he cares about is to be vicious, cold, and calculating. The protagonist of “Tales” 
unfortunately kills his love in an attempt to save her, which casts a quite negative pallor over 
Veidt’s actions. For a reading of “Tales” as a structuring device, see Annalisa Di Liddo, Alan 
Moore: Comics as Performance, Fiction as Scalpel (Jackson: University Press of Mississippi, 2009), 57-62. 
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auteur and the now-codified graphic novel, they were able to position Watchmen as the most 
important corporate graphic novel. 
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Chapter 6: The Role of the Individual in 
Alison Bechdel’s Fun Home and Chris Ware’s Jimmy Corrigan 
In one of Proust’s sweeping metaphors, the two 
directions in which the narrator’s family can opt 
for a walk […] are initially presented as 
diametrically opposed. But at the end of the novel 
the two ways are revealed to converge—to have 
always converged—through a vast “network of 
traversals.”521 
—Alison Bechdel, Fun Home (2006) 
 
In this chapter, I take up two twenty-first-century graphic narratives that realize the full 
potential of the graphic novel after its codification in the 1970s and 1980s: Alison Bechdel’s 
Fun Home: A Family Tragicomic (2006) and Chris Ware’s Jimmy Corrigan: The Smartest Kid on 
Earth (2000). The former is a family memoir that revolves around Bechdel’s disclosure of her 
lesbianism to her parents, her father’s death (potentially a suicide), and the subsequent 
revelation of his homosexual encounters with a series of young male paramours. The latter is 
an intergenerational novel, focusing primarily on the stories of two male members of the 
Corrigan family—a child growing up in the 1890s and his grandson working in Chicago in 
the 1980s—whose lives seem to parallel one another, a fact that neither can recognize. 
Though the generic commitments of Fun Home and Jimmy Corrigan differ, I argue that both 
graphic narratives draw a number of features from their graphic novel precursors, deploying 
their respective stories with a degree of unified holistic symbolism, formal coherence, and 
thematic depth that would not have been possible in comics before the codification of the 
graphic novel. 
                                              
521 Alison Bechdel, Fun Home: A Family Tragicomic (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 2006), 102. 
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Fun Home and Jimmy Corrigan share a similar narrative structure—each presents two 
different narrative registers, operating fundamentally at odds with one another. In Fun Home, 
Alison Bechdel’s personal narrative runs headlong into the narrative of her father’s life and 
its secrets, secrets revealed through a series of documents, including photographs, maps, and 
letters. In Jimmy Corrigan, both James Corrigan and his grandson Jimmy live parallel lives set 
within a broader historical setting which is withheld from them; not only do they never 
realize the connections between their lives, but they also remain mostly unaware of the 
broader historical forces that shape the world around them. Both works place at their 
respective cores the tension between their protagonists’ personal narrative(s) and a larger, 
(mostly) inaccessible counter-narrative frame. And both mediate between those two levels of 
narrative by deploying a series of affective associations—what Bechdel, borrowing from 
Proust, terms a “network of traversals”—that bridge the narrative divide, using complex 
formal, referential, and symbolic graphic narrative systems that I argue only became possible 
in comics after the mid-1980s codification of the graphic novel as a publishing format.522 
In what follows, I will tease out not just how these systems work, but also how readers of 
these works are primed to read them. Beginning with Fun Home (and an earlier 
autobiographical comic, “Coming Out Story”), I show how Bechdel builds on Spiegelman’s 
Maus and then extends that work’s formal logic by engaging with a rich body of paratextual 
materials. I then move to Ware’s Jimmy Corrigan, exploring its complex narrative layering, 
rigorous separation of personal and public histories, and use of concrete historical signifiers 
                                              
522 Bechdel borrows the phrase from Proust; it appears near the end of À la recherche du temps perdu 
(1913-27), in the English translation Remembrance of Things Past, trans. C.K. Moncrieff and Terence 
Kilmartin (New York: Random House, 1982), vol. 3, 1084. 
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to both contextualize and isolate its protagonists. These works participate in what Thierry 
Groensteen, in his treatise on comics theory, The System of Comics, identifies as braiding 
(tressage) or the simultaneous deployment of synchronic and diachronic visual symbols to 
enhance the formal interconnectedness of the graphic narrative at hand (what Groensteen 
refers to as “densification”).523 By integrating their respective narrative, thematic, symbolic, 
and formal levels, Fun Home and Jimmy Corrigan expand on the model of the graphic 
narratives of the 1980s and 1990s—especially Spiegelman’s Maus—but with an increasing 
degree of symbolic and narrative coherence that would not previously have been possible.524 
The Re-Construction of Truth in Alison Bechdel’s Fun Home 
As I stressed above, Alison Bechdel’s Fun Home: A Family Tragicomic has two competing 
narratives: 1) Bechdel’s story of childhood, adolescence, coming out, and coming to terms 
with her father’s death and its aftermath; 2) Bechdel’s father’s story, which emerges more 
fully after his death (though is never complete), of his predilection for young men and the 
carefully constructed façade of the Bechdel family.525 These narratives intersect throughout 
the memoir’s looping, recursive storytelling, which allows Fun Home to juxtapose and overlay 
                                              
523 Groensteen, The System of Comics [1999], 21-23, 145-158. I will expand on this below, but 
Groensteen’s system is summarized well (in relation to Fun Home) in Adrielle Mitchell, “Spectral 
Memory, Sexuality and Inversion: An Arthrological Study of Alison Bechdel’s Fun Home: A Family 
Tragicomic,” ImageTexT 4.3 (2009), 
http://www.english.ufl.edu/imagetext/archives/v4_3/mitchell/.  
524 Fun Home and Jimmy Corrigan do, however, differ in how they were originally published. Fun Home 
was published as a stand-alone “original graphic novel,” while Jimmy Corrigan collects material 
from Ware’s ACME Novelty Library series, with some modifications and additions, originally found 
in ACME #1 (Winter 1993-1994), #5 (1995) #6 (Winter 1995-1996), and #8-14 (1997-2000). 
525 Bechdel recently released a sequel of sorts, Are You My Mother? (2012), which treats her 
relationship with her mother in the aftermath of Fun Home, through the lens of Virginia Woolf, 
Donald Winnicott, and Bechdel’s romantic and psychotherapeutic relationships. 
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specific moments from the lives of both Alison and her father, Bruce, which are further 
connected by a series of literally, aesthetic, and formal patterns.526 They cross over most fully 
during the brief period during which Alison declares her lesbianism, her father dies (or 
commits suicide), and she begins searching through the documents that are the remnants of 
his life for clues to who he really may have been. Thus, Fun Home becomes a graphic memoir 
(or autographic) concerned with establishing patterns from both experience and evidence, and, 
as Alison is left with only the documents of her father’s life, she must rely on her own story 
and (well-documented) recollections to complete and assert the connections between her 
father’s life and her own, building a recursive “network of traversals” to make sense of the 
gaps between her father’s story and her own.527 
From “Coming Out Story” to Fun Home 
Before Fun Home, Bechdel was primarily known for her long-running comic-strip series, 
Dykes to Watch Out For, begun in 1983, and collected in a series of book-length collections 
                                              
526 I follow the convention of referring to the protagonist of Fun Home as Alison and the author of 
Fun Home as Bechdel. 
527 Gillian Whitlock has coined the term autographics to describe the memoir in graphic narrative 
form, to “draw attention to the specific conjunctions of visual and verbal text in this genre of 
autobiography, and also to suggest positions that narrators negotiate in and through comics” 
(“Autographics: The Seeing ‘I” of the Comics,” Modern Fiction Studies 52.4 (Winter 2006): 965-979, 
966). For a consideration of Fun Home (and other memoirs) in these terms, see Nancy K. Miller, 
“The Entangled Self: Genre Bondage in the Age of Memoir,” PMLA 122.2 (March 2007): 537-
548. Some critics also use the term autography with a similar definition; see, for example a reading 
of the graphic narratology of Fun Home in Robyn Warhol, “The Space Between: A Narrative 
Approach to Alison Bechdel’s Fun Home,” College Literature 38.3 (Summer 2011): 1-20. On the 
issue of recursion, memory, and desire, see Jane Tolmie, “Modernism, Memory and Desire: Queer 
Cultural Production in Alison Bechdel’s Fun Home,” Topia 22 (Fall 2009): 77-95. 
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since 1986.528 While Dykes concerns a fictional set of lesbians, their friends, and their social 
(and political) lives, Bechdel also composed a number of autobiographical pieces before Fun 
Home. Of particular relevance is the autobiographical “Coming Out Story,” which was 
published in Gay Comics #19 (Early Summer 1993), the main narrative content of which 
reappears in a new context in two sections of Fun Home (74-81, 200-215).529 As the title 
implies, the straightforward twelve-page story documents Bechdel’s sexual awakening and 
the process of coming out early in her college years at Oberlin College. After a brief setup, 
the autobiographical sequence begins in earnest: 
[T]hen came that fateful day in November of 1979. I was a junior in college. I had 
just been browsing at the campus bookstore, something I did a lot of in those days. I 
was lonely, a new transfer student. Being entirely asexual, apolitical, and asocial, I 
hadn’t made many friends yet. When I wasn’t in class or at the bookstore, I was 
getting high and going to movies. (2) 
This version of Bechdel’s coming out story emphasizes the role of bookstore and library as 
Alison begins to discover her new identity.530 The next few pages show Alison reading a 
wide range of books: Roald Dahl’s James and the Giant Peach (1961), Nancy and Casey Adair’s 
Word is Out (1978), Del Martin & Phyllis Lyon’s Lesbian/Woman (1972), the Hite Report 
(1976), and a series of novels, including Jane Rule’s Desert of the Heart (1964), Rita Mae 
                                              
528 For an overview of Dykes to Watch Out For and its academic reception, see Rebecca Beirne, “Dykes 
to Watch Out For and the Lesbian Landscape,” Lesbians in Television and Text After the Millennium 
(New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2008), 167-190. 
529 Alison Bechdel, “Coming Out Story,” Gay Comics #19 (Early Summer 1993): 1-12; reprinted in 
The Indelible Alison Bechdel: Confessions, Comix, and Miscellaneous Dykes to Watch Out For (Ithaca, NY: 
Firebrand Books, 1998), 35-46. Gay Comix (the title before a name change at #15) was an 
anthology comic begun by Howard Cruse, creator of Stuck Rubber Baby (1995), a seminal queer 
graphic novel. 
530 On the importance of the bookstore and library to Alison’s development (and Fun Home as a 
queer archive, borrowing from Ann Cvetkovich), see Valerie Rohy, “In the Queer Archive: Fun 
Home,” GLQ: A Journal of Lesbian and Gay Studies 16.3 (2010): 341-361. 
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Brown’s Rubyfruit Jungle (1973), and Radclyffe Hall’s The Well of Loneliness (1928) (Figures 6.1 
and 6.2). These books, which Alison reads, “trying desperately to distract [herself] from a 
truth that was slowly but surely struggling to the surface of [her] solitary, sex-starved soul,” 
 




Figure 6.2: Bechdel, “Coming Out Story,” Gay Comix (Early Summer 1993), 6. 
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frame her journey of self-discovery (3). These middle pages of the narrative (pages three to 
seven) emphasize the presence of books, not just as physical objects, but as sources of 
knowledge, fellow travelers, and models through which Alison can define herself.531 
In the middle of these books, Alison comes to her moment of self-definition while 
walking across campus: 
My route lay across a large, square park. I was near the middle when it happened. It 
was as if I’d crossed some invisible boundary. On the other side, things would never 
be the same. I’m reminded of the myth of Athena’s birth. You know the story. She 
springs, fully grown and in complete armor, from Zeus’s head. My own festering 
brain, after years of ignorance and denial, had finally erupted! By the time I emerged 
from the park, my entire confusing life had passed before my eyes and reconfigured 
itself around a startling new realization. [thinking to herself:] “Jeez, this explains 
everything. / I’m a lesbian.” (4)  
Declaring this truth for the first time sends Alison immediately back to a world of reading, 
posed against James Joyce’s Ulysses (1922), which now stands in metonymically for her now 
unimportant college education (6).532 Instead, Alison’s “full academic passion was reserved 
for a different odyssey… the quest for my people” (7). To that end, she takes up Sidney 
Abbott and Barbara Love’s Sappho Was a Right-On Woman (1972), Masters & Johnson’s 
Homosexualities (really Homosexuality in Perspective (1979)), Jill Johnston’s Lesbian Nation (1973), 
Karla Jay and Allen Young’s The Gay Report (1979), the collection Our Right to Love (1978), 
and Anaïs Nin’s The Delta of Venus (1978) (7). Alison’s new sense of identity and search for 
                                              
531 For a consideration of Fun Home and “Coming Out Story” as derived from the 1970s 
underground comix movement, see Jared Gardner, “Autography’s Biography, 1972-2007,” 
Biography 31.1 (Winter 2008): 1-26. 
532 On the issue of self-knowledge, as mediated by the tropes of Western literature and culture, see 
Catherine S. Cox, “Queering the Siren’s Call: Signatures of Subjectivity in Dante’s Purgatorio and 
Alison Bechdel’s Fun Home,” Exemplaria 22.1 (Spring 2010): 44-64. 
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self is nestled in a world of books, and the rest of the story (five pages) is all application: 
finding and joining the gay union, followed by her first lesbian encounter. 
This series of events reappears in two sections of Fun Home, repeating many of the same 
elements, but now intertwined with her father’s complex relationship to books (200-205), 
her mother’s reaction to Alison’s declaration (via typed letter) of her lesbianism (77-79), and 
her father’s death (81).533 In Fun Home, books remain central to Alison’s coming out 
narrative: note the same elements, both in terms of image composition and the texts in 
question, between the pages in Figures 6.1 and 6.2, and similar pages from Fun Home 
(Figures 6.3 and 6.4).534 Fun Home thus becomes recursive in multiple ways, not only 
featuring a re-reading of Alison’s and her father’s intertwined stories, but also rewriting a 
previous version of her narrative in a new form with a new logic—replacing the 
introspection found through the deep study of books in “Coming Out Story” with a new 
emphasis on documentary evidence and literary allusion, both of which are used to 
emphasize Fun Home’s holistic coherence, allowing the latter to move beyond its comic-book 
origins. Where in “Coming Out Story,” Alison’s self-identification is mediated by the world 
of the bookstore and the library, in Fun Home, these same scenes are entwined with her 
father’s world of letters and shifting identities. 
                                              
533 Alison’s parents do receive one mention in “Coming Out Story,” when Alison visits them over 
Christmas break and comments: “My parents failed to notice that I had become a threat to the 
nuclear family” (6). 
534 Note the importance of Nancy and Casey Adair’s Word is Out: Stories of Some of Our Lives (1978), a 
book based on the 1977 documentary of the same name from the Mariposa Film Group, which 
documented the lives of twenty-six gay Americans. The book’s cover features photographs laid 
out in two tiers of three images, as though the cover itself were a comic-book page. 
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Figure 6.3: Bechdel, Fun Home (2006), 75. 
 
When the moment of Alison’s self-identification is re-presented in Fun Home, it is now 
within a larger counter-narrative (Figure 6.2); the moment still involves Word is Out, Ulysses, 
and the bookstore, but is now presented in the context of a course on Ulysses, her “father’s 
favorite book of all time” (203). An interview with the course’s instructor, Mr. Avery, takes 
place on “the selfsame afternoon that [she] realized, in the campus bookstore, that [she] was 
a lesbian,” which led Alison to “[embark] that day on an odyssey which, consisting as it 
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Figure 6.4: Bechdel, Fun Home (2006), 203. 
 
did in a gradual, episodic, and inevitable convergence with my abstracted father, [that] was 
very nearly as epic as the original” (203). By broadening the narrative context to include her 
father’s counter-narrative, Fun Home is able to weave new thematic strands into the same 
material Bechdel had previously mined. 
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Documentary Evidence and Narrative Connection 
Arguably the central moment of Fun Home is Alison’s discovery of a photograph of Roy, a 
family babysitter, yardwork assistant, and perhaps her father’s lover (Figure 6.5). The 
moment is exceptional for a number of reasons. These pages (100-101) are the only two-
page spread in the book, and the only pages on which the art is bled to the edges. Formally, 
these pages break the comic-book sequence on either side, containing no separate panels or 
a specific page structure. Instead, the snapshot of Roy is held in Alison’s hand, the blue-gray 
background extending to the edges of the pages, arresting narrative time in this moment of  
 
Figure 6.5: Bechdel, Fun Home (2006), 100-101. 
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observation. A series of eight captions offer a number of reflections on the meaning of the 
in-set image, in a series of registers, ranging from Alison’s memory of the August 1969 
family trip when the photograph must have been taken to an aesthetic evaluation of the 
photograph and its composition.535 These captions, in Bechdel’s somewhat-removed 
narrative voice, provide a gloss on what might have otherwise been only one in a string of 
ephemeral documents from her father’s hidden sexual life. 
She remarks that “the blurriness of the photo gives it an ethereal, painterly quality,” that 
“in fact, the picture is beautiful,” and that she may in fact “identify too well with [her] 
father’s illicit awe” (100, 101). This snapshot thus stands for Alison as “an act of 
prestidigitation typical of the way [her] father juggled his public appearance and private 
reality, the evidence is simultaneously hidden and revealed” (101). However, by setting these 
pages apart formally, Bechdel also orients the rest of Fun Home’s narratives to this image. 
Held in her hand, this photograph links Alison’s childhood memories and her father’s 
romantic dalliances, the memory of her father’s emphasis on appearances with Fun Home’s 
emphasis on presentation.536 Further, these pages recall Fun Home’s graphic memoir 
precursor, Art Spiegelman’s Maus, which features a similar moment of documentary 
evidence held in the memoirist’s hand. In the case of Maus, the evidence is Spiegelman’s 
“Prisoner on the Hell Planet,” a four-page comic from 1972 about his mother’s suicide,  
                                              
535 See Julia Watson, “Autographic Disclosures and Genealogies of Desire in Alison Bechdel’s Fun 
Home,” Biography 31.1 (Winter 2008): 27-58; for a reading of these registers, see 39-42. 
536 On the figure of Bruce Bechdel and the construction of a home and life as artifice, see Robin 
Lydenberg, “Under Construction: Alison Bechdel’s Fun Home: A Family Tragicomic,” European 
Journal of English Studies 16.1 (2012): 57-68 and Sarah Catherine Richardson, “‘Old Father, Old 




Figure 6.6 (left): Art Spiegelman, Maus 
(1986), 100. 
 
Figure 6.7 (above): Alan Moore and 
Dave Gibbons, Watchmen 3.27, panel 3. 
 
which his father later discovers (Figure 6.6).537 In both Fun Home and Maus, the narrative 
pauses to allow us to linger over the document in question, which is presented in a formally 
distinct way—all four pages of “Prisoner” are set against a black background, the only pages 
                                              
537 Bechdel has frequently noted Fun Home’s indebtedness to Maus: “I couldn’t have done anything 
without Maus […] When I was trying to come up with the format for the book, I said, I’ll just 
make it the same size as Maus—so it’s exactly the same size […] I also loved Spiegelman’s 
chapters’ divisions. That inspired my own chapter structure.” Hilary Chute, “An Interview with 
Alison Bechdel,” Modern Fiction Studies 52.4 (Winter 2006): 1004-1013, 1013. 
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in either volume of Maus presented this way.538 Perhaps coincidentally, a similar moment 
occurs within a panel in Watchmen #3 (November 1986), in which Dr. Manhattan holds a 
photograph—his last tie to humanity—in the same manner for the reader to see (Figure 
6.7). 
These formally similar pages (Figures 6.5, 6.6, 6.7) present three narrative levels 
simultaneously: a document from the past, narrativized by a focalizing protagonist holding 
the document in question, framed by the scene’s formal and narrative distance as presented 
to the reader. Compressing these narrative levels into a single unit, the pages in Fun Home, 
Maus, and Watchmen condense their documentary logic into a single arrested narrative 
moment, re-orienting the memoirist’s and reader’s experience. Readers are primed in these 
works by the introduction of documentary evidence on the pages preceding and following 
(Figures 6.8, 6.9, 6.10, 6.11). In Maus, for example, “Prisoner on the Hell Planet” is 
presented by Mala and passed to Artie, who ends up holding it in Figure 6.8; after the four 
pages of “Prisoner,” the comic is still present, in Figure 6.9, as an object of conversation 
between Artie and Vladek. In Fun Home, things are even more complicated. Figure 6.10 
presents a moment of shared aesthetic appreciation between a younger version of Alison and 
her father, as they both gaze at a magazine advertisement, with their “shared reverence for 
masculine beauty” (99). The page turn that reveals the double-page spread with the 
photograph of Roy shifts narrative time to a moment after Bruce Bechdel’s death, unifying 
the moments by Alison’s relationship to both the magazine in Figure 6.11 and the  
                                              
538 As I note in Chapter Four, “Prisoner on the Hell Planet” was originally published in Short Order 
Comix #1 (1973), an underground anthology comic, and then later in Spiegelman’s collection 











Figures 6.10 (top) and 6.11 (bottom): Bechdel, Fun Home (2006), 99, panels 3-5; 102, panels 1-2. 
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photograph in Figure 6.5—held in hand to be examined as both an aesthetic object and as a 
form of inter-personal connection.539 
Fun Home extends this documentary examination, however, displaying the roll of 
negatives from which that the photograph of Roy was developed (which in this context 
resemble a tier of comic-book panels), and Alison’s hands holding other photographs from 
the same series (Figure 6.11). In Maus, “Prisoner” had been sandwiched within one scene 
which proceeds on either side of its inclusion. Bechdel uses these photographs in Fun Home 
to recursively build a complex “network of transversals” (102), allowing the work to retrace 
the affective connections that lead toward, and then away from, these documentary objects. 
Following this moment, Fun Home’s narrative proceeds by association: Alison recounts the 
vacation during which her father took Roy’s photograph (102), their subsequent trip to New 
York City to pick up her mother (103), the fact that (unknown to her at the time) the 
Stonewall riots had happened only a few weeks earlier (104), a later trip she and her friend 
took to Chumley’s Bar where they were “eighty-sixed” (106), and so on. The narrative 
energy here is diffuse, moving by affective associations between documents, memory, and 
supposition—Bechdel imagines, for example, an earlier moment of her father, dressed in a 
Brooks Brothers suit, on his way through the city to visit her mother (105)—all the while 
relying on internal formal connections between these systems.540 
                                              
539 See Ann Cvetkovich for a reading of Fun Home’s use of postmemory and the photograph of Roy 
as an “archive of feelings” in “Drawing the Archive in Alison Bechdel’s Fun Home,” Women’s 
Studies Quarterly 36.1/2 (Spring/Summer 2008): 111-128, 117. Also see Jennifer Lemberg, “Closing 
the Gap in Alison Bechdel’s Fun Home,” Women’s Studies Quarterly 36.1/2 (Spring/Summer 2008): 
129-140, which also treats the graphic narrative as witness. 
540 Maus contains some of the same associative connections, but relies on recordings of Vladek’s 
story and a somewhat more straight-forward temporal progression. 
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Maps, Allusions, and the Limits of Knowledge 
Bechdel introduces and defines the key thematic elements of Fun Home with a surfeit of 
documents: not just re-drawn photographs, but pages of novels and dictionaries, her 
childhood diaries, her own and others’ letters, school progress reports, newspapers, maps, 
and more. Bechdel’s diaries and drawings underline her growing skepticism about objective 
truth; as she becomes aware of the impossibility of absolute truth, she begins to undermine 
her own diary entries, graphically dispelling her own words’ viability.541 For Bechdel, these 
diaries operate as records of subjective states, while photographs and maps serve as a form 
of objective evidence (even if they ultimately only hint at the unknowable). Supporting this, 
she deploys a series of maps, which orient the real geographic space of rural Pennsylvania to 
the familial and imagined space of her upbringing. 
The first of these maps presents the town of Beech Creek, with a circle a mile and a half 
in diameter in which the key elements of Bruce Bechdel’s life occurred: his grave, the site of 
his death, the Bechdel family home, the farm where he was born (30, Figure 6.12). This is 
immediately followed by a more detailed map of the town with houses labeled by the various 
Bechdels that lived in close proximity (31, Figure 6.13). Another version of the first map 
appears later in Fun Home, with a caption overlaid: “My father’s life was a solipsistic circle of 
self, from autodidact to autocide” (140, Figure 6.14). With these maps, Bruce Bechdel’s 
circumscribed life is tied to the circumscribed geography of the town of Beech Creek. 
Bechdel takes great pains to detail the town’s surroundings: a topographic map of the  
                                              
541 On this and Bechdel’s art as “reparative,” see Monica B. Pearl, “Graphic Language: Redrawing 




Figure 6.12: Bechdel, Fun Home (2006), 30, panel 2. 
 
 
Figure 6.13: Bechdel, Fun Home (2006), 31, panel 1. 
 
 





Allegheny Plateau (126) and another of the Allegheny Front and neighboring valleys (144), as 
well as the nearby Bald Eagle Mountain and Route 80 (127, Figure 6.15). These geographic 
cues establish specific sites for Bechdel’s childhood, delineating the physical constraints that 
mirror the boundaries of her familial life. 
 
Figure 6.15: Bechdel, Fun Home (2006), 127, panel 1. 
 
The most detailed of these maps appear together, occupying a single page (Figure 6.16). The 
first is a map of the Wild Wood and Surrounding Country from Alison’s childhood Wind in 
the Willows coloring book, originally an illustration by E.H. Shepard that appeared on the 
endpapers of editions of Kenneth Grahame’s children’s novel, Wind in the Willows (Figure 
6.17).542 The second is a map of Beech Creek. Bechdel writes that she “took for granted the 
parallels between this landscape and [her] own” (146). The two maps share a number of 
features: similar creeks, iron bridges, canals, islands, plateaus. On the next page, Bechdel 
makes the parallel more explicit: “the best thing about the Wind in the Willows map was its  
                                              




Figure 6.16: Bechdel, Fun Home (2006), 146. 
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Figure 6.17: E.H. Shepard, Wind in the Willows map, endpaper (1931 edition). 
 
mystical bridging of the symbolic and the real, of the label and the thing itself. It was a chart, 
but also a vivid, almost animated picture” (147). The interplay between this fictive map and 
the real landscape of Beech Creek’s models the interplay between literary allusion and 
documentable facts throughout Fun Home: allusions are mapped to Alison’s lived experience 
and vice-versa, resulting in a densely overlaid and connected work.543 
                                              
543 Hillary Chute traces these repetitions and parallels in “Animating an Archive: Repetition and 
Regeneration in Alison Bechdel’s Fun Home,” Graphic Women: Life Narrative and Contemporary Comics 
(New York: Columbia University Press, 2010), 175-217. Chute also treats the place of Fun Home in 
the context of literary comics in “Comics as Literature?: Reading Graphic Narrative,” PMLA 
123.2 (March 2008): 452-465, and in relation to non-fiction graphic narratives in “Comics Form 
and Narrating Lives,” Profession (2011): 107-117. 
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A few pages before the Wind in the Willows map, Alison and her father had collaboratively 
colored a page from the Wind in the Willows coloring book from which this map derives (130-
131). This is but one of the many moments in which books are exchanged between father 
and daughter (as well as between Bruce Bechdel and his male paramours), though one of the 
few times in which these books are fanciful. More often, the works in question are overtly 
literary. Bechdel invokes Joyce, Colette, Proust, James, Camus, Fitzgerald, Wilde, and more, 
coating Fun Home in a patina of literary modernism. Ariela Freedman reads these literary 
interactions as “an additional play for high literary status,” claiming that by “repeatedly 
citing, revising and challenging writers including Joyce, Fitzgerald and Proust, she is inviting 
the reader to read her book alongside theirs and making a space for herself on the shelf of 
modernist literature.”544 By invoking these literary texts, Bechdel proposes models for the 
relationships within her family, including a series of lenses through which she can read her 
father’s elusive nature. In one scene, Bruce Bechdel provides a series of novels—including 
Hemingway’s The Sun Also Rises (1926) and Fitzgerald’s The Great Gatsby (1925)—to one of 
his students. Bechdel comments: “Visitors always asked the same question about the massive 
walnut bookcase. Part of dad’s country squire routine involved edifying the villagers—his 
more promising high school students. The promise was very likely sexual in some cases, but 
whatever else might have been going on, books were being read” (61). On the next page, the 
scene shifts to Bruce’s time in the Army, reading Arthur Mizener’s biography of F. Scott 
                                              
544 Ariela Freedman, “Drawing on Modernism in Alison Bechdel’s Fun Home,” Journal of Modern 
Literature 32.4 (Summer 2009): 125-140, 126. 
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Fitzgerald, The Far Side of Paradise (1951), while his bunkmate reads a comic book, The Haunt 
of Fear (62).545 
Bruce models his own behaviors on Fitzgerald’s: Bechdel reports that “the tales of Scott 
and Zelda’s drunken, outrageous behavior captivated him” (62). Over the next pages, 
Bruce’s letters to Alison’s mother are reproduced and described as having “grow[n] lush with 
Fitzgeraldesque sentiment” (63). From these, Bechdel reads the implication of her father’s 
shifting voice: “Dad does not mention identifying with the character of Jimmy Gatz, but the 
parallels are unavoidable. Gatsby’s self-willed metamorphosis from farm boy to prince is in 
many ways identical to my father’s” (63). Finally, the passage concludes: “I think what was so 
alluring to my father about Fitzgerald’s stories was their inextricability from Fitzgerald’s life. 
Such a suspension of the imaginary in the real was, after all, my father’s stock in trade” (65). 
Thus, in Fun Home, literary figures serve as analogues, just as books in “Coming Out Story” 
had provided models that Alison could use to identify her own lesbianism. 
These allusions are not without limits, however. Earlier, just after the scene in which 
Alison learns of her father’s death, we are presented with Alison before a bookstore shelf, 
buying a copy of Camus’ The Myth of Sisyphus (1942) (47). Bechdel recounts: “In college, I 
needed The Myth of Sisyphus for a class. Dad offered to send me his old copy, but I resisted 
his interference. I wish I could say I’d accepted his book, that I still had it, that he’d 
underlined one particular passage” (47). Under this last caption, a panel reproduces a page 
with the following line underlined: “The subject of this essay is precisely this relationship 
                                              
545 The Haunt of Fear was a notorious horror anthology comic book from EC Comics, which ran from 
May/June 1950 to November/December 1954. Another bunkmate picks up the Fitzgerald 
biography and asks “What the hell’s this?” pointing to the singular, isolating nature of Bruce 
Bechdel’s literary tastes (62). 
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between the absurd and suicide, the exact degree to which suicide is a solution to the 
absurd.” But this is a false bit of documentary evidence. Bechdel notes it as such—“I wish I 
could say…”—but the connection it implies, about the nexus of suicide, the absurd, Camus, 
and her father is one the narrative follows. These forms of allusion allow the narrative to 
move beyond the tenuous factual record, and allow Bechdel to propel the narrative by 
affective association, allowing Fun Home’s formal structure to shape the narrative and 
counter-narrative elements. 
In fact, Alison and her father barely address the thematic and interpersonal issues raised 
in Fun Home. They have one conversation, presented quite late in the memoir, during which 
Alison and her father tenuously broach the facts of their respective identities and 
experiences (220-221). These pages, formally distinct with four tiers of three panels each and 
captions in-set within the panels, ultimately end with no deep recognition: “It was not the 
sobbing, joyous reunion of Odysseus and Telemachus. It was more like the fatherless 
Stephen and sonless Bloom… …having their equivocal late-night cocoa at 7 Eccles Street. 
But which of us was the father? I had felt distinctly parental listening to his shamefaced 
recitation. And all too soon we were at the theater” (221). Their failed conversation is 
immediately rendered into the appropriate literary equivalent, highlighting the open question 
that permeates the memoir: the fit between allusion and truth. 
This, finally, is the real question of Fun Home. At the end of the fourth chapter, for 
example, the narrative returns to a scene of Alison holding photographs from her father’s 
collection (Figure 6.18). The previous page had presented Bruce Bechdel in bed, reading 
Proust. Alison reflects: “After Dad died, an updated translation of Proust came out. 
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Remembrance of Things Past was re-titled In Search of Lost Time. The new title is a more literal 
translation of À la Recherche du Temps Perdu, but it still doesn’t quite capture the full resonance 
of Perdu. This means not just lost but ruined, undone, wasted, wrecked, and spoiled” (119). 
Here, near the center of Fun Home, is its crucial tension. Bechdel worries that the changed 
title indicates a larger problem: “What’s lost in translation is the complexity of loss itself” 
(120). 
 
Figure 6.18: Bechdel, Fun Home (2006), 120. 
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Bechdel stages this problem by juxtaposition and explication, as in the subsequent panels, 
which present four photographs (Figure 6.18). In the first, Bruce Bechdel is wearing a 
women’s bathing suit. Bechdel muses: “A fraternity prank? But the pose he strikes is not 
mincing or silly at all. He’s lissome, elegant.” The page’s second panel contains two more 
photographs held up for our attention. On the left is a shot of Bruce at the age of twenty- 
two, smiling and shirtless on the roof of his fraternity house. On the right is Alison Bechdel, 
smiling on a fire escape at age twenty-one. Visually, these are parallel images: as Bechdel puts 
it: “The exterior setting, the pained grin, the flexible wrists, even the angle of shadow falling 
across our faces—it’s about as close as translation can get” (120). But this is a translation 
that can only work by imaginative transversal. The image of Roy earlier in the chapter leads 
her to ask “[w]as the boy who took [this photograph] his lover?” The question has no 
answer. Bechdel can set these photographs in formal relation to one another, but cannot 
assert an absolute truth. Her knowledge is limited to the intersection of the documentary 
record, her own memory, and the allusive connections that can be drawn.  
It might be useful to describe this as a form of narrative fetishism, which Eric L. Santner 
describes as “the construction and deployment of a narrative consciously or unconsciously 
designed to expunge the traces of the trauma or loss that called that narrative into being in 
the first place,” which can take precedence over the work of mourning, “a process of elaborating 
and integrating the reality of loss or traumatic shock by remembering and repeating it in 
symbolically and dialogically mediated doses.”546 As Santner points out, “narrative fetishism 
                                              
546 Eric L. Santner, “History beyond the Pleasure Principle: Some Thoughts on the Representation 
of Trauma,” Probing the Limits of Representation: Nazism and the “Final Solution,” ed. Saul Friedlander 
(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1992), 143-154, 144. 
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releases one from the burden of having to reconstitute one’s self-identity under 
‘posttraumatic’ conditions,” which “directly or indirectly offers reassurances that there was 
no need for anxiety in the first place,” or in the case of Fun Home, that trauma and anxiety 
need neither be foreclosed nor moved past, but can be part of an integrated narrative.547 
Thus, Fun Home’s narrative ends with another moment of arrested stasis (Figure 6.19), 
juxtaposing the truck that killed Bruce Bechdel with a young Alison jumping into her still- 
 
Figure 6.19: Bechdel, Fun Home (2006), 232. 
                                              
547 Santer, 144, 147. 
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alive father’s arms, using the comic-book page to formally tie together the thematic material 
that structures the whole, offering us a way around the fundamentally unknowable. By 
ending with a symbolic connection that supersedes Alison’s coming-out narrative and the 
counter-narrative of Bruce’s hidden sexuality, the close of Fun Home argues for a formal 
coherence—“the tricky reverse narration that impel[led their] entwined stories” (232)—while 
remaining ultimately ambivalent about the nature of truth, leaving to the reader the sense of 
the family tragicomedy that bind these narratives together. 
Chris Ware’s Jimmy Corrigan and the Role of History, Both Public and Private 
Fun Home is of course not the only work to employ a narrative/counter-narrative 
structure, nor the only graphic memoir to draw from Spiegelman’s Maus by employing a 
series of affective associations to overcome the chasm between narrative layers. In fact, the 
same narrative and thematic strategies are in play in a wide variety of contemporary graphic 
narratives, including Chris Ware’s Jimmy Corrigan: the Smartest Kid on Earth (2000). Jimmy 
Corrigan relates the stories of two central protagonists: Jimmy Corrigan, leaving Chicago to 
meet his father in Waukosha, Michigan for Thanksgiving in 1988, and James Reed Corrigan, 
growing up in Chicago in the 1890s and abandoned at the 1893 World’s Columbian 
Exposition.548 These narratives alternate throughout the course of novel, sharing thematic, 
symbolic, and visual resonances as they progress. However, the novel’s narrative content is 
                                              
548 An earlier version of this section appeared as “Prescriptive Reading and the Display of History in 
Chris Ware’s Jimmy Corrigan,” The Comics of Chris Ware: Drawing is a Way of Thinking, eds. David M. 
Ball and Martha Kuhlman (Jackson: The University of Press of Mississippi, 2010), 146-158. For a 
nice reading of intergenerational graphic narratives, including Maus and Jimmy Corrigan, see 
Candida Rifkind, “Drawn from Memory: Comics Artists and Intergenerational Auto/biography,” 
Canadian Review of American Studies 38.3 (2008): 399-427. 
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also shaped by a paratextual framework of prose and images, labeled respectively “General 
Instructions” and “Corrigenda,” which create a framework through which we can better 
understand the interrelation between novel’s main plotlines and the graphic narrative system 
that Ware employs in Jimmy Corrigan.549 In what follows, I analyze how these non-narrative 
pages inform the novel’s narrative structure, and claim that the novel draws a sharp 
distinction between the realms of public and private history. While the characters are isolated 
within their respective personal narratives, a shared, public history goes on around them, in 
which they are powerless to intervene. An awareness of the scope of this public history is 
available only to the novel’s readers, who must work to synthesize both public and private 
history into a cohesive whole. To understand how this system works, we should first 
consider the significance of the paratextual material at the novel’s conclusion, which primes 
readers to read in a particular manner, providing a prescriptive method of reading layer on 
top of an affective set of connections. 
Offered as a sort of glossary, the “Corrigenda” provides a series of definitions for terms 
pertinent to the novel: crutch, finger, lonely, peach, simpleton, etc. (Figure 6.20). These symbols 
and repeated motifs each feature a definition, though these definitions ironically offer little 
additional clarification. Interspersed with these symbolic terms are literary ones: metaphor, 
symbol, exposition. Metaphor is defined as a “tightly fitting suit of metal, generally tin, which 
entirely encloses the wearer, both impeding free movement and preventing emotional 
expression and/or social contact,” thus substituting a recurring image from Jimmy’s dream- 
                                              
549 Chris Ware, Jimmy Corrigan: The Smartest Kid on Earth (New York: Pantheon Books, 2000). This is 
true of the original hardcover edition; the paperback edition (2003) prints these pages before a 
two-page narrative vignette set in 2002, which depicts Jimmy’s half-sister Amy working in a 
hospital. 
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Figure 6.20: Ware, Jimmy Corrigan (2000), rear endpaper. 
world, the tin-man suit, for a conventional literary term.550 Similarly, symbol is defined as 
“something that represents something else, esp. common in bad literature. Also, a printed or 
written sign used to represent an understood corresponding aspect of experience, generally 
read, and not appreciated as an esthetic form in and of itself.” Here, we have a more direct 
claim about how representation within the novel works; by equating symbolism with the 
graphic representation of experience, this definition hints at the aesthetic system the novel 
                                              
550 Jimmy Corrigan, endpapers. 
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employs, even if it is undercut by the fact that symbols are “not appreciated as […] esthetic 
form[s]” themselves. 
The representational schema at play becomes clearer with the definition of exposition: 
“The main body of a work, esp. that which explicates a main theme, or introduces a 
fundamental motif.” This conceptual definition is paired with a graphic representation of an 
actual exposition, the 1893 World’s Columbian Exposition, which of course forms a major 
historical backdrop for James Corrigan’s childhood narrative. By making the Exposition the 
“main body of [the] work,” this definition helps brings to the fore the multiple layers of 
signification at stake in the novel’s representation—at its heart a historical setting “which 
explicates a main theme,” but which must be presented through recurring symbols in order 
to represent experience. By skewing the use of commonplace literary terms, these definitions 
expand and clarify the representational stakes of the novel, establishing a role for visual signs 
and historical signifiers, and offering a “correct” way to understand these terms.551 The key 
questions thus become, when taken together, what do both sets of endpapers actually 
prescribe, and what are the terms of that prescription? 
I argue that we can best understand the novel’s endpapers as prescriptive reading 
instructions that guide readers toward a synthetic interpretation interrelating the novel’s two 
main narratives. This synthetic apprehension, available only to the novel’s readers (and 
withheld from its characters), ultimately reveals the distinction between personal and public 
histories in the novel, highlighting the ironic distance between the characters’ experiences 
                                              
551 For some observations on non-narrative material in Jimmy Corrigan, see Thomas A. Bredehoft, 
“Comics Architecture, Multidimensionality, and Time: Chris Ware’s Jimmy Corrigan: The Smartest 
Kid on Earth,” Modern Fiction Studies 52.4 (Winter 2006): 869-890, especially 879-884. 
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and the historical circumstances that surround them. Thus, though Jimmy Corrigan has two 
main narratives, these intensely insular stories are separated by the impersonality of history. 
The obvious thematic and symbolic connections between these two narrative lines are only 
apparent to the novel’s readers, not its protagonists, as only the novel’s readers can braid 
both Corrigan males’ lives synthetically together across their historical separation. The 
novel’s sense of history, emphasized by the iconography and historical particularity of 
Chicago, thus becomes part of the formal and representational schema used to present the 
separate Corrigan narratives. 
This prescriptive reading method, in combination with the structural and representational 
systems of the novel itself, requires a version of comics theory that takes us beyond a typical 
formal explanation for how comics make meaning: Scott McCloud’s oft-cited notion of 
closure. In Understanding Comics, McCloud explains that “comics panels fracture both time and 
space, offering a jagged, staccato rhythm of unconnected moments. But closure allows us to 
connect these moments and mentally construct a continuous, unified reality.”552 However, 
the notion of closure, which typically operates on a panel-to-panel level, doesn’t fully explain 
larger-scale graphic narrative structures, including the visual and symbolic repetition between 
the main graphic narratives of Jimmy Corrigan. To account for this level of complexity, the 
meta-narrative endpapers of Jimmy Corrigan offer a reading method that engages in a more 
intricate version of comics theory, one that corresponds to Thierry Groensteen’s notion of 
                                              
552 Scott McCloud, Understanding Comics: The Invisible Art (Northampton, MA: Kitchen Sink Press, 
1993), 67. 
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braiding.553 As Bart Beaty and Nick Nguyen note, braiding refers to “the way panels (more 
specifically, the images in the panels) can be linked in series (continuous or discontinuous) 
through non-narrative correspondences, be it iconic or other means.”554 These “non-
narrative correspondences,” which operate at the meta-narrative level, provide links between 
the individual narratives of generations of the Corrigan family and the larger, historical 
context. To understand how this functions on the page, I will now turn to the reading 
method prescribed by Jimmy Corrigan’s first set of endpapers, labeled “General Instructions.” 
From these prescriptive “instructions,” we will see that in this version of comics theory, the 
reader occupies a privileged position from which to synthetically apprehend the whole of the 
novel’s meaning. 
“Comic Strip Apprehension” 
The “General Instructions” that open the novel’s endpapers work to manage readers’ 
expectations, providing a variety of paratexts to orient the reader: an introduction, a brief 
history of comics and their aesthetic uses, tips on how and where to read the book, and so 
on. This prescriptive frame declares that comics have a specific role in readers’ lives, that 
there are specific skills necessary to read “comic strip” language, and that potential readers 
must have an aptitude for comics analysis. Combined, these instructions act as cautionary 
lessons for readers who “might not be suitably equipped to sustain a successful linguistic 
                                              
553 Ware’s visual grammar in earlier works is examined in Gene Kannenberg, Jr., “The Comics of 
Chris Ware: Text, Image, and Visual Narrative Strategies,” The Language of Comics: Word and Image, 
eds. Robin Varnum and Christina T. Gibbons (Jackson: University Press of Mississippi, 2001), 
174-197. 
554 Groensteen, ix. We might also understand braiding as an extension of the formal method of visual 
parataxis that I elaborated in my first chapter. 
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relationship with the pictographic theatre [that the rest of the book] offers.”555 As the 
(mock-serious) article “New Pictorial Language Makes Marks” advises, “with the many 
recent technological breakthroughs in pictorial linguistics [. . .] such heretofore-dormant 
skills of Comic Strip Apprehension (or CSA) are being reawakened in the adult mind, paving 
the way for the explosion of more complicated literature which almost certainly looms 
within the next decade” (Figure 6.21). Thus, these instructions present the analysis of 
comics as arduous and fraught with interpretive peril while simultaneously outlining a 
coherent reading method, presented with a mix of attentiveness, irony, and absurdity. 
 
Figure 6.21: Ware, Jimmy Corrigan (2000), front endpaper. 
                                              
555 Jimmy Corrigan, endpapers. 
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The fourth section of the instructions titled “Technical Explanation of the Language, 
Developing Skills” notes that “some basic premises must be re-established before attempting 
a thorough apprehension of the complete work. Below are five test questions by which you 
should be able to determine whether your understanding of the ‘comic strip’ language is 
sufficient to embark” (Figure 6.22). The reader is instructed to consult two consecutive 
panels, both depicting a disembodied head on the ground and a mouse with a hammer 
(versions of Ware’s recurring characters, Sparky the Cat and Quimby the Mouse) in order to  
 
Figure 6.22: Ware, Jimmy Corrigan (2000), front endpaper. 
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answer a series of questions.556 These questions deliberately complicate the simple panel-to-
panel transition, defamiliarizing the putatively simple act of reading comics by stressing the 
problems that readers might encounter if they misunderstand the narrative information and 
its implications. Specifically, these questions suggest that readers might not be able to 
recognize comics as a distinct form of representation, infer sequential action, understand 
temporal succession, recognize narrative time as distinct from the moment of perception, or 
correctly sympathize with the scene. These misprisions are of course fairly unlikely, but the 
almost absurd attention to their possibility highlights the complexity of the comics theory 
Ware is about to present, a theory that undergirds the main narrative of Jimmy Corrigan. 
The “Technical Explanation” refers the reader to the diagram on the following page for 
assistance “if necessary” (the diagram in Figure 6.21).557 Though this figure may seem 
needlessly complex at first glance, it directly coordinates the formal properties of comics 
with their narrative and emotive effects. Daniel Raeburn has described this diagram as an 
“almost algebraic dissection of the comics language [that] diagrams the language’s iconic, 
theatrical, temporal and musical properties.”558 Beyond these registers, Figure 6.21 also 
makes a claim about relationship between the selection of narrative material and how graphic 
                                              
556 Versions of this iconography—Quimby standing over, preparing to destroy, or trying to hide a 
disembodied head—recur throughout Ware’s “Quimby the Mouse” comics. For examples, see 
Quimby the Mouse (Seattle: Fantagraphics Books, 2003), 46-52, 54, 57-59, 62, 66. 
557 This diagram originally appeared in The ACME Novelty Library, number 6 (Seattle: Fantagraphics 
Books, 1995). It is one of a number of schematic diagrams Ware has produced for his works, 
including the fold-out dust jacket for the hardcover edition of Jimmy Corrigan. See also the mural 
Ware created for Dave Eggers’ 826 Valencia writing center, reproduced on the back cover of the 
collected edition of Quimby the Mouse and in Daniel Raeburn, Chris Ware (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 2004), 86-87. 
558 Raeburn, 25. For more on Ware’s diagrams, see Isaac Cates, “Comics and the Grammar of 
Diagrams,” The Comics of Chris Ware (2010), 90-104. 
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narrative is (or ought to be) apprehended in its totality by a reader. The most prominent 
portion of this figure is the large circle on the left-hand side, which presents a synthesis of 
the two static panels presented in the “Technical Explanation.” This synthetic panel recalls 
McCloud’s notion of closure: it depicts the action a reader ought to infer, that Quimby the 
Mouse did indeed bring a hammer down on the disembodied head of Sparky, causing him 
pain. 
Complicating this relatively obvious interstitial action are three distinct sections of the 
diagram. First, on the lower left, there are five tiers that (from bottom to top) progressively 
specify the temporal ranges from which the ideal narrative event is derived, each tier a more 
local (and less historical) range. Second, the top of the diagram outlines modes of 
apprehension, including how the duration and time of observation affect the reader’s 
perception. Finally, the right-hand side of the diagram breaks down modes of apprehending 
the original two panels from the previous page’s “Technical Explanation.” This part of the 
diagram specifies three interrelated systems of understanding comics: 1) the direct 
understanding of action (closure), connected to the mind and the book; 2) the recognition of 
separate static comics panels, associated with the eye and the stage; 3) the synthesis of these 
two modes, tied to the heart and music. Though complicated, these three modes and their 
respective symbols (mind/book, eye/stage, heart/music) relate directly to the multi-layered 
narrative of Jimmy Corrigan. 
Applying the three modes of apprehension presented in Figure 6.21 to the main 
narratives of Jimmy Corrigan, we can see that there is a firm distinction between the novel’s 
personal and public histories and the reader’s understanding of these narrative levels. On the 
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one hand, Jimmy and his grandfather James live within their private, felt experiences, each 
constituting a private history within which an individual life is lived (the mind and book). On 
the other hand, Jimmy and James Corrigan also live within a more objective, distanced public 
history, which represents events and those who experience them only as static objects (the eye 
and stage).559 Finally, the synthesis of not just these private and public histories, but of the 
totality of the narrative’s parts (the heart and music), is attainable only by those able to 
apprehend correctly, those able to understand all of these narrative parts in proper relation. 
Within the novel, then, its protagonists, James and Jimmy, are excluded from apprehending 
the totality of the work as a whole, confined to their own personal experience of history; a 
synthetic reading method, championed by the novel’s endpapers, is reserved only for the 
novel’s readers. To understand the novel in its totality, readers must not only read the two 
main protagonists’ stories, but also link together their symbolic and iconic resonances with 
an understanding of the historical circumstances that bound those stories. This positions the 
reader in much the same position as the memoirist/narrator of a work like Maus or Fun 
Home or perhaps more akin to the semi-omniscient narrator of a more traditional prose 
novel that presents both a historical and individual perspective. 
                                              
559 Joseph Witek addresses comics’ unique ability to display history: “sequential art does what prose 
inherently cannot do; it supplies a visual and immediate image of cause [...] followed by effect,” 
from which he argues that visual juxtaposition (the sequencing of panels and manner in which 
visual art can display its narrative connections) offers a unique and perhaps privileged approach to 
the presentation of history. Comic Books as History: The Narrative Art of Jack Jackson, Art Spiegelman, 
and Harvey Pekar (Jackson: University Press of Mississippi, 1989), 26. 
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Private Experience and Public History in Jimmy Corrigan 
How does this segmentation of history manifest itself narratively? The private 
experiences of James and Jimmy Corrigan, the novel’s two protagonists, are kept separate 
when the narrative shifts its historical focus. Although Jimmy and James meet twice in the 
novel, they barely speak (182-186, 321-339). The reader knows that their lives operate in 
tandem: abandoned at a young age, growing up in Chicago, even sharing the same street 
corner as the site of significant life events (including the living flag set up for the Columbian 
Exposition dedicatory parade and the “Superman” that Jimmy sees commit suicide). Yet in 
their only substantive verbal contact, James, the grandfather, reproaches his son (Jimmy’s 
father, James William) and murkily notes that “you can’t make up for lost time . . . you can’t 
make up for lost time. . .” finally addressing Jimmy, “You’re a good kid, y’know?” (338-339). 
As in Fun Home’s borrowing from the tropes of Proust, we have another moment of lost 
time and connection; as far as the reader knows, Jimmy and his grandfather remain isolated 
from one another, kept from knowing the shared connections between their stories. 
In fact, we only see James Corrigan relate his childhood experiences in one scene, when 
he recounts his memories to his son’s adopted black daughter, Amy, in a brief section set in 
the early 1970s (283-289).560 Amy is writing a family history for a fourth grade assignment, 
and James recalls: “Eighteen hundred and ninety-three, I do believe [...] well, then they took 
me to th‘ orphanage, I suppose [...] can’t say as to how I really missed him [his father, 
                                              
560 On the issues of race and whiteness in Jimmy Corrigan, see Juda Bennett and Cassandra Jackson, 
“Graphic Whiteness and the Lessons of Chris Ware’s Jimmy Corrigan,” ImageTexT: Interdisciplinary 
Comics Studies 5.1 (2009), http://www.english.ufl.edu/imagetext/archives/v5_1/bennett-jackson; 
Joanna Davis-McElligatt, “Confronting the Intersections of Race, Immigration, and 
Representation in Chris Ware’s Comics,” The Comics of Chris Ware (2010), 135-145. 
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William], either [...] The fair? Oh, I don’t know... some kids burned it down, or something...” 
(284-285). From this exchange, we can infer that James’ childhood narrative has been retold 
during this or similar conversations with Amy; however, this information is seemingly 
withheld from Jimmy. Though the reader remains aware of the impact of James’ personal 
tragedy in the midst of the grand historical event that was the Columbian Exposition, it 
becomes clear that Jimmy will never know this, as any potential relationship with Amy is 
aborted by equal parts family tragedy and interpersonal awkwardness.561 
The novel visually renders this isolation of private experience early in the novel when 
Jimmy imagines his home picked up by an over-sized Superman, shaken until it crashes to 
the ground, where he finds himself looking for his hypothetical son, Billy (50-54).562 Jimmy 
initially searches for his son, moving through tiers of panels set between two trees, the frame 
of which is visually transformed on the next page into a stage.563 By the end of this sequence, 
Jimmy must stave in the disembodied head of his son to ease the son’s pain, under the 
watchful eyes of the mouse theatre-goers (all versions of Quimby the Mouse), who are 
seated to either side of this spectacle, standing in as surrogates for the reader (Figure 6.23). 
This is a miniature version how personal history operates within Jimmy Corrigan: characters 
are on display and are unaware of being observed, completely absorbed by present action 
and its emotional impact with little or no historical perspective or sense of context. Further,   
                                              
561 Jimmy and Amy are in fact, distant blood relations, another piece of information reserved for the 
reader, as revealed in a non-narrative sequence (360-361). 
562 Roy Bearden-White treats Jimmy’s traumatic life as filled with inherited trauma in “Inheriting 
Trauma in Chris Ware’s Jimmy Corrigan: The Smartest Kid on Earth,” International Journal of Comic Art 
12.2-3 (Fall 2010): 354-366. 
563 Compare this to the two-page “Summary of our story thus far” (88-89), where a similar tree 




Figure 6.23: Ware, Jimmy Corrigan (2000), 53-54.  
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it also narrativizes the prototypical comics panel from the novel’s “General Instructions” 
(Figures 6.21 and 6.22, above). Here, Jimmy and Billy replace the mouse and cat, with 
Jimmy forced to reenact the smashing in of a head on the ground, his intense emotional 
scene on display for observers, whose point of view he cannot access. 
As James’ and Jimmy’s narrative progress, repeated (or near-repeated) images, locations, 
and symbols act as transitions and meta-narrative links. Some of these elements are visual or 
thematic, like the red bird on a tree branch which transitions from the narrative preface into 
the narrative proper (5-6). Versions of the same symbol appear in transitions from the Battle 
of Shiloh in 1862, to the hospital on the Exposition grounds in 1892 in Chicago, and finally 
to the Medlife Clinicare center in Waukosha, Michigan in 1988 (100-105). Similarly, snow 
marks the beginning and end of some segments, and reappears at the conclusion of Jimmy’s 
narrative, which continues into the non-narrative two-page spread at the close of the 
hardcover edition of the novel, featuring Jimmy in the arms of Superman and the 
accompanying text, “The End” (382-383).564 The irony of this compartmentalization comes 
to the fore in each protagonist’s fantasies; for example, both James and Jimmy imagine 
stealing away with a bride, where presumably they can live outside of society (231-233, 334-
336). In parallel, each imagines a life outside of history itself, the grandson repeating the 
unfulfilled fantasies of the grandfather. These extra-narrative connections exist to help 
bridge narrative segments, but simultaneously emphasize the isolation of characters within 
                                              
564 On these moments of stillness, which often barely constitute what we consider narrative motion, 
see Georgiana Banita, “Chris Ware and the Pursuit of Slowness,” The Comics of Chris Ware (2010), 
177-190. 
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their personal histories—though the novel has a shared symbolic register, it is available only 
to the novel’s readers. 
These visual and thematic repetitions are part of what Thierry Groensteen, in The System 
of Comics, terms braiding (tressage). Groensteen uses this term to address the extra-narrative and 
extra-sequential connections that can be constructed within graphic narratives: “braiding 
deploys itself simultaneously in two dimensions, requiring them to collaborate with each 
other: synchronically, that of the co-presence of panels on the surface of the same page; and 
diachronically, that of the reading, which recognizes in each new term of a series a 
recollection of an anterior term” that “far from ending in conflict [. . . resolves] in a semantic 
enrichment and a densification of the ‘text’ of the comic.”565 This “densification” of 
repeated visual terms reinforces their symbolic resonance, which allows them to operate 
simultaneously within each narrative and beyond any simple linear narrative structure.566 
Groensteen’s notion of braiding helps specify the interrelation of the terms I have been 
employing thus far. In Jimmy Corrigan, we can recognize private and public history as narrative 
modes that correspond to diachronic and synchronic modes. Diachronic private histories remain 
confined to their narrative space, as we have seen, but public history can operate 
synchronically, framing and ironically revealing the limitations of individual experience. The 
shared public history of Chicago, the Columbian Exposition, and the city itself create further 
                                              
565 Groensteen, 147. 
566 Martha Kuhlman clarifies these narrative and non-narrative modes with Groensteen’s notion of 
arthrologies: restrained arthrology (arthologie restreinte), which is “sequential, narrative driven, and 
gives priority to the text,” and general arthrology (arthrologie générale), which “uses narrative flux 
and exploits the possibilities of spatial distribution.” “The Traumatic Temporality of Art 
Spiegelman’s In the Shadow of No Towers,” The Journal of Popular Culture 40.5 (2007): 849-866, 855. 
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connections accessible only to readers and those able to apprehend history as a larger 
totality. 
The Irony of History in Jimmy Corrigan 
As noted above, the definition of exposition in the “Corrigenda” features an illustration 
(Figure 6.20, above) from the 1893 World’s Columbian Exposition. This image nearly 
repeats a panel from an earlier episode in the novel (215), in which young James Corrigan 
and his red-haired cousin (called “the McGinty girl” by one of the workmen) sneak onto the 
fairgrounds of the Exposition on the day of his mother’s funeral in the fall of 1892 (Figure 
6.24). The view is from the promenade of the Manufactures and Liberal Arts Building, the 
largest exhibition hall of its day, of the fair’s Wooded Island and some of the Court of 
Honor buildings. Emotionally, this is the peak of James Corrigan’s personal narrative; the 
narration reads “He can see his house. He can see just about everyone’s house. In fact it seems 
as if he can see the whole world from up here. But for him the whole world is for that 
moment the single strand of red hair which dances silently around his nose & eyelashes” 
(216). At this moment, on top of one of the Exposition’s best vantage points, James can for 
a moment see beyond the personal to the broader world that encompasses his experience. 
But this vision is quickly foreclosed, his attention returning to the single strand of red hair 
right in front of him. The juxtaposition between public and private histories is most stark in 
this moment. Though James Corrigan’s story includes markers of the grand historical events 
that surround him, only we as readers can fully recognize the signifiers of those moments 
and thus grasp the ironic distance between James’ minutely-rendered personal tragedy and 
the broad historical setting in which it occurs. 
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Figure 6.24: Ware, Jimmy Corrigan (2000), 215. 
 
James’ narrative is peppered with historical detail, beginning with the Chicago Water 
Tower, one of the few major buildings to survive the 1871 fire, which is immediately 
followed by a poster advertising “Chicago of To-Day, the Metropolis of the West” (72-73) 
(Figure 6.25). These material signifiers, and many more in the first pages of the 1890s 
narrative, mark the historical specificity of the narrative. The poster, “Chicago of To-Day,” 
for example, is slightly altered from advertisements for and the title page of a Chicago 
souvenir book produced in 1891, which was designed to promote the city for the upcoming 
Exposition (Figure 6.26). This poster and public signage that surrounds it collectively point 
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to the wider social, cultural, and economic world of Chicago and the nation itself, whose 
largest symbol was the 1893 Columbian Exposition. But for much of James’ narrative, one 
of the key symbols of the age, the Columbian Exposition, which is literally blocks away from 
where he lives, plays, and goes to school, has little direct effect on him.567 
 
Figure 6.25: Ware, Jimmy Corrigan (2000), 73. 
                                              
567 The Exposition’s southwest corner was bounded by Stony Island Avenue and Sixty-Seventh 
Street. The Corrigan home is located at Wharton and Sixty-Sixth (though Wharton seems to be a 
fictitious street). From a tree in the yard, James can see over the Exhibition fence to the Terminal 
Station and Administration buildings, which is consistent with a home on Sixty-Sixth Street (146). 
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Figure 6.26: Chicago of To-day: the Metropolis of the West (Chicago: Acme Publishing and Engraving Co., 
1891), title page. 
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The cultural symbolism of the World’s Columbian Exposition cannot be understated. 
Designed to surpass Paris’ 1889 Exposition Universelle, at which the Eiffel Tower was one 
of the main attractions, the Columbian Exposition was so named for the four-hundredth 
anniversary of Columbus’ voyage and to celebrate (or at least declare) the cultural power of 
the United States as a whole, and Chicago in particular. As Alan Trachtenberg observes, the 
Exposition “seemed the fruition of a nation, a culture, a whole society: the celestial city of 
man set upon a hill for all the world to behold [… it] seemed the triumph of America itself, 
the old republican ideal.”568 Moreover, according to Arnold Lewis, the Exposition occurred 
at “a special moment in American history, simultaneously a culmination of settlement and 
the beginning of a new stage of national culture.”569 In many ways over-determined by its 
own style and symbolism, the Exposition was a monumental undertaking, occupying much 
of the attention of Chicagoans for the better part of the early 1890s and attracting millions 
of national and international visitors. 
When James and his father visit the Exposition, we are presented with the most 
sustained glimpse of the experience of the Exposition as public history. For a few brief 
pages, James’ personal history and the public one align as he and his father take a tour of the 
Grand Plaza: the majestic view of the Court of Honor, central Basin and Lake Michigan in 
the distance (274), the Administration Building and the Columbian Fountain sculpture group 
(275), through the Agriculture Building (276), past the Machinery Building on which the 
                                              
568 Alan Trachtenberg, The Incorporation of America: Culture and Society in the Gilded Age (New York: Hill 
and Wang, 1982), 230. 
569 Arnold Lewis, An Early Encounter with Tomorrow: Europeans, Chicago’s Loop, and the World’s Columbian 
Exposition (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1997), 184. 
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statuary from earlier in the narrative (86) is mounted (277). They then more briefly visit the 
other distinct part of the Exposition, the Midway Plaisance, which featured a number of 
ethnic and cultural scenes (quite stereotypically) from around the world (278) and small side 
attractions, like Eadweard Muybridge’s Zoöpraxographical Hall (279).570 In the 
Zoöpraxographical Hall, father and son see Muybridge’s most famous photographic 
sequence—the galloping horse—projected by a device called a zoögyroscope or 
zoöpraxiscope, “a cross between a traditional optical toy (like the phenakistoscope) and a 
magic lantern.”571 Here, James witnesses a key innovation, sequenced photography, a 
precursor to film, which is graphically displayed (for the reader’s benefit) in sequenced comic 
panels (Figure 6.27). Previously, he had viewed a sequence of images of the Great Chicago 
Fire of 1871 using a magic lantern, a popular light-box used to project images (137-140), but 
here is the historic next step in the projection of images, passing by nearly unremarked in 
James’ recollection of events. 
Ultimately, James and his father end their visit at the Manufactures and Liberal Arts 
Building, billed at the time as the largest building in the world—one of the few pieces of 
public knowledge that James’ narration notes (280). The Manufactures Building was one of 
the center-pieces of the Exposition, which included the largest amount of exhibit space, and 
served as the site of the Exposition’s dedication on 22 October 1892, allowing hundreds of  
                                              
570 “The carnival atmosphere of the Midway Plaisance confirmed by contrast the dignity of the 
[Court of Honor’s] center. And, of course, the center represented America through its exhibitions, 
the outlying exotic Midway stood for the rest of the world in subordinate relation” (Trachtenberg, 
213). For more on the relationship between the Midway and the rest of the Exposition, see Julie 
K. Brown, Contesting Images: Photography and the World’s Columbian Exposition (Tucson: The 
University of Arizona Press, 1994), especially 103-106. 
571 Stanley Appelbaum, The Chicago World’s Fair of 1893: A Photographic Record (New York: Dover 
Publications, 1980), 102. Also see Brown, 104. 
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Figure 6.27: Ware, Jimmy Corrigan (2000), 279-280. 
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thousands of people to stand inside before the exhibits were moved in. They ascend the 
massive elevator to the rooftop pavilion, which parallels the trip James made with the red-
haired girl months before (Figures 6.27). This elevator, the first that most of the 
Exposition’s visitors had ever encountered, highlights the disparity of scales between the 
Exposition and its diminutive (by comparison) visitors (Figure 6.28).572 Visually, the 
narrative does the same, rendering the full height of the Manufactures building (over 200 
feet) in its totality, leaving James and his father as mere specks (280-282). James is, of course, 
tragically abandoned here, imaginatively rendered in one panel as a small child being tossed 
from the pavilion (281).573 At this moment, at the summit of the largest building in the 
world, at the climax of one of the most significant cultural scenes of its age and a key 
moment of history writ large, James’ limited emotional experience, devastating though it 
must be, is finally seen only from the reader’s distanced perspective. 
Though the historical perspective isolates James at the end of his narrative, it also links 
together synchronically a number of passages from both James’ and Jimmy’s stories, each 
centered on the same Chicago street corner. A few months before being abandoned, situated 
between his two main trips to the Exposition ground, James directly participates in history 
itself when he is chosen to be part of the living flag comprised of school children dressed in   
                                              
572 The disparity in scales has been noted by a number of scholars: the sheer size of the buildings 
“complicated the relationship between exterior art and interior function. The public was dazzled 
by spectacular facades while exhibitors struggled with huge interiors of varying effectiveness” 
(Lewis, 180). Further, a “sense of evanescence” surrounded the Exposition, due to its fleeting 
nature; Neil Harris, “Memory and the White City,” Grand Illusions: Chicago’s World’s Fair of 1893, 
eds. Neil Harris, Wim de Wit, James Gilbert, and Robert W. Rydell (Chicago: Chicago Historical 
Society, 1993), 3-32, 3. 
573 This is visually foreshadowed by a brief scene of a worker falling from the Electricity Building 
(144-145). 
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Figure 6.28: Main elevator, Manufactures and Liberal Arts Building. James W. Shepp, Shepp’s 
World’s Fair Photographed (Chicago: Globe Bible Publishing Co., 1893), 45. 
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red, white, and blue for the dedicatory parade on 20 October 1892 (224, Figure 6.29).574 In 
the novel, this event is rendered minutely across a few scenes, highlighting the effects it has 
on young James: chosen to participate, watching children separate themselves by the color of 
their garments (thus breaking a moment of supposed unity into factions), waiting for the 
parade itself, and finally at home, disappointing his father (221-231). The dedication parade, 
not actually presented on the page, was in fact one of the largest events prior to the 
Exposition, featuring some 80,000 marchers and 500,000 spectators, and centered on the 
living flags and the adjacent platform for dignitaries, including then Vice President Levi 
Morton (Figure 6.30).575 However, at this moment the novel and James’ individual 
perspective limit the scope of what can be seen, and the broad, historical impact of the 
moment is withheld visually and substantively. 
The same street corner participates in the most direct visual repetition in the novel, as the 
corner on which the living flag is set recurs throughout both narratives, visually leapfrogging 
its way through history. This one location serves the most narrative duty throughout, 
changing architecturally as time progresses: in 1871, before and after the Great Fire (135-
136), in 1892-93 (74-75, 222-224); and in 1988 (16-18, 377-379) (Figures 6.31, 6.32, 6.33, 
6.34). These architectural shifts reflect the material changes in Chicago’s architecture from 
James’ to Jimmy’s time, acting as a register of actual historical and cultural shifts. 
                                              
574 There were two flags, inset on the corners of Chicago’s Post Office, which faced Adams Street—
the northeastern flag faced Dearborn Street, the northwestern flag faced Clark Street. The flag 
presented in the novel features many fewer children than the actual historical one. 
575 “The Parade: All Chicago Through the Streets—Sights along the Line of March,” The Chicago Daily 
Tribune, 21 October 1892, 1, 6. 
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Figure 6.29: Ware, Jimmy Corrigan (2000), 224. 
Figure 6.30: Living flag display and Vice-Presidential reviewing stand for World’s Columbian 
Exposition dedicatory parade, 20 October 1892. J.F. Martin, Martin’s World’s Fair Album-Atlas 
and Family Souvenir (Chicago: C. Ropp & Sons, 1892), 118. 
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Figure 6.31 (top left), 6.32 (top right), 6.33 (bottom left), 6.34 (bottom right): Ware, Jimmy Corrigan 
(2000), 135 (before the 1871 fire), 136 (after), 74 (1892), 362 (1980s). 
 
Historically, the Post Office corner against which the living flag is set in 1892 was eventually 
replaced, beginning in the 1960s, by the Chicago Federal Center, designed by Ludwig Mies 
van der Rohe (three buildings completed in 1964, 1973, and 1974), which form the backdrop 
of Jimmy’s experiences.576 This form of modern architecture (rigid and impersonal, inspired 
by Mies van der Rohe) dominates Jimmy’s Chicago landscape, including the architecture 
                                              
576 Ware also treats the impact of Ludwig Mies van der Rohe in a video project, Lost Buildings (2004) 
produced in collaboration Ira Glass and Tim Samuelson for the NPR show “This American Life.” 
The 22-minute story relates Tim Samuelson’s story of meeting Mies van der Rohe while the 
Chicago Federal Center was being built. See also, Werner Blaser, ed., Mies van der Rohe: Federal 
Center Chicago (Basel: Birkhäuser, 2004). 
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outside Jimmy’s office window, which we see most prominently in scenes early and late in 
the novel.577 
 
Figure 6.35: Ware, Jimmy Corrigan (2000), 16. 
In one of the novel’s first scenes, Jimmy witnesses a man dressed in a Superman costume 
jump from a roof to his death (15-17, Figure 6.35). Versions of the Superman figure recur 
through Jimmy’s story: his mother’s one-night stand (1-4), the jumper outside his office, and 
                                              
577 For more on the role of Modernism (considering the works of Walter Benjamin) in Jimmy 
Corrigan, see Brad Prager, “Modernism in the Contemporary Graphic Novel: Chris Ware and the 
Age of Mechanical Reproduction,” International Journal of Comic Art 5.1 (Spring 2003): 195-213. 
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the malevolent Superman in his fantasy life (51-53).578 The novel brings these motifs 
together at its close. In the novel’s final sequence, Jimmy looks out his office window at the 
impersonal office buildings across the street, now partly obscured by snow, and begins to 
imagine himself in the position of the suicidal Superman (378-383, Figure 6.35 above, 
Figures 6.36, 6.37, 6.38, 6.39 below). A new coworker catches Jimmy’s attention and draws 
him back into personal experience. The final, two-page spread of the narrative features 
Jimmy held in the arms of a flying Superman, now converted into a savior, against a field of 
snow. In a rare moment of hope, Jimmy’s appropriated bit of shared public symbolism, 
Superman, carries him away from the narrative’s repetition of personal failure and 
disappointment. 
 Jimmy still remains unaware that he and his grandfather’s narratives share the 
connections that they do and his narrative remains confined by its inward focus. This, then, 
is the fundamental irony of history in Jimmy Corrigan: only the novel’s readers can create a 
synthetic narrative that brings together personal and public histories, having been primed to 




                                              
578 On the significance of these references and the relationship of superheroes to Jimmy Corrigan, see 
Jacob Brogan, “Masked Fathers: Jimmy Corrigan and the Superheroic Legacy,” The Comics of Chris 
Ware (2010), 14-27. 
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Figure 6.36 (top left), 6.37 (top right), 6.38 (bottom left), 6.39 (bottom right): Ware, Jimmy Corrigan 
(2000), 363, 376, 377, 380. 
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Coda: Imagining the Graphic Novel 
[Even before] Richard Kyle or whoever it was 
[…] coined the expression ‘graphic novel,’ […] 
even before anybody had done one, there was an 
abstract idea of what it might be. It wasn’t just a 
comic of greater length, it was a comic of bigger 
ideas. In other words, a comic book trying to be 
important.579 
—Eddie Campbell, 2006 
 
Having surveyed the creators, works, and aesthetics that gave us the new models and 
forms of graphic narrative that we’ve seen throughout this dissertation, where do we leave 
the graphic novel? Though I concluded my analysis with Fun Home and Jimmy Corrigan, it is 
important to remember that these works are certainly not the only graphic narratives that 
employ complex narrative/counter-narrative structures, symbolic braiding, and affective 
association to prime their respective readers and bring their narratives to synthetic closure. 
They are, however, representative of a wide variety of graphic narratives (that span a number 
of genres) that have benefited from an established notion of the graphic novel as a 
publishing format. One might look to Jessica Abel’s La Perdida (2006), David Mazzucchelli’s 
Asterios Polyp (2009), or Craig Thompson’s Habibi (2011), all of which exhibit similarly 
complex narratives and were published as graphic novels in formats that we now recognize: 
hardcover, composed of original material, and so on. 
But these works are certainly not the only contemporary iterations of comics, nor are 
they representation of all of the types and variations of graphic narrative that have erupted 
since the codification of the graphic novel: webcomics, abstract/non-narrative comics, or 
                                              
579 Eddie Campbell, interview with Dirk Deppey, The Comics Journal 273 (January 2006): 66-114, 79. 
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long-form/serialized genre comics helmed by a single creative vision, not to mention the 
intersection of comics and film, ranging across genres and styles. Further, some of these new 
forms raised new questions about the boundaries of the term graphic novel itself, which, as I’ve 
shown, only fully names some of the various works I’ve taken up. 
As a means of bringing my argument to a close, I’d like to consider another way of 
looking at the graphic novel, one put forward by Eddie Campbell in the mid-2000s. 
Campbell, the artist who collaborated with Alan Moore on his novel about Jack the Ripper, 
From Hell (1989-1999), and who is notable for his multi-part, semi-autobiographical Alec 
series (1984-2012), posted what he called a “Graphic Novel Manifesto” to an online message 
board of The Comics Journal in 2004.580 The manifesto was subsequently revised and served as 
both a nexus for Campbell’s multiple attempts to redefine the term graphic novel and a call to 
his fellow practitioners to abandon some of their preconceptions and commitments.581 
Campbell begins by noting that there “is so much disagreement (among[st] ourselves) 
and misunderstanding (on the part of the public) around the subject of the graphic novel 
that it’s high time a set of principles were laid down.”582 He proceeds to outline ten 
                                              
580 The original posting of the “Graphic Novel Manifesto” was originally at 
http://www.tcj.com/messboard/ubb/Forum1/HTML/007792-2.html, and is no longer available 
(nor seems to have been archived). 
581 The canonical “revised” version is available as a sidebar that accompanies an interview by Milo 
George at Graphic Novel Review, 
http://web.archive.org/web/20050404060151/http://www.graphicnovelreview.com/issue1/cam
pbell_interview.php, from while I will quote. 
582 Campbell outlines this confusion in a brief piece, “What Is a Graphic Novel?” World Literature 
Today 81.2 (March-April 2007): 13. 
The term graphic novel is currently used in at least four different and mutually exclusive ways. 
First, it is used simply as a synonym for comic books. […] Second, it is used to classify a 
format—for example, a bound book of comics either in soft- or hardcover—in contrast to the 
old-fashioned stapled comic magazine. Third, it means, more specifically, a comic-book narrative 
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principles, beginning by asserting that the term graphic novel “is a disagreeable term,” and that 
since graphic novelists are “forging a whole new art which will not be bound by the arbitrary 
rules of an old one,” these artists need not constantly refer to terms derived from the world 
of prose novels. His third point, however, begins his main polemic, “‘Graphic novel’ 
signifies a movement rather than a form,” which he extends in his fifth: “Since the term 
signifies a movement, or an ongoing event, rather than a form, there is nothing to be gained 
by defining it or ‘measuring’ it. It is approximately thirty years old, though the concept and 
name had been bandied about for at least ten years earlier.” Here Campbell attempts to point 
to an elusive quality shared by graphic novels and their creators—the ambition to move 
beyond the limitations of genre and form that held back earlier efforts (in, say, generically-
bound comic books). 
He gets to the heart of the matter in the rest of the manifesto. As he asserts in his sixth 
point, the “goal of the graphic novelist is to take the form of the comic book, which has 
become an embarrassment, and raise it to a more ambitious and meaningful level.” He 
continues to note in point seven that “the term graphic novel shall not be taken to indicate a 
trade format (such as ‘trade paperback’ or ‘hardcover’ or ‘prestige format’). It can be in 
unpublished manuscript form, or serialized in parts. The important thing is the intent, even 
if the intent arrives after the original publication.” This, then, is the key to Campbell’s 
thinking: the intent and ambition of the graphic novelist and his or her respective projects 
                                                                                                                                                  
that is equivalent in form and dimensions to the prose novel. Finally, others employ it to indicate 
a form that is more than a comic book in the scope of its ambition—indeed, a new medium 
altogether. (13) 
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are the real innovation indicated by a term derived from a publication format which ought 
be best ignored in favor of the content and concepts in play.583 
Campbell’s manifesto proved to be contentious in the comics community, with its 
prescriptions and distinctions, but what should we make of its claims? Campbell attempts to 
deny the importance of forms and formats to the modern graphic novelist. And this may be 
true from the position of a comics artist practicing in the twenty-first century. However, it 
misreads the important formal and genre experimentation throughout the mid-twentieth 
century that established new models for stories told in comics and new formats in which 
those stories could be presented. In ignoring this context, Campbell attempts to distance the 
importance of precursors and the rich genealogy of comics that I’ve shown was necessary to 
invent a notion of the graphic novel and put it into practice.584 As a prescription for the 
mindset of contemporary comics artists, Campbell’s manifesto asserts a sphere separate from 
corporate concerns and the works that helped define and fulfill the term, but only by 
willfully separating the intertwined of the genealogies of comics that I have been carefully 
delineating. 
Campbell would go on to elaborate on his manifesto and its terms in a long interview in 
The Comics Journal in 2006. In particular, he attempted to highlight the core principle behind 
the graphic novel “movement”: 
                                              
583 Ever the ironist, Campbell undercuts his claims at the end of his manifesto: “graphic novelists are 
well aware that the next wave of cartoonists will choose to work in the smallest possible forms 
and will ridicule us all for our pomposity [… and] the graphic novelist reserves the right to deny 
any or all of the above if it means a quick sale.” 
584 Campbell does not dismiss the existence of these precursors or argue that comics artists should 
study them, only that they should not feel the need to constantly refer back to these works and 
creators for legitimacy. He takes up these issues more fully in How to Be an Artist (2001) and The 
Fate of the Artist (2006). 
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I think one of the key things in the graphic novel is ambition. […] We’re talking 
about things that are so ambitious we can’t even imagine them until they’re done. In 
1968, when they talked about the graphic novel, they were imagining a novel-length 
comic. They couldn’t have even imagined where this thing really was going to go. 
Anyway, you have the large and the small, chamber music and orchestral music, you 
have a string quartet and a symphony, you have an easel painting and a mural. The 
minicomic and the graphic novel.585 
Campbell also dismisses questions of which graphic novel began the tradition: “People argue 
about [whether Gil Kane’s] His Name Is... Savage or [Jim] Steranko’s Chandler or [Don] 
McGregor’s Sabre [is] the first graphic novel. I think it’s kind of irrelevant because they 
belong so completely to the mentality of comic-book culture that it’s a pointless 
argument.”586 Campbell uses the term comic-book culture to identify one of “two completely 
separate evolutionary models,” consisting of “periodicals with issue numbers [… ], arguing 
about whether an artist was a better penciler or an inker […], a credit line with six names on 
it, a six-name credit on a 20-page comic book.”587 He distinguishes the other model as the 
graphic novel movement, reiterating the importance of the ambition in play rather than the 
physical books themselves: “the graphic novel doesn’t exist. ‘Graphic Novel’ is an abstract 
idea. It’s a sensibility[;] it’s an advanced attitude toward comics.”588 (83) As if it weren’t clear, 
Campbell calls for the graphic novel movement to distance itself from comic-book culture as 
much as possible: “The comic book is a genre. […] It’s gone too far to reverse it. What we 
                                              
585 Interview with Dirk Deppey, 79. 
586 Ibid., 82 
587 Ibid., 82. 
588 Ibid., 83. 
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have to do is establish another camp, over here away from that one, where we somehow 
avoid association with it.”589 
This separation, perhaps important for contemporary creators, proves false when applied 
retroactively. As I’ve shown throughout this dissertation, only by understanding and coming 
to terms with the deeply intertwined, parallel genealogies of comics—the commercial, genre-
bound, collaborative corporate comics, and the independent, auteur-driven, underground 
comix—can we understand the elements used to invent the graphic novel. As I have made 
clear throughout, the term graphic novel has never clearly referred to a fixed set of published 
works or a fixed conception of what comics could or should be. Instead, the idea of the 
graphic novel had to be invented and refined, in fits and starts, with creators and works that 
pushed at the boundaries and assumptions of genre, form, and publication formats. Creators 
of graphic narratives after the codification of the graphic novel have many of the options 
they do due only because the notion of the graphic became a publication standard. Though 
Campbell is likely right that the term only partially names the range of artistic output 
possible under its name, it is the term that had to be invented and fulfilled to make the work 
of comics what it is today. 
The graphic novels of Eddie Campbell, Alison Bechdel, Chris Ware, and their 
contemporaries are an important development in the genealogy of the graphic novel. As I 
demonstrated in my previous chapter, they feature narrative, graphic, and thematic 
complexity (and unity) that is fairly new to the medium of comics. Further, they draw on 
precursors ranging from the nineteenth century on, taking formal, structural, and visual cues 
                                              
589 Ibid., 98. 
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from these forebears, while elaborately presenting their own content in complex 
elaborations. Though not the only forms of graphic narrative to develop in the period after 
the mid-1980s, these formally and thematically unified graphic narratives, published in 
standardized graphic novel formats and sold on bookstores shelves, are a new and important 
entity. Invoking the formal methods of their precursors, they mark the last major arc of the 
long genealogy that I refer to as the invention of the graphic novel.  
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